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PREFACE

This volume presents descriptions of the sites and Title VII projects

included in the Impact Study. (Volume I contains a description of the

Impact Study and interim findings.)

The infortation contained in the descriptions of each project was

obtained by the American Institutes for Research'(AIR) project staff who

visited each site. Direct classroom observation, teadher questionnaire

responses,..end individual interviews with teaching, school, and project

.personnel provided the data on which these descriptions were based. . In

-.accord with confidentiality arrangements, the projects and sites'have

been coded rather than identified by name. . 1.,

gspecial chart has been included to aid the reader,in locating

projects categorized as to (1) geographical 'region of. the United States,

(2) rural or urban setting, (3) nature of the Hispnic.student population
4

served, ,and (4) the average additional non-district per pupil cost

'associated with fitle VII project students.,



KEY TO'PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS
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KEY TO PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS (Continued)
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KEY TO PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS (Coitinued)
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PROJECT 1

PROJECT IfIFORMATION

Project Context and Target_Popnlation

Proiect 1 began in 1972. The District is located in a city with a
c

population of approximately 180,000 about thirty-five miles from a.

larger city where a university is situated and about sixty miles from the

state capital. In .1970 there were 10,000.5panish-surnamed-people living in
. .

,r

the city where the District is.located. It has been-ettimatedlthat there is a

growth of about 5% per year, indicating that the Hispanicq3opulation has

probably increased tofapproximate1y,13,,000, Employment opportunities are

diverse, with the automobile and furniture indtstries offering.the greatest

nnmber of jobs. The Hispanic'population is soMeWhat mobile as many people

are'migrants ftom Texas and/or Mexico, either seeking permanent employment

or seasonal farm work. Of the total Spanish-surnamed population, 4% is

employed in white collar or professional positions.. The socioeconomic'

status is average.'

There are sixty-five schools in this diStriCt, three of which are

participating in the Title VII program. The total school population at
-

School A is 376; at School B the total pOpulation is 247. A significant

number of Spanish7speaking students reside in the school.bounda:ies of

these schdols: School A has a 33.7% and School B a 43.7% Spanish-surnamed
0

population. The majority of 5,tudents in the project at School A are English-'

dominant bilinguals while the majority at School E are essentially Spanish .

monolingual.

Project 1 operates in kindergarten through grade 5. (Those Students

who are not involved in the Title VII 'Project and who are in need of.bilin-

gual instruction are being serviced by a bilingual mobile unit.) PrOject

students come frog families with an average annual income between $2,000

and $5,000, with.95% of the st,n,dent population qualifying for the free

lunch program. The project schools are locate8 in the southwest-part of

the city where mixed single-unit and multiple-unit dwellings are inter-

spersed with factories and a major highway. The target population consists
,

of approximately 35% MeXican-Americans and Puerto Richns, '25% blacks, and

40% White non=Hispanic. One quarter of the students enter and



leave during the first half of the sLhool year. Approximately.164

students have-made one kind-of-change_or_another-:within the District; to

a non-bilingual program, or to or from another state. Some Spanish-domi-

nant students have transferred to the.Title VII program at School B.

GOals and/or Objectives

the major gOal of the Project is to enable Students of limited

,English7Speaking ability to progress effectively thYough the educational

r '.
'system. Instruction is given in English-and Spanish,.

In observing the program operation at School A, it was noted thatzthe

students are receiving a ireat amount of English as a\Second Language (ESL)
,

instrpction with little emphasis placed on a regulated course of Spanish

Language Arts. Studenta receive instruction in the bilingual xesource

room, which is'serviced by wo bilingual teachers and three bilingual aides.

The amount'of time that any-given:Student receives ESL instruction in the
Lt

bilingual xesource room is determined by the teacher._ The\Spanish-

dominant student'Spends more than half a school day in the resource room.

The information gathered from the interviews held'atSchool A suggests that

the staff involved in the bilingual pXoject perceive it tO.be a remedial

Trogram for native-Spanish speakers. The main goal is io train the

students in the areas of English oral language developMent, comprehension,

and the mastering,of basic speech patterns to provide them with'a basic

,foundation of English language usage for everyday life.

Project Staff

The project is staffedby one project director, five bilingual
\

resource room teachers to work with teachers and students (thirtY-seven

-rooms), one community liaison aide; fifteen paraprofessional aides, and
_

a.project secretary. In addition, the project is supported by district

personnel and occasional volunteers. The ethnic composition of the
.t

project staff. is 50% Hispanic and 50%%Thite non-Hispanic.

The information gathered from the Teacher/Teacher Aide Questionnaire

from the Intensive Sample at,School A shows that.the teacher is'equipped

with a B.A., a master's degree in the field of education, and axegular

17 ,
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credential with no specific training.in the area of bilingual-bicultural

educatiOn and has been.involved since the start of the program. The aide

in the classroom works part time and is non-credentialed with one to three

years' experience in the program

The information on the following chart 4asJobtained from questionnaires

gubmitted to the classroom'teachers and their aides whose students were

included in,the Impact Study.

1 8
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TEACHING STAFF.CHARACTERISTICS

Total number of teachersjaides in Impact Study

Total nwiiber. of-cinestionngiret- received--

Highest earned college degree:

. No degree

Degree or diploma based on. less than 4 years of work

Teething credential only

or'higher

No responSe

TYpe of'statc teaching credential held:

,Non-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
,emergency

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No response

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than l'year

1 year

, 2 years

3 years

4 years

5-9 years

1049 years

'2029.years

.30 or more years

No response

19

1-4

Teachers Aides

a i

2

.3 _

f

:Teachers Aides

1

2

2
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Years of feaching in a bilingual program:

Less .than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3.ears

4 years

5 years

More thap..5 yeats 2

-No response 2 1

1

s;

Amount of college'iraining specifically-devoted to

bilingual-bicultural educ'atian.:.

1-5,quarter unit§ (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter units (11720 semester hours)

More:than 30 quarter units Illore than 20.semester hrs.)

No college training in bilingual-bicultural

No response

Amount of time spent in inserVice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

--education:

1 dayor less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than 30 days

None

No response

20

1-5

o

2

2 2

2
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Sources of Project Funds

The'rollowing funds Wete specificallY designated for and administered

by the bilingual project:

Title VII $337,000

Other-Federal and_State -0--

Other 70-

TOTAL $337,000'

Per pupil $1,310.00

In addition to the ebsove, the following funds were designated for
e ,

bilingual project schools:.,

Federal and'State. $26,500

- Otber .-0-

TOTAL .$26,500

a. Per pupil f

Total per pupil additicndl binds
for bilingual Project parti-
cipants

$7.6.81

$1,-386.81

CLASSRO-OM INFORMATION

Major Features of,-ClassrdbM Observed.
4".

Magic Circle, a human dtvelopmeht progrp based oil self-concept, is

conducted in the classroom for 1.1/2 hours -wke ly, The'program was initiated

by Valdo Palomares, and it operatesin terms of.a circle. The class of

twenty-two students Is divided at random into,groups of 'seven or eight. An
.

.

equal amount of oral participation from all members of the gr4.1p.is,.

necessary. The locus of control is b6th the teacher and the-students.. The.

goal 'of the group'is.to.strengthen listening skills, self-esteem, sense of

accomplishment, concept of,success,.and competition with oneself. These

goals.are discussed ofally by means of the triad of self-perception, which:*

quesiions how one perceives oneself, how others perceive each other,'and.-
.

.

how one thinks others perceive hi;/her.

*

2 1



Impact Study Sample

The following information is based on discussion4 with project staff

and on classreom observations in the Of.the project:s participating

bilingual, classes at School A,

A fifth,-grade class was randomly selected or the Intensive Study.

The-class-has-an- nrollment-of twenty=two_atudentstwo black Amexicans,

seven Mexican-Aweri:cana,'and thirteen white non-Hispanics. The classroom
! 4 , -

teacher has over five years' teaching experience and has a facility in

Spanish.. He instructs-all academic subjects with the exception of Spanish

,Language Arts and,English as a Second Language (ESL). He'uses;an objec-

tive reference list,geared to appropriate grade level frOm which students

are tested.twice yearly,

-Instuctional Strategfes for-Grade

.

English.Language Instructien for.Native-English.Speekers

There are five bilingual, one Spanish-monolingual, and sixteen

, English-monolingual students in this class. The Spanish-dominant student /

, receives extensive ESL i!nstruction/four to five hours daily. The classroom

teacher is white non-Hispanic and has enough,command Of the'Spanish lan-

guage to be able to reSpond to the Spanish-dominant'student whet necessary:

In such cases, instruction individUalized on the dyadic level, and; if

the aide is available (ahe.works halftime), she takea over the classroom or

supervises seat work. Thie classroom is"conducted totally in English.

English Language Arts, on a formal'basis, is taughtqforty-

five to.sixtybinutes daily. The curriculum includes phonics, Vocabulary,'

'punctuation, synthesis of main ideas, analegues, word association, se-
.

.yquenceefideas5Ppause-andeffectrelatienships,'inferences, synonyms,

antonyms, homonyms; characterization, and grammatieal structures.

One day aweek, the students watch "Cover to

television program which introduces students to a

materials and.stiles, both fiction and nonfiction

Coyer," an educationaZ ,

vari:Ay of reading

The'teachei then holds

a discussion period for about twenty.minutes following,the program. The
. . -

school library is.also an irikegral palt of the_Lahguage Arts.and Reading

2 2 ;-
,
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i

program. gi Once a week, a different student delivers an oral book repor4 to

the cfass and answers questions.

The reading program is based on the Ginn 360 series, which Is written

for grade levels 1 through 6. The class peribd is forty-five minutes a daz

and meets five times a week.. The class is made up of seven:groups, each

being taught by a different teacher at a difi'erent or the same grade level,

unrelated, tbthe reading level of.the student. The,one.student who is.

receiving ESL Instruction uses the basic'readerbf the Scott Foresman

Series.

The most advancedreaders are feceiving enrichment in Reading from

the classroom teacher during,the lunch_period four times a.week. They

spend their time doing'individualized projects involving A large amount of

creatiVe-writing.

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

ESL is taught to a group of'students chosen oh the basis of scores
. .

on the Peabody Kit and the Inter-American iast. At the time of observation,
,

.

. one Siudent was receiving ESL instruction for half the:school day. This

student is grouped vith mthers from the same or different grades, Most of

the time is spent on oral language development (vocabulary expansion,'

phonics, basic sentence structures, and spelling).

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

The entire fifth-grade class that was observed does not' receive -

Reading in Spanish. Six are scheduled to receive such instruction thirty

to forty-five minutes daily, depending upon homeroom class activities and

student needs. The majority of the time in the resource room is devoted

to English as a Second Language, while little emphasis is placed on an equi-
.

valent course of Spanish instruction in the areas of Language Arts and

, Reading as first language for participants whose nativertongue is Spanish.

The reading level-of the student is assessed by tht teacher through observation,

oral language facility, and Spanish-comprehension skills. The students re- ,

ceiying such instruction are taught by a bilingual aide. The Laidlaw Series in

2 3
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J.

Spanish is the primary instructional:material used in the resource room.
:-

The fiVe student6 arusingLevelII. The student who is doing work

primarily'to build skills in.English-as a Second Language is not being
4

encouraged to read in Spanish,

Mathematics Instruction

r.
.Students.are not grouped formally in Mathematics. Individualized

instruction is given by the teacher or aide when available to meet certain'.

needs in problem areas. The major textbook that is used is.the HoltxSchool.

Mathematics Series Level 5. Mathematics, as well as other subject areas,

is reinforced in Spanish in the resource room for the one student who is

given intensive ESL instruction. At present; tlie students'are learning

all that is included in the'-objectives for fifth grade. Aboilt 2 1/2

hours are spent weekly on individualized instruction. The teacher uses

materials which he has produced for seat work and incorporates Mathematics

games into the program.

Cultural Component

Spanish language as it related to

American in this case,, is emphasized in

reeeive,Spanish,language instruction:

Hispanic culture, i.e':, Mexican--
,

the resource room for the six who

Stress is placed upon the correct

use of Spanish grammar and reading comprehension.. Development of

communication skills among peers and self-ideneity as Mexicaii-Americans is

not stressed:

Parent and Community Involvement

All parents of students confer at leaFt once or twice a- year with the

teacher in a formal meeting. At various times diming the year,.parenis

confer With the principal of School A who is-directly involved with the

program. About:one quartei of the project parents attend proiect-,and

district-sponsored functions, such as open houses or classroom parties,:

2t
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PROJECT INFORMATION

' PAct,Context and Target Population

The project operates within .a district which has thirteen high schools,

sixty-seven elementary schools, four junidY high sthools and.two middle

schools serving.a total population of 54,562 ttudents. There are-two schools
--A

operating under Title VII as bilingual project schools:. The project includes

'sixten classes,two at 'eath ggade level, kindergarten through grade 6,

serving 344 students. At _School A, 310 students are participatin in.the

project, and there are approximately twenty.studenta in each classroom.

At School B there are forty.students participating in the project.

4
dents from all over the city may apply for entrance into the proje

however, in all caset placement of students must be confirthed with parents.

,Hispanic students participating in the_project are Spanish-language-dominant

and limited7English speakers; the white non-Hispanic and black students aie

English-dominant.

0

At School A, 75% of the student population is English dominant and

50% is ol.Puerto Rican-descent, 3% South American; 16% Native American,.

13% black, and 18% white non-Hispanic. PrOject students come from families'

with an average annual income of from $8,000 to $9,000 who live in an urban
.

area in mixed single-unit and multiple7unit dwellings. The target popula-

tion is approximately 75% Spanish surname, 10% black American, and 15%

white non-Hispanic. Accdrding to the principal interviewed, the mobility

rate is high--35% of the students leave the city to return to Puerto Rico

but eventually return to the United States and end up in an tipcent state

where employment opportunities for the parents teem to be more plentiful.

Goals and/or Objectives

The major goals of the bilingual'project are (1) attainment'o4Nual

competency in the English and Spanish languages to ensure proficiency in

.all areas of tocial and academic concern; (2) continugusstaff development;

(3) community and parental involvement, and (4) curriculum materials

--Idevelopment.

2-1.
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Project Staff

The yotroject Is staffed by eighteen fUltltime teachers,mineteen aides,

one social worker, one school/community liaison, one curq.culum materials

< specialist, one typist, one library,aide, one stenographer-secretary,.and
a

the Project Director.. 'In addition, the project enjoys'the services of

distfict support personnel. All project staff-are bilingual with 50% of

Hispanic descent-and 50% white non-Hispanic. The Project Director has

coordInated the'total activities of the project since its inception in 1971.

She works with students and parents to determihe and address their.needs.

The entire staff works closely with the parents and community, as does the

advisory board act.in a,advisory capacity in alq_aspects of ths program.

The information on the following thart was obtained from questionnaires

submitted to the classroom'teachers and their-aides whose students were

included in the Impact Study.

o

.

. o
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'TEAdHIHCSTAFF CHARACTERISTICS,,

-total number of. teachers/aldes.in Impact Study

Total number of,questiorinaires received

Highest earned college degree:.

TescArs Aides

-10 10

No degree ., 10
..\

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or B.S.

, T aching credential only

M.A. or higher

No response

Type of state teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed A

TemfOrary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
1rgeficy

Regular crede4tial

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential
A

No/response /
r )

.

Years of fulol-time teaching experience:

, Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years

.4 );ears

5-9 years

10-19 .years

'20-29 years

30,or more years

No response

2 7

2-3

5

1

4 '

10

6

4

1 1

2

2 2

3 1

.1 2

1

4



Years of teachine,in a bilingual-program:

(

Teachers

4less than / year

1 year 1

'2 yearL 1 2

3 years 2 2

4 years 2 2

-5. years 1

More than 5 years 1

No response, 1

AmOunt of college training specifically devoted to
,

'bilingual-bicultural education:
.)

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester _hours) 2 2

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours). 3 2

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours) 2 1

More than 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.), 1 2

No collee training in bilingua/-biculcurar. 2 2

NO respopse 1

Amount oE time sAent iir,inservice pr school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

'education:

1 day or less 3

.2715 days 6 2

215-30 days:

More than 30 days
, 2

None 1

. No resp6nse 2

28
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'Sources of Project Funding

The following funds were specifically designated for and admini-

sleredby thebilingual project:

'Title VII $294,261

Other Federal and State

Other r 70-

TOT4"iL' $294,261

Per pupil $86i.00/

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for

bilingual project schools:
.

Federal and State -0- -

Other*. $274,000--

TOTAL $274,004-

Per pupil- $438.000

Total per pdpil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants' $1,305..00

-* Funds from lobal board of education

CLASSROOM INFORMATION
a

Mapr Feafures of.Classrooms Observed'

One class at each grade level zerved is English domillant., whert English

is the language of instruction and the classroom reflects the North Americal

culturd',1 while the other. is Spanish dominant, where Spanish is the language

of instruction and the.classroom reflects the Hispanic and .Puerto Rican

cultures All students are inStructed in their doMinan't language during

the firsi part of the dayTwhen the content-subjects are'taught (Mathematics,

,Reading, Wanguage Arts, Science, and Social Studies). The stt.sdentshange

classrooms for the second part of the day; approximately 2 1/2 hours'is

spent on instruction in the.second language daily. At this tithe the con-

tent areas of Language Ars, Reading, and Mathematics are' reinforced:, In

the afternoon, a seCond-language,approacti'to learning is' emphasized. The
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.major concepts_are developed in both the morning and afternobn classes, b-it

the instructional techniques vary...._Concepts related to Hispanic history
_-

and culture and North American history and culture are integrated intO all

curriculum areas and are intrinsic to the total instructional program.

,e

In grade 5 theiReading provam for the English-;dominant component is

totally ifidividualized, with a lesson Plan for each student: >The students

choose their own material from an enrichment libfary.in the classroom dr

from the school library with ihe approval Of the .teacher or of the aide.

The student's lesson plan is developed contractually at conferences with

the_teacher--twice ..k.-weekT-lastIng five to twenty-minutes, the major goals

being to enrich yocabulary, teach dictionary.usage, test coMprehension,

and develop the ability to suMmarize and synthesize main ideas.

0

Impact Study Samples

Out of a total of sixteen bilingual classrooms In Project 2 at

School A", the grades range from pre-kindergarten through grade 6, -There

.are two classrooms at each 'grade leVel--one in each language group. Six

clas'arooms, grades 2, 3, and 5, were . selected at random for observation.

_Instructional Startegies for Grades 2, 3,,and 5'

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

The three teachers.involved are English-dominant bilinguals. They.-

spend the afternoon on oral language devtlopment drilla with Spanish,

'dominant students. English sentencedrills are.used to develop an under-

standing that the English language has'its own system.of sounds and sentence

patterns. Efforts are concentrated in vodabulary building, spelling,

liatening comprehension exercises, auditory'discrithination drill!, gramMat-.

ical structures", substitution drills, sentence patterns, and the ipterpre-

tation of ideas. To supplement this instruction there is extensive 'use of
e ,

word.games, storytelling,"experience dharts retelling ofistories in

logical sequence; and flashcards.

The specific Subject areas which were taught in the dominant language

in the morning-are reinforced later in the day "to develop an awareness that

style and format differ in English. Studenta develop the ability to compare

2-6
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and contrast the Spanish and English langUagera. .The main.intent of the.

Eaglish as a SetuddLangUage (ESL) instruction is to develop communication

Skills, oral followed by written: The teachers stress capitalization,

punctuation, creative writing, speliing, chOral reading, and sharing as

part of the daily program. All instruction and dtills'are Taithin the frame-

work of second-language learning focusing on pronunciatift, phonics, dia-
..

logues, and controlled conversation. The use of Spanish at this time is

allowed only mhen absolutely necessary.-

Students are grouped according to ability in.English. Instruction and

lesson plans are indiVidualized.based on student needs. 'The classes re

divided into reading grOups by the teacher and regrouped based on teacher

observation and assessment,oT progress. All students are involved in th

,Ginn,360-Reading series, at appropriate levels,, with workbOoks and supple-
,.

,

'mental reading materials -for enrichMent purposes. -The teachers and. aides

--spend approximately twenty mindtes daily, with each'group on oral reading.

'practice (intonatiOA, pitch, junctqre, -dramatization, story illustration,

and audience reading), comprehension skills, and expressiVe ladguage

A3ractice practice (retelling stories,' verification of facts; sequence of

ideas, and basic conclusiom.drawing).

No text is used.for beginning English learners. -Eof these students,

inp.truction is individualized, and the entire time is spent on oral language

development and word. analysis (phonetic and attuctural).

- ,

English LangUage Instrdction fot Native-Engliah Speakers

The teachers invofVed are English-dominant bilinguals, Classes are
-

not grouped at any level for English Language Arts instrUction. Approxi-

mately five hours a week is spent on Readingwriting, and language develbp-

ment skills within.the framework of he curriculum designated by the Board

of Education for all grade levels.

To develop an udderstanding of English language.dsage, 2 1/2jiours is

spentweekly.on spelling and basic grammatical structures. The students

have both oral and written composition practice, experience charts, vocabu-

lary expansion exercises, punctuation, and sentenc'e form drills. The .

student is.taught to develop the ability to recognize that each' language
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t:

. has, its own sound symbol system, and the aide in this classropm takes an

active part in all activities. She acts as both a teaching agent and'a

role- model for the students. She takes a'Npportive role in the classroom-
,

.rather than acting as an insttuctibnal model.

The Reading series used is the Ginn 360, at appropriate levels ranging

from three to eight. The teacher inttoduces Language.Arts concepts as an.

integral part of the daily readi program. The, classes are grouped.
,

according to ability and.regrouped throughout the year on the basis.of

Lacher obServation and assessment, and. a revieW Of the MetrOpolitan

Achievement TeSts scores in Reading.comprehension-.--Thents-work-on____

developing various.decoding and encoding skills. The aides alasiat in

indiVidual instruction on workbook exercises and,teaCher-nade materials for

'%.approximately twenty minutes. aaily.

Spanish. Language instruction.for Native-Spanish Speakers

Spanish-dominant students are grouped together. The teachers and

aides involved are Spanish-dominant bilinguals. The curriculum is.much.

the same as it is for Language Arts instruction for English-dominant

- speakers. Themajoi textbook used-is La Lengua ESpailola at appropriate

.grade levels. Efforts'are concentrated on developing oral and written

communication skills in Spanish. The classes are not grouped foi Language

ik.'rts instruction.

All students are grouped according to grade and Reading evels in

Spanish. This is partially based on teacher observation, assessment of

progress, and the Inter-American tests scores in Reiaing comprehension.

The major,texts used are fram the Laidlaw series.. The lowest level groups

are nonreaders (grade 2) and spend approximately one hour'daily with the

aide who has developed individualized lesson plans to develop Reading

readiness skills in Spanish. The major focus in Spanish Reading is much

the same as it is in,English. Time is spent on auditory discrimination

exerciaes, word. analysig,'Synthesis of main ideas, and recollection of'

facts in'sequence. The teachers spend apProximately twenty to thirty

minutes with each group (three or four groups per classroom) developing

encoding skills. The students are given expressive language,comprehension,

32.
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and oral reading practice.daily. The.imgortance of thought sequenc,e in

oral and written communication is also .stressed.

Spanish-Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

The studenks inrhese crasSrooms are English dominant. All the,

teachers involved are Spanishdominant bilinguals. Approximately 2 1/2

hours per week are spent on pronunciation, vocabulary expansion, sentence

pattern drills, spelling, and phonetic exercises. In learning SPanish as

a Sedond Langutige (SSL), the teachers stress through their lesson plans

and instruction the concept that words and word order convey meaning,

-Students are taUght'to develop,the ability tO listen to oraIlanguage for

equal
---

competency. in Spanish and English wit-E-ah-understanding_of the grammatical

.structures.in each language. Students are.grouped by thelteachers according
,r

to language proficiency levels.

Mathematics Instruction

The classes. are divided by the'team eachers according to language

dominance. Mathematics is taught. by the dominant-language teacher in the

morning'and reinforced in the afternoon within the framework.of second

language learning. At this time the teacher not onlr reinforces mathe-

matical:concePts but alSo develogssvocabulary. The major textbooks used

areMath Around Us and Natemgtica Para La Educaci6n Primaria K-6 at aggro-

priate grade level. Instruction is based on the Board of Education curric-

ulum for grades 2, 3, and 5 in Mathematics. ,Students are not grouped for
. .

Mathematics instruction. Approximatelysl 1/2 hours is spent daily on

Mathematics activities. The curriculum includes oral_and written instruC-

tion, games and drills to aid in *developing appropriate skillS iryoperatiorC

practice (addition,::subtraction, multiplication, division), new math (sets
,,. .

and. subsets), geotetry, basic meacgrement practide (time and weight'Concepts),

number sequence,'and place values.

Cultural Component

"4.

f

Each day students in both language groups receive Social Studies

.instruction focusing on Hispanic (Puerto Rican).cultUre and North-American,
A

culture. Students take field trips to.local government agencieg museums,
1,

3 3
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e

historical sites, and different communitieS within the area.to gainfirse-

hand information. Teachers draw from the.students'. own experience to

achieve the objeêtives. To foster cultural pride and to develop interest

in.hisiorical events, holidays of. all cultures are:iepresented in the pro-.

gram as they arise. The Spanish-dOMinant clasSrooms reflect'and promote

Puerto Ricanculture and heritage in all curriculum areaS,.just as the.

English-dominant_classrooms promote North American culture and heritage.

The objective of the Social Studies curriculum is,to develop in all program .
.

.

participant§ a more.positiVe self-sonCept and an increased pride in their

.dominant language and heritage, as well as an appreciation of othe'r,cultures.

Parent and Community-Involvement

Every other month a parent-oriehted activity, such as the celebration
/

of Puerto Rican Discovery Day, is.held. :In October an' May, an Open)

House to which the community is invited is held. At.this time,parents are

given the opportunity to see their children work, to speak with the teachers

and administrative staff and to voice particular concerns or suggestions

regarding the bilingual program. At report card time,pardnts meet with

the teachers to discuss their children's progress. In cases when the

parent(s) couldn't attend conferences, the teachers have gone to their

homes. Theasocial worker and community aide help,in communicating program

'goals to project staff and non-participating community members. Parents

and the community p'articipated in a basic adult education'program 14here

Reading, writing, arid.Mathematics were offered in Spanish for the Spanish-

dominant parents and basic conversationalsSpanish for English-dominant

parents.

3 4
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*PROJEC'T

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Population

Project 3 is sAtuated in a small rural eown in the-Southwest,

approximately 150 miles from the nearest metropolitan center. The town

is the county seat in an, agricultiiral area'where 60% of the nation's

onions and 90% of the-spinach are grown. Unti1.1969:the 15% white

non-Hispanic'population controlled all facets 'of town, school and-county

government, to the eXclusion of-the 85% Mexican-American 'populace.

, Changes have occurred since 1969 resulting in a shilt of local and county

politics in favor of the Mexcian-American popUlation:" Nevertheless, 41%

of the faMilies in the area still earn an income un-der-$3,-0(10,_according

to the 1970 Census, and 917 of the children participate in a free-lunch

program.
.

Although the 1970 census i'eflected anethnicrepresentatiOn of 85%

Mexican-American, 14% non-Hispanic whites, 1% blacks and others, this

is not an accurate .picture of the present situation. There has been an.

exodus of the white non-Hispanic Population since 1970.° The population

of Mexican-Americans.is now higher. In fact, the three principals of

the,achools that were obserVed for the Impact Study, stated thee Mexican

Americans cOmprise 99% of the student population. Although there are

no eXact figures to document the language of tile community, two of the

principals who were interviewed estimated that'the greater percentage of

families were bilingual With a sizable Minority

It is noteworthy that the'preferred language of

of-school'is' Spanish, as true in other towns

Mexico.

being monolingual Spanish.

students both in and out

or cities which bordet

Ninety-nine percent of the students', and therefOre of the commUnity,

are Mexican-American: kostlamilies reside in single-family dwellings on
c,

small-lots,.and their major, occupation iS.farm'labor. .The mobility rate

rangits- from 70% to 30% at thetarget schools. Typically; as soon as
, r

school closes.in May, the migrant families leave the area, only to-return

3-1
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the following October.or November tor their children to complete another.

school year and to resume their seasonal work at,the. local processing

plant. Most of these familied earn under $4,000 per year. -The project

has'been federally fundecPsince the 1971-72 'school year. (Previbusly, .

a locally funded effort had been established .and had received,an initial

OE grant to begin a satellite bilingual program.)

,he district is the first in the etate to implement bilingual

education-in grades pre-kindergarten through 12e, (In addition to the

VII elementary 'achool program fOaed_initially'in 1971-72, the

town received ,a grant of $234,772 in 1975 to fund the first secondary

--bilingual program in the State.)

During the 1975776 school year, 1,507 students participated at the
_

'program schOols: School A, pre-kindergarten and kindergarten; School B,

'grades 1 throughA; SchoOl C, grades%4 and 51 And School D, grades 6 and

7.

In 1973-74, SChool B was transformed into an open classroom school

by the remodeling.oi the open patios'nnd the..installation Of air-.

conditioning,. School C was offiicially opened January 19, 1975. It,is

departmentalized with.open classrooms made up of the different academic

areas such.as Science, Mathematics, Language Arts, Social Studies,

and Music.--Sghool C houses approkiMatelY 465 fourth- and fifth-grade

.students, while the enrollment at School.B slightly ekceegs.600. School.D,

which includes sixth- and seventh-grade students is an old struetUre

WhiCh contrastsaharply'with the more modern buildings. Hbwever, this
, .

building will eyentually be closed (1976-77), and students in these

grade levels will attend the former,high schopl: The high school students

(grades 9 through 12) will set up quarters in a new', open7aPace structure

during the 1976-77 school year.

Goals and/or Objectives
-

*
In February 1, 1973, the school.bOard met and accepted.recommendations

that eatablfshed a maintenance program and aCcepted.Spanish. and.English

on 4n. equal basis,as the official language of,the District. The major

ioal bf'the project is to graduate the student from high school with

. 36
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complete command of the primary..language (for the majority, Spanish) and

English AS a secondary language: The maintenance approach allows the

student to first learn the basic.concepts in his/her own language with
9

later transfer to the second language'after proficiency has been

reached. Eventually, instruction in,both languages is given equal atten-

tion. The elementary program works with the concept of the open class-

room in all grade levels. Individualized instruction is used to give

each student work at %is/her ability level, and students are graded

according to individual progress rather than on a competitive basis.

For the entire individualized instruction program, project staff

monitors the implementation through weekly, and sometimes daily,

observations-and/or interviews with teachers. Furthermore, the staff

development component provides support for developing those teaching

competencies required for the effective implementation of an individualized

program. Teachers and teacher aides participate in weekly inservice

training during the first semester and biweekly inservice training during

'the second semester which are organized and supervised by-a consultant

or a project staff member.

'During the 1975-76 school year,.nineteen trainees, as well as sixteen

.other bilingual teachenaides, were enrolled in Classes taken locally

through the continuing education office of.a nearbYliversity. :The

glasses lead to a bacheior's degree in Elementary Education and bilingual
. .

teacher certification. The nineteen trainees were provided with payMent

for,books and tuition, and a etipend. The sixteen nontraihees were

provided with payment for books and tuition, butho'stipend.'

Another, major objective within the program is parent-sChool.

communication. Each teacher is required,to make a Minimum of.one home

visit for each hoemroom student during the Academic year. These visits

are recorded on the parent-school Community involvement forms which are

submitted monthly to the project evaluator. The advisory committee also

meets monthly to review project goals and the intructionr program, to

assess progress, and to provide inPut for the project's continuation pro-

posal. The selection of the eighteen Advisory Committee members involves
-

thefollowing iirocedure: cly Teachers select four representatives;

(2) teacher aides select four meMbers; (3) teachers and aides'at each

3 7
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campus select eight parents, and (4) the Student Council'selects two

students.

, Project Staff

The project is supported by the entire teaching'Tersonnel at the

four project schools. This consists of approximately forty-five class-
,

-room teachers who are all paid out of State Minimum Foundation Funds.

The project staff consists of twenty full-time teacher aides, ,eight

full-time resource teachers, one full-time school/community liaison,

two full-time clerk typists, one full7time evaluator aide, one full-time

.evaluator, and two full-time project directors (elementary dnd secondary

levels). Of the 1975-76 project staff, the resource teachers and teacher

aides were all bilingual and Hispanic. The majority,of the resource

teachers had been involved with the project for a minimum of four years,

while the Majority of teacher aides.had participated for at least two

years. The other project staff members were bilingual and Hispanic and

had worked in the project for maximum of two years.

Support services have been offered by the state education agency

during the 1975-76 school year. The local service center sponsored a

ten-day workshopfor sixteen teachers from the District. In addition,

a consultant from the center gave weekly inservice training at two,of..

the project schools.

The school district is supportive of the prOject. As has been

mentioned previously, the educational philOsophy of the, project reflects

that:of,the school district itself. Preservice and inservice workshops.

are sponsored joittlY by project and district personnel, pf the five

presetvice workshops, four Were devote& to bilingual/bicultural.education.

Miring the.year; release time was given by the District for the weekly
e,

inservite workshops that were.held during ne first.semester and the
.

bimonthly workshops duving the second. Ofthe sixteen teachers scheduled

to participate in the service center workshops, two were supported by

the District: Also, the last two days of the school year are set asidd

as inseriace training for the purpose of allowing teachers sufficient

time to finish last minute administrative details. Finally, during the
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year, special audiovistal materials, such as a large stock of videotapes,

'a,-e at the disposal'of all district personnel.

BeSides'the dissemination of informtion through. the. Advisory
/.

Council,.the project'has utilized variots media sources to publicize
,

the.project. .In addition to the more conventiohal.forms-- neWspaPer,
.

.

radio,-,newsletter--tbe.project was spotlighted in a film produced by,!-
a federally funded progiam'and shown on ehe local public service channel.

The information oh the follOwing chart wis obCained from questionnaires

submitted to the classroom teachers and their aides whose students.were

included in the Impact Study,

3 9
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total number of teachers/aides inItlipact Study

Total number of questionnaires received

Tehchera Aides

9

9 4

Highest earned college degree:

No degree
r 3

Der ie or diploma based on less' chaa 4 years bf work

B.A, or B.S.

Teaching credential only

.24.A...orhigher ,

No response

Type of statc teaching credentihl held:

Aori-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or .
emergency

'Regular credential

'
Bilingual-bicultural teaching ciedential

No response -

Years of-full-time teaching-experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years .

3 fears

4 years

'5-9 Sreirs

110-19 years

20-29 years 0

30 oy mare years

No response'

8

1

3

4 1

A

r

41.

4 0
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Teachers. Aides

Years of teachin in a bilin ual ro ram:

Less than 1 year 1 1

1 year 3 2

2 years 2

!I\33 years

4 years

5 years 1

More:thAn 5 years

MO response

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1:5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6r15'quarter units .(4=10 semester hours) 5

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours) 3

}lore than 3G quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.)

Vo.collegc training in bilingual-bicultural 3

No response

AmoUnt of time snent in inservice or school district

vorkshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

NOre than 30 days

None

No reSponse

4 1
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Sources of.Project-Funding-

-.:. The following fUnds were specifically desigpated for and admininaterd

,hy the bilingual project:

r'
TZtle VII $351,00.0

Other Federal and,State, .463,218

'Other (LoCal bilingual) 160 600

TOTAL $623,818

Per pupil $646.86

In addition o the above, the following funds were disignated for

bilingual project_achools:

Schoo1.5

Federal and State* $110,731.51

Other -0-

TOTAL $110,731.51

Per pupil' $173.83

Total per pupil additional-funds-
for bilingual project.partici-
pants $820.69

School C

Federal and State* $ 85,565.25

Other -0-

TOTAL $ 85,565.25

Per pupil $184.01.

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants $830.87

*This figure represents funds from Title I and from the Title I

Migrant Program. The District also'receives funds from the Urgan-

Rural Program and the Career Opportunities'Program (both federal),

but these amounts were not available from district sources.

4 2
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SchoOl D

Federal and State*

Other

TOTAL

-

$145,964.26

-0-

$145,964.26

Per pupil .$2.78.03

Total per pupil .additional funds
for bilingual prOject 'partici:
pants $924:89

*This figure represents funds from Titl<I.and from Title I,

Migrant Program. The district also received funds from the Urban-

Rural Prograth And the Career Opportunities Program (both federal).,-

but these amounts were not'Entailable from district sources.

. CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Major Features of Classrooms Observed

Spanish and English Reading. Individualized instruction in

Spanish and English Reading is being achieved through the

Implementation.of the Guszak Reading management system. It

is anninstructional approach which incorporates the following

tasks: (1) diagnosis for the placement of the student at the

appropriate level; (2) prescription through the contracting

of work assignments at the student's independent level; and

(3) evaluation of the student's progress and reassignment

according to the results.

Mathematics. In the Srea of Mathematics, the program has .

been developed for Itthall group instruction by local personnel

and.is referred to as the Massignani Math.Scope and Sequence

Program. The tasks include (1) the developmtnt of student

activities which correlate with the designated. program (2) the

assignment of activitees appropriate, for the student's

level of performance and interests; (3) the presentation of
O

cOncepts in the dominant language with,review in the second.

language; (4) the assignment of activities to be performed

4 0
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independently and.under teacher guidance; and (5),the

'evaluation of the student's pogress with reassignment if

necessary.

Science. The'Science program has also been developed fdr

iMall gràup instrucdion. Essentially, the individualized

program integrates several aspects as described within the

'Mathematics component (above), namely points 2, 3, and 4. In

addition, it emphasized the following: (I) the preparation

of'activities related to the discoverY process of,science;

(2) the-assignment ofatudents to groups,for prob.lem

solving; and (3) the assignment of sthdenta to 'groups for

the application.of previously learned -concepts.

Social Studies. The individualized program for Social -

Studies also,pfescribes an educational approach which is

geaxed to'the interests and ability levels of,the students.

A preview-review method; as described premiously, is utilized

for the instruction of-a curriculum which integrates the

student's culture and heritage. lbe integration of the. '

student's .cultiire is herein defined as the inclusion-ih the

curriculum of activities, and experiences related to the

.chiles home and community life.

Impact Study Samples

Nine classes were randomly selected for teRting from grades 2 through

6 at the three target schoolo: School B, School C, and School D. Since

all the schools function on a departmentalized system, preliminary

information was gathered on the number of teachers assigned to the basic

subject areas and the number of classes taught by each teacher during

the day. English Language Arts, Spanish Language Arts, and Mathematics

comprise the core instructional program which would be the object of the

Impact Study's testing, observation and analysis.

At School B (second and third grades), the building plan is open-

classroom with the departmentalized format. Three teachers,were assigned

to each subject area with a.mixed grouping of second- and third-graders

4 4
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for each class. One teacher Was randomry.selected from each subject area,

-and then a randoM selection was made of the'particular.time period-far

all subjects.. '-For example,. the Friday sixth-period alass was tested'

for each subject area.

At School C .simifar 'situation was observed. Here, Tuesday first-

period classes were randomly chosen for the three subject areas.

At SChool D there was a departmentalized format but no open
4 0

classrooms Also, there was onlY one teacher asSigned ta each.of the

subject areas of concern for the entire sixth-grade class.A.Therefore, a
. .

.random selection was'made for a time period. In this case, Wednesday-

firstperiod.classes were chosen'..

For the intensive stUdy, or on-site visits, five cfasses were

randomly selected.. One class-was chosen from each of the following comr

biped and noncoMbined grade lemels: second- and third, fourth and fifth,

and fifth. Two classes Wereosampled at the sixth-grade level.

Instructional Strategies for Combined-Grades 2 and 3

English Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

When on-site interviews were held with project'teachers in March,

1976, several changes had occurred with the target group. For example,

the English Language Arts teacher had instructed the secand-:and third-

grade group through February. 'Then, eleven third-grade students were

transferred to another English Language Arts classroom. The site visitor

was unable to observe this xoup of students, and.the class that was

observed consisted only of twenty-three second-grade students.'

The English Language Arts teacher has implemented an individualized
. .

program.. The initial placement of Students at their instructional leVel

was completed with the.use-of the Informal Reading Instrument. Although

the program was individualized by a contract system, the teadher did

group students when the need Arose. Specifically, ahe grouped students

if they were performing at the same academic level or if they. required

additional instruction on a specific skill. The teacher worked with as

many as eight or.ten grOups; changing the composition of each one

45
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frequently. ..Of the twenty-three students in theolass, eighteen were
-

.
. .

.
. _ ..._

.

designated.bilingual.. Instruction was-only in English; however, she. did:
,

allow the students to'speak Spanish.

During the English Language.Arts period students worked independently

on cOntract assignments which.included reading, creative writing, coat-

prehension, handwriting, punctuation, capitalization, .and alphabetization.

Either the teacher or teacher aide checked the'student's contract. This

depended on the student's performance level. For.example, those students

on pre-primer-level Were checked daily, primer level fOur times a week; .

first-grade level, three timeS a week.; second-grade level, twice a week;

and third-grade up, onte a week.

English Language Arts was taught five days a week. Each student

received a minimum of a half-hour of indfruCtion during the Week and worked

independently for three hours on Contraccassignments., In addition, one

hour a. week was devoted to.ah oral component consisting of skits, story-

telling, choral reading, and/Or sharing with.the entire class. Students

participated in groups formed for oral reading and/or skill development

during half-hour block each week. Other than those instruments already

Mentioned, there were no additional forms used for evaluation.

The teacher did utilize a great variety of teaching aids for enhancing

the instructional program. Besides the Economy Company series for d;

basic textbook, the teacher made or bought exercise sheets, charts,

educational games, and flash cards. She also brought into the classroork

a wide variety of audiovisual materials such as records, television

videotapes, filmstrips, films, and an overhead projector. Library books

were plentiful in the classroom, as -were art and craft supplies for

enlivening work assignment.

Although the teacher met only forMally with the parents of three

students, informally, or outside the school environment, she spoke. with

more than half of the Tiarents.

Spanish Language Insiruction for Native-Spanish and Native-Engiish gpeakers

,Thirty-one students were tested in the third-peri Spanish Language

Arts class. Four groups were formed after initial placement was completed

3-12
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withthe Informal Reading InStrument. .TWo groupsvere considered slow

and each consisted of nine meapers. An average group listed eight students

with a high.group comprised of six-students. .All students, with the,

exception oftwo, who were bilingual were designated SPanish dominant.

Spanish was the language of instruction and English was rarely used.- Both

teacherand teacher aide exchanged groups often.

Each group was given twenty Minutes of ihstruction each week in the

following Content-areas: capitalization, punctuation, spelling, gxammar,

creative writing, oral reading, l'honiCs, and reading comprehension.

Three hours were devoted:weekly to compleilhg contract assignments in

these areas. In addition;,another twenty minutes were pent-by each
.

. group in oral work: plays, skits, storytelling, and sharing. Gioups

were assessed monthly. with some studentsAnoving into different groups

according to abilityreassessment by theteacher.

-Besides the teviewing.of contract assignments on A Weekly basiS,

the teacher also tested the student weekly. These results were recorded

and were eventually reported to the student's parents during parent

conferences. The-Spanish Language Arts teacher also had atf-her disposal -°

a variety of instructional aids. The Santillana'series and the Laidlaw

-;series,for grades 2 and 3 were used as basic textbooks and were supple

mented by exerciSe sheets, educational games, flash cards% and library

books. Audiovisual materials such as tapes, records, videotapes, film-

strips, and 16mm films were,used frequently for enriching most activities.

Mathematics Instruction

This cOmponent was taught by a Mathematics teaOher. Grouping-was

determined by the results of a diagnostic test which assesed the student's

Mastery level:of skills. There were thirty-four students assigned to.

-four groups. The groups remained stable after the first month of.the
r

school year. However, changes were made depending on the student's

need and ability.

Two'groups, one of eight stuaents and one of eleven, were tagged

"fast." The average group consisted of seven students, and the slowest

group (predominantly, second-graders) had seven members. The teacher and
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teaCher aide rotated groups halfway through the period. Basically, the

responsibility of the aide was to review the lesson Which had been .:

introduced by the teacher. Therefore; the other-twozroups worked "

.independeritly._ One group was'assigned seat work, and the other was

allowed to choOse from a variety of educational games to expand certain

skills. Students were allowed to move and sit with members of the other

groups; however, the.Y.Were held,responsible for the work tha1-Wdg7t6-be

accomplished at their assigned station.

A total of 2 1/2 hours of direct inatruction was given to each group

every week. The.remaining' g 1/2 hours were spent in,independent activity.

All students were designated,as bilingual students with instruction given-

in' VOth languages.

Using both new math and a more traditional approach, fhe teacher

covered the following toplu during the. schOol year: addition, subtrac=.

tion,cmultiplicatiOn, division, fractions, and measurement of time and

, liquid. In addition to the diagnostic test which was given twice a year

in both langtages,-the teacher also gave a test weekly and reviewed the,

student's work.every six weeks prior to the grade reporting period, and

the parent conferences. These forma. Of evaluation assessed achievemeni

and also provided the-teacher with guidelines.on what to revise in the

curriculum and/or inatructional methods.

The teacher Used a locally developed'curriculum guide for Mathematics

referred Eo as the Math Scope and Sequence and a number of materials

as resources for lesson plans. 0There was no one textbook dasigned to

students. A number of suPplementary materials such.as exercise sheets,

educational games, art-and craft supplies, and the overhead projector

were used.

pCultural Component

This suhject area, as well as Science, was taught by a differnet

teacher who was not interviewed or observed.

tic
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Instructional Strategies for Combined Grades'A and 5

TWo fourth and fifth grade classes were chosen for the.intensive

study.at School C. One.group (thirty-two fourih/fifth7grade students) .

had 'the.following sequence .OT core 'classes: English .Language Arts Xfirst

- . periods, Mathematics (second period):and Spanish Language Arts.(fifth.

period). ,The second group (Sixteen,fifih-grade students) had the

following classes: Mathematics (first period), English Language Arts -

(second period), and Spanish ,Language Arts (fOurth period).

-With the eXCeption of,English Language Arts, all students'were taught.

by 'the same Mathematics. and Spanish Language,Arts'teachers:, Therefore, -

in the descriptions that follow lOr each_instructional component, both

.groups (Groups 1 'and 2).will be presented.

English.Language Instruction for Natiye-Engiisli and Native-Spanish Speakers

There were three English Language Arts teachers and three teacher.

aides for this component. An individualized program, consisting of a

contract System,'had been implemented.for both group's. Placement of

.
students At their appropriate instructional level, occurred at the beginning

of the school year with the use of the_Reading Inventory InstrUment. The

students in Group'1'were grouped for instruction by the threeteachers-

-more for managemen.c purposes since this facilitated the daffy task of

checking student contracts. Some grouping did occur for instinction

when several students required assistance on a 'particular skill or With

oral reading sessions,: For example, students who were at reading readiness

and.pre-primer level'were grouped for oral reading five times during the

week; those ai the primer level, four times each week; thOse at ftrst- and

second-grade levels, three timLts; those at third-grade, t;wo times; and

those students at fourth- through seventh-grade level, once a week. The

groups were rotated at the beginning of each,week among the three teachers.

' Twenty-one of the thirt tudents in the class were designated

Spanish-dominant and-the others alanced bilingual.

.4proximately 1 1/4 hOurs weredevoted to the direct instruction of

'students in each group, with 2 1/3 hours spent in independent contract

4 9
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activity. Contract assignments included capitalization, punctuation,

sPelling, 'grammat,:creative writing, and,bandwriting. Group'Work include&

. oarl and silent reading, phonics, reading comprehension, and library
,

assignments. There was also an:oral language component--plays, skits, and

.stdrytelling sessions--for ond hour each week. In addition to the three

English tanguage Arts teachers, there was a remedial reading specialist

who worked with five or six-student's for 1 3/4 hours each week. ,This

resource person'had just begun this instruction.
,

'For Gtoup 2, which was compOSed.of fewer.students, was taught by only

one of the English-Language.Arts teachers with the assistInceofa teacher

aide: This English Language_Ait's tdacher had only recently begun her .

A tmployment with the school district (Januarbr)w Although the group had

been following an individualized instructional program, the teacher

expressed some reservations abOut her ability to efficiently handle such

a,plan. She did receive additional assistance from the remedial reading

specialist who worked with a few students"for 2 l/24hourd each week.

ABesides individualizing'insttuction, she also grouped Six students at a

time for ten minutes of insttuction.in oral reading anajor skill,develop

ment.. The teacher aide was aSsigned to work.with the top eight stbdents;-
,

howeVer, she'did work with other students if.time permitted.

Contracts were to be completed by the end of the week. However, the

majority 'of students finished in two weeks. These assignments coveted.

the following topics: capitalization, punctUation, spelling, grammar,

creative writing, reading, phonics, comprehension, and library work.

This was usually completed during the 2 2/3 hours which were spent each

week in independent activity, Approximately one hour of direct instruction

was provided for each student each'week. In addition, individual students

were pulled together for 4rk on poetry,zstorytelling, and sharing sessions

for at least an hour each week.

Evaluation for Group I was based on the daily and weekly assessment

of students' progress on contracts. Finally, a dumulative six-week

assignment was completed for reports to parents at scheduled conferences.

These evealuations diagnosed the students' progress and helped the teacher

determine which curricular materials and instructional fechniques would

5 0
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.facilitatelearning for the student.. Evaluation measures were the'same

°Tor Group 2. "0

The Group 1 class used the Barnall Loft series for skili development,

SRA books, the Houghton-Mifflin, and Scott-Foresman Reading Series,, and

a supplementaly reading textbook--Harper and. Row Series. The following'

instrUctional aids 'were aIdo used: exercise sheets, edUdational gamesy.'

flash Oards, and library books'and audiovisual material.that included tapes,

records,.television, videotapes, films.andijilmstfips, ,

0

. .

Group.2 used the-Houghton-Mifflin Series (grades.3 through 5) and'the

.Harper and Row-at comparable grade levels as well as workbooks,, exerciae

sheets, charts, educational games, flash cards, an& library books. The'

audiovisual maNLIals were used for this groupe

For the entire English Language Arts department;" English was the Sole

,langUage of instruction: They allawed the,use-of-Spanish Only when

absolutely necessary. However, students did speak $panish when communi-

catingwith each other.

Spanish Language.Instruction for Native-EngliSh and Native-Spanish Speakers..

There were three teachers assigned to the Spanish Language Arts

department. Students were assigned arbitrarily to each teacher since this

was done for no other reason than for managing the individualized program__
more efficiently. However, prior to December, the groups had been

-

established according to ability level'. But this practice was terminated

after December. There were mixed ability groups for each teacher

responsible for the instruction of SpaniSh Language Arts.

- -
Group 1 and 2 students were dispersed at each class period among

the three teachers. APproximately sixty.to seventy students from.other

classes attended this instructional period. Individualized nstruction

had been established with a contract system although groUpUg usually'

, occurred. One teacher uses 1/2 hour a day (or 2 1/2 hours) weekly to°

work with those students performing below grade level. The other two
,

teachers pulled students together for oral reading and skill development.

They were assisted b'y three teacher aides. At the beginningof each' week,

.they rotated groups; therefore students were exposed.to the teachiffg.
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.competencies.of all three teachers. The contract. assignments were in the

f011owing content.areas: capitalization, punctuation, sOellingv grammar,

creative writing,-and'handwriting, For-one teacher, approximately ,1/2

hour of instruction Was given to students every:week in these areas while

the remaining 3/4 hours were spent'in independent activity (supervised'

by the teacher.aide), For the other two teachers, the distribution of

time ;..."0..somewhat,different. Students were instocted for fOrty-five

minUtés with independent work taking 1 2/3 hours each week. The Reading

compOnent included oral and silent reading, phonics, reading comprehension,

and library tasks. All teacherg'devoted 1/2 hdur-of direct instruction.'

However, one teacher allowed slightly more time for''.independent work

activity--1 4/5Jiours p4r week--while the other teachers only,assigned
,

1 2/3 hours a.week. The oral language component would be incorporated

towards the end of the school.year.

The evaluation of students' work was carried out.primarily by a
4 4

-weekly assessment of the students contracts. In addition, there were

periodic checks on oral reading and reading comprehension skills in

Spariish. Besides parent conferences, these teachers-also held brief

conferences with students individually. The weekly assessment of the

seudent's contracts guided the teachers in revising curriculum and/or

instructional technicines.

for bot) groups, the Senda series (grades 2 through 6) Libro de

L4ttura, "the Laidlaw series, and the Santillana series were utilized as

instructional materials. . Aids included exercise sheets, educational games,

flaXCaYds, tapes, records, videotapes, filmstrips, 16mm films and

library'hooks. Instruction was in Spanish only.

Mathematics Instruction

Three'teachers and three teacher aides were responsible for the'

Mathematics component of the instruetioni program.' Each instructor

taught one-concept: .(1) oppoSites, (2) reciprocals, and (3)' variables.

All concepts were taught to all the students by-the endof the month.

Groups were rotated every week. During Group l's time period, the three

/ groups consisted of thirty, thirty-three, and thirty-six students

3718
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respectively. Group l'weg'basically intact and 'dbmprises one o the

..groups. In-"Group\21s time Period, the three groups'numbered sixteen,

twenty,..five, and twenty-t,Wo respectively droup.2 also was'kept intact.

All students, in bOth time slots, were designated bilingual. Each grouptv
,

had students at various ability levels,: Instruction was given in both

languages. The content areas which were covered during the 1975-76

school year for,botH groups included.additiOn, subtraction, multiplication,

division, and measuremeilt of time. (These areas were taught by a combined

traditional and new math approach.) Each teaeher,devoted about 7 A/2

liOurs a week to group instruction, and about 1 1/4 hours a week were spent

woiking with a set of problems.: The remaining time during the week was
4

spent,in indepe dent work activity.

Both rops also had a similar plan for evaluation. Two ,teachers

informally assessea the students' 7..mrk on a daily basis and tdstea the

students,weekly or biweekly. THe District also required the pretest/

posttest results on a locally developed instrument which measures Skills

taught through the adopted Math Scope and Sequence Program.
A

The durriOUluM materials which were impelmented with both groups

included Exploring Elementary Ilathematids, Books 4 and 5 (Holt, Rinehart,

and Winston, Inc:), Meeting Mathematics (American Book Co.), IPI Mathe-.

matics (MerediEh.Corp.), and material developed by the Mathematics

supervisor for the District. In addition, a few.teaching aids were incor-
,

porated into the.in4tructional programs' workbooks,flash cards, television
,

. ,

videotapes, and an overhead prOjector.
.

Cultural Component

This zubject area was taught by a different teaCher who was not

,intervrewed or observga. LYS.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 6

At School D, two first-pexiod sections Were selected for the

intensive study.. Group 1 had the following. schedule;. -Mathematics (first

period), Spanish Language Arts (third period), and English.Language Arts

(fourth period); Group 2, Spanish Language Art3 (first period), Mathematics

(fourth,period), and English Language Arts (sixth period).
-1
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Since there was only.one teacher assigned to eAch subject area,

students fiom ' th groups received.instruction from the same group of

teachers. ,The,e was also a teacher aide in each of these classrooms.

The description tnat follows each instructional component will involve

both groups (Group 1 of thirty-onetstudents, Grout) 2 of thirty-three

students).

English Language Instruction for Native-English,and Native-Spanish EDeakers

The Informal Reading Test was used to plaCe students at their

appropriate instructional level. While an'individualized program,

characterized by the coatract system, had been partially established, the

predominant instructibtal pattern was towards small-group instruction.

.In each of the group's time.periods, there were basically three groupi

established. During the instructional 'period for Group.1, these groups

consisted 17( nine,.eleven and eleven students each. Essentially,;Group 2

followed an identical pattern except that the groups consisted of the

following:, top group, seven students; average group, eleven students,'

and'low group, eight students. The-fewer number of students in Group 2

is accounted for by the transfer of some students to the remedial reading

specialist who worked with students for 1-3/4 hours each week. All
;

students were considered bilingual.

The average and low groups were taught by.the subject area-teacher,

while the top group was instructed by the teacher aide. Rarely did the

teafher and teacher aide exchange groups. The teacher had students func-

- tioning at pre-primer through sixth grade level while the teacher aide had

.students performing at-seventh- through:eleventh-grade levels. The

teacher allotted 1 1/3 hours a,week to direct instruction for'each

in.the following content areas:. capitalization, punctuation, spelling,

grammar,.and creative writing. Independent-Work on contracts for these

,areas wad completed during, the two hours fifty:minutes scheduled each week.

The teacher aide spent 1 1/2 hoUr in direct instruction with three-hours

on independent work during the week. The teacher aide a/8o incorporated

a Reading component (silent reading, reading compiebension, and library

work): There were no oral language acitivities such as stoiytelling,

plays, skits or choral reading. Instruction was in Thglish.

5 4
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Evaluation of students' work was'accomplished by serveral methods:

(1) diagnostic testing twice a year;. (2) daily assesstent of students'

assignments, and (3), weekly tests which review material.-

There Was no particular textbook assigned to teither Groups 1 or 2./%

The teacher pulled from a wide vaftety of resources including a curriculum

guide which had been develtped by the District for.English Language Arts.

Exercize sheets, educational games and library bopks were also utilized.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-Enillsh Speakers

The reading compentence of each:student was assessed by use of a

diagnostic reading test. Eseentially there were two groups formed within

each of the two disignateddtime periods. In Group 1,-the high group

consists of twenty-five bilingual students with the low group composed

'of-five bilingual students. The high group was performing at grade level

and'above.while the low group was below grade level. The teacher worked

primarily with the larger group and the teacher aide with the smaller

gfoup. The teacher reevaluated the groups every six weeks. He did move

some Students into the larger group. During a three week block of time,

capitalieatioff, and punctuation skills were taught daily. Later, other

skills in spelling, grammar, and creative writing Were taught. Apploxi-

mately 2 1/2 huurs (for each group) were allotted each week for the

instruction of these skills as well as oral/silent reading, phonics,

reading comprehension and library assignments. Two hours were assigned for

independent work per group. In addition, the entire class participated
-

in an oral language component (plays, poetry, skits, storytelling and

sharing) durinva two week period (nine hours).

Group 2 was also grouped according to the preceding criteria . Time

allocations for content areas-in Spanish Language Arts were identical.

The numbber of students and their language dominance.varied. The instructor,

worked with twenty-seven students (twenty-five bilingual, two Spanish-

dominant) and the teacher aide with six students (five bilingual,one

Spanish-dominant). The Senda series (Santillana) was used as the basic

textbook. Other instructional aids were exercise sheets, flash cards,

records, filmstrips, library books, and an overhead projector. A language,
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dominance test was Used as a pre/post measure for the evaluation of

students. The Spanish Language Arts teacher reviewed the work completed

by students in both groups ,on a daily basis. A test covering,materials . .

taught huring a six week period was administered for grade reporting

purposes.

Mathematics Instruction

A diagnostic test was utilized.by the teacher for the placement of -

students in groups. Two groups, one taught by the teacher and the Other,

by the teacher aide were established. Students changed groups depending

on their academic progress. This assessment was made every other month.

Of the Group 1 students, eighteen students, considered the advanced .

and average students, were taught by the teacher aide. Nine students, who

were aesignated slow, were taught by the teacher. All students were

bilingual.

In Group 2, there were twenty-five hilingual students Who were

taught by the teacher aide, while ten students were given instruction by

the teacher.' .Instruction was in both languages. The content areas
. .

covered by both groups inCluded addition, subtraction, multiplication,..

and,division. The advanced and average students also were taught fractions,

percentageS, and some algebra.

Both the traditional approach and neW\math were used. Approximately.

3 1/4 hours were spent each week in the instruction of.both groups; 1 1/2

hours were-devoted to independent work activit .

Besides the diagnostic testing, students were\evaluated every two

weeks. The teacher's.assessment of students' work and teSt results were

used for grading and for. guiding the teacher's future se4ection of curri-

culum materials and/or teaching strategies. 'Every six weeks another test

was administered, and the results determined the final assessMent that

was reported to the parents. '

The district's program, Math Scope and Sequence and Exploring

Elementary Mathematics (Holt, Rinehart, Winston) were the major textbooks.

Other instructional materials included workbooks, exercise sheets, educa-

tional games, flash cards, tapes, records, videotapes, filmstrips, over-

head projector, films, and arts and crafts supplies.
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Cultural Component

Boththis subject area and Science were taught:by a different teacher

who was not interviewed or observed.

Instructional Strategies for Combined Grades 4 and 5

Two fourth and fifth grade classes were choSen for the intenSive

study at School C. One class (thirty-two fourth-fifth-grade students)

had the following sequence of "core" classes: English Language Arts

(first period), Mathematics (second period), and Spanish Language Arts

(fifth 'period). The Second class (sixteen fifth-grade students) had the

.ifollowing classes: -Mathematics (first period), English Language Arts .

:(second period), and Spanish Language Arts (fourth period).

With the exception of English Language Arts, all students were taught

by the same Mathematics and Spanish Language Arts teachers. Therefore,

it the descriptions that follow for each instructional component, both

classes (Groups 1 and 2) will be presented.

English Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

There are three English Language Arts teachers and three teacher ,

aides for this component. An individualized program, consisting of a

contract system, has been implemented for both groups. Placement of

students on their appropriate instructional level occurred 'at the beginning

of the school year with the use of the Reading Inventory Instrument. The

students in Group I are grouped for instruction by the three teachers

more for management purposes since this facilitates the daily task of

checking student contracts. Some grouping does occur for instruction

when several students require assistance on.a particuair skill or require

oral reading sessions. For example, students who.are on.Reading Readiness,

and pre-primer level..were grouped for oral reading five times during the

week; those at the primer level--four times each week; first- and second-

grades--three times; third grade-7two times; and those Students in fourth-

through seventh-grade levels--once a week. 'The groups are rotated at the

beginning of each.week aming the three teachers. Of the thirty-two

students who comprised the class, twenty-one were designated Spanish-

dominant and the others bilingual.
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Approximately 1 1/4 hours are (..tvoted to the direccinstruction of

students in each group, with 2 1/3 hours spent in independent contract.

activity. Contract assingments include: capitalization, punctuation,

spelling, grammar, creative wtiting and handwriting. Group work may

include oral and.silent reading,.phonics, re:Iding comprehension, and

library as.:'.gnments. There is also an oral-language component one hour

a week including activitieSauch as plays, skits, and storytelling.

In addition to the three English Language Arts teachers, there is a

remedial reading specialist who works with five to six students for one .

hour forty minutes each week. This reSource person had recently begunthis

instruction::

For Group 2, since the class is composed of fewer students, it is

taught by only ono at the English Language Arts teachers with the assist-
,'

ance of a teacher aide. It should be pointed out that, at the time of

visitation, this English Language Arts teacher had only recently begun

her employment with the school district (January). Although the group

had been following an individualized instructional program, the teacher

expressed some reservations about her ability to handle efficiently such

a plan. She does receive additional assistance from the remedial reading

specialist who works with 'a few sutdents for 2 1/2 hours each week.

Besides individualizing instruction, she also groups six students at a

time for ten minutes of instruction. This may occur far oral reading and/

or reading skills develollment. The teacher aide was assigned to work

with the top eight students, however, she does work with other students

if time permits.

Contracts are to be completed by the end of 'the week. However, the

majority of students finish in two weeks. \These assignments cover

capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar, creative writing, reading,

phonio , comprehension and library work. Cohtracts are usually completed

during the 2 2/3 hours which are spent each week in independent activity.

Approximately one hour of individual instruction is provided each week.

In addition, the students are brought together for poetry, storytelling

,and sharing sessions at least one hour each week.
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Evaluation for Groups 1 and 2 is based on the daily and weekly

assessment of students' progress on contracts. Finally, a cumulative

six-week assignment is completed f6r reports to parents at scheduled

confeiences. These evaluations diagnose-the students' progress and

help the teacher determine which curricular materials and instrutt!onal

techniques will facilitate'learning for the student.

,

.

In the Group 1 class,.the'English Language Arts teacher

/ . utilizes th Bernell icift-Series for Skill Development, SRA, the

\\ m

.

..
Hdughton-Mifflin, Scott Foresan Reading Series and supplementary

reading textbooks from the Harper and Row Series. In addition, she

uses exercise sheets, educational games, flash cards, library books,

tapes, reCords, television, yideo tapes, films and filmstrips.

Group 2 uses the Houghton-Mifflin Series (Grades 3 through 5) and

the supplementary series--Harper'and Row at comparable grade levels.

They.also receive workbooks, exercise sheets, charts, educational

games, flash cards, and library:books. This English Language Arts

teacher had not brought any audio-visual material into the '1assroom

for instructional purposes.

For the entire English Language Arts department, English is the

sole medium of instruction. They allow the use of Spanish only when
. -

absolutely necessary. However, students do speak Spanish when

communicating with each other.

Sp'anish Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

There are three teachers assigned to the Spanish Language Arts

department. Students are assigned arbitrarily to a teacher for

efficient management of the individualized program. (Prior to

December, however, the groups were established according to ability

level.)

Group 1 and 2 students are dispersed at each class period among

the three teachers. Students from other classes also attend this

instructional period (approximately sixty to seventy students in total).

5 9
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Individualized instruction has been established with a contract system,

as well as grouping for a portion of the allotted time. One teacher

uses 1/2-hour per day to work with those students performing below

grade level. The other two teachers, assisted by three teacher aides,

group students for oral reading and skill deVelopment. At tile

beginning of each week, they rotate groups. The contract assignments
- .

are in capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar, creative 1

writing, and handwriting. For one taacher, approximately 1/2 hour of

instruction is given to students every week in these areas while the

remaining time is spent in independent activity (supervised by the

teacher aide). For the other two teachers, the distribution of

time was somewhat different. The direct instruction of students

occurred for forty-five minutes with independent work taking 1 2/3 hours

each week.

The Reading component included oral and silent reading, phonics,

reading comprehension, and library tasks...All teachers d'avoted '

1/2 hour to direct instruction.

At the time of visitation, no attention had been given to the

oral language component. However, the three teachers did say they

would be inccrporating that aspect of the instructional program

towards the end of the.school year.

Evaluation of the students' work is made primE.ily through

weekly assessment of the student's contracts which guides the teachers

in revising curriculum and/or instructional techniques. In addition,

there are periodic checks on oral reading and reading comprehension

skills in Spanish. Besides parent conferences, these teacherselso

hold brief conferences with individual stud'ents.

For both groups, the Senda Series (Grades 2-6) Libro de Lecture,

the Laidlaw Series, and the Santillana Series were utilized as

instructional materials. Other aids included exercise sheets,

educational games, flash cards, tapes, records, videotapes, filmstrips,

16mm films and library books. Instruction was completely in Spanish.

6 0
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Mathemaiics Instruction

three teacheraand three teacher aidea arere'sponsible for-the/

Mathematics component of.the instruttionarprogram. Each instructor

.teaches one aspect of the following-mathematical concepts: opposites,

reciprocal, and variables. All aspects, as related tb 4 particular

concLpt, are taught.to all he students by the en& of the month.

Groups are rotated every week. During Group l's time-period,

the class was divided into groups of thirty, thirty17three and

thirty-six.studenis. .
The Group 2 class was divided \into three grodps

of sixteen, twenty-five and twenty-tw6 stndents. All students, in.

both time slots,.were bilingual.'
, .

Each group had students at various ability levels. -Instruction

was' given in .both languages. The content areas which'were Coveree

during the 1975-76 school year for both_gronps include: addition,

snbstraction, multiplication, division, and measurement of time.

(These areas are taught by a combination of traditional and new

math apProach.) Each teacher, in woiking with each group, devotes

7 1/4 hrs per week to direct instruction. 1 1/4 hours per week are

spent working with a Set of problems under the teacher s direction. The

remaining hour each week is spent in independent work.

Both groups also have.a similar plan for evaluation. Two

teachers informally assess the students' work on a daily basis. Two-

teachers test the students weekly or biweekly. The district also

requires the prepost results.on a locally.developed instrument which

measures skills taught through the adopted Math Scope and Sequence

Program.

The curriculum materials which were Implemented with both groups

include: Exploring Elementary Mathematics,,Books 4 & 5 (Holt, Rinehard,

& Winston, Inc.), Meeting MaNvriatiCs (American Book Co.), IPI

Mathematics (Meredith Corp.) aAd materials developed by the Math
\

Supervisor for the District. In-addition, workbooks, flash cards,
a

television videotapes, and an overhead projector are incorporated into

the instructional program.
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Cultural Component-

This subject area, as with Science,:was taught by a different

teacher who, was not interviewed or observed.

Instructional Strate ies for Grade 6

At School D two first period sections were selected for the

intensive. etudy. Group 1 had Mathematics during first period, Spanish

Language Arts third'periodandEnglish Language Arts fourth'period,

while Group 2 had Spanish Language Arts first period, Mathematice -'4'
. .

.....

fourth period, and English Language Arts sixth period.

Since there was only one'teacher assigned o each Subject area,

etudents fromrboth groups received instruction froth the same group

of teachers. There-Was also a'teather aide in each4of,these classrooms,
_

Hence, the following descriptions of the instructional components.will-

involve both groups (Group 1 of thirty-one students and Group 2 of

thirtY-three students).

English Language Instruction for Native-English and NativeSpanish Speakers

IThe. I
C formal

Reading Test was used to place etudents at their

appropriate instructional level. 'While an individualized program
._ .

characterized by a contract system has been partially established,.the

predominant instructional pattern was small group.instruction. The

entire instructional program was conducted in English. For Group l's and
..

.GrOup.2's time period there were basically three groups.established.

During ihe instructional period forGroup 1, these groups consisted of

: nine students in the top-, eleven in the middle-, and eleven in the loW-
i.

ability group% For Group.2, there were seven, seventy-seVen and

eight students respectively.. All students were considered bilingual. .

The mediumand low grouis.(each with eleven students) were taught by the.

teacher, while the top group_was instructed by the teacher.aide.

Rarely did teacher and teacher aide exchange ability groups., The

'Iteacher had students functioning on the prePrimer through sixth-grade

while the teacher aide had students performing On seventh--through

eleventh-grade levels. The teacher allotted 1.1/3 hours perweek to

s
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direct.instruction for each ability group in capitalizatidn, puctuation,
,

spelling and grammar, as well as creative writing whichwas.treated

during the.last.six weeks of the school year. Independent work on

contracts.for these areas was completed during the th, ree hours

scheduled each veek. The teacher-aide spent 1 1/2 hours weekly in. .

direct instruction, incorporating the Reading coMponent (silent

reading, reading domprehension, and library work)1 and three.hours-

ten minutes on independent work during the'week.

No attention'had been given to opal activities Such as story-

telling, plaYs, skita:or ch6ral reariig. . There was a remAial

reading specialist:who work 'eight students for one hour fifty

minutes each week.

Evall.kar4cn of students' work.was accomplished by several

methods:
J
(1) Cilagnostic testing twice a year; (2) daily

assessment of.students' assignment's, and (3) weekly tests which

review material.

There 1.14 no particular textbook assigned to either Group 1 or

2. The teacher from a wide variety of resources including a

curriculum guide which was developed by the Districtfor-English

Language Arts. Exercise sheets, educational games, and library books

were also utilized.

Spanish Language inatruction for Native-Spanish arid Native-English Speakers'

The reading competence of each student was assessed-by'use of a.
,

diagnostic reading test. Essentially there were two abifity groups

formed within each of the Groups. .1n Group 1, the high-ability group .

Consisted of twenty-five and the low-ability group of five bilingual

students. The high-ability.group. was perform...ag at grade level or

above,-While the low-ability grOup was below'grade level. .The teacher

worked primarily with the larger group and the teacher Aide with the

smaller.- The teacher reevaluated the groups.every six weeks. He had

. moved students into the 14rg up. During a three week block of .

time, Capi'llization And pUnde tion skills Were taught daily. Later

other skills in spellingk grammar and creative writing were covered.
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Approximately.261/2 hours were allotted,each week:per group fdr the

instruction of these skills as well as oral and silent reading, phOnics,

reading comprehension, and library assignTents. TwO hours were

assigned for independent, work per group. In.addition, the entire

class had participated in plays, poetry, skits, storytelling, and,

sharing during a two week period .(nine-hours);

Group 2 Was also grbuped according to the preceding\criteria.

Time allocations for content areas in Spanish Language Arts:were

_identical. In Group 2, the teacher worked with twenty-seven atudents

1,twenty-f1ve.bilingual, two Spanish-dominant), and the teacher\aide with

six students (five bilingual,.one Spanish-dominant). A language

dothinance test wss used as a pre/post measure forthe evaluation, of

:students. The Spanish Language Arts teacher reviewed the work cOmpleted

by students in both,groups on a daily basis: A test covering the\

materialtaught during each six week period was administered Rir .

grade rePorting. The Senda aeries (Santillana)_is used As the basic,

text. Other instructional aids included exercise sheets, flash carda,

records, filmstrips,ilibrary books and-an overhead projedtor.

Mathematics'Instruction

A diagnostic test is utilized by the teacher for the placement

of students in groups. Two groups, one taugDL by the teacher, amd

the other by the teacher aide, had been established. Students might

change groups depending on their academic progress. Such assessment

was made every' other month. Of the Group 1 students, eighteen,

considered the advanced and average students, were taught by the

teacher aide. Nine.students, designated as slow, were taught by the

teacher. All students were bilingual.

For Gtoup 2, there were.twenty-fiye bilingual students who

were taught by the'teacher aide while given additional instruction

by the teacher. Instiuction was'in both languages.

6 4
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The content areas covered by.both groups inCluded addition,

subtraction:multiplication and division. The advancedandaverage

students also werestaught"fractions, Percentages, and soMe algebra.

Both a traditional approach and new math were taught. Approxi7

.mately 3. 1/4 hours were spent each,yeek in theinstruction of both.

groups.. One and one7half hours were deyotedto independent work activity'.

Beekes the diagnostic testing, stude;Its were evaluated

every two weeks. , The teacher's.assessment of students''Work and'

test restults were used for grade, reports and to guide the teacher's

future selection of curricular materials and/or teaching strategies.
t

Every six Weeks another test was administered and_the,resUlts

(determined the final assessment reported to the parents..

The district's program, Uth Scope and Sequence and Exploring

Elementary Mathematics Rinehardi Winston). were the major text-

booksN Other instructional materials included workboOks, exercise eheets,

educational gaMes, flash cards., tapes, reeordsivideo-tapes, filmstrips, .

overhead projector, films; and'arts,tand crafts supplies%

Cultural Component

This subject area, as well as science, were taught by a different

teacher who was not interviewed or observed.

Parent and Community Involvement

...In.;the combined second- and third-grade classroom, the students'

Mathematics teacher, who was also their homeroom teacher, had.met with

the Parents of-six.students. Some parents had served as volunteers

during the school year.

For grades 4 and 5, there had been minimal parent participation for

.both Group 1 and 2. There was a'trip planned for Group 1 in which five

asix parents would be involved. It was also estimated.by the_first
_ .

period teacher that ten to fifteen parents of students ln Group 1 had

conferred with the teacher on the.students's progress. For Group 2,'

the first period teacher also noted a, number of activities that would
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--hopefully 'involve more parentS. These were: (1) field'trip to the.

__planetarium, (2) Parents' Week, and (3) the Parent Involvement Meeting.

.Up to that date, however, the teacher'had only met with three parents..

The information on the sixth grade.was also gathered from all

teachers who'were interviewed for information on the extent of parent

involvement at the school. -For Group '1, the first period math teacher

'(alsb the homerooi teacher) stated that there had been eleven parent-
.

teacherAconferbnces and on more informal occasions he had met with seven

parents. The GrOup 2 homeroom teacher (also the first-period Spanish

teacher) had also met with parents on a more informal basis. In addition
. -

to teaching Spanish'LangUage Arts, he had also sponsored a SPanish Club.

Student members 'had gone on a trip to a nearby city, had hOsted a

Jamaica (bazaar) and.a dance. He also.stated that there were periodic

PTA meetings which parents attended, and the current (during the site

visit) Parent.Visitation Week would find several parents at school

confering with teachers. The Mathematics teacher for Group 2 reported

that he had. met with twelve parents and the English Language Arts teacher

.had- met with.seven parents.
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FROJECT4

'PROJECT INFORMATIth

Project Context and.Target Population

PrOject 4 was first initiated in 1971 at the kindergarten level. By

the 1975-76 school year, bilingualstruction was offered in kindergarten

through grade 4 in five elementary schools. There are forty-two bilingual

classes in the project which'serves 1,062 students. Approximately 70% of

the student population is of Hispanic ethnicity. The predominant segment

is.of Puerto Rican descent, and there are also students of Cuban, Dominican,
-

The white-non7Hispanic amd black.studentsand Mexican backgrounda.

.together form 30% of the project population.

The community in Yhich this project is located is an industrialiied

city with a dominant middle class. It is multiethnic with a population

composed mainly of Greeks, Hungarians, Italians, Puerto Ricans, Portuguese

and American blacks. t
The families.whose children are attending the bilingual classes are

of the lower .middle class. Their annual incomes range from $4,000 to,

$6;000.' Most parents are-either semiskilled or unskilled latiorers.. :The tr,

majority of. thase familieS live in mixed single-unit and multiple-unit

dwellings. About 40% of the familites are bilingual (Spanish/English),
.

30% are Spanish monolingual, and 30% are English monolingual. The Mobility

rates vary within the District ranging from 12% at one school to from 50%

to 60% at aatther.

Goals andior-Objectives

The major project goals and objectives are the following:

To formulate a total data file of all environmental and non-

academic influences on each student

To teactv culture through activities to broaden each student's:

cultural perspective
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To include parents in evetyphase of the program in order tO

achieve their maximum participation in the educational process

, of their children

To assure, that students'frOirEnilfsh- and Spanish-speaking

environments will have a usable command.of bothlanguages:

To assure that students of; cómparable ability will pro$ress

through the school prógram without linguiStic and cultural

handicaps . ,

To assure that all participanta wIll gain an appreciation.for

a multicultural society

To include ataff inservice training that meets the':'cultural

needs of the students in bilingual Classes

Project Staff

During the 1975-76 school year,13roject staff included a,full-iime
t

Project Director, a curriculum and materiala'specialist, 'a school/

'community liaison, and a full-time secret/ary. The teaching staff included

forty-two teachers, twenty-two of whoM were biiingual Englis/Spanish

speakers with the remainder being.English monolingual. Nine paraprofes-

sional aides were also funded through Title VII.

The information on the following chart was obtained-from questionnaires

submitted to the classroom teachers and their aiaes whose students were

included in the Impact Study.
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total numbe of teachers/edes in-Impact Study

Teachers / Aides

Total'number of questionnaires received 5

.Highest earned college degree:

No degree , 2

Deg,ree or diploma based on less than 4 years of Work

B.A. or B.S. 4 1

Teaching credential only

M.A. or higher 1 .

No response 1

0

Type of state teaching credentiallheld:

Non-credentialed 2

Temkorary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

5 1

1 1

No response 1

1

Years of full-time teaching el&erience:

Less than 1 year 1

-1year--

2 years 2

3 years 2

4 years 1

5-9 years 2

10-19 years 1 1

4V
20-29 years

30 or more years

No response

9
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Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

Teachers AideS

.Le6s than 1 year
1 1

1 year

2 years-
-

2 1

3 sears

4 years 1

5 years
1

More than 5 years

No response

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours) 1

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester.hours)
2.

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours) 2 '1

More than 30 quarter units.(more than. 20 semester hrs.)

No.collet4u Lraining in bilingual-bicuIcura1 1 4 '

No response

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than 30 days

None

No response

7 0
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Sources of'Project Funding

The following funds were specifically designated fur -ad administered

by the bilitTal project:

Title VII $137,200

Other Federal and State 78,000

Other (Community Block
.Development Grant) 28,000

TOTAL $243,200'\

Per pupil $229.00

In addition o the above, the following funds were designated for

bilingual project schools:

School A

Federal and State $102,332

Other

TOTAL $102,332

Per pupil $113.70

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual. project partici-

pants

School B

Federal arid State $63873

Other -0-

TOTAL $63,873

$.342.70

Per pupil $92.57

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project p,rtici-
pants

School C

Federal and State

Other

TOTAL $86,930

$321.57

PPr $125.?6

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

4-5
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The local district per pupil cost is $1,918 which does not include

the supplementary federal and State funding 11sted-abova.--

CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Major Features of Classrooms -Ohs-e-fiied

Children are tracked according to language dominance.

Within an English- or Spanish-dominant component, students

are' grouped according to ability.

In all classes observed, an aide or student teacher assisted

in instruction.

In the cases in which a teacher was English dominant, she

was paired with a bilingual aide or teacher.

The local curriculum as prescribed by the District forms

the basis for the content areas of Mathematics, Social

Studies, and Science.

Teachers have the responsibility of developing their own.

curricula for Art, Music,.and drama Within,the guidelines

of the local objectives.

English as a Second Language instruction is given to Spanish7

dominant students on.a regular basis..

Spanish/as a Second Language instruction is not given because
. _ ._.___.

the project is a transitional one as mandated by the state.

Instrution in all content :areas is giVen in English, in

Spanish, or in both, depending upon the lenge-age dominance

of the students.

7
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Impact Study Samples

'Five of the classes which were tested by AIR were randomly selected

for detailed observation. Two -second-grade classes were observed in

School A. Two third-grade classes were observed in School B, and a

fourth-grade class was observed in School C.

Instructional Strategies.for Grade 2

Major Features

The Spanish component is taught by a teacher who is a

Spanish-dominant bilingual and an aide who is an English-

dominant bilingual. .

The English component is taught by an English monolingurl

and her aide who is a Spanish-dominant bilingual.

Within both classes, instruction is given to ability-uased

groups, with some individualization based upon need.

All students receive English instruction.

English as a Secodd Languate is usually taught iL ...he home-

rooms, though some students are grouped ot_bc, classes.

Slower Spanish-dominant students are lea'ling ors; English

only but are learning how to read in Spai11

In the afternoons,,students from both cla participate in

an illtegration.program in which they exchange homerooms with ,

students from other classes to to.ome familiar With other

cultures.

Homework is given in both class^s.



d.

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-Eneish Speakers

All students were given a test in English reading and subsequently

were divided into different groups based on ability.

In the Spanish-dominant component, four groups of st-Oents are reading

in English, and a fifth group (nine students) is studying core English, with

the aide. 'Group instruction is given thirty-five' minute4 each day,wifh the

remainder of the hour used for independent work. The clhssrbom teacher

instructs one group (five students), while the remaining 3tudents are

instructed by three other classroom teachers. Sttidents are studying in the

Di'Star series which has a preecribed method of instruction based on

phonetic alphabet, modeling, sentence patterns, group- rc,xding,'And mdlvi-

'dual reading. The studente have exercise sheets whici.l.come with ttle series

and are designed to expand their-writing skills,,spelling, and vocabulary.

They also have exercise sheets to be comfdeted at hom..

The nine students studying core English, or English as d Se::ond Language

(ESL), meet with the'aide thirty-five minutes each day. She is working on

expanding their.listening and speaking skills, developirg their vocabulary,

and improving their pronunciation. She uses visual aidr including pictures

and charts to make the lessons both interesting arJ rAevante The language

of instruction is 90% English, and Spanish is us'cl tor explanation only.

In the English-dominanr component, there four ability-based groups

also working with the Distar modules. The classroom teacher Instructs all
-

groupe and uses the same method as described above..

Spanish-Language Instruction for NIAtive-Spanish aReakers.

Spanish languaye instruttion is:given to the students in the Spanish

component class each week. There are four ability groups reading the

Santillana series. Instruction is given within the groups about twenty

minutes each .day. The classroomteacher works with the three top groups

daily, and the aide works with the slow group three days a week. On the

remaining two days, the classroom teacher works with the slow group.

Within the rroups, the students study phonics, read orally, and work

on reading ,:omprehension. They do, written work in the workbook which
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accompanies the series.. The classroom teacher.gives students written

assi ments on the,board for independent seatwork. She also.-uses flash

cards Spanish games, and puzzles as dupplementary teaching aids: In

addition, she uses records and tapes in the Class.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics instrucfion is given five hours a week,in both classes.

*Although there are ability groupings, the students move along at their

own pace with reinforcement given by the aides.

In the Spanish component, thelanguagenf instruction'is Spanish

only, and the textbook used is entitled, Matematica para la Educacion

Primaria (Addison-Wesley).

In the English component, instruction is given only in English, and

the textbook'used is entitled Mathematics (Random House).

In both classes exercise sheets.as well as commercially or locally

produced flash cards are used. Students spend from thirty-five to forty-
,

five minutes each day on their computations,;and their answers are corrected

individually or at'times as a group by the teachers or aides.

Cultural Componeat

- Social Studies forniart of the Board of Education curriculum. In

thu Spanish component it is taught twice a week for a total of two hours.

It is bicultufaI-In-aptitiffardi-and the-languages of-inatrUction are Spanish--
,

and English. The students learn about Tstory, famoue people, holidays, and

legends and learn songs. In the English component the students are

instructed in Social StudieS three times a week for a total of 1 1/2 hours.

The language of instruction is English.



Major Features

Both .third-grade classes are.located in a high school across

the street:froth School B. 'Because of the isolation from the

main school, the teachers are quite autonomous.

i The teialer in the Spanish component is a alanced bilingual

of Hispanic ethnicity. The majority Of homeroom students are

Spanish dominant, with the exception f thtee black students

and one white non-Hispanic.

_

Ingtructional Strategies for Grade 3

he teacher of the English component is of.Greek ethnicity. .

and is bilingual in English and Greek. The majority of

students in her homeroom are English-dominant Hispanics;

there are some Spanish-dominani bilinguals and two black

Americans who speak oniy Englieh.

Both teachers have been working together for two years. They

have developed.special materials for their students in math .

to meet individual needs.

Attention is given to biculturalism, and the teachers often

team-teach the cultural component in one of the classrooms.

A teacher-trainee from a local universitY is an aide in .

both classes. She is working with small groups of students

who need intensive ESL instruction..

During observations which were made over a three-day period,

students in both classes were extremely well behaved.

This is due to the way in which teaching in organized in

the two classes. Both teachers work with small groups for

Reading and,Mathematics. While they are thug involved,

all other students have to complete board work in the

area of Language Arts or portions of'their individualize!

Mathematics pamphlets.

7 6
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English Language InstructIgn for Native-Englitb and. Native-Spanish Speakers,

English language instruction is given five.hours weekly by the classroom

-teacher of-the EngIlsh7component-:- There-are7five,abllity-based-groups--z-

wh1ch. are using different leve.ls of the Distar modules.

The instructOr spends about twenty minutes daily with each group.

explo!.ning new vocabulary to them, having the students read aloud, encl.:.

--

ments which are written on the blackboard.

As a class, the students also study grammar, punctuation, spelling,

creative writing, and dictate a life experience story to the teacher. They

also study poetry and listen to stories read to them by their teacher.

The students in the SPanish component are studying English as a Second

Language (ESL) with the teacher in the English component.and her aide.-.

They receive about 3 3/4 hours of instruction per week.. There are two.-

reading groups (eleven Students and fourteen students,- respectively) which

are reading the Distar series, The slow students work with the aide in .1

phonics', in pronunciation, and vocabulary building. As a. group, the .

students Sing songs and see filmstrips and movies. The students also do..

written-mork.based on assignments on the blackboard. The'language
,

of instruction is almost totally -English, although the aide may some-

times use Spanish if the students need.an explanation. .

Spanish tanguage Instruction for Native-Spanish-Speakers

Spanish reading is taught five hours each week. There are five ability-
.

based groups. The classroom teacher teaches the three top groups and the

lowest grouP. The aide works with the two lowest groups. Instruction Is

given to each group at least twenty minutes a day. Students read orally

and answer comprehension question's. They also do.written work in conjunc-,

tion with their textbook which is in the Santillana series. The lowest

group works on phonics only.

As a group, studentastudy capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and

grammar. They also do choral reading and poetrY and listen co stories

read to them by their teacher.
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Mathematics

In both classes, Mathematics iS taught five hours each week:

Students are.divided into ability-based_groups and aretau_ght7_in_the_i_r_:_____
_

dominant. languages. In the.Spanish-dominant component, the teachei has

maae.each student a Mathematics pamphletwhich he works on at his own pace. .

The pamphlets are correpted by.either the teacheror the aide. .In the

English component students alsci -use locally produced exercise sheets and

)work at their own speed. Individualized instruc on. Is ven w en neca-Sary.

Cultural Component

Social,Studies is team taught by both teachers fifty minutes each

week. The students learn ethnic dances from Hispanic countries, sing songs

in Spanish and English, and study about Hispanic holidays, famous people,

and geography. The teachers received a $1,500 reading grant to teach a

bilingual/bicultural Social Studies class in 1975-76.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 4

Major Features

The principal in School C works closely with all teachers,

including the one.who participated in this study.

The classroom teacher is bilingual and is of Hispanic

ethnicity.

The full-time aide who instructs in this class is a Spanish-

domifiant bilingual from Cuba.

Students in this class are grouped accoiding to language

doMinance and by ability within. thi ateas of-En-glish'-and---

Spanish Language Arts, Reading, and MatheMaticS.

Both:ESL aad SSL are taught within the class. More time is

spent on Enelish as a Second Language instruction than on

Spanish a Second Language instruction.

4-12
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Both the teacher and aide use locally produced materials to

supplement textbooks. Also many assignments are written on

the bladkboard to be completed during class.

Mathematics is taught_on an individualized basis, with Some

group instruction when new concepts are introduced.

Sodial Studies.is taught once.a'week, and some bicultural

events are discussed throughout the year.
...

i h-Language Instruction for,Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

Inglish is taught five hours weekly.by the classroom teacher and two

other full-time.teachers at different grade level-a. There are five ability-

based groups, four of which are below 7rade level._ Two groups meet with

different teachers, and two are instructed by the classroom teacher. They

are reading at different levels in the Distar modules according to the

method-Previously described. The-fifth group is reading in. the Open

Highways series published. by Scott Foresman. The students do not have

workbooks and.use:locallY produced exercise sheets for written work.

The teacher spends about twenty minutes each day with eadh reading

'group. The students read orally and answer reading comprehension questions.

They spend about forty minutes each day on written work. As a class, group

1.nstruction is given on capitalization, spelling, new vocabulary, and

creative writing. The students also study poetry and recount personal

eloariences.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-English Speakers.

--Spanish- is taught-about five hours-each-week-by the.paraprofessional

aide. There are three reading groups which are ability based. The students

are using the Santillana series readers and the accompanying workbooks.

Each group meets for approximately twenty minutes each day. WiThin the

group students read aloud and answer reading comprehension questions.

They also go over their written work.

7 9
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Eleven English-dominant students receive Spanish as a Lv....crld Language

instruction one hour eachweek. TheY are working on vocabulary building,

pronunciation; sentence patterns, and some conversation. The languages

of instruction-are-Spanish_and_Engash, .. Written work is done on locally

developed exercise sheets.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics_is taught Tive hours weekly. Group instruction is given

occasionally when the classtoom teacher presents new material, but students
'-

spend most of their time working independently. ,Mathematics assignments

are written on .the board or given on locally producedexercise Sheets.

Students complete the exercise sheets and have them corrected individually.

The aide usually works with ten Spanish-dominant students, and the class-

room teacher works with the rest. Instruction is given in both Spanish

and English.

Cultural CoMponent

Social Studies is taught once a week forTorty-five minutes. The

classroom teacher follows the prescribed curriculum from the Board of

Education. The students learn about history, holidays, famous people,

art,.and games that relate to both North American and Hispanic cultures.

Parent and Community Involvement
\,

in the second-grade classes,"parents meet with the teachers to

discuss student performance twice yearly. In the English component,

participation was 80%, and in the Spanish component, 62%.

-In thethird-grade classes, parental involvement was about 90% for

parent/teacher conferences. In addition, fourteen parents came to

school on Puerto Rican Discobery Day. even to ten parents have also

participated in field trips in eLch class.

According to the fourth-grade teacher, parental involvement was high.

Twenty-seven-parents have visited the classroom.twice this year for

teacher conferences.
8 0
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'PROJECT' 5 `

PROJECT INFORMAT1ON

Pr-oject Corftext and Target Population .

The community in which the project operates is located in a vast,

highly industrialized urban area. The majority of the wage earners are

-----semiski-lled-warkers..--Eamilies__served...by....the..sch olds...have...an...average ...gross.__.

annual income of $4,000 to $6,000.:

Initially the project was funded in 1972. All six schools were

included with a total of twenty-five bilingual classrooms in kindergarten

-through grade 2 and grades 5 through 8. During the follo4ng two years,

the project grew to include bilingual classrooms in all grade levels.

Presently the project operates in all six elementary Schools in the

District. Eighty classrooms (kindergarten through grade 8) havePbeen

designated as,bilingual and a total of 2,160 students are served. Of the

approximately 4,500 students enrolled at the six schools, 70%.are Puerto

Rican; 21%, black; 3%; South American; 2%, Central American; 2%, Cuban;

and 2%, Dominican. Forty percent of. the students are Spanish monolingual,.

-This is due to the high rate of mobility. There is a constant influx of

immigrants and tamilies from Puerto Rico resettling in the area. On the

other hand, as much as 20% of the families leaVe the District in search

of jobs and better living conditions.

Families which the schools serve live in inner-city, high-rise housing

complexes. Housing is in extremely poor condition with many families hay-

ing to relocate in order to vacate buildings that will be demolished.

Instruction in kindergarten and first grade is in the student'P

dominant language. Reading in the second lz:msuage is introduced in the

second grade. Other Subjects such as Mathematics, Science, and Social

Studies are taught in the student's dominant language up to the sixth

grade. 'Tnstruction in both languages is in an integrated setting with

adaptation and develcipment of curriculum material; in Spanish and English

in all subject areas. 81
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iGoals and/or ObjectiVes

'Tbe major goal of !the'project is to develop-a program of bilingual
!

educatiOn that will accelerate the.pupils' abili.ty in two languages (English
! .

and Spanish) and inCiease,,their capacity'fcr self-guidancend Self-esteew
,

so that they can deal ffectivelk\with a multicultural environment. To

accomplish this, the project developed a program'of preservice and inservice
-

training that would prepare teachers and teachers' aides to teach effec-..

tively in a bilingual environment'. Also, the project.developed a progiam

of parent and community involvement to improve school/home relations.

The program gives parents a morefactive role in systematically planning,

.conductfng.-ind evaluating the bilingual education program.

,..-1.1ore specifically, the District aii is to develop communicatiOn skills

the native language of the student. The District expects to develop

comparable achievement in understanding, speaking, reading,'and writing

in Spanish,and English.'
C.

Project Staff
. 7

-Tbe bilingual project staff includes.seventy-two teachere, thirty-six

aides, two learning disabilities speCialists, eight.reMedial ReadinA special-

ists, one curriculum/materials specialist, six -chool/comMunity liaison

persons, five coordinaor'e, and the Project Director. Of these, 112 are

.Spanish/English bilingual with 104 being Hispanic.

The information on the following Chart Was obtained from questionnaires

submitted to.the classroom teachers and their aides whose students were

4 included in the Impact Study.

.8 2
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1 \
TEACHING STAFF

\

Total number of teachers/aides in Impact Stidy

Total number of questionnaires received I
\ 6 0

Teachers Aides,

17 15

Highest earned college degree:

No degree

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 ye rs of wort\
;

R.A. or B.S.

Teaching credential only

M.A. or higher

No response

Type of state teaching credential held: .

Not-credentialed

Temporary, provis:fonal, partial-fulfillment, or
emergeuCy

Regular credential

Bilingual-blcultural teaching credential

No response .

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

1 years

4 years

5-9 years

10-19 years

year

30 or more years

No response

8
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Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

Less than 1 year

1 year

_2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

More than 5 years

No response

.Teachers Aides

1

2

. 2

Amount of-College training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours). .1

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours) 1

More than 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.) 2

No collegc training in bilingual-bicultural 2

No response

Amount of time spent ir inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

2715 days

15-30 daYs

More than 30 days,

None

No response

84
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Sources of Project Funding

The following funds were specifically designated for and administered

'by the bilingual project:

$298,,300

Other Federal and State 70-

Other (Private Foundation) -0-

TOTAL $298,300

Per pupil $138

In addition to the above,'the following funds were designated for

bilingual project schools:

Federal and State -0-

Other -0-

TOTAL $ 70-

Per pupil $-0-

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici
pants $138

The $138 per pupil cost is in addition to the District average per

pupil coSt of $1,000. Considering these totals, the average,per pupil

cost for students,in the bilingual prograt is $1,138.

CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Impact Study Samples

o'
Of the eighty bilingual claSsrooms, sevcnteen were randomly selected

to be included in the Impact Study. Seven 0.assrooms were randomly selected

for the intensive study which'involved observotion of -..lassroomd and inter-,

views or Edacners and plincipials. Thu luLeare LWU

grades, one third grade, one fourth vrade, t.:wo fifth grades, and one sixth

. grade.
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Instructional Strategies for Grade 2..

Ma'or Featu

Two second grades were included in the intensie study. Students in

one class are S anish dominant; the.other cla*ss is English.dominanL. There

are twenty s idents, all Hispanic, in the Spanish-dominant class. he

teacher is Hispanic and bilingual. There is one full-time aide and

part-time aide in the class. The two aides are Hispanic and bilingual.

The Enslish dominant class has an enrollm of twenty-four studert:.

Twenty are Hispanic and four are black. The teache- is white non-Hispaalt.

and English donolingual. There are no aides in thls Aass. 'Spanish

guage instruction is provided by another teacher who i, iispanic and

gual.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakeis

The English-dominant class spends fifteen hours a, week in Engfish .

Language Arts ald Reading. Five hours are specifically allotted for

Reading. Grammar, capitalization, punctuation, spelling, oreative

writing, poetry, skits, and storytelling are part of written and oral

. work. Reading includes phonics and Reading comprehension.

.

Instruction in written and oral work IF, di:ected to the entire.claSs

with frequent assignments reqlviring independent work. , During this time,

the teacher provides indivival instruction. There are two.grouns (twelve,

students in each group) for Reeding. Both.groups are'considered low Reading

level, and one is remedial Reading level. Criteria used for designating

this class as low readers are derived from teacher observation and.informal

textbook tests. 4

The main textbooks used in ELA are In Phonics We Use Book,B (Lyons

.and t,arnaitan Cu.', -:1,1 el"
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English Lanc;udge Instructi 'for Native-Spanish Speakers

The Spanish-dominant class spends approximately eleven .)urs a week

in English Language Arts and Reading. Five hours are allotted for Reading

instruction. The approach is that of English as a Second Language.(ESL)...

Instruction is in English with some direct trarslation for better compre-

hension. Grammar, caPitalizatioil, punctuation, spelling, creative writing,

pronunciation, vocaburary and controlled conversation are part of written

and oral work. Reading includes phonics, oral reading, silent reading,

Reading comprehension,,and listening comgrehensioh.

There,is no permanent grouping for any subject Trea. 'The teacher And

the,aides are aware of each student's ability and level of comprehension.

Grouping is for small group instruction, but each group is mixed in regard

'to student ability. Both the teacher and the aides provide instruction,

alternating'responsibilities and groups.

Instructional materials and textbooks used in Clis cl-ss are the same

as in the English-dominant class.

,c

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speaker:

Approximately eleVen hours a week are allotted for-Spanish Language

Arts and Reading. Five hours a week are 'spent in Reading in-:.uding

irlotruction in phonics and Reading cmprehension. The ok.. r s: c hours

are spent in grammar, language mechanics, spelling, creative writing,.and

oral work such as poetry and storytelling.

All instruction is in Spanish. jidth,the teacher and tn.-, aide provide

instruction in all areas of $LA. The teacher ,usually presents the lesson

and the aide provides additional instruction for reinforcement. There are

three Reading groups; students are.assigned to either the' high, averaL;e,'

'or low group on the basis Of teacher evaluation during the first few weeks

of school.

Instruttional materials include tapes, cassettes, tecords, and film-
.

'strips. The main textbooka used are Del Campo al 'Pueblo,. Aprendemos a

Leer; Nuestros Amigos, and Camino a la Escuela (Laidlaw series).
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Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

Spanish Language Arts and Reading for he English-dominant tlass is

. presented as second-language instruction. Three hours a week are ailotted

for ipanish-language instruction with one hour'per week set aside for

Reading.

The total-immersion-id-Spanish apprOACh is used by the teacher.

Occasionally, she will use Englishlot better comprehension. The grouping

for Reading'is the same as for English Language Arts. There is one low.

group-and ne remedial group. Both groups Use thel,aidlaw series. Addi

tional instructional materials includeScott-Foresman Pittorial Dictionary

(Scott Foresman Co.), tapes, cassettes, filmstrips, and.flash cards..

Mathematics Instruction

Each of the two classes observed spends five hours a week on Mathe-

matics instruction. Instruction is in English only in the English-dominant

class, while English and Spanish are used in the Spanish-dominant class.

In this grade level the emphasis is on counting, addition, and subtraction.

Some students also receive instruction in multiplication and division.

Instruction is directed for the entire class; however, both classes

receive individual instruction.

The textbook, Random House Mathematics Program (Random House School

Division), is used in the two classrooms. TheSpanish-dominant class.also

uses the te_xtbook, Mathematics Around Us (Scott-Foresman Qp.)., Additional

instructional materials include games, puzzles, and flash cards.

Cultural Component

The cultural component is incorporated with Social.Studiesrand some-

times with Spanish Language Arts (SLA). The course content includes insight

into Art. Music. legends.. History, holidays, and famous people of the His-

panic cultures. Much of the instructional material is teacher and project

deeloped and produced and includes work sheets, workbooks, and displays'.
.

In. addition, SLA textbooks and materials are used for the cultural
4

component. ,8 8
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There is no grouping for the cultural component. Instruction is in

English and Spanish with more emphasis on the use of Sp=aish. Usually one

Social Studies period (one hour) a week is uSed for itLtruction in the

cultural component.

Inbtructional Strategies for Grade 3

Major Features

All twenty-nine of the students in the third gzade observed are His-

panic. The teacher and the aide are Hispanic and bilingual. Thd aide

works with this class on a full-time basis providing inStruction and tutor-

ing for the students. Eighteen students are Spanish-dominant, four are

Engltsh-dominant, and seven are bilingual.

English Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

An average of 10 3/4 hours a-week are allotted for English Language

Arts. Of.these, five hours.are used for Reading. There is no grouping

for written and oral work, which ineludes grammar; mechanics, spelling,
---

creative writing, poetry, 'and storytelling. Both the teacher and the aide .

work with the students and provide individual instruction as needed.

There-are five Reading groups designated as high, high/medium, medium,

medium/low, and ,low. Students arie assigned to a group based on teacher

,observation and evaluaticin of student perfoimance on third-grade level

material. The teacher usually works with the first three groLps. and the

aide works with.the medium/low and low groups,' Reading includ phonies;

Reading comprehension, and oral reading.

The textbooks used are the Lippincott series,'Ocean& series, and Basic

Goals in Spelling.,

panlsn Language inscrucL.Lun int Nacive-bpanisft and NaLive711L16.1.15n ppe;-:1.s

, Spanish Language Arts (SLA) and Reading follow the same format and

content as English.Language Arts (ELA). An average.10 3/4 hours a week re

allotted for SLA, including five hours a week for Reading. There are

four Reading groups, one high, two, average, and one low. 'The Major
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difference between instruction in ELA and in SLA is that in SLA the aide

works .T.Tith all.Reading groups providing additional instruction for rein-.

forcemedt.

The qlass uses the Laidlaw Reading series and Everyday Spanish .(Dixon

Co.). Additional instructional materials include sliqs, filmstrips, tapes.,

cassettes, and displays.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics instruction is in English and Spanish. Usually a'new

lesson is presented in English. Spanish is used to clarify and reinforce

the lesson. _A total of five hours a week are alloteed for Mathematics.

The aide does not Work with the class during this period. Usually the

teacher spends the first ten to fifteen minutes in assigning tasks. Indi-

vidualized or small-group instruction is provided during the remaining

time.

Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division are taught in

grade level. The textbook used is Random House Mathematics Program .

(Random House School Division). Other instructional materials include

games, puzzles, worksheets, and flash cards.

9

Cultural Component

The cultural component is incorporated with Social Studies. A total

of 1 1/2 hours a week are allotted for the cultural component- Instruc-

tional strategies and material's are the same.as
c those used in the second

grade except,for grade level. (See section on Cultural Corimonent, Instruc-

tional Strategies for Grade 2.)

Instructional Strategies for Grade 4

Major FeatOrea

The class observed has an enrollment of eighteen students. All are

Hispanic; twelve are bilingual Lind six are Spanish dominant. The students

in this class are considered academically low achievers on the basiS of stan-

dardized tests, informal testing by the teacher, and teacher observation.

0
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The teacher is Hispanic and bilingual. There is one cull-tiMe aide

assigned to this class. The aide is also Hispanic and bilingual. Besides

providing instruction, the aide serves as a cultural resource person'and
.

assists with some of the clerical. work. ,

English Language Instruction for Native-English.Speakers

There are no native-English speakers in this class.

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

The students in the.class are not necessarily Spanish-dominant but

need extra help in developing English skills. English Language Arts and

Reading is approached,as.second-language acquisition with concentration in

elementary principles. The aide assists the teacher in developing the

curriculum which.Consists mostly of vocabulary skills an& oral English

development. Three hours a week are spent in written and oral English.

Reading instruction, which includes Reading comprehen$ion, phonics,

listening comprehension, and oral reading, is separate. Five hOurs a.week

are allotted for Reading.

Both the teacher.and the ride provide instruction.
-t

They provide

individual instruction or work.,?ith small groups. The only permanent

grouping is for Reading, ,Students'are assigned to either of the two groups.

One.group is low and the other low/remedial.

Ihstiuction in'ESL and Reading is in. English with some direct trans-

lation as needed for.better, Comprehension. Tapes, cassettes, filmstrips,

aud records are used for audio-lingual development. 'Much of the instruc-
,

tional material, such.as worksheets, are'teacher/teacher aide developed

and produced. The Ginn series is used.for Reading. This includes the

-textbooks The Dog Next Door, Seven is Magic, and Sounds and Syllables.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Six hour.; a week are allotted for SSL including two hours a week

for Readin,.,. The class.is divided into.two groups, one average and one

average/low.. Each group receives instruction in written and oral work and

reading.
9 1
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Written and oral work includes Spanish grammar and mechanics, spelling,

vocabulary, conversation, and structured dialogue./.Reading includes phonics,

oral reading, (Beading comprehension, and listening comprehension. .Audio-

visual equipment such as cassettes and filmstrips are used for instructional

material in addition' to the Laidlaw series for reading and language skills.

development.

Instruction is in Spanish with some English. Both the teacher and

the aide provide instrUction, alternating geoups-frequently.

Spanish Language Instruc-ion for Native-English Speakers
?

There are no native-English speakers in this class'. \\°

Mathematics Instruction

The students receive a total of seven hours of Ma'Alematics instruc-

tic:n.1 a week. They receive four hours of iustruction with the regular

classroom teacher and three hours of extra- instructiOn in the Mathematics

tab.

There is no grouping in the class for Mathematics instruction. Instruc-

tion is in English And directed for the entire class. Both the.teacher and

the aide provide individual instruction during the time provided for inde-
'

pendent' work. The students receive additiOnal individualized instruction

-in the Mathematics Lab which is designed to provide extra.help and rein-

force regular instruction..

The Random House MathematicsA)rogram (Bandom House School Division)

is usec; in the regular, class and lab.

Cultural Component

With the difference in=grade level material being studied, the format

and materials used in the'cultural component are the same a those usea in

.second grade. (See section on Cultural, Component, Instructional Strategies

for Grade
9 2



Instrw...tional Strategies for Grade 5

Major Features

Two fifth grades were included in the intensive study. One is a

. Spanish-dominant class and the other is considered an English-dominant

class although the students are English/Spanish bilingual. There are

wenty-three students in the Spanish-dominant class and thirty in the

English-dominant class.. All students in both classes are Hispanic.

a. Instruction in all subjects is provided by the -classroom teachers.

There is one aide, who works with che Spanish-dominant class during the

Mathematics period. The two teachers and the aide.are Hispanic and bilin-

gual.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

The English-dominant class receives ten hours of English language

instruction a week, including fii7Z-HOurs for Readirig7Therets---ho grouping

for instruction. Individual or small-group instruction is provided during

periods of independent work. Students receive instruction in written and

oral English, Reading, Reading compreheneion, and phonics. The textbook

used is Ventures-Basal Reader and Workbook (SCott Foresman Co.)

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Students in the Spanisii-dOminant class ,receive English as a Second

Language inseruction. Iley receive thre,_ hours ot instruction a week

including 1 1/2 hours of Reading instruction. The class is divided into

three groups. Within each group'instruction is provided in Reading, written

English, and oral English. Students are assigned to a group based on

teacher observation of student work and criterion-referenced tests.

The Lado English series is usecrin the class. The high group uses

Aado III, the medium group uses Lado II, and the low group uses Lado I.

Additional instructional material include tapes, cassettes, filmstripa,

- movies, and records.
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Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Spanish Language Arts for the Spanish7dominant class includes instruc-

tion in written'and oral Spanish, Reading,.Reading comprehension, and

phonics. Three hours per week are spent in SLA including 1 1/2 hours for.

Reading.

All instruction is in Spanish. There is no grouping for written.and

oral work.

assignments

Instruction is directed to.the entire class with frequent

requiring independent work. Grammar and Mechanics instruction

is based on the Lengua'Espanola series.

Based on teacher observation and evaluation, students are assigned to

either of the two Reading groups. One is a high/average group, and the

other is:a low group. Both groups use the Santillana series for Reading

4 instruction.
;

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

Spanish language instruction for the English-dominant class follows

the same format as that for English Language Arts. This includes content,

time frrmes, and instructional strategies. Instruction in SLA is almost

entirely in Spanish with some use of English for better comprehension.
i.\The textbook Everyday Spanish (Regents Publishing Co.) is used in addition.

\c, the SantiLlana and Laidlaw series..

1

Mathematics Instruction
0

Thie Spanish-dominant class is instructed three hours a week in

Mathematics. There is no grouping for Mathematics. Instruction is directed

to the entire class. Individual instruction and tutoring are provided by
.

r
the aid . Usually new Itaterial is presented in Spanish and translated-co

English in order to familiarize students with the material in both languages.

The textbook used is Matemgticas Modernas (Merrill series). The companion

workbook, Libro de Trabsio, and cassette tapes, Skilltapes, are also used.

Thi English-dominant clesS is inStructed five hours a week in
/

Mathematics. As in the Spanish-dominant class, there is no/grouping.'
/

Instruction is,directed to the entire-class. The teacher p'rovides indi-

vidual'instruction during periods Of independent work. InStruction is
/

,

/

/9 1 .
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in English and Spanish which is used sometimes.for better comprehension

and,reinforcement. The class textbook-is Random House Mathematics Program

(Randoth House School Division).

. Cultural Component .

Both classes spent 3 3/4 hours a week on the cultural component which

is incorporated with'Sociir Studies. In this grade level; the history,

geography, and cultures (:). the Western Hemisphere are being studied.

Emphasis is on the history,and culture Of the Hispanic countries.

1

Instruction in the Spanish-dominant class is in Spahish only. 'The
4

n ish-dominant class receives instruction in English With Spanish used

4en for more emphasis.

There iS no grouping for instruction.. Often there are indePendent

Reading and worksheet aseignments. Both classds use the Plus Ultra series

for the cultural componeht. The textbooks are Puerto Rico en mi Coraz6h,

Conocigndo a Borinque, Lae Ath.e'ricasly sus Pueblos. 'Also used in the clase

is the Atlas Escolar (Hammond Incorp.) combined textbook and workbook:.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 6

Major Features

Total.enrollment in this class is twenty-seven. All the students are

Hispanic and bilingual. They have a different teacher for each subject.

Every/day,-th(T-Students attend six different classes. Also,they)receive-
,

-

instruction in Art, Shop, and Gym alternately (two periods a week in-Shop,

two periods a week in Gym, and one period a week in Art). All together,

the students receive instructiog from nine' teachers. Six are white'non-
/

Hispanic, ,r.d three are Hispanic. The three Hispanic teachers are bilingual,

and three of the non-Hispanic white teachers are bilingual. The other.three

nnnNiono,in tonrhora ?VP Rnalioll mnnnlirioual. There is one Hisoanic7b1
,

6

lingual teacher aide in Englfsh Language Arts.

English Language.Instruction for Native-English Speakers

There are,no native-English speakers in this class.

9 5
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English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

The students receive 6 1/2 hours of English Language Arts instruction

a weekt Two hours a week are specifically allotted for Reading. There

is no grouping for written and oral work. This includes English graMmar

and mechanics, spelling, creative writing, poetry, and conversation.

Reading includes phonics, oral reading, and Reading comprehension.

Grouping-in Reading is on a random basis with either teacher, the aide

or student leaders Ln ch.rge of four or five groups. Sometimes there

is homogeneous reading and oftt- the students will read individually.

using the SRA series.
P.

Both the teacher and the aide are Hispanic and bilingual. Instruc

tion is in English. Spanish is.used only when needed for better compre-

hension.

The following textbooks are used for ELA: Alike but Different (Globe

Book Co.), Spelling Word List (Board of Education, New York City), Study

Skills (AllYn and Bacon Co.), and SRA series.

Spanish LangUage 4nstruction,for Native-Spanish Speakers.

The class receives 3 3/4 hours of Spanish language instruction a

week, including 1 1/2 hours. of Reading: Written and oral work includes

Spanish grammar and mechanics, silelling, creative writing, plays, poetry,

and comersation. In Reading, the students receive instruction in phonics

and Readir_ comprehension. There is no grouping for Reading. Individual

instruct is pn:vided during periods of independent work.

Instr, material used in this class includes cultural aspects.

The textboolc., La Vida Daria (Lengual .Espafiola series), incorporates

cultural heritage, SLA, and Reading. Audiovisual equipment such as

cassetes, filmStrips, and slides are usdd fov independent work.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English.Spea3ers

_

There are no native-English speakers in this class.
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Mathematics Instruction

-Mathematics instruction is in Spanish and English. Students are

encouraged to use_whichever language they feel more comfortable with and/

or can better understand.. The class receiveS 3 3/4 hours of Mathematics

instrucUon a week. There is no aide in the class. Instruction is

directed for the'entire class with some individual iustruction provided

during the time spent in independent work.

The course content include's instruction in addition, subtractiog,

multiplication, division, fractions, percentages, measurement, geometry,

and introduction of algebra. Students are also exposed to the new math.'

The main textboOk used is Refresher Mathematics/Repaso Matemgti.co:'

Cultural Component

There is no separate cultural component in the grade.

Hispanic cultures are studied in Spanish Language Arts.

Parent and Community Involvement

Aspects of the

irect parental invGlvement in the school is mostly rough parent

_conferences. The sLhools maintain a policy of open and direct communica-

tion:with parents regarding actions io be taken by thesprincipals and.

teachers in significant,school affairs. Parents are also ericouraged to

attend and participate in the Parent/Teacher Association, school board,

and advisory council meetings.

Other parental involvement includes assisting teachers.in school

functions such as parties and field trips. The bilingual project main-.

tains ongoing training sessions to educate and prepare parents and the

community for moreactive. involvement in school affairs and input in the

decision-making PrOcess.

97.
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PROJECT

PROJECT INFORMATION

jrcjeCt Context and Target Population

Project 6 was.initiated in 1971. At that time bilingual instruction,

t.Tagiveri atthela rindergarteandfirst-egradejevelsin.siN of the local
10

elementary schools. During the 1975-76 school year, bilingual instruction

was available to 500 project students tp kindergarten through grade 5.

There are a total of twenty-four classrooms in this joroject. Five

'schools offer bilingual instruction in several deSignated classes, and .

in one school all classes arebilingual. Approximately 50%.of the s'tudents

are of Hispanic ethnic background: most of these are of:puerto Rican

descent although.there are some Dominicans, Cubans, and Central Americans;

45% are black; 5% are of white non-Hispanic origin.
S.

The project is..located in a city with a multiethnic population. About

half of the'residents are white non-Hispanic; ALhe remainder,includes_

,
30% black Americans and 20% Puerto Ricans._ The.so.Cioeconomic statusTof

the community is primarily middle class, and the range of ocCupations-

runs from professionals to semiskilled aad unskilled laborers. '

Within the framework of,the project, the socioeconomic status of

the families served by the schools is predominantly lower Middle caass:

The majority of the employed.parents are unskilled workers and earn an

annual income of from $6,000 to $8,000.

Goaas 'and/or Objectives

Project goals, and objectives include_the following:

To develop_student cognitive and academic skills in the

areas of Reading and Mathematics

. To teach an appreciation for biiingualismfbiciiItUralism

To ensure that students will be able to function well

--within the limits oE their aptitudes,

9 8
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.To maintain an ethnic and linguistic balance in the target %

classroom

Mo'tfttegrate minority subOoups into tile multiethnic

community
A

To maintain a permanent staff of bslanced bilingual

instructors

To build up a repository of resource materials to be used

in the bilihgual clasgrOoms

Project Staff

During the 1975-16 school year the project staff included twenty-four

bilingual classroom teachersA ten bilingual paraprofessional aides, ten

English as a Second Language teachers, and a full-time secretary, Thp

Position of Project Director remained vacant and was filled by the.Diiector

of Elementary Education' until the lattef part of the school year when a

project supervisor was found. The position OE Project Director still

remains vacant.

The information on the following chart Vas obtained from questionnaires

submitted to the classroom teachers and their a-ides whose students were

included the Impact Study-

a

9 9
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TEACHING STAFF CHABACTERISTICS
Teachers Aides

.4.er

total nuMber of teachers/aides in Impact Study

Total number of questionaaires received

Highest earned college degree:

No degree

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or B.S.

Teaching credential-only

M.A..or higher 2

No response

6

6

4

Type of state teaching credential lied:

Noncradentialed

yemRprary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergescy

Regular crl!dential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential
, ,

No response

\

Years of tull-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1.year

2 years

3,.ypars

4 years

5-9 years

10-19. years

'20-29 years

30 or more years

No response

e

A
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,Years of teaching in a bilingual program?

Less than 1 year

.1 year

years

Z3 years

4 years

5 years

More than 5 years

No response

,

a.

Amount of college trallint_sp2.1cnca1ly_Ly2aLtd_a

bilingual-bicultural e'ducation:

fl5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours).

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester.hours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)

Teachers 'Aides..

2

3

1

More than 30 $luarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.) 2

No college traiiiing in bilingual-bicultural
,

No response

Amount of time spent in inservice oi schopl_district

wbrkshops,specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

ecrucation:.

..1, day or. less

215 'days

15-30 days °

More than 30 days

'None ,

No response

.
1 0 1
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Sources of Projec't Funding

The following funds were specifically designated for and administered

by the bilingual project:

f

Title VII $212,600

Other Federal and State -0-
,

Other -0-

TOTAL $212,600

,e Per pupil & $425.20' .9

In addition to the above, the following:funds were designated for

;bilingual project schools:

'School- A .

Pedetal and State

Other

TOTAL

$36,999

-0-

$36,999

Per. pupil $105.71

Total per pupi-1 additional funds $530.91
for. bilingual project partici-
pants

4

gchool B

Federal, and, 5,tate

Other

TOTAL.

.1.?er pupil

Total per puPil additional funds
for biaingualpproject partici-
pants '

-0-

$425.20

The bilingual project is also.assisted in its staff development
-

program by a local private universi4 which provides $150,000 in tuition

for project tqachers who attend a suMmer session andfor bilingual educar

tion courses during the school year.

a
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CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Majbr Features of ClessroomS Observed

All teachers give instruction using qyjectives Whia have
.

- been developed for the city_schools.

Objectives cover all content areas including Spanish..
All teachers'must test students incividually thrOughout

the year to.assure diet a student performs according to

the objectives.

Statewide testing is quite extensive.

The allotment of Spanish Reading materials was such that,

dere were.two pupiiS per book.' ,

Teachers prepared extensive instructional materials in

Spanish to supplemeht avallable materials.

These materials were sppcifically designed for the grade

and ability levels of the students,

.

.English as a Second Language instruction'is done on a pull-
.

out basis..

--Impact Study-Samples-,

, 'The information included in this section is based on discussions

with project staff, and on classroom observations in three of the project

classes. :The second and third grade classes 'arelocated in the-project

-. 'school in'which bilingual instr,uetion is given to all stUdents. The

fourth-grade class is located in a school in which.six of the classes

are designated as bilingual.

Instructional 2tratc..pis ff.: Grade 2
.4

Major Features
-

- 9
Local objectives.are used as the basis for the classroom

curriculum. ,

103-
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4udents receive .instructiowin Spanish Language Arts and

English Language Arts from the classroom teacher.

The content are as of Mathematics, Social. Studies and:Science

are instructy in Spanish and-English. The,teacher uses '

Ipoth languages equally fox the purpose of expihnation,

A
English.as a SecondLanguage instruction ks given by

another teacher on a'pull-out'basis.

A vorunteer tutor from a local university assists in this

class three hours each week.

Bath individual And group instruction%are

English Language Initruciion for Native-English and Native-Spanish

.Speakers

English Reading is taught about four hours a week to both Hispanic

and non-Hispanic students. The students are divided into three groups

based upon ability. All three groups are using the Open Court series.

The most advanced group is receiving special enrichment consisting of

more accelerated 'Reading books found in the classroom library and extra

writing agSignments. The classroom teacher spends about fifteemto

twenty minutes a day with each Reading group, drilling the studerlts on

phonics, having them read Orally, and asking them comprehension.questions.

After she finishes with one groupy the students must do writing assign-

1:ents in their workbooks or work on exercise sheets. The teacher indi-

vidualizes instruction when-students show a need for special attention.

She also has the class compose a story which.she writes on a large
0

chnrt. If some of the students.do not understand all the words in

English, she translates the words or phrases as she sees fit.
AP'

Nine of the ten Spanish-dominant students in addition receive

English as a Second Language (ESL) instructioh thirty minntes each day

in another room. The ESL teacher is a Monolingual speaker of English

and holds a provisional credential. -The,studemts are divided into
c,f

groups based on ability and spend most of their time on written work.

Locally developed materials used are based on the local objectives.

104.,
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Spanish Lan ua e Instruction for Native-S anish and Native-En lish

Speakers

The cl,,ss is divided into tbree groups/for Spanish Reading, which '

is taught by the regular classramp teacher/ There are two groups at'

the second-grade level using the Laidlaw/series- The third,group. 4s
?/

reading at the first-grade level and isyalso using the Laidlaeg series. '
,

Three students are not receiving Spanish instruction.,

Spanish Reading is taught fIA 2.41/2 houri a week. This time includes- .

both,oral and written work. Oral reading is done in the groups,, and after-
.,

wards ihe students do theii written work.either in their workbooks or on

locally prepared ditta sheets. Written.work indludes grammaf, spellincg,

'dictation, and punctuation. As a.class, the students either dictate a

lifeexperience tothe teacher, in Spanish or translate an ;nglish story

'into Spanish. .The teacher reads S panish stories tO the tlass and'also

teaches them songs.
/'

The teacher individualizes instruction when students'demonscrate_A ..

.the need for special attention. She also has more advanced students,7

doing extra reading from the classrooth library.- Thase students who. are

capable in writingShave the option of coMposing/shortstoies whenever.

/they have e4ra time.

The classroom teacher gives Spanish as a Second Language

instruction approximately two hours a weelf. Of the nine st dents who
/

4 are .taking the class, two are Hispanic,-and the rest are'bladk. The

ieaCher spends mast of her instructional time'an oral driil, asing

modeling, repetition, and simple question and answer'Atills to improve

their oral.skills. She also uses pictures, charts, and flashcards as

visual al.ds. Durihg class, she works on vocabulary building, teaches

the students songs, and tells them stories. She encourages the students

to zspekak only in Spanish; but, if she finds tha4t they do not understand,.

something she has said, she translates the word, or words, into English.

Mathematids

Mathematics instruction is given appioximately 4 l/ hours a' week.
,

fiatholigh the teytbook is in English, the languageiof in't.ruction is
k
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A .

. 75% Englishand 25% Spanish. The teacher has the students work on dittos

she herself has. prepared, which are based on materials in the Mathematics

textbooks. She individualizes instruction in Spanish when necessary and

alSo-has the students help one'another if the need arises-.

Cultural Comptment

0 'Social Studies is taught about thirty minutes a week and ir incor-

porated into the bilingual project as the occassion demands. This year
c-

(1975-76) the students studied about Puerto Rican Discovery Day, Martin

Luther King Day.7and other holidays. Spanish and English are used equally

during the Social Studies Class.
c

a Instructional Strategies lor Grade 3

(

Major Features

The local objectives-torm the basic curriculum.

The teacher uses locally, produced materials for instruction

including flash cards and charts.

Two strategies are employgd: individualized instruction

and group instruction.

4i,, Students are pulled our.for ESL instruCtion.

English Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish

Speakers'

En g lish Reading is taught'ten hours weekly. .There are two basic

groups which include eight students who are reading at grade level and

eight are'reading a little below grade level. There are also two students

who are just le-arning their phonics, and each one is receiving three-hours
-

of additional tutoring weekly from two college stuaents who are volunteers.
.1

Both Reading groups are using the Open Court series, and the Bank Street

and Sullivan readers are used as supplementary material. The teacher

uses two baslc strategies to teach English Reading: grouping and indi-

vidualized instOction based upon need. Students who are,able to read,

either dl so silently or read -aloud in the sroup. Reading includes a

106
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phonics warm-up and is follewed 13r a discussion period. Those,students

who are unable t8 read or who have difficulty reading are either read

to by the teacher or are given more specialized instruction.

Since the students do not'have workbooks with'their readers, most

written work is done.on ]ally produced dittos. Each student follows a

program basedlön the prescribed objectives.

Seven students are receiving ESL-instruction 2 1/2 hours a-week. The

, instructor is the same person as for Gtade. 2, the curriculum is based on

0,
the objectives for ESL, and there are.no textbooks. MoSt of thatiTe is

spent on Oral werk, the writing of student-produced sentences, and songs

and games%

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish

Speakers

Spanish'Reading instruction is taught 3 3/4 hours weekly. There are

0.70 Reading groups: :one Irodp is composed of eight nati*e-Spanish spezikers

who are reading slightly below third-grade level; the othar group is

,composed,of seven :students who,are learning Spanish as a Second Language.

Students share books, and there is little continuity from grade to grade

in Spanish Reading becauge different series are used and each series has

its own program to follow. The teacher uses locally produced materials

which are based on the dfstrict's prescribed objectives. Three students

do not.participate in. Spanish Reading because they are experiencing

difficulty.in English Readin6.

Spanish Langdage Instructioa for Native7English Speakers

Eight students are receiOng SSL instruction from the classroom

teacher. All of the work is oral, and locally produced materials are used
co

as visual aids. , The teacher spends.much of the time on .vocabulary building,

sentence completion, and discussions based on specific topics and reads

stories to them. She alsaiuses flash,cards. Most of the instrucfion

:j

is given in Spanish"although the students ate permitted to use English

when'necessary. 1.01,
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Mathematics InstruCtion

Mathematics instruction is given 2 1/2 hours each week. It is

individuarized and based on the local curriculum. The textbook is

entitled Exploring Elementary Mathematics (Holt, Rinehart & Winston). The

exercise sheets are either locally produced dr photocopied from other

Mathematics books. The languages of instruction are English (65%) and

Spanish (35%).

Cultural Gomponent

----------- The Social Studies instruction is thebsame as in the'second grade
,

except that more English is used.

Y

Instructional Strategies for, Grade 4'

Major Features

The homeroom teacher works in a cluster tqith two other

fourth-grade teachers.

Homeroom students receive instruction from.three other

teachers in English Reading and Mathematics.

The homeroom teacher teaches Spanish Reading, Spanish as

as a Second Language (SSL), and 'Social Studies.

The teacher has developed a number of visual'aids and other

materials for Mathematics and SSL instruction.

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-English

Speakers

The classroom teacher instructs fourteen pupils in English Reading.

She has the lowest group in the cluster. Four of the students are reading

at first-grade level, atld ten are reading at third-grade level. Reading

- instruction is approximately five hours a week,, although thid varies

because whenever there is free time-the clasarOom,t,e1cher has her students

do extra reading. The teacher uses three basic. strategies for. Reading:

A

grouping according to abilityand/or need; individUalized instruction



based on ability; and entire-class instruction. Earh week the students

read a story from the textbook, Stories from Everywhere. New vocabulAry

and spelling are reviewed by the entire cldss. Students who Are able to
-

read on their own do so, and thci-se who have difiiculty are instructed in

small groups or individually by khe teacher. The teacher makes tapes of .

the stories sd that students can read along with the tapes. She also,

makes use of the Language Master, charts, flash cards, and records as

audiovisual aids. In addition to the standard textbook, each student has

an individualized programmed reader that is Used at least fifteen minutes

---each day, sometimes-more-when there-s-free-time. :In-this class; English

is the sole language of instruction.

According to the teacher, twelveLstudents are receiving.ESL instruction

2 1/2 hours each week. Since the ESL teacher had gone on a leave of absence

during the week observations were made, no interviews were held.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Spanish Reading is now-being taught one hour each Week to all students

in the class. The teacher was allutted textbooks entitled Lengua Espanola, .

which she felt were much too difficult for the students. She therefore

uses Orimarily the,materials that she has created. These include tapes,

exercise sheets, games, flash.cards, and charts.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

Five students are receiving SSL inStruction from the classroom.

teacher. The work is all .oscal with the emphasis on pronunciation, sentence

patterns, sentence cpmpletion, and vocabulary building. She teaches the
,

students songs; has them play games, work scrambles, and learn their

nuMbers in Spanish.; and Plays tapes of familiar,sturies.. She insdwucts

them in Spanish about 80% of the time and uses English to explain things. .

the students do not understand.

L'Mathematics Instruction'

,Mpthematics is taught approximately 4 1/2 hours each week, and

instrUction is based on the.prestribed:objecLiveS. The language of
k
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instruction is English. The teXtbook is entitled ExplorVrElementary

Mathematics. *The class is taught Mathematics as an enti4 group.; Theo,

teacher uses locally produced worksheets and makes her own charts for'

visual aids. She individualizes instruction as the need arises.

Cultural Component

Social Studies is taught about 1/2 hour each week, although it.may

vary depending upon a holiday such as Black History Week or Puerto Rican

, Discovery Day. Instruction is based on the prescribed oblectives.

Parent and Community Involvement

Parents,of the second-graders come in on an informal basis'to

inquire about their children. All parepts appeared at the parent/teacher

conference last fall (1975), and all were expectedto participate in the

spring (1976).

Parental involvement in the third grade is high for parent/leacher

conferences. In the fall,all of the parents attended the parent teacher

-" meeting, and all were expected to attend in the.spring. During the *year,

parents have participated in special functions suth as Puerto Rican

Discovery Day, Valentine'srDay, Halloween, and*Blagk History" Week.'

There is some.parental inVOlvement in the fourth-grade class for

'parent/teacher conferenAs. Last fall, approximately 80% of the parents"

talked with the teacher about their children's report cards.

6-13
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PROJECT INFORMATION

Project"Context and Target Popula#:ion

Project 7 was initl.ated in 1971 in the kindergarten and first grade.

During the 1975-7.6 school year, 400 students'received bilingual instruption
4

in'kindergarten through grade 5. There are twelve classrooms in theischool.,

which is currently operating in the annex of one of the elementary schools'i

abott Void blocks away fron the main-building. The ethnic.background of the

students4attendingthe bilinguel school-is 82% Hispanic and 18% black

American. _Ofthe Hispanic students, 15% are Puerto Rican and 7% are Cuban,,
-

Dominican, and Central American. The socioeconomic status of.the families

served by the school is predominantly, loWer middle class. The majority of

parents are either semiskilled or unskiiled laborers whose annual income

falls-within the range of .$6,000 to $8,000. According to the principal,

the mobility raee in the schoal.is 25%, and often the same students,move'

in and out of the school two to three times a year. MobilitY rate is

determined in part by unemployment,or other financial problems.

,4 e

Goals and Objectives

Project goals and objectives are as follows:

To TuAnt'in native language proficiencyin English or Spanish

To improve and expand upon second-language skills

To recruit and train a highly competent bilingual staff

To develop and expand the Spanish-language resource materials

To strengthen the stuaent's self-concept

To develop 'a positive interaction between students o

different ethnic grOups.

To develop a positive interaction between the project staff

and parents of the community

1 1 1
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Project Staff

The bilingual project.staff includes a bilingual project director,

a schooltcommunity'liaison,.a curriculum materials specialist, and a full-

time secretary. There are/twelve full-time class:room teachers, nine,edu-
,

catiohal assistants (paraprofessionals),, And three teacher-&raineis from a

local college.

The information on the following chart was obtained from questionnaires'

submitted to the classroom teachers and their aides; whose students were

included in the Impact Study.
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TEACHING STAFF,CHARACTERISTICS"

Total number of teachers/aides in Impact,Study

Total number of questionnaires received

Highest earned college degree:

.Teachers Aides

9 5

9 5

No degree
_

, .

.. ---2----

. DegYte inr -1-1151-osia7b.bset- on-less-tilant"* years-af work----
,

B.A. or B.S. .. 1

Teaching credential only

M.A. or higher

No response

Type of stnrc ,teaching credential held:

Non-credenialed

Temporary, provisional partial-fulfillment, or
.. emergency

_

Regular 'credent'ial

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No response

,

Years of'full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1-year

2 years,

.3 years

4 years

5-9 years

10-19 years

10-29 years
,

30 or more years

No response 113

3

3

1

2

1

.

.3
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_

Years of t,laching In a billupal program:

, Less than 1 year

1,year,

2 years

3 years

4 years ,

5 years

More than 5 year's

No response

.

-

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

Teachers. Aides

2 .

3

1

1

1

bilingual-bicultural education:,

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours) 3

6-15 quarter units (4710 semester hours) 1

10-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)
-

More than 30 quarter units-(more.than 20 semester hrs.) 2

No .collegc training:in bilingual-bicultuLal -

No.response

1

Amount of time spent in tnservice or school district

waicshops specifically devoted to bilingual-biculeural

edubation:

1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than 30 days

None

No response

4.44

1 1 4

a

41

1
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Sources of Projegt Funding

The following funds were specifically designated for and administered

by the bilingual project:

Title VII $236,500 :

.0ther Fedetil and State -O-
.

Other -0-

TOTAL $236,500

'I, Per pupil $591.25

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for

bilingual project schools:

School A

Federal,and State*: $237,350

Other -0-

"TOTAL $237;350.

Per pupil . $215.77,

Total'per pupil additional fnnds
for bilingual project partici-
pants .

$807.02

* The federal aid at this school came from Title-I; the state aid°
included funds for special-education and for textbooks.

CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Major Features
^

The project follows a program of native-language maintenance. N, .

Students are giiren instruction'in their native langAge.in

Reading, Language Arts, Mathematics, Social,Stndies, and Science..'

Second-language'instruction is oral at the outset.

s. Reading instruction in .the second 1angUag9/is commended when the

'student becomes proficient A114 Reading In his/her native language.
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Students are tracked according tiy language dominanCe when they first

enter:school,

At each grade level there are two components: one composed of

English-dominant students and the other of Spanish-aominant stu-

dents.

.:
-,

The-Students remain in the same component while they are in this

project.

Each claisroom teacher is assisted either by.a parapro.fessional
,

aide and/or a teacher-irai:nee.''
. .

The majority of classroom teacherEi and trainees at theschool
.

. .

. are talcing coulsea it a'local uniVersity in'tbe area Of bilingual
.. ..

education. .

-

There is an.ongoing relationship betwden the university and the

DiStrict. -

/

The paraprofessional aides are supplied by.Pupil Services at the

Board of Education.

Impact, Study Samples:

Originally; one of the two second-grade classes which were tested

'was randomly. selected for detailed obServation in this projeget. However;

because of the tracking acazrding to language dominance, it wis decided ' A

thatboth should be-included in this portion of the stady,

.t

-Instructional Strategies In- Grade

Major Features.

The English-Dominant Component ,

The English-dominant component is taught by the classroom'
A

teacher and a full-time team-teacher under her supervision.

Both the teacher and the team-teacher aide are bilingual and-of

Puerto Rican descent.'

The second-grade.teacher in the Spanish component instructs the

7-6
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English-dominant students in Spanish as a Second Language, Spanish

Reading, and Science.

A bilingual Mathematics resource teachertwolls with several o

the students.
/

the class2enrollment is thirty students; seventeen Puerto Ricans,
0

eight- 'Blacks," two Dominicans, one student,of mixed Puerto Rican

apd Dominincan ethnicity, another 'of Puerto Rican and_ American

black eth5i.city, and one of A merican black aRd Haitian ethnicity.

The Spanish-Dominant Component
0.

The "Spanish component is taught,by the classrooi-teacher and a

full-time eaucational assistadt.

Both thej.eacher and the assistant aie bilingual and of Puerto

Rican descent.

The Second7grade teacher of the English component teaches English

as a"Second Language'and Engli,sh Reading-to the-Spanish-40Minant

students., .

Another,full-time teacher from the main school teaches Science

for f9rty7five minutes a.week.
.

The classroom.enrollment, is thirty-three: twenty-eight Puerto

Ricans, two Cubans, two Dominicans, and one Central Arnerican.

English Language Instruction for Native-English_Speakers

English Reading is taught five hours a week.- There are two basic t,

, strategies for instruction: ability grouping and entire-group instruction.

The students are divided into'three'Reading groups: a high group of four,

a.mediuM group of fourteen, and a low group of ten. The top group and the

lowest group are taught by the'team-teaCher and the other by the classroom.

teacher. Within the two top groups, t.he students do silent and oral skits,

Reading, 6honics, and,Reading-comprehensions. They are using the Bank Street

series which includes a workbook and are reading at the second-grade level.

They alsodb individualized reading tn.the Specific Skills Series. .-The

written work includee sapitalization, punctuation, spelling, .grammar,
_

fIction, and vocabplary b,uilding. The lowest group is wdrking on sight

vocabulary, phonics,,..and sent.ence'formation:

. 777 -
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. As a group, the class puts on plays and $hort skits, learns_poetry,

does choral readings and sings songs. Group instruct:ion is approximately

two hours a week although this Varies.
,

The suppleytary materials are made by the teacher and include

charts-and exetcise sheets:

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

English as a Second Language is taught 3 3/4.hours a week-byWe

classroom teacher of_the English component, a paraprofessional aide, an,

. ESL specialist; and the team-teacher. There are two groups each with

fifteen students. The top group has fifteen Spanish-dominant students

who are instructed bY the classroom teacher.- The students are reading at

the 'first-grade level and are using the Miami Linguistics series and its

workbook and the Weekly Reader. As a group they. work on oral-feading and

'phonid's and answer comprehedgion questions.1. Their written work inUmdeS

oapitalizatioh, punctuaiion, and vocabulary building-. For oral work they

have storytelling, and they use tecords foizilistening comprehensiori
,

The fifteen students-in the,slower group are instructed by a.parapro

fessional and are doing oral work ohly. The students work on phonics.and

vocabulary building. One student sees the ESL specialist three hours per

meek and the classroom teacher woOts with three students three-hours per

week.

.
Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakerg

Spanish Reading is taught 3 3/4 hours a week.by rhe classroom teacher, '

the paraprcifessional aide, and.another classroomteacher. The students are

divided into three groups based on.ability. The top group of twerve students

is instructed, by,the aide in phonics,'oral trading, and readlng comprehen-'

sion. The Students have a Spanish Reading book and an accompanying workbook
;

in which they do grammatical exercises, punctuation, and spelling. They

also do creative writing. _The classroOt teacher instruats the heXt'group
A

of fourteen students. She-has the students do the same type of work within

the group and places much emphasis on their Reading and grammar skills. The

third group of seven'students _is working with another teacher and are An a

pre-primer and spgnd time'on phonics and Reading cOmprehension..
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As a class, the students study poetry, lis,ten to stories, put on
-

-skits, and sing.
-

4'

Spanish Language Insti-uction for Native-Enslish Speakers

- * Eleven students from the English-dominant component are learning

Spanish as a Second Vanguage. They are doing oral work only. This involves

vocabulary building, pronunciation, and pattern drills.

Mathematics° Instru'et ion

The English-domrant gro4 studies Mathematics for four hours e.week.

. Two strategies are uSed as a means of instruction. One is based on grouping

by ability, while the other is based on individualized instruction at tbe

Mathematics .center.

The twelve students in the top group are instructed by the classroom

teacher. The,students are working at grade level and are usitg the text-
-

book'Mathematics (Silver Burdett). The five students in.the second group,

which is'at the first.-grade, second-semes.ter level, 'ia instructed by the

Mathematics resource teacher..

The ten students in the third-group work with the team-teacher. they

can do o1 nly simple addition 4nd subtraction problems. Whenever"students

are absent, they are sent to the remedial teacherfor reinforcement': Mate--

.rials include textbooks, workbooks, locally producedexercise slat:lets, mathe-
c,,

matical games, and flash cards produced by the teather. 3

The Spanish component receive7, Mathematics instruction 3 3/4.hours a

ctsi

week from the classroom teacher and the paraprofessional aide. The aide

instructs the top group of fourteen students in English. The classropm
,

teacher instructs nineteen students in Spanish. The students are learning

the new math, measurement, addition, andsubtraction. The second group is ,'

approximately six months behind the first. The textbook used is Mathematics

(Silver Burdett). During classroom instruction, the teacher uses visual

aids as"'well as manipulative materials to make concepts clear as well as

interesting:
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J
Cultural Componelit

Social Studies is multicultural in approach in both the English and

Spanish components. It is.taught about forty-five minutes a week, bilin-

gually in both classes, and includes instruction about holidays, famous

people, songs, fables, and legends.

Irstructidnal Strategies for Grade 4
b r

English-Dominant Component

The English-dominant component is instructed by-an English"monolin-

gual and'a full-time:paraprofessional aide.

There are twenty-eight students enrolled in the class:. seventeen

students of Puerto RiCan ethnicity and eleven,blacks.

of. The classroom teacher teaches English Reading, Mathematics, Social

Studies, and Science to the class and ESL to the fourth-grade

Spanish component.

Spanish-Dominant Component

e The Spanish-dominant,component is taught'by instiUctor,

a teacher-trainee, afid a paraprdfessional aide.

e All are bilingual and work full time at the school.

o There are twenty-five etudents in the class: twenty-one students

of Puerto Rican,ethnicity, two Dominicans, One South American, and

one Central American.

The classroom teacher,te4ches Spanish Readinf, Matiiemat4cs, and,

Social Studies.

She team-teaches with another full-time teacher in Science and

teaches SSL to the students of the English-dominant component.

English Language Instruction for-Native-Spanish and Native-English-Speakers

English Reading is taught approximately nine hours a week in the

English component. The strategies for instruction include individualization

and small-group instruction.



c.
.The eleven studentS in the top group spend-the morRings on independenl:

/, work from the SRA Readink kit which includes stoiles_and questions 'about thA
- /

readinu: They work on vocabulatx.and.have en individual skills checklist.

In.the.afternoon this gr.oup lb instructed by the classroom teacher wholses

a'fifth-grade textbook called Enchanted Isles.

; The other two groups, one of ten.students and the other"of s'x, are

instructed by thA classroom teacher:and the teacher-trainee, respectively,

They :are using basal readers and.are reading at the first- to third-grade

Within.the groups, the students work, on phonics, Reading, and

writing. The students each have a spelling book,,a workbook; and a phonics

book, They also use the.SRA kits for.independent reading. All students-are

.required to give book reports and present them orally. As a group they

also act in plays. Students are groupediv. ability, and regrouping rarely

occurs. so

-

In the Spanish component, English Reading is taught four hours aweek
-

by the.classro,m teacher, a teaCher-trainee, the paraprofessional aide, and-

the Reading specialist teacher. The students are groupedby ability and.

spend twenty-five minutes on Reading,and twenty Minutes on writing.. .0ne

Student who is reading at 'grade level has individualized instruction.

The range of levels is from prereading, including phonics, to fourth

grade. Twelve students are at the third-grade level', and twelve are0at the'

-second-grade level or below. Within the Reading grOups the students study

phonics, oral reading, and reading comprehension. All students.have work-

boos and phonics books. The students who are reading at third-grade level

or above do creative writing and dictionary work.

Twenty-two students are receivAng ESL instruction from the classroom

teacher, of the English component who is English volingual. He does oral

work with the students based on vocabulary building, definitions, and pro-

nunciation. His approach is total immersion. He has the students play

language games in teams to make the class interesting for the students.,
A".

Spanish Language Instruction for Native2Spanish Speakers

In the Spanish component, Spanish Reading is taug ht four.hours a

week. The instructors include the classroom teacher, the teacher-trainee,
.
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the paraprofessional aide, and another classroom teacher from the third

grade. Sixteen students are reading at the fourth-grade level or above, and

they are divided into vilb groups instructed by the classroom teacher and

the teacher-trainee. Ten students aresreading at the third-grade level,or

above. Pour of these students receive'instruction from a third-grade

teacher. Two students who are reading at the first-:grade level'are taught

by the aide. A

The top groups are uping the taidiaW series with it6 accompanying Work-
.

book. The group at the third-grade level is reading.Conozcamos a Puerto

Rico and is.using the workbOok.

Writing, grammar, spelling, creative writing (top group only), and

vocabulary building are taught about an hour a week in conjunction with the

'Reading. With the exception of new arrivals, students are rarely regrouped.

Spanish Language'Instruction for Native-English Speakers

. P

.
In the English component, Spanish Reading is taught two hours-each

week by the teachers in the fourth-grade Spanish.component who switch

room%with the.teacher of the:English component. There are three groups.

One group of fifteen students,is taught bY,the teacher of the Spanish

..=:component. The students do oral reading in .the primer Aprendemos a Leer

(Laidlaw.Series), and for writing they do sentence completion, mul;iple

choica,-and word fill-ins. ('For phonetics, the teadhei uses flash cards

and board work. The aide teaches the top group of three students using

Level II of the Laidlaw series., a first-grade reader. The students do oral

reading and.write in the accompanying workbook: They are learning new

vocabulary and some grammar. The ten students in the third group are .

doing oral work only, basedQon oncepts'such as family, parts of the body,

parts of a room. etc. This group is instructed by the teaphertrainee who

uses charts and pictures as. visual aids.

Mathematics Instruction

, In the English component, Mathematics is taught in English only for

3 3/4 houfs a week,by the teacher-frainee and-the regular teacher. The'
-

textbook which is Used is called Mathematids. In general the stu'dents are

instructed as a group, and,individualized instruction is given as the need

arise$. Students use workbooks as well as locally produced exercise sheets.

7-12
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In the Spapish component5,Mathvmatics is taught bilingually for

3 3/4 hours a week. The classroom teacher instructs the top 'group of

seventeen students using the.English textbook Mathematics. The-students are

working at grade level. The six students in the other group are usi the

Spanish version of the textbook and are on the second-grade level. Tni

group is-instructed by the paraprofessional aide,

Cultural Component

Social-Studies is taught as part of the standard curriculum.. Special

emphasis is'placed'on hiculturalism when certain holidays such as Pubuto

Rican Discoyery.Day or Black History Week occur.
P

-In the English component, instruction is in English. in the $panish
'6

component,.both languages' are used.for instructloL From'thirty ta forty-

five minutes a week are spent in this subject, although the time may vary

depending on the occasion.

Parent and Community Involvement
47

In both of the secohd-grade classrooms squdents went on several field
,=

trips including trips-to the theater, the zab, and a local aquarium. They

also had several large parties for special occasions including Puerto Rican
,

Discovery Day, ChristMas, Ester, and Martin Luther King Day.

In the Spanish component, five parents' accompanied the students on

field trips, ten came once each semester for class 'parties, and ten

visited with"the teacher po discUss student performance.

In the English component, two parents attended class parties each

semester, ten parents participated n field trips, and eight parents
.t

visited the teacher'from time to time to discas,student performance.

According to both teachers, most parents usually visit the classes on an

informal basis.

In the_fourth-grade Spanish componeht,,three parents .attended class

..parties, three parents visited `the Class On,a daily basis, and six had .

conferences with the teacher each Semester.

1 g 3
A. ,
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P,ROJECT8

PROJECT INFORMAtION

1-1.o.lect Context/ and Target.PopulatiOn

Project.8 began in 1971 as a pilot project under TifleT funding. It

Was funded by. Title'VII'in 1972.

The District islocated in acity that is both a suburban and an

industrial city.in a large metropolitan area. In terma of eligibility for
e

State Aid for Dependent. Children, the 'school District has about 11% low-
,

income.families, and the area,surrounding the Title VIT'achools have an

even,higher percentage of such families. About 15% of the diStrigt stu7

dents are of limited Engliah-speaking ability. The District has thirty-two-
.

.
eldMentary schOols (kindergarten through grade 6); seven'junior high schools

..(grades 7 and 8), and four high schools.

The Title VII project operates a Portuguese/English program in four

classrooms in one school and a Spanish-English program in fifteen class-

rooms in six elementary schools and in seven classrooms in one junior high

'school. There are 660 students participating ifi the bilingual program.

The Spanish,bilingual project now operutesdn grades pre-kinderghrten

,through 8, bilt not ail participating elementary schools have,a bilingual

classroom at each grade level. Combination or ungraded classrooms are made

up at each school, depending on the number of student's requesting bilingual

education. There are-some-single-level-preschool and kindergarten"classes,

but all other classrooms are mixed-level or,ungraded.

There is a very high mobility rate among the students at project

schools. One principal estimatesi a changeqyer of 6.7 students each week;

another said a 43% turnover in school population yearly-was not,unusual,--

not counting the families that leave for two or three months and then

return to finish the school year-.

Participation in the bilingual program is voluntary. The schools
,

.make the parents aware that bilingual dasses are available. (All schools
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with bilingual-classroOms haVe equivalent-grade-level tegtlar classrooms.).

Sometimes the school may.recomtend that a student be in a bilingual elass-,

room, but the decision to enroll the student is up to the parenta. The

project tries'to enroll equal numbers of English7dominant and Spanish-

dominant students in each bilingiial 'Class. The classrooms observed were

about two-thirds Spanish surnamed and more than half Spanish dotinant. r

Goals-end/or Objectives -'

This is a full maintenance kogram and an enrichment rather thane

remedial effort. The program goal fs that all partiCipatinviitudents

become bilingual, biliterate (in English and either Spanish or Portuguese);'

and develop in apprecretion .f many cultur . The Spanish/English prograt.
\\

is.designed to achieve 50% English- and 50% Spanish-language use in the,'

. classroom by grade 3 or 4, although it ds expected that the English=

'dominant students will take longer to become able to tonverse,in Spanish'

than for the Spanish-dominant to learn English. A long-range goal for the

District is to offer bilingual education from preschool through grade 12.

Project Staff

, There are twenty.-two,full-tite'teachers in the.project, eighteen of

whom wOrk in the Spanish component. All but seven of the teachers_are of:

either 'Spanish or PortUguese descent, and all but one are bilingual., There
-

are twenty-one classroom aides; all but one are bicultural.and ail are

bilingual.

The-project also eiploys four program assistants.. curritulum and,

materials development program assistant has-been with the project for five

years. She is of Portuguese descent and is bilingual (Engliah/Portuguese).

The program assistants for staff development and for evaluation.have beenk'
with thle project four years and are bilingual and bicultural (English/

Spanish). The fourth prograt assistant ia in charge.og the bilingual pro-
ce

, ject at,the junior high level.-This is her,girst year with the projedt.

She is of non-Hispanic background but is bilingual (English/Spanish). All

the program assistants.except the one in,the'junior high program work out

.of the project's curriculum center loceted in School A-
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Project 8 has had one,director since it began as a pilot project in.

1971. He is'trilingual (English/Portuguese/Spanish) and bicultural.

The project Also employs an outside evaluator on a part-time basis.

(forty days per school year). -The Present.evaluator wa's mew to the project

in.1975-16andisaglish.speaking.and non-Hispanic. Outside cOnsultants

are hired to conduct inseriricc teachertraining Aeminars. In ihe past

year, seven of these consultants, all of them bilingtal,.have served the.

- project. far a total of about sixteen hours.

Staff other than teachers and aides who work with students in the

bilingual classrooms, but. who'are 'Paid by the district,.state,' or federal

funds-Other thanTitle VII, are.school,librarians, remedial Reading teachers,

district psychologistS, and speeth and hearing therapists.

The information on the following chart was obtained from questionnaireS'

subMitted to the classroom teachers. and their aides whose students were

included in the Impact Study.

In

.17

12 G'
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'TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

, Total number of teachers/aides in Impact Study

Total-number of questionnaires keceived

Highest earned college 'degree:

, Teachers Aides

4 4

4 3

No degree
2

Degree or diploma based -on lesa than 4 years of work 1

B.A. or B.S.

Teaching credential only

M.A. orhigher

No response

Type of state teaching credential held':

3
Non-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency

Regular credential .

.BilingUal-biCultural teaching Credential

.No.respOnse'

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

,1 year

2 years

3.years

4 years

5-9 years

10-19 years

2029 years

30'or more years

No response

8-4
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Years of teaching in,a bilingual program:

.Less than 1 year

1 year.

2iyears

4

Teachers Aides

1 2.

- 3 years

:. A 1

--5Tiears

Mire than 5 years

No response

Amount-of college training specifically devoted tO

bilinguai-bicultural education:-

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours) 1

6-15 quarter units.(4-10 semester hours) 1

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours) l'-

More than 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.

.-No college training in-bilinguai-biculcural 1

No response

.ANount of time stent in:inservice or school district

works ops specifically.devoted to bilingual-Ibicultural

-education:

1 day,or less

2-15 days

'15-36-days

More than 30 days

None

No response

128
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SourCes of Project Funding

The following funds were specifically designated for and administered'

'by the bilingual project:,,

.Title)VII $220,137

.0ther Federal and State

Other (Private Foundation)

TOTAL
D

. $220,137

.Per pupil $310.93.

, In addition to.the above, the following funds were designated for
... .. .

bilingual proj ect -schools :

SOhool A

Federal and State $125,073

Other

TO'rAL $125,073.

Per pupil $432.78

Total per pupil additional funds -

for bilingual project ,partici-
,

Pants .$743.71

. School B

&.-deral and State $143,311

Other (District) 1 212

TOTAL $144,523

. yer pupil-.

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual.profect partici-
pants .

,

$326.55

$637.-48

1:s

For the project's first three years of Operation, Title VII funded all,

. project activities, Since then the school.district has absorbed some of the...4

costs, paying for .classroom aides with .either_TitledI, regular district, or

special itate 'funds. Some project schools-also receive Title.I funds for

designated disadvantaged students, an4 other schools also have state early
.-

.'. childhood education funds; 1.29.
z:

.,
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Other,Support

The project enjoys considerable non-fina41al 'support form other

sources: the state, the local school district, and the community.

The state supports the project.by providing special consultants,

materials, and textbooks and has'givgn informational guidance. 1174

Distritt has providedthe technical aesistance of a Reading consultant .

and specialists in curriculum, development and human relations. It has also

held teacher-trainibg programs relevant tobilingual education and has made

special reSources and library and,audiovisual materials available lo the'

projeet. The Districs pays the teachers and one aide in each school and
.

provides some instructional-supplies.

The Projett DirectOr.works closely with the'District, State, and_

Federal Programs Coordinator.and with ,the District DireOtor of ReS'earch.

andTrogram Development. t-3

LASSROOM INFORMATION -

.Major-Features of Classrooms Observed

Ungraded classrooms.. All classrooms above,kingarten level ...

,
4

are Ungraded or.mixed level. The rationale.behind-the ungraded

classrooms,is partly pragmatic: when there are not enough.stu-

dents signed up for bilingual classes at any one grade level in

a school, combination classroomsare forMed. (This sometimes

results in comknatigns of students.of.very different levels of

maturity, stich as when grades 2, 3, and 4 are combined.) Another

reason for the ungraded classroom is to allow for flexibility in.

ability grouping for students who may be working at *one grade

level in-the natiVe language and at a lower one in'the second

:language or for,students who enter the program with little or

no previous scklooling In Spanish or.English..

c.

130
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-Performance objectives. These have been prepared by the

project staff by grade level for the following subjects:,

Reading and Language.Arts in the first language,.Mathematics, and

multicultural Social Studies. In English as a Second-Language

and in Spanish ae. a Second Language, performance objectives.. '

are geared to length of time in the bilingual programther

than actual grade level. the purpOse of.this is.for

students to work at grade level in all cogn4ive areas while-
,

I,
learning,a second. language.

"Bilingual Management System." (a) The project has developed-
, .

criter4on-referenced tests tied to the_grade-ley,01 objectives.

(b) Pre- and postLaastery tests have .1?een prepared and are

to'be.giVen in fall and late spring. .These consist of high-

lights from the criterion-referenced tests,
,

Impact Study' Samples ---.

The remainder :of this descriptiOn concerns.elapsroom iiiformatkon .

obtained during site visits to a random sample of Impact Study classrooms..

Of the ten classrooms in .the fiVe.pxoject_school5 with students in grades

2.through 6, four classrooms at four echools were 'selected at random.to be

included.in the Impact Study. Two. classroois (with grade level range

from 2 through 6) were then selected, again at random, for .detailed.

:observation.

Instructional Strategies for Ungraded Classrooms, Grade Levels 2, 3, and 4

Special features of'This Claesroom

This classroom, is part of a.school which operates on a year-

-:round schedule,. where students attend four quarters with

three-week vacations betweenAuarters.,

: Various factors--thg organilatipn of the classrooms on a small-
:

,group and/or individualized baeis vit.h students with three

different grade leyels,.many.ages, and variations in language.

13 1
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ability represented--all contribute to, a classroom eulronmant

where students move around the classroom freely, comiersing

with each other, with the aide, and the teacher.
.,

This class has nin6 second-graders, eleven thirdgraders, and:
,

, twelve fourth-gradera. The staff consist's of one.teacher an&
. t

-one aide, ,

English Language Instruction-for Native-English Speakers

All students in the class receive Reading instruction in English.
,A

//'English Reading skills range from first- to fourth-grade levels. Studentk

are geouped in five ability groups according to their grade level.in Read-

ing, regardless Of their age or actual grade .placement. .Therefore,.the

groups are of mixed age and 'basic ability levels. For example, a fast-

learning second-grader, an average third-grader, and a low and/or,a non-
.

English-dpinant.fourth-grader coUld all he together in the third-grade

Reading group. Bilingual, English-dominant and Spanish-dominant.students

may be grouped together.,

' I .: .
Students work on individual Reading contracts with':iin their groups.

Regrouping is an ongoing process in which students'advance from.ote reader

to the next at their own pace. - t

Five hours a week.are devoted to Reading, The students work on En_
, . .

English-Reading contract for a week or.two then switch tO a Spanish-

Reading contract. Thus, not all students are working. on any one language

on a given day.

Language Arts instruction in EngliSh is taught for about three hours
_-

a week. General conCepts are usually introduced tb the whole"class; then

the English-dominant and bilingual.students work in three groups, according

to their assigned grade. levels. Grammar, spelling, and punctuation are

part of the regular Language Arts program. Creative writing, fiction,-

plays, and pupper skits'are done,by some students on an individualized

basis, _Spelling tests are given in an innovative method designed to dtal

with the probltm of teaching spelling to students of diverse language

abilities and grade levels. Each student is assigned to a shelling group

1 3,2
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(A, B, C,'or p), and'during_the test the teacher reads each work aloud

pr faced by "A," "B," etc. Students write only the words for their

assigned.letter. Thus, each student is writing one-fourth of the time.

Some vords are in English and some are in Spanish.

The aide and teacher both instruct all but the highest and lowest

English-Reading groups. The most advanced readers are English dominant

and,are instructed principally by the teacher; the slowest readers are

instructed by both teacher and aide yid also receive help from student

-tutors,and from 'the school Reading silecialist.

, ,

The texts are from the Macmillan Reading serieS (Enchanted Gates,

Better Than Gold, etc.).
-

%
0

Eneish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

There are eight students in this class of thirty-two who are considered
!

Spanish-dominant; TheSe_stUdents work on English aS a Second Language (ESL)

during the regular dsily English1Language Arts period. 'Spanish is used-
.

.1

freely by instructors and students during ESL lessons. Students work inde-

pendently with the Language Master arid'also driliCn pronunciation, sentence

'patterns, sentence Completion, and vocabulary with-the teachei and/or aide

and with student. tutors.. Instruction is usually individualized.'

Spanish Language Instruction for NatiVe-Spanish Speak4s

There are four,ability groups in Spanish Reading, each made up of

students of various.actual grade leVels and:different language dominance.

Groups are determined by perfOrmance on classroom tests and work. TheC

highest Spanish-Reading groupfOr. example, has ten,students: five entered

"this class.already bilingual, four are Spanish7dominant, and one is English-.

dominant. Seven of the students are third-graders and three are fourth-

graders. Students are regrouped bimonthly..
. .,

. .._. .

Spanish Language Arts-is pras,mted to the whole class, followed by

independent work periods, and. two days. a ..T:ieek the students work in-small

groups. 'Total instructional time \ s,about three hours a week (not counting

time.for Reading). Entire class instrudtion coirersTunctuation, gra.rama,



r43elling, and'other writing skills, as well as games, dialogues, and

.choral, Reading. Creative writing assignments are given bilingually, and

the students write, in the language of their choice.:

There are three ability groups fqr Language Arts. The most advanced

group works'on poetry,qskits, and.oral expression; the middle group covers

the same content areas on an easier level. The third group is distussed

below,

The'textbooks used are PrograMa de Lengua Espanola (Santilla,'Madrid

Lénguaje (Ediciones S.M., Educaci6n General Bgsica, Madrid); Prepargndose

Para Leer, and. Monovisual (Rickville, Maryland)--the 1,st used bTonly. a

few students.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers'

English-dominant students.participate in the,whole-class Spanish

Language Ants lessons and do individualized work on their own levels. The

'third ability group. for Spanish language is made up of nine Of the class's

twelve English-dominant students, plus one bilingual.second-grader. This

group is beginning written work in Spanish.

The English-dominantstudents in third and fourth grades have started

.,.eading in Spanish and are mixed in with the Spanishrdominant. students in

the various ability groups. 'The English-dominant Second-graders have not

leen introduced formally to Spanish Reading but are working'on oral and

beginning written'skills

The-teacher and aide would sharethe teething in Spanish since both

are bilingual; however, the aide has been with the class only"part of'this

school.year (1975-76) and lacks extensive.teaching experience....

Although English. and Spanish are usually spoken freely in this class

regardless,of subject matter, there are occasional periods when language

musage is restricted to one. language or the other: Most often this occurs
4

dufing Spanish7language lessons when onlY Spanish is allowed.
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Mathematics Instruction v

All Mathematics is taught by. indiVidual contract. 'Students are grouped

for instruction according-to the skill area _being studied, and these,groupg

are shifted weekly as cOntent areas are covered. Mathematics,skills in

this class rangefrom second- to fourth-grade-
'\

English is the usual language of rruction for most of the clasa,'

although Spanish may be used freely. ALso, t11. Spanish-dominant students

.are Instructed in Spanish and Use a Spanish-language Mathematics text. The

teacher, aide, and sometImes a volunteer'help with Mathematics instruction,.

which is given for five hours a week. -

The Mathematics teftbook in English is ElementarY School Math (Addison-

Wesleyl, and in Spanish, Matemgtica Para La Educaci6n Primaria (Fondo Edu-

cativa Ineramericano,'S.A., Addison-Wealey). ames, Puzzles, flashcards,,

and other manipulatives are also used, as well as records, films, and the
,

overhead psojector.

Cultural Component

multictiitural instruction in this classroom is ongoing and

pervasive. The Hispanic cultural.element is included In all aspegts of

daily work, and social studieg'units deal with countriessall over thefl-

world. This classroom is crowded with artwork, posters; schoolwork,

charts, et, in English, 9panish, and other languages. Displays'observed..

concerned Ruasia, Mexico, Africa, Zhina, Hawaii, and the continental

United States.
, . . .

. .

. - - L
InstruCtional Strategies for Ungraded Class000ms,Cra3de Levels 4, 5, and 6

'

Special Features of This Classroom
_.

This clasg is made up of nine fourthgraders, ten fifth-gradesand-

twelve sixargraders. e

The classrooi is staffed with a teacher, an aide, And,a full-time

, student-teacher. A community volunteer comes in four hours.a:week.

Students also go to other classroom teachers-fot instructiOn fn'

some subject areas.
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English'Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

About fourteen students (half of the class) are English dominant.

Students are "grouped for Reading by ability as perceived by the teacher

after the first few weeks of school. There are three Reading groups, and

'they are rarely regrouped. The students are reading from third- to above-

sixth-grade level.

Instruction is individualized:. It was observed during one Reading

.period that the volunteerand auie were working one-to-one with students,

t , student teacher was working with a small group, and the teacher was

circulating; helping,:and keeping the rest of the class tkiay ultil indivi-

dual projeCts. Both Spanish and English Reading were going on during die

same class period.

Students spend about five hours a week on Reading in English, which

includes'structural_analysis, phonics (for the lower groups); comprehed-

"sion,some library work, as weil.as storytelling and play-reading.

LangUage.Arts is taught in two-:groups, one consisting of the same

English-dominant students who are in'the highest Reading'group and the

other made up of the bilingual students and the rest 4of the English-domin-
.

ant students. About One hour a week is devoted to written English Language

Arts and one hour to such oral expression es class meetings; which are

conducted bilingually. (This time does not include the periqds for English'

as a Second Language.)

A variety of textbooks is used, depending on Reading group:: the Harper

Ed Row, Scott Foresman, and Macmillan series; Scholastic and sag Reading Kits.

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Eleven students (opt of twenty-nine) from this class receive instruc-'

tion in English as a Second Language. The more advanced group is instructed

by the classroom teacher and her student teacher for from two to four hours

a week. As students improve in readilig English, thoy spend more time with

the regular English Reading curriculum. .They work on Reading and library

4kill8 as well as on otal vocabulary building and oral comprehension.

Instruction is always in English. The tellipok is'the Lippincott level 2

Nader.

,
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The beginning ESL group goes to another-Classroom teacher aIde'for

two hours' instruction a week. They work mainly on oral drills in ,

Pronunciation, sentence Olterns, and sentence completion.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Spanish Reading is mainlY' taught on an individualized basis, but

students are grouped about once a week for a lesson, :There are essentially'

two ability groups, whose composition is flexible, based on need. One

student who has no schooling ptior to joining this class is beginningto

read in both English and Spanish. She concentrates on phonics, spelling,
r

and grammar and, is instructed by the aide and the volunteer. The inter-

mediate group yorks with the student teacher and the regular teacher, as

does the more advanced group. Spelling, grammar, comprehension, and

library skills are includea in the reading instruction.

Spanish Language Arts is taught only to the Spanish-dominant students,

while'the others study Spanish as.a Second Language Over six hours a

week are devoted to writing skills and oral stories and poetry. (Class

meetings are bilingual, as mentioned previously. and'creative writing

assignments are written in the language of the student'a preference.

The Senda Series!from-Santillana (Madrid) is the principal Spanish'

reading textbook, and) Lenguaje from the same publishei is used for Swish

language arts. The teacher also relies heavily on audiovisual aids of all

sorts, as well as on games, puzzles, flashcards, etc.

Spanish Language Instruction for Nati've-English Speakers

There are two ability groups for Spanish as a Second Language

instruction, on:wf whicifgoes for two hours a wLek to another classroom

teacher. The advanced group is taught by the regular teacher. A

traditional foreign language instructional technique is used, following a

seventhrgrade Spanish textbook. The studenta,learn grammar

and vocabulary and do writing exercises and oral dialogues. The beginning

Spanish group does mainly oral work. Spanish as a'Second Language is

taught completely in Spanish, with little or no English allowed.
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Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics is completely individualized by 4 system-of contracts.

Students, take pretests, receive task cards on the.basis of their Skill

needs, complete work in a variety of.textbooks and instructional materials,
4

and'then take posttests. The teacher and aide move around the class,

helOing where needed. Spanish and English are used, but English is the pre-
,

Valent language for Mathematics instruction. The Mathematics curriculum is

based on a locally-developed "Math for Survival" program which emphasized

computational skills. Thus, although explanations are made in the students's

dominant'language, the same computation problems are worked by everyone.

Cultural Component

Social Studies,is taught for three'hours a week3 on alternate days

91

with S ience. Social Studies is multiculatral and is taught bilingually.

Howe er, the teacher considers the bilingual/bicultLral experiences to be

/part of the entire curriculum of her class.

Parent and Community Involvement

Both teachers in the intensive sample had parent and/or community

volunteers in the classroom at the time of the observation. Both also

report seme parent participation in field trips and class parties.\The

The main contact with parents for both has been through parent-teacher

conferences. Both teachers report seeing each parent at least once a

year, and one estimated that she sees every parent about two or three

times per year. Parents also attend the school's monthly bilingual parent,

meeting.

Community interest is sustained through a'project newsletter as well

as occasional newspaper and radio releaseS.
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PRoJEC.T,9

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and:Target Population

During the 1975-76 school year, Project 9 served 300 students in

kindergarten through grade 6. These students were in ten project classrooms .

"at four integrated schools where the student body was 352 black,7% Asian,

7% HispaniC, and 50% white non-Hispanic. In project classrooms, the concen-

tration of Hispanic students was higher than in the total school population,

averaging about 45%.;

.

Because of integration and proximity to a major university, the

parents of project students include semiskilled workers and other laborers

as well as professional persons working or stndying at the university.

These families live in mixed.single-unit ahd multiple-unit.dwelling,:and

their average annual income was estimated by two principals to range

between $4000 and $20,000. These same principals also estimated that a

10% turnover in student body each year was about average for their schools:''.

'Goals and/or Objectives

Project 9 is.one of four that form and are funded by a consortium.

The goals\ and objectives of these projects are therefoce quite similar

and include the following: 0

To increase Reading and Mathematics skill levels using English

and Spanish as languages of instruction

To instill in projei t students a feeling of pride in their

culture throush bicultural and multicultural activities

To help,project participants and their parents develop a better

Understanding of the educatiOnal system by improving communi-

cation between the home and the school

To provide,a site where observers may watch a maihtenance-

type bilingual program in action

1 3 9
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To avoid costly duplication by participating with. other

consortium proje'cts.in staff deve1Opment, cdrriculum,develop-

ment, media production, testing and evaluation, disseiination;

and community involvement actiiiities

Project Staff

During the 1975-76 school year, ten full-time teachers and ten part-

time aides (80% time) received support services from three full-time,-,

Title 4 remedial.Reading teachers; one full-time, Title VII mastet-teacher;.,

one full-time achool/commuriity liaison; and one project director who

devoted two-fifths of his time to Project 9 and three-fifthe of his time

to his uties as director of,the consortium hehelped found in 1971. 'In

1975, the projeZv master-teacher had been with the project for two years,

and the school/community liaison had been with the project for four years,

while eight of the aides and nine of the teachers had been with.the project .

for three or more years.

The services of a'full-time'media center staff and a full-time project

evaluator were alao.shared by all consortium sites.All project staff

funded by Title VII are bilingual (Spanish-English)..

The information on the following chart was obtained from questionnaires

'submitted to the classroom teachers and their aides ftose students were

includect,in the Impact Study.

9-2
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total nuMber of teachers/aides in ImpaCt Study
_

Total number of questionnaires received.-

Teachers 'Aides

5 5

'.4

Highest earned college degree:

No degree 2

Degree or diploma based dn less than 4 years of work 1

B.A. or B.S.

Teaching credential only

.A. or higher.

,.No response

Type of state teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed
.,

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency *

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No response

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less.than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years.

4 YeAXS

5-9 years

10-19 years

20-29 Years

30 or more years

No response

a.
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Teache0 Aides

Years bf teaching in a,bilingpal prograM:

liess than 1 year 1

1 year.

2.years.

3 years.

4-years

5 years 3 ,

More than 5 years

No response

AMount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units.(1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter units.(4-10-semester hours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)

More than 30. quarfer tnits.(more than 20-semester hrs.)

No co11ge Lraining in bilingua/-biculcural

_No response

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than 30 days

None

No response

142
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Sources of Project Funding
f

The following fqnds.were specifically designated for and administered

--by the bilingual project:

Titli-VII $85,000

Other Federal and State -0-
_

Other (Private Foundation) -0-

TOTAL

Per Pupil

$85,000

$283.00

In addition,to the above, the following funds weie designated for

bilingual project schools:

Federal and State (information mit available)

Other -0-

TOTAL (infOrmatiOn notaVailable)

op. Pd)r pupil

Total per pupil additional fudds
for bilingual project partici- '
pants

$359.32

$642.32

The Title VII grant was nsed for.aides ,salatles, materials, inservice

training, and field trips. ESEA Title I funds paid salaries for three

remedial Reading teachers f6r inservice progtams for follow-through and

experimental schools progra0 in which bilingual staff members.participated.

Schools also benefited from state early childhood and otherstate funds

used'for a resource teacher and supplementary instrument materials. The

local distiict paid the'salaries of all projeCt teachers, provided one

project with office space, .and made available school site support services

such as special education, counseling, and library facilities.

The average annual cost of educating an elementary level student in

the DistriCt in 1975J-76 was $1,772. This figure did not Include the

.
supplementary'federal and state funding listed above.

N.
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CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Impact- St Udy_Samples

,

The .information included In this description.is based on interviews

with project staff and onis visit to one,of the'projeces.two second- and

third-grade combination classes and its only sixth-grade classroom.

Major Features

o.

Instructional Strategies for Grades 2 and 3

Many students Stay in this clais for two years as second- and

third-graders. To avoid repetition, and to provide continuity

of instruction, the teacher Makes a point of pranning her

activities in two-year bloCks.

During the 1975-76 school year, the teacher enjoyed the help

of two full-time-student teachers, one fUll-time aide, and

one Part-time student volunteer from the local university.

Most -instruction ekes place in small groups in.which second-

and third-grade students of similar ability work together.

f
Language and Mathematics instruction often includes the use

of drills that are chanted, sung, written on the blackboard,

or read from flashcards.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

The teacher uses informal observation of students' ability and

motivation to form groups for English language instruction. Each week, all

English-dominant students spend two ,hours on grammar, spelling,,and writing

,lactivities; four hours on Reading comprehension actiVities; and one

additional hour working in the library. Seven high-ability students use

all this time to work on individualized contracts developed for high-

potential students by the District'. These students receive a new contract

each month. The contract usually-includes reading from classioom,ipaper
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back books, alphabetizing words, and writing compositions on topi.cs such as

"What would you do if . .

Five students in a medium-abiiity group work with the teachet

and the aide on-Reading assignments from Open Highways series'materiais.

After group discusSions of these assignments, the students perform grammar

and composition activities suggested the series' workbooks.

Ten Students in two lower groups work with the teacher and the aide

on'locally developed phonics activities as-well as on i- visual approach to

Reading. They divide words into syllables; categorize words into long and

' 'short sounds; 'and learn about sounds, blen0s, and digraphs. The

majority of these students use Macmillan readers and workbooks. However,

three of theSe students are reading in first-grade Bank Street readers.

Every Friday, all students write a composition which is often related

to such special holidays as Cinco de Mayo or ilialentine'S Day-.

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers,

The five Spanish-dominant students in this.classroom attend school

irregularly, and the teacher feels they'retain little,of what they learn.

These students speak English without an accent but are unable-to read or
6

write in English. The.teacher spends about 2 1/2 hours a weekwith these

five students working on such perceptual skills a41matching words, picking

letters that are different or the same, and learning the names of colors.

By early spring of the 1975-76 school year,.these students were able to

write their name and had started reading in Macmillan preprimers.

One student from Mexico who has been in the class a very short.time

and knows no English is working by himself in an English as a Second

Language workbook entitled The Magic of English. This kvorkbook is designed

for students who can read in Spanish and leads the studentthrough the names

of colors, numbers, and ,shapes.usIng pictures and simple writing exercises.

To check on English comprehension the teacher uses Spanish frequently

with all her native-Spanish speakers.
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\
Spanish Language Instrup,tion for Naiive-Spanish Speakers -

1 dr-T.

: Six Spanish-dominant.students spend three hourd a week (*grammar,'

writing, and spelling activities; two hours.a week on SpAnish Reading and

comprehension activities; and about one hour a week selecting and reading

Spanish-language books in the library. Typical activities for these students

include reading froM Santillana textbooks; working with vocabulary flash-

cards related to the. Santillana stories; and listening to Spanish-language

tapes of modern and traditional fables while following the words and pictures

.of the fables in an accompanying storybook. The aide-is primarily respons-

ible for this group of students.

One advanced student who arrived from Mexico in the middle of the

, year works independently for seven hours a week on contracts based 'on the

Reading, writing, and grammar assignments in the SENDA II workbook.,

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

While two student teachers are helping in the classroom, there were

two' Spanish'as a.Second Language groups. However, when the student

teachers left, these groups were combined and taught by the classroom

teacher. Whether taught by the classroom teacher or by student teachers,

Spanish as a Second Language instruction is based on audio-lingual

principles, writing and drawing exercises, and Spanish-language games and

songs. Students memorize dialogues; perform sentence pattern drills;

draw pictures to show they understand the meaning of Spanish words; sing

such songs as,"Las Mananitas," "Los Elefantes," and "La Mer Estaba Serena";

and play games including La Loteria and- El Floron. When the groups were

combinedthe more advanced students oIten_mOdeled correct_answerg_for.

those students who had had lesg exposure to Spanish. By early spring, two

of the seventeen students in the Spanish as a Second Language group were

able to join the Spanish as a First Language group for beginning Reading

activities.

Mathematics Instruction

All the.students spend about 2 1/2 hours a week on Mathematics

.instruction. Ten students grouped by the teacher according to their higher

9-8
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Mathematics ability and motivation work independently and with the teacher

on addition, subtraCtion, multiplication,.division, and fraction problems.

Fourteen btudents in two lower groups work independently and under the

'suPervision of student teachers or thE ciassroom aide on addition and.

subtraction problems. Students in all.three of these grpups learn Maihe-
,

. matics in English using Wiitz's Individualiied Computation and Houghton
,

Mifflin's Modern School Mathematics.

Six Spanish-language students work independently and with the teacher

. and the aidd using Sanguinetti's Prosrama de MatheNaticas: Patrones y

Estructura. This Spanish-language textbook stresses such basic conceptsp

as "what comes before" and "what comes after" and introduces studentt to

simple and complex addition roblems.

In addition to working with their textbooks, all students participate

in blackboard arid flashcard computation drills and use reinforcement work-
.

sheets developed by the teacher to help them internalize such concepts as

"borrowing" and "carrying."

Cultural Component

The teacher estimates that she and her aide spend about three hours a

week on cultural awareness activities. These activities are usually

spontaneous and are related to holidays, Social Studies discussions, or
1

explanations of new Spanish words. For example, during a Spanish vocabu-

lary lesson, tne_teacher might explain that codo can mean "stingy" in

Puerto Rico, though not in parts of Mexico. To celebrate Cinco de Mayo,

students in.this class invited the'whole school to a one-hour program of

Mexican songs, poems, dances; and.recitations. The teacher frequently

readS books about famous black Americans such as Malcolm X or

'Martin Luther King to the class. She then asks the students to write a

few sentences on what.they learned from tne reading.
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Instructional Strategies for Grade 6

Major Features

The aide-and the teacher in this classroom have been working

as a team for four years.

The instructor's soft voice, slow movements, and simply

presented,instructions contribute to a quiet, relaxed class-

room atmosphere.

Students work on individualized Reading and Mathematics assign-

ments during most of the day.

No separate English as a Second.Language prOgram is used in

this classroom because ehese sixth-grade students all speak

English Language Instruction for. Native-English, and,Native-Spanish Speakers

All students, spend about four hours a wpek on individualized Reading

assignments. They read at least tWo books a month which they are free to

select from classroom and library shelves or.to bring in from home. ''After

reading each book, the student may choose,to summarize the story, report

More.about theiputhor, or add an original chapter to.the book. Thee.out

of four of the assignments he chooses must be presented -in-the formof a.
,

written report. The fourth assignment may be presented Orally during a'

conference with the teacher or the aide.

In addition to the four hours a week devoted to heading assignments,

students also spend about three hours a week working alone andas a large

group on capitalizaCion, punctuation, spelling; grammar, and writing

activities. During large group sessions, the class might work Ihrough

lessons in Kottmeyer spellers or discuss weekly composition topics.

Favorite topics during the 1975-76 school year include "There Was a Time .

I Was Almost Killed" and writing a story with the sentence, "As far as I

knOw, it's still out there buried under the snow."
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. Spanish Language InstrUctiOn for Native-Spanish and Native-English Speakers

Students in this class have been divided into three groupsadcoiding

to theif-Icorqs on the project-administered BilingUal SynfaX Measure..

Although-they are'not ail naive7Spat4sh speakers, the-majorityof the

students-in the most advanced group hear some Spanish spoken at home. For

approximately 3 1/2 hours a'Weektheseatudents read and answer grammar and

comprehension questions froi the Santillana and SENDA series materials..

The:classroom aide'is primarily responsible for these students.and encourages

them to use only_Spanish during thia part of the day.

The lessons for two less adVanced groups are baaed on plans presented

in Aprendamos Espanol.. Students. in.hoth these)roups spend about.forty-five

minutes a week reciting Pattern drills and dialoguesHind memorizing simple
,

vocabulary words including the names of the days of:the week, of fruits,

and of colors. In:the spring, the students from the more.advanced'of these

tWO groups are ready to read in the beginning Santillana-aeries readers.

In addition to the above activities, all students ia the class learn.

five new Spanish spelling words each week.

Mathematics Instruction

At the beginning of the year and once or twice a month thereafter,

the teacher demonstrates different ways of doing basic Mathematics opera-

tions. He then tells his students the number of pages he expects them to

have cApleted by the/end of the month, in their Addison-Wesley textbooks

or in a locally developed workbook entitled Keys to Algebra. Student&

then spend about five hours a week working toward these goals. Included

in this time are daily, five-minute drills on addition, subtraction, multi-

pliCation, division, fractions, percents, and algebra facts. The teacher

and the aide help individual students on an as-needed basis and use English

alMost exclusively.
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Cultural Component

The c sroom teacher estimates that his students spend about 2 1/2

hours a week on Cultural Awareness activities. This year, they cooked

beans with "chorizo," studied Latin cultures mentioned in their state-
,

adopted studies textbook, Ancient Civilizations, sang such songs as

"Celito ,do" aad "Yo soy chicano," and presented for the entire school,.

a Cinco de Mayo pageant complete with dancing, singing', and dramacizations

of Mexican folktales.

Parent and Community Involvement

Teachers interviewed indicated varying degrees of parental involve-

ment. One teacher had had one parent volunteer in the classroom once

during the 1975-76 school year. Another teacher held conferences with all

parents twice a year, and a third teacher made weekly contact with all

parents to determine each child's progress during the past week and each

child's goals for the coming week.
-

A project advisory committee, composed of seventeen parents, meets

as often as once a month to review proposals, discuss program results, and.

make recommendations for future project activities.
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PROJECT 10

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Population

Project 10 began in 1972. There are seven elemen;:ary schools in the

District, two middle schools, and one high school. Only School A has

participants in a bilingual project.

The District is located in a city of approximately. 15,000 people in

-the southeast corner of the state. directly across the border frOm a

considerably larger city in Mexico. The nearest large U.S. city is about

one hundred miles away. The countryside around the city is high,desert.

-There...is some ranching and farming, but the economic base is in mining and

smelting. There is a large copper smelter in'the city, and it:is.estima-.

ted that 20% of the city's labor force is employed there.

School A has fourteen bilingual classrooms with 349 students in

kindergarten through grade 4. Admission to the Project is determined

either by residence in the school's attendance area or by parental request.

All students in the attendance area automatically enter the bilingual

project. If a parent does not wish his/her child to be in bilingual

classes, he/she may quest a transfer to another school, and, conversely,

a parent from anoj,Flir neighborhood may request that his/her child attend

School A.

The/ roject hopes to expand in 1976-77 to include fi1th-0-6.de, which

wou1d/M-ake the school entirely bilingual. However, there seems to"be no

,±nterest in the District in enlarging the bilingual project beyond this

r' school.

Approximately 90% of the population of the_city is of Mexican descent;

the remainder is predominantly white aon-Hispanic. In the bilingual

school, about 98% are of Mexican descent. The school district population

is quite stable, but the bilingual project school has a higher mobility

rate than the District average. This is due to its location in the

neighborhood where most new arrivals_from Mexico first settle. Many

families soon relocate in other neighborhoods or return to Mexico.



The families in the neighborhoods around the four school.s visited are

mostly employed as semiskilled laborers, and the family income averages

between $2,000 and $8,000 per year. Some earn much higher salaries, but

families Jre often large, and over half the students in these schools are

enrolled 'in,the free lunch program. At the bilingual school, 240 of the

380 total enrollment receive free lunch.

Goals and/or Objectives

The goals of the Project are influenced by the surrounding educational

system. Since there is only onE.: school in the District with a bilingual

program, these students go to all-English middle and high schools when

they finish fifth grade. This fact, plus the desire of many Spanish-

speaking parents (especially those who have recently, arrived from Mexico)

that their children learn English quickly and to the exclusion of Spanish,

has caused the project to develop as a "transitional" rather than a full

"maintenance" program. One stated goal of the program is for students to

learn both English and Spanish in the standard forms. Although Spanish

Reading is emphasized in kindergarten through grade 2. English is stressed

LI:ore after second grade. A bicultural program, however, is continuous

through grades four and five, and Spanish is.the principal language of

this component. Other major goals are parent and community involvement

and the development of positive self-concept through full acceptance of

the student's hOme language and culture. \\

,Project Staff

The full-time bilingual project staff consiss of the Preject

Director, thirteen classroom teachers, eleven classrOom aides, a "resource

teacher" (who serves as a materials and curriculum specialist), and a

school/community liaison person. Part-time staff consists Okone class-

room teacher (who is also acting principal of the school), an eValuator,

and three paid "volunteers" who work with teachers and students. (These

people volunteered their services the first year of the project but

would not have been able to continue because of financial need, so it was

arranged to keep them on with salaries.)
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The Project Director's position ,has been full time only since January

1976. Up to that time and for the past 2 1/2 years, he also served as the

bilingual school principal- (The tasks of principal are now performed

by the half-time vice principal.) The Resource Center tebOer has, been

with the project for three years, and the school/community, liaison has

been there four years, since the start of the.project.

The Director, all the aides, the resource teacher', and ten of the

classroom teachers are bilingual and bicultural. One teacher who is of

non-Hispanic descent is bilingual; three others are English dominant.

Staff other than teachers and aides who work with the students but

who are paid from state, district, and federal funds other than Title VII

'are the District psychologists, the half-day adaptive education teacher

amd aide, the full-time remedial Reading teacher and aide, a speech and

hearing therapist, and the part-time school nurse. In addltion, the Pro-

gram has employed two professional consultants this year to give inservice

teacher. workshops.

The information .on thaf011owing chart was obtained from question-

mires submitted to the cl.assroom teachers-and-theiT-Aides whose students

were inclpded in the Impact Study.

1 5 3
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total number of teachers/aides in Impact'Study

Total number of questionnaires received

Higher: earned college degree:.'

No degree

Degree or diploma based on less than 4.years of work

B.A. or'B.S.

Teaching credential only

M.A. or higher

No response

yype of state teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or

emergency.

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No response

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5-9 years.

10-19 years

20-29 years

30 or more years

No response
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Years of teachingt in a bilingual program:

Less than 1 year

1 year.

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

More than 5 years

No response c

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 qUarter'units (11-20 semester hours)

More than 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.)

No college Lraining in bilingual-biculLuLal.

No response

Teachers Aides

2

2

1

5

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

.2-15 days -

15-30 days

More than 30 days

None

No response

O
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Sources of Project Fundina

The following funds,were specifically designated for and administered

.by.the bilingual project.

Title VII $120,000

Other Federal and State .-0-

Other (Private ,Foundation) -0- .

-TOTAL $120,000

Per pupil $36.84

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for

bilingual project schools:

Federal and State .$ 29,133,

Other -0-
,

TQTAL $ 29,133

Per pupil $ 76.66

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants eA20,50

Other Support
1

There is little state or district support ,for the bilingual-project.:

The, District pays teachers' salaries and the salarfes of.three aides, and

grants release time to teachers to attend inservice-training. The inservice

Workshops in bilingual eduration are paid for from Titfe VIT'project funds.

The state gives.some informational guidance to the project.
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CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Major Features of Classrooms ObserVed

An important feature of Project 10 iS the ReSource Center,:

which is located in-a building adjacent to theschool. The

Center' is staffed by a full-time resource-teacher and an aide.

Shelving and work:tables were recently installed, and the

Center went into full Operation this year (1975476). Her e the,

curriculum for the bilingual project is coordinated, and new
%

materials are organized and/or produced and disseminated to'the

classrooms. The resource teacheraand her aide help the.teachers

:to develop new teaching units, especially in the bicultural.

. area. They also instruct teachers in the use of .audiovisual

equipment.and in preparation of teaching materials: .L.The Center

algo serves as a storage place and library for materials which

may be checked out by teachers. Students do.not use the Center

facilities directly.

,Classroons are organized on a "learning centers" model. Teachers
0

and aides work with one small group of students at atime from

three to five tables or "centers" in the,classroom. At least

. ope group is-always working independently, and students rotate

.
from center'to center about eVery twenty or thirty. minUtes.-In

some cases all. centers are working on one content area\(e.g.,

Mathematics); in other cases several subjects ate going at once.

Fourth-grade teachers,work as'a team, one giving the English as

a Second Language (ESL) classes-and another, presenting"the

cultural components.
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Materials: Spanish Reading seriesSantillana Series,

(Madrid, Spaia; BOLAR

(Bilingual Oral Language

and Reading Program),

-Southwest Educgtional Labs

Mathematics--EleMentary .School-Mathematics (Addison-

Wesley),.plus supplementary L'extbookS.

English Reading and Language Arts--see notes on

Impact Study Samples

each classroom..

The remainder of this description concerns classroom information

obtained during site visits to a randomsample of Bilingual Impact Study

classrooms. pf the nine project classrooms in the target range of

grades 2 through 6,- six (two at grade levels 2, 3, and 4).were selected at

random to be included in the Impact Study. One classroom at eac'a of these

grade levels'was then selected, again at random, for detailed observation.
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InStructional Strategies for Grade 2

English Language Instructionlor Native-Spanish Speakers

±here were no students in this second-grade class whOSe first language
.

was- English;.thus, all English.instruction in Language Arts-and Reading is

in a sense English as'a Second Language.- The Project proposes that

instruction in kindergarten and first.grade be about 65% Spanish but that

instruction'ihouldbe'50% English and 50% Spanish by second grade,-

English and Spanish Redding are.taught alternately in two-week blOcks

for a period of an hour a day. Students aie divided into four abiltty.

. groups .for Reading. English Language Art; is taught separately for about

two ho.urs weekly._

'bix students in thi& class were Chosen to attend the school's Reading

lab for two hours a week. They were selecied.because the teacher'felt

they had good potential to improve in Reading,,although they began the.

school year reading below grade'level. They are not the poorest readers

in the class.

During the periods of oral work. in English, students practice pro-
,

nunciation and do informal sentence pattern 'practice. The use of Spainsh .

is freely allowed in the classroom.at all.times.

The major .English Reading textbook is Alpha One (New Dimensions in

Education, Inc., New York). A bilingual textbook is also used--,-All By

English.and Spanish),_SouthWili Educational Development
---

Labs.* Theteacher employs-tavies, cassette tapes, filmitrips, and records

as audiovisual aids in English Reading and tanguage Arts.

Spanish Language InstructiOn .for Native-Spanish Speakers

Since all the students in this class have Spanish as theft-home

language, there-is no-Spanish as a Second Language instrfiction.

Students are grouped by ability for SPanish'ileading instruction. The

.same organization is used.as for Engliih language inatruction. Writing

skills, such as capitalization and punctuation', are Incorporated into-the

159
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Reading period. The most advanced Reading group \also does some writing

and spelling in Spanish. About an hour and a half a week is devoted to

whole-class oral Spanish language development with such activities as

poetry, storytellini, plays, and sharing.

The teacher supplements the Spanish. Reading texta\(see Major Features)

with locally developed:exercise sheets; games, flash cards. Audiovisual

aids include tape recordings made by the students, as well as commercially

made records, filmstrips., and cassettes.

Mathematics Instruction

In thc second-grade classroom observed, Mathematics is taught

gually, both English and Spanish being used freely. During the observa-

tion, English was used slightly more than half the time. One hoUr a day,,

is devote0 to Mathematics instruction, and about half this time is for,

.,instruction and half for independent work.

Students are grouped by ability and regrouped Or reassigned- appioxi

mately once a month on the basis of need and ability in the skill.being

studied.

--The teacher suppleMents the English language Mathematics textbook with

both commercially and locally developed'exercise sheets, gamea, and flash.'.

cakds.

1

Cultural Component

Hispanic culture is taught maiAly in connection with events and

holidays. When the occasions arise, about 2 1/2 hours a week araspent

on these units. Instruction at these times ia in Spanish, but the students

are allowed to participate freely in either English.or Spainsh. Some

activities such as art projects, games, music,.and lessons about legends,

geography, history, and.famous people.and dates are presented To the whole

class by either-the teacher or her.aide. Other activities are based'at

the learning_centers; where small groups work on projects.
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Instructional Strategies for Gr'ade 3

English Language InstruCtion tor Native-Spanish Speakers

As is typical in the project, this class is nearly homogeneous in

language proficiency. There are only two native-English speakers in the

classroom, and they are treated like the rest of the group in terms of

language instruction.

All Reading and Language Arts instruction takes_place In small groups.
6

The students are grouped by ability in Reading; groups are fairly fleXible

with some student being reassigned about once a month.' This teacher teams

with another 'third-gradeteacher for Reading. The MO highest Reading

groups from this class go next door for Reading, and this teacher instructs

the slower readers from both classes. .(The teacher switched grOups at

the half-year.).

The Reading period is,one hour each day, and an.additional,fifty

minutes is,devoted to English Language Arts. Language Arta is mainly

written,, with very little oral wrok.

The six slowest readers in the class were selected to attend a Reading

lab for two hours a week in addition to their classroom Reading work.

English Reading and Language Arts are taught almost totally in
0

English. The teacher occasionally repeats an explanation in Spanish, but

the students are encouraged to reapond only in English during this

period. Sentence pattern and sentence completion drills and dialogues are

practiced. The teacher often uses pictures to facilitate communication.

The English LangUage Arts period (Which is the English as a Second Language

period) is taught mainly by the teacher, who is English dominant. The

Reading period "centers° are taught by both the aide and the teacher.

The principal Reading textbooks are from the Ginn Elementary English

series. A variety of materials is used for Language Arts and English as a

Second Language, including English_Self-Taught (Regents Press)., Phonics We

Use (Rand McNally), and the Duso Stories kits and the.SRA LangUage Involve-

mentoseries, and I Lea,'.1 to Write (Bobbs Merrill). In addition, the BOLAR
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ser.ies is uSed. (See Major Features.) Audiovisual aids used are tape

recorders, xecoids, film strips and movies, as well as flash cards, games,-

and-charts and, pictures.

Spanish Language Instruction- for Native-Spanish Speakers

There are hree ability groups for Spanish Reading. The two English-

dominant students are includeckin two slower groups, which, however,

include about half the students in the.class. The, classroomteacher

instructs thelastest and slowest groups, and the aide teaches the middle

group. StUdentararely change groups. Whole-class instruc:tion in Spanish
4

Language Arts (such as dictation, songs, poetry reading'is done by the

Spanish-dominant aide.,

Spanish-Reading is given less instructional,time in fhird grade than

in second. It is taught on Mondays and Wednesdays for a total ot one hour

a weetc. An additional 2 tb 2 1/2-hours a week are spent .on Spanish .

Language Arts: As with English Language Arts, very little time is spent

on the dral aspects of-Language Arts in Spanish.

TherSpanish Reading textbook Used is Mira'y Lee from the Santillana

series. The BOLAR textbook, workbooks, and exercise sheets are alsa

-used. The teacher also uses some games, pu?zles, and flash cards but

usually does not use any audiovisual aids except the tape recorder.

Mathematics Instruction

An attempt is made in third:grade to teach Mathematics only in English..

HoweVer, students,may speak Spanish if'they wish, and duting the .obser-

vation it was noted that, while the teacher used only :riglish during

Mathematics period, the aide used Spar 3h about 1:;i1f the tiMe.

The students Work in small: groups at three 1:sai...::,bng centers, but they

are not- grouped'by ability in Mathematics. About 7 1/2 hours a week are-

devoted to Mathematics. Four days a week the studc,o.ts move around the

three centers, receiving twenty minutes of instruction and thirty minutes

of reinforcement._ Then they go_ to the classroom next door tor another:,

twenty minutes of reinforcement. They ,71no spend ten-minupes three.days

a week on Mathematics'drill, and once week they have a reviieW-and'a

test.
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.The Addison-WesleyElementary School Mathematics-textbook is not

used often, according to the teacher, who prefers to prepare dittos and'

exercise sheets. Charts, flash cards,, and other manipUlative materials,

-die also used fOr Mathematics instruction.

Cultural Component

.Mexican culture is taught as a separate class period for half an hour

a week. The classroom aide prepares and presents these cultural units,

in which vocabulary development.(in Spanish), dictation, and discussions

form a'large-part of each lesson. 'The students are encouraged to speak-

only Spanish during this.time. Most of the_studenta' writing assignments

in Spanish are in cOnnection with this cultural coMponent.

Students work in their learning center groups for the cultural

heritage-period,cbut they are not grouped by ability. Mexican culture is

stressed more than North American; and lessons have involved cooking, ,

celebrating holidays, and studying legends, geography, and the history

and music of Mexico.

:Insii;'ectional Strategies for Grade 4

p.

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish SpeakerS
a

,The fourth grade class observed was made up of twenty-six students,

all-Of whom have learned English as their second language. All but three

'are now 'considered to be bilingual. There are three ability groups fOr

Reading,- and one of thebe groups also receives remedial instruction-from

,a Reading specialist., Students were observed to be working at an indi-

vidualized pace within these ability groups. They may be reassigned to

groups as often as once a month, depending on achievement.

ppe and a half hours a week are spent on Reading by two of.the'Reading

groups.; the third group spends a total itif four hours a week, including

time in,the remedial Reading class.
,

Engliah as aSecond Language is taught.by another fourth grade

teacher, who comes in &Jr thirty minute's each day. This teacher'does not

speak Spanish fluently, and this period, is taught only:in English.

. 1613
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This subject ls :taught io the class as a'Whole and includes work in choral

reading, poetry, literature; and role-=playing. The teacher Uses many

teacher-produced materials plus the Language.Master and story recorda.

The classroom teacher also teaches Language Arts, so total.weekly

time,devoted to written and'oral English (apart from Repding) is oyer five'

hours..

'The principal Reading and Lanugage Arts textbooks are: Exploring in

-----------English,.(Laidlaw).;Spacific._Reading Skills (Barnell Loft); Scott Foresman's
.

basal Reading series; Phonics We Use (Rand McNally); and.the SRA Reading

Lab kits. In additionthe teacher employs charts, games, flash cards,

and other locally developed games, puzzles, and manipulative materials.

A greai variety of audiovisual aids are also used.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

t.t.

The project goal is Chat by fourth grade instruction should be 85%

in English, and there is no formal Spanish Reading or Language Arts

- instruction at this level. Occasionally, the class will act out a play

or read poetry in Spanish. (See Cultural Component.)

Mathematics Instruction

Instruction in Mathematics is given bilingually, the teacher and aide

using whicheirer language best communicates the concepts. Some students

are ;till learning the Mathematics yocabulary in English.

Mathematics is taught for forty-five minutes daily, or 3 3/4 hours a

week. Students work in three ability groups and are rarely regrouped,-

except for occasiral individual changes based on ability. Instruction

is Riven for a few minutes daily by the teacher and aide, and then

students work independe. tly the rest of the period.

The teacher prefers an old Laidlaw Mathematics series to the assigned

textbook,and uses ft:, as well as self-made exercise sheets, charts, and

games and commercial flash cards and other manipulative materials, as

supplements. She also has used records, filmstrips, the opaque projector,

and movies in teacliing Mathematics.

1 6 4
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Cultural Component
1

, /
' The cultnal componen, in this class is the major Spanish-language

/

period as well. Another fourth-grade teacher comes into the class f
/0

r
/

about thirty :ainutes three times a week and offers a series of units on

the cultures of ancient Mexico. (This is in addition to the regui/ar class
/

Social Studies perioe, where iultures of the U.S. Southwest have been

studied.) Spanish is the language of this period, although stu, nts are

allowed to.speak English when absolutell.y necessary.

The cultural component is taUghtas an entire class actiVIty. These

units have included .such topics as Ar , cooking, legends, 0eography,

History, Music, Mathematics, and Sci,nce. The sfudents dismiss what they
4

are learning, write (in Spanish), an4 do other self-directed projects

related to the units'. (Unfortunately, no observations were! made'of the

ult ral component. This information was obtained from teacher interviews

and examination of teaching materials and student projects%)

Although this cultural compo ent makes the main curricular distinction

between the bilingual and regular classrooms, the free use and acceptance

of spanish throughout the school: ay constitutes A major/overall difference

beWeen programs.
/

lhe classroom observed was v ry colorful, with.student work, art,

projects, and teacher/aide-produce displays covering the walls and tables.

Parent and Co unit Involvement

,

Project 10 considers its parent advisory committee to-be central fo

Fits organization,-but the influence c. this group is_designed to be un.a _I,'policy and attitudinal level and does 'of directly affect the students and

\ teachers in the classrooms observed.

The teachers,interviewed by AIR sta f did not report high parent

involvement in the classrooms. 'Class patties are held about every two

\
,

munths, and about a third of the mothers susally bring food. In one

1 1

class the parties were tied in with cultur 1 heritage units, and mothers

came to demonstrate cooking of local Mexic n foods,

165
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Pare t/teacher .conferences are scheduled each semester. One teacher

goes ti the parents' home for one of the two conferences, thus ensuring

that she sees every student's parents at least once a year, About,half the

parents come when the conferences are held at school.

166
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PROJECT 11

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Information

Project 11 was initiated in .1972 to serve the needs of the HisOanic

target population. The project is operating in one of the twenty-four

rangIng-krom

kindergarten through grade 6. The enrollment dUring the 1975-76 school

year was 328. Approximately 99% of the students are from Puerto Rico or

are of Puerto Rican descent.. In addition; there are twO Dominicans and two

black Aiericans in the program. The majority of families served by the

school earn between $2,000 and $4,000 annually. Most of the parents are

either semiskilled or unskilled laborers, although some are proprietors

or professionals. Approximately 75.4% of the families are Spanish

monolingual, 24% are English/Spanish bilingual, and 6% are English

monolingual.

Within the larger context of the city, the Hispanic population

constitutes approximately 18% of the total figure, while the figure for

blacks is 25% and 57% for white non-Hispanics. The socioeconomic status

of the majority of residents is middle to upper middle class.

Goals and/or Objectives

The goals and objectives of this project are as follows:

To concentrate instruction in the area of the second language

and to expand upon the acquisition of second-language skills

To concentrate instruction in improving and expanding upon

language skills in Spanish and in English

To aid the students in attaining a positive attitude toward

the white non-Hispanic, black, and Puerto Rican cultures
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To aid the students in becoming balanced bilinguals by

the time they have.finished the .:ixth grade

To create and maintain a project staff of expert administrators,

teachers, and paraprofessional aides

To continue to develop, expand, evaluate, and adapt materials to

meet both the educational and cultural needs of the students

To continue in the development of a positive ongoing schooTY

community relationship

- -

Project Staff

The project staff includes thirteen full-time teachers, ten full-time

aides, one full-time English as a Second Languageteacher, three full-
,

time learning specialists, a school social worker, a community worker,

one full-time curriculum and idaterials specialist, and a full-time

bilingual secretary. Since the position of Project Director remained

vacant during the spring semester, the principal at the bilingual

school assumed many of the Director's:responsibilities.

Of the full-time teaching staff, eleven are Hispanic and two are

white non-Hispanic. All but two of the teachers are Spanish/English

bilingual. All of the aides are Hispanic and bilingual.

During the 1975-76 sLhool year, eight teachers and aides had been

with the project for four years, and four teachers and aides had been

with the project for two years or less.

The information/6n the following chart was obtained from question-

naires submitted to the classroom teachers and their aided whose students

were included in th Impact Study.
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total number of teachers/aides in Impact Study

Total number of,queStionnaires received

Highest earned college degree:

No degree

Degree or diploma-based on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or B.S.

Teaching credential only

M.A. or, higher

No response

Type of strttc,teaching credential held:.

Non-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No response

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5-9 years

n-19 years

20-29 years

30 ot more years

No response
1, 6 9

4

.'Teachers Aides

6

1

1

3

3

1

1

3

1
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Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

Teachers Aides

Less than 1 year
1 3

1 year

2 years
1 1

3 years
3 1

4 years
4 1

5 years

More than 5 years

No response

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-Iiicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

.6-15 quarter units. (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester liouIs)

More than 30 qua,:ter units (more. than.20 semester

No college training in bilingual-bicultural

No response

Amount of time s ent in inservice or hchc,oi dlstrict

workshops specifically devoted to bilingu7.1-bieultural

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days

1c30 days

More than 30 days'

NOfie--

No response

1 '7 0
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Sources ol Pro ect Fundin

The following funda were specifically designated for and a4Mininstered

.by,the bilingual project:

TitlesVII $241,890

Other Federal and Stat.:, 9,365

OrherScholaiShIp 50
,

TOTAL $251,303

p.

Per Pupil $766.17

In addition to the above,..the following funds were designated for

bilingual project shcools:

Federal and State $ 36,290

-07

TOTAL --, $ 36;290 '

Per pupil $110.64

Total per pupil additional funds

for bilingual proSect partici-

pants $876.81

In additicn to,tKese'lunpis, the local district provides $357,317

for teachen,' salaries: This figure brings tile per pupil cost in the

bilingual classes to $1,605. -

CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Major Features of All Classrooms Observed.

Al.1 classes are bilingual and bicultural in approach.

All classes have displays relating.to bicultural themes.

All teachers work with the administrative staff to design

curriculum to meet the needs of the student.s.

171
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A locally developed Mathematics program is used in this

school.

Students are tracked according to language dominance

nd grouped by ability,

,Students iwusually placed in homerooms with others.

of the same language dominance and age.

Homeroom teachers teaa Social Studies,. Health, and.

Science to their students.

This project is using a cluster model for the instruction

of Spanish and Znglish Language Artaand Mathematics.

The pritary cluster involving grades l-through 3 is

comprised of five teachers who,instruct students in ability-

based groups in the areas of Erigli"sh and Spanish language

instruction. Mathematics is taught by the homeroom teachers.

In 'the intermediate clustar,

6 are grouped by ability fot

Mathematics tnstruction. One teacher

students from grades 4 'through

English, Spanish, and

teaches all English

classes, and the

the three groups.

classes, another teaches all Spanish'

third teaches.Mathematics to each of

Impact Study. Samples

TWO classes, a combined first- and, second-grade classroomand a

second-grade classroom were randomly.selected for detailed observation.

One combined third- and fourth-grade classroom was randomly selected
_

for detailed observation in this study.

Two classes in the fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade cluster were

randomly selected for detailed observation. One class was a fourth-

grade class, the other a combined fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade class.
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Instructional Strategies for Grades 1 and 2

:Major Features

First Grade

Both classes form.part of the first-throngh third-grade cluster.

The .combined.first- and second-grade class has an ,enrollment.of,

twenty-three students all of whom are Puerto Rican.

Both the teacher. and aide are bilingual.

Both the teacher and-aide are of the same ethnicity as the

students.

i Students receive additional instruction from four other cluster

teachers.

Five students Are seeing a learning disabilities"teacher for

a-total of 10 3/4 hours pei week.

Seven students see the remedial Reading specialist for a total 1

of'3 3/4 hours weekly.

The English as a Second Language (ESL) teacher gives forty-five

.
minutes of instruction once a week.

Second Grade

The second-grade class has-an enrollment of twenty-two students:

twenty. are Puerto Rican, and two are of mixed Puerto Rican

ethnicity.

The classroom teacher is a balanced bilingual, ahd her aide, a

SpaniSh-dominant
_

Both the teacher.and aide are of Hispanic ethnicity..

Four other cluster teachers instruct some of the students..

This teacher also inscructs other students in EnrAsh as a

Second Language.

Two tutorseach volunteer one hour a week in the class.

The bilingual eading enrichment teacher sees student: for a

total of three hours a week.

11-7
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English Language Instruction For Native-Spanish Speakers

Students from both homeroonS'are &duped by ability for English as

a Second Language (ESL) instruction. There are five different ESL.

classes'in the first- through third-grade cluster. The combined first-

.and' second-grade homeroomteacher teaches one of the low groups in oral

English only. Twenty-three students receive instruction from the

teacher and her aide forty7five minutes daily. Io addition, the regular

.- ESL ihitructor giVes a special lesson forty-five minutes each week. The

classroom teacher focudes on the development of the students' listening

'and speaking skills. She works on vocabulary'building and pronunciation

and uses visual aides such as flash cards, charts, games, and puzzles to

encourage their interest.,. Students also use the Language Master to develop

.their listening skills. Students put on'hort skits, learn poetry, and

'participate in plays. Each Friday they see a movie in English. The lan-

guage of instruction is about 80% English; Spanish is used as a means

of clarification or explanation.

In the second-grade class, eighteen students receive.instruction in

English Reading from the.classroom teacher, her aide, and an ES1 instructor

/' who teams with the teacher twice.each week for a total of two hours.

This class is the most advanced in the.cluster. There are, two basic

strategies for instruction including ability-grouping and individualized

instructioh. One group Of eight students is working on the development

of oral/aural 'skills and on phonics.. The remaining students are doing

individualized reading in the Houghton Mifflin series. Within.the

advanced giOup there is sometimes peer-tutoring and sMall-group instruc-

ion based on need.

The students use their workbooks and locally produced exercise

sheets,for writing. They are working on vocabulary building, Reading

comprehension, spelling, and grammar.

Every week,thu class sees a movie in,English for one hour. After-

viards a group dis:'ussion is held. The class also does a life experience .

chart as a group.
°I 4.
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Spani§h Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

In the combines first- and seCond-grade classrOom, Spanish Reading

is taught:.a total of 3 3/4 hours-each week. There are'three Reading

groups each meeting with the teacher.'fifteen minutes daily. FolloWing___-

small-group instruction, the-studenta spend thirty minutes daily on

' writing assignments. The seven students in the.top group are taught

Reading by the aide in the Santillana series and accompanying workbook.

The middle group of six students Is composed primarily, of first-graders

wh2e are learning phonics 11:11:EiiiiiTlarill-efiTail-Ffar-agfel; whiTthê
1

lowest group of nine students is working on matching words and pictures.

This group gets special enrichment from the bilingual Reading specialist.

All groupa'uSe flash cards, have Reaang noteboOks (they must copy

sentences from the board), and use the Language Master.. As a group, the

students tell stories, put on skits., learn poetry, and dictate a life

experience.story Xo the teacher. Total language instruction is 6 1/4

\hours a week.

In the second grade, Spanish Reading is taught five hours a week
di

by the.te'al'h6:aide and the learning disabilities teacher who sees

two students for forty-five minutes each,week. There are two basic

sirategies for language instruction: grouping by ability for Reading

.
and writing and large-group instruction for grammar and the development

of oral skills. There are four Reading group§ working in Santillana

series with accompanying.workbook for writing. The students read aloud

in.6.oups, go over phonics, and answer Reading comPrehension questions.

' Peer-tutoring is Used in his class. The teacher has the class parti-

cipate in plays, act in short skits, learn poetry, and participate in
1

sharing activities. She reads aloud tO her student§ and has the class

dictate ajife (TxPerience story daily. She uses commercial as well as

-locally produced materials for writing exercises and audiovisual aids

.for instruction purposes.

Mathematics Instruction

In the combined.first- and second-grade class, Mathematics is taught

five hours a week hy the classroom teacher and aide. The strategies include

11-9
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ability-grouping and individualization°within the grcupd,. The:teacher

instructs the Class 'on basic concepts andthe aide.gives reinforement:. -,-

1

All students are working with the textbook Matematicas (Silver Burdett).

The students dO Computations in.their workbooks and on teacher-produced

exercise sheets. -She also-uses locally produced, flash cards. Mast

'students are working at grade level. 'The primary language of.inStruction

isSpanish (95% of the time).
.

In the second grade, Mathematits is taught-in both Spanish.and

English for 3 3/4 hours per week by the teacher and the aide. The aide

usualiy works with-Sparrish-dominant-students-and-uses-Spanish-as4he

language of instruction almost exclusively.. The teacher'use6 English.as
.

the language of instruction ',about 70% of the time. The classroom teacher

givesa total of_thirty minutes of instruction each week, and students

spend the remainder of the time working on their computations, There

are.tWo ability-based groups, but regrouping occurs often as the.need

arises. The students are using the.text Mathematics (Random Honse).
0

.<
Exercise sheets and Mathematics charts are locally produced.

Culturii Component

In both classes, Social Studies is taught thirty minutes biweekly.

There is a basic curriculum which covers topics such as health care and

the community. As'holidays occur, time'is spent discussing events, (2.

famous people, songs, folk. dancing. 'Both English and Spanish are used
.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

as the languages of instruction, aad teachers and aides give instruction.

, .

Instructional Srategies for the COtbizidd---'--

Third--and Fourth-Grade-Classroot__.7--

Major Features,

e

Twenty'Students are enrolled in the combined third- and fdiarth-

grade classroom.

The students are Hispanic: and most'are Spanish Dominant bilingual.

The teacher is a bilingual teacher, and the aide is Spanish

dominant bilingual...

176
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The teacher participates in the English as a Second language (ESL)

cluster in grades kindergarten thropgh 4 and teaches intermediate

English Language Instrudtion for tative-SPanish Speakers,

ESL is taught five hours a week to seventeen students. An ESL

instructor teams with the classroom teacher three hours a week. The

content area includes pronunciation'drills, dialogues, storytelling, .

taped listening comprehensit exercfses, and vocabulary bujlding. Once

a week the students see a film and.use it as the basis for discussidn.

The teacher uses posters and other manipulati've'objectb as visual aids.

She.also has the students perform in skits. SiX students go: to a bilingual

Reading specialist during ale wiek.
./r-

^

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Spanish Language Arts is taught 7 1/2 hours a week. Strategies

include small-group -instruction and instruction of the entire class.

Students are grouped according.to ability and there are three groups: a

beginning (first- and second-ii-ade level), a mediUm (second- and third-

grade level), and an advanced (third- and fouxth-grade level). The'

seven students in the slowestgroup are taught, by the teacher,'the
'

learning disabilities specialist, and the aide. The other two groups are

instructed by the classroom teacher only. Each day about.thirty minutes

of timWis devoted to Spanish Reading, and the remaining thirty minutes

to Slianish writing. All groupsre using the.Santillana series with

accompanying workbooks, -The-slow group also-uses the Language Master and

studies_phonics: GrOup instruction is centered around oral skills

(thirty minutes daily) including poetry, songs, storytelling, skits, and
. ,

games. The teacher uses the tape recorder and record player ai.d shows

film strips to her class.

Mat.hematics Instruction

Mathematics instruction i 'given five ho,-rs weeklytb eighteen

stUdents in Spanish oniY: The classroom teacher gives ocCaSional group
4

4 .1 7 7
)44

A
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lassons reinforced by the:aide. There are three ability-loaseA groups
;

working at different leveis. Students use the Random House textbook,

Mathematics, and generally move at their own speed. Students also use

individualized Mathematids, pamphlets, Peer-tutoring is employed,

Cultural Component

Social Studies is taught two hours a week by the classroom teacher

and the aide. It is a standard part of the curriculum and is multi-

cultutal in approach. Content areas include fables, legends, Geography,

History, and famous people. Spanish.is used as the sole language of

instruction.

Instructional Strategies for Grades 4, 5, and 6

Major Features

Fourth- Through Sixth-Grade Cluster

'Three teachers insLruct students of the fourth- through sixth-

grade cluster.

Students are homogeneously grouped by ability and language

dominance ih the subject areas of Eng'ish as a Second Language,

Spanish, and Mathematics.

In the two classrooms selected for observation, three teachers

give instruction: one in Mathematics, another in English, and

the third in Spanish.

The students are ranked by ability and have been placed ln either

the high, medium, or low group.

The ability groupings are constant'for.all three subjects, The

high grOup, for example, has English, ,the medium group has

Mathematics, and the low group has Spanish. During the nex.

instructional hour, the students again rotate classes.

Homeroom classes are taught as an intact unit in the areas of

Science, Social Studies, and Health.

178
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Fourth-Grade Homeroom

A, The fourth-grade homerooM has an enrdllmeri of twenty-one

Students all of whom are of Puerto Rican etkInicity,

' The classroom teacher is a balanced bilingual and is assisted by

a full-time aide who is a Spanish-doMinant bi ingual.

The teacher is in charge of English 1nstrUctio for the fourth-
, 1

through sixth-grade cluster.
I

- The ability grov?ings of the homerooM.students i7lude. five

Students in t4.1 high group, five in the'medium gr\oup, and twelve

in the low group.
I

\

1

\

*Combined Fourth-, Fifth-, and Sixth-Grade Homeroom

In the combined fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade homeroom the

enrollment is twenty-two, and all Students ate of PUerto Rican
\

ethnicity.

The ciassroom teacher is a balanced bili.ngual, and his aide is

a 'panish-dominant bilingual.

This teacher'is in charge of Mathematics instruction 'for the

clustet. \

,

Seven of the homeroom students are in the high group, \eight are

\

in the medium ,:roup, and seven are in the low group.
1

I

I

1

English Language InstruCtion For Native-Spanish Speakers and Native-
1

IEnglish Speakers
I =,

Each ability group receivesEnglish language instruction five hours
1

i

a week. The high group of twenty-six students is reading at the third-

grade, second-semester level. , The tmtdium group of twenty students is
I

readlng aL lile second grade, seuuad-emebLer level, aut.; 1.1,e :WW\E,LUlip

1

of twenty-five studentS is reading at the firft-grade level. The

students are reading in the Houghton Mifflin series and do writeen work

in the accompanying workbooks and on locally ptoduced exercise sheets.

Three hours a week are spent on Reading, including oral readingiphonics,
..

I

and Reading comprehension. Two hours a week are spent on writte. work

179
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including grammar, spelling, and vocabulary building. The students in

the high group also work on creative writing. The classroom teacher .

instructs the two top groups by herself. The aide assists her with the

low.grpup, and some of the students go to the Reading specialist one

hour each day. The teacher uses a variety of commercial materials

for English language instruction including charts, flash cards, and games.

She also makes use of audiovisual materials including films, movies,

records, tapes, and television.

Spanish Language Instruction For Native-Spanish Speakers

Spanish language instruction is given five hours each week to all

groups. The Spanish instructor is bilingual and has had over nineteen

years of teaching experience in the United States and Puerto Rico. A

bilingual paraprofessional aide works with her. One of the Read?ng

groups was observed for language instruction. Two basic strategies

were ability grouping within the class and entire-class instruction.

All students.are using the Laidiaw series with.the.accompanying workbook

for wtitten exercises which.include grammar, spelling, vocabulary, and

the answering of comprehension questions. The teacher instructs the

entire class in Spanish grammar and usage. She has them analyze and

wiite their,own poet:y. This year each class held oral reading exams

in Spanish. Every student had to select a reading.passage and present

it to the entire class. All other students acted as judges to evaluate

the work of their peers. Other group work included Spanish songs and

dramatization, dictionary skills, and creative writing.

Mathematics Instruction

Each group receives five hours of instruction a week in Mathematics.

There are two basic strategies for instruction. In the two top groups.,

students are following an individualized prograiOtaiied the -Math

HIPS." Students are required to ma' o a contract with the teacher to do

a certain amount of work by a specified time. Then the student meets

with the teacher who will work with him for five to fifteen minutes.

S!..nce each student is in a different program, the teacher spends much

time individualizing instruction. However, whenever he finds that two

11-14
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or three students have similar problems, he will give them small-group

inStruction. He also will give instruction to the entire class About

forty minutes each week. In addition to the "Math HIPS", students do

Mathematics problems found in the Random House textbook called

Mathematics. The lower group uses only the textbook and will begin with

the liMath HIPS" when they, are ready. About 75% of instruction is in

English, and 25% is in Spanish.

Cultural Component

In both:classes, Social Studies forrs part of the regular curriculum.

It is taught about two hours a week. Social Studies instruction includes

History, Geography, famous people, and Art. In the class, both English

And Spanish are used as languages of instruction depending upon the themes

that are being discussed: For example, in the foueth, fifth'and sixth

grades:. the Bicentennial unit is taught in ngl_sh, while a coursecalled'

Mi Gente (My People), dealing with famous Puerto Ricans, is taught in

Spanish.

Parent and Community Involvement

In the combined first- and second-grade classroom, the teacher has

informal talks with parents whec they bring their chi3dren to school.

During the year about ten parents come to class for parties, and three

have gone on field trips.

In the second7grade class, theE,e is one rarent uho volunteers daily

and two who come in twice a week. Fifteen parents have come to class

parties; four to six participated 'on field trips.; and eighteen come

twice a year for parent-teacher conferences.

In the combined third- and fourth-g%ade class, the teacher has had

conferences-with parents of each of thP students during 1975-76 school

year..

In the fourth-grade class and in tiie fourth- through sixth-giade

classroom both teachers have met with parentAtwo times this year

' to discussAtudent progress. One of the teachers had made home visits .

to discuss problems when the parents were unable to come to the schOol.

J1-15
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PROJECT 12 .

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Population

ProjeCt 12 was initially funded in 1972. The project consist-: of

one kindergarten classroom and one first-grade classroom in each of

five schools in the District. One grade levE1 has been added each year.

and the number of classrooms for each grade ha _so grown from one to t'

During 1975-76, the project included six schot.=. fz (forty-eight cL.3s-

rooms with a total of 1,800 students). Of these, tw.e.l.ty-eight classer;

with a total enrollment of 900 students have been e.:sisi.,rted as ESEA-

Title VII classrooms. The following chart indicates tlte number of ESEA---

5 Title Vli designated classrooms by campus and grade _level:
1

Campus K 1 -.- .3 4
.:._

4 0 2 2 2 2

B 0 . 2 2 2 2

C O 2 2 , 2 2

D 0 1 1. 1 1

Approximately 80% of the populatlon o thertown in TN:rich the District

is located is Mexican-AMerican. The majorlty r.re descendents_of the.orig-

.inal settlers during the Spani;.,ir exploation and conquest era; hOwever, a

significant percentage of tise population are Mexican immigrants. .11e prox-

imity of the town to the Isic,xian border makes it a main port of entry. Tiv-

'percentage of Mexican-American students in the bilingual project ranges

from 70% to 100% in some schools. Eighty percent of these students have

been in the program for Lhree yeara. Stildents'are select4 to partiCipate

in the project on the heals of language dominance. the student remains in

the bilinonal nrniect even after he/she is ahle to function in scho3l in

English. A few English-dobrinant students are in the project by pirental

request. These students also remain in the bilingual project even after

becoming proficient in Spanish.

1 8 2
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The town is situated,in a vast farming and ranching area. The

nearest large city is approAmately 150 miles away. The farming and

ranching concerns are the main sources oE income and e_iployment. Employ-

ment ranges from farm labor at minimum wages to highly.paid technical -

,

jobs. There is some commerce and industry providing additional jobs,

especially in'the oil industry and construction. In the Impact Study's

target population-most heads of families are semiskilled workers and

farm laborers with inComes ranging .from $2,000 to ,000. Mose of the

families have single-unit dwellings. There is now' an emergence of

multiple-unit dwellings, evidence of a-growing population and constant

influx of immigrants.

Goals and/or Objectives

T1'e goal of this prolect is complete bilingualism. It is felt that

the socioeconomic conditions of the area necessitate a language maintenance

bilingual Program.

Language .Arts in English and in Spanish are given equal treatment.

About forty-five minutes a day ar devoted to Lariyiage Ai.ts in each

language,dn kindergarten. In the first grade, one hour is spent in Lan-

,

guage Arts in each language and an additional 1 1/2 hours in Spanish-

language Reading. In second grade, Reading ir the seco4) language

(English) is introduced.

A By the third,grade, the aim is to have instruction in SP-anish and

English on an equal basis, but not during one lesson. qustru:cion in

both languages is not limited to Language Arts; it inL]uurfs

Suidies and Mathematics. The teacher alternates language used for

instruction eddh week. One week lessons are presented in English.. The

following week lessons are presented in Spanish. Trere is no-repetition

of lessons unless it is necessary to clarify or reinforce n lesson from

4

Most instruction is done through individualized contracts in,al, grade

levels except kindergarten. (The contract system is explained in the

Classroom Information section.)

. Ongoing inservice training and workshops, specifically devoted to bi-

lingual education are part of the overall project. This,ip done to fulfill

12-2-
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the project objective of having better.qualified teachers and aides in

bilingual classrooms.

PrOject Staff

The total number of staff on the bilingual project is ninety-two.

There are forty-eight full-time classroom teachers; forty are Hispanic

and seven are white non-Hispanic. Forty-seven teachers are Spanish/

English bilingual and one is English monolingual. The project employs

thirty-one.full-time aides, all Hispanir and Spanish/English bilingual.

Thirty of the aides iaork with the classroom teachers, and one works

directly with the Project Director. Other support personnel include

five part-time remedial Reading teachers, three full-time curriculum

materials specialists, two full-time and two pa -t-time professional

consultants, two part-time school/community liaison, and the full-time

Project Director. Of these, nine are Hispanic and four are white non-

Hispanic. Ten are Spanish/English bilingual, two are English Monolingual,

and 9ne is Spanish monolingual.

AIR staff tested fifteen classrooms, including six bilingual class-

rooms. As part of the Impact Study, information was obtained regarding

teacher and teacher aide preparation, certification, and ongoing inservice

training and/or workshops:

The information on the following chart was obtained from questionnaires '

submitted to the classroom teachers and theii aides whose students were

incluled in the Impact Study..

s
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ON

,TEACHING.STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total nuMber of teachers/aides in Impact 5tudy

Total number of questionnaires received

Teachers Ajdes

6. 6

6

Highest earned college degree:

No--degree 5

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 Years 'of work 1

. D.A..or B.S.

Teaching credential only

M.A. or higher

No response.

Type of state teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed
r 4

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No response

'iears of full-time teaching exiiperience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years

4_years

5-9 years

10719 years

20-29 year's

30 or more years

No response

12=4
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Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

Teachers Aides

2.Less than 1 year

1 year 1 3

2 years

3 years 1

4 years 1 1

5 years 1

Mere .than:5*years

No response

Amount Of college training specificall l. devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:,

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semegter hours) 1

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours) 1

More than 0 quarfer units (more than 20 semester hrs.) 1

No collei..;u Lraining in bilingual-bicultural '3

No response

Amount of tdme spent in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than 30 days

None

No reSponse
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Sources of Prnject Funding

The following funds were specifically designated for and administered

by the bilingual project:

Title VII $210,000

Other Federal and State -0-

Other (Private Foundation ) -0-

TOTAL $210,000

Per.pupil 14116.00

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for

.bilingual-project schools:

Campus.A A

Federal and. State $ 79,056

'Other -O-
.

TOTAL ,J$ 79,056

Per pupil $ 81.00

Total per. pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

0

$197.00

Campus B

Federal and State $ 68,856

Other -0-

TOTAL $ 68,856

Per pupil $ 81.00

Total per pupil additional funds .

for bilingual project partici-
pants

Campus D

Federal and State $ 51,354

'Other -0-

'OTAL L,$ 51,354

Per pupil

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

12-6
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The district average per pupil cost is $868.. This figure plus the

additional $197 per pupil cost in the bilingual classrooms brings the

total'per pupil cost in 'Alingual classes to $1,065.( The similarity in

the SES of the fmilies served by all the schools accounts for the even

distribution of funds to the schools in which the project operates. Though

the extra funds for bilingual education from federal and state sources are

represented by school, these funds are channeled through the bilingual project.

CLASSROOM INFORMATiON

Major Features of Classrooms Observed

The District uses the individualized contract system foelevels 1 to 5.

This approach has been adapted to jAlingual education also. \Extensive

research is done by the three curriculum materials sptcialists in develop-

ing the contract system in.Spanish to correlato to the English system. A

contract involves a short lesson in specific subject area. Each student

maintains a checklist of assignments. Students work at their own pace with-

in the allocated time for a particular subject area. ,xtra activities such

as games and art work are included in the contract as incentives and extra

work for ntudents that finish before the allocated time. All students,

however, are allowed tiMe during the week to participate in extra activities

.regardless of tasKcompletion. Each task is coded as it pertains to subject,

level, content, and language; and each task is available in both languages.

Impact Study Samples

Two of Ode11.7e second-grade classes in the bilingual project were

randomly Selected for detailed observation. One of the classrooms has an

enrollment of thirty students; the odier, thirty-one. All the students

in both classes are of Merican ethnic background. Also, there is an aide

in each classroom, each spendfhg an average of 2 1/2 hours a day in the

class.

127-7
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-One of the seven third-grade classes in the bilingual project was

also included in the intensive study. Enrollment in this class is

twenty-nine, all of Mexican ethnic background.

Instruetional Strategies for Grade 2

, The following description applies to both classes since both follow

very closely projectdesigned scheduling, curriculum, and methodology. As

previously mentioned, instruction in individualized and'the contracts

system is used.

The student checklist is reviewed by the teacher on a daily basis by

subject area. The teacher checks for any indication that the student is

omitting tasks of falling too far behind in task completion. Also, the

teacher or aide,reviews the student's work and provides individualized

instruction as needed by the student.

'Eng;ish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

There were no native-English-speakera in the-elasses-observed. Native-

English speakers are assigned to regular classrooms.

English.Language Instruction for Native-SpEnish Speakers

English language instruction is presented as-English as a Second Lan-,

guage -(ESL). The strategy is to have total immersion in the English lan-

guage; however, there is direct translation at timeS. The greater emphasis

is on oral English and writing. As stated in the objectives and goals,
0

Reading in-English is/introduced in the second grade. One hour is spent

each day in ESL which .includes English Reading. Both the teacher and the

aide work with the students during the ESL and Spanish Language Arts periods.

While students work independently on Language Arts contracts, the

teacher and/or aide works with one Student or very small groups for the
-

Reading instraction. Independent silent rdading,is also scheduled during
.

the week in addition to oral reading with the teacher and/or aide. .English -

Language Arts very closely parallels Spanish Language Arts;-however, less
,

time is allocated for English Reading _since it is introduced in the

second graaa.,

139
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Besides the project-developed contracts, both teachers use the text-

book English Around the World (Scott Foresman & Co.). Other instructional

materials include charts, games, flash cardg, and audiovisual equipment

with cassetees and filmstrips.

Spanish Language Instrue <on for Native-Spanish Speakers

The same strategy is used for Spanish language instruction as in

English language instruction; however, more time is endued. One and a

half hours each day are spent in Spanish Language Arts which includes \

Spanish Reading. Also, the strategy is total immersion in Spanigh.

Both teachers use the Laidlaw series and the Santillana series for

instructional texts.- As in ESL, charts, gameg, flashcards, and audiovisual

equipment are used as instructional materials.

1

Spanish Language Instruction Ior Native-English Speakers

As previously mentioned, there were no native-English speakers in

the classes observed.

MathematicsInstruction

hemktics is scheduled for one hour five times a week. Mathematics-

'instructioniis in Spanish with introduction and familiarization of English ,

terns and expressions.- The text, Modern School Mathematicg, is used

mainly for reference in making exercise sheets.

Cultural Co Tonents

Social!Studies is,scheduled fot one hour, five times a week. The

cultural component is part of Social Studies. Aside from being taught.in

Spanish, So ial Studies ,:lutent is the same as in the regular classtooms.
r

Famous peop e and holidays relating to the Mexican culture are emphasized

at the appr priate time. Most of the instructional materials used in

Social Siudiles are teacher peoduced'and/or project developed.
. 1

Instructional Stratei,ies for Grade 3

.

.In keeping with the project goals, -Instruction in all sub/ areas
,

, .

is 50% Spanash and 50% English;.however, no lesson uses both languages.
,

'..1.,
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. ,
simultaneously. A weekly.schedule is maintained to give eglal time to

each subject area for biringual instruction.. Usually, the te.:..cher alter-
,

nates language used on a weekly basis. To summarize, the second and

third grades use the same'apProach including the role of the teacher aide,

instructiopal.materiais, and,teNts (third-grade level).

Parent and Commuhity,Involvement

Serving a small commUnity, the schools are very much a focal Point,
f

with parental input and dgcision-making.in*.school affairs. There is

dire& commnication wiehparents. The schOdi/communityliaison kerson

.works with teachers, students, and Parents. Parents are encol4;aged to

icipate in school activities and to.becomaiitivolved in PTA. There is

ificant parent participation in school board and-Bilingual EducatiOn

Ad4isory:Board meetings. .The-Distriet maintains apolicy of direct

cothmunication and involvement.

JP-
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P T 13

'PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and TL-get Population

, Project 13 is located in the ouLskirs of a large Southwestern city.
- r

The school district serves a rural area of 100 square miles. There are

approXimately 2,300 pupils served by the 2istrict. Nine,out of everY

ten children are bused to school,from the suriOunding rural area.

There is one school participating in th..: Title VII Project within

the school district with a total of eleven classrooms and approximately

350 project participants. Only grades 4 and 5 were funded by Title VII

funds in the 1975-76 school year. Kindergarten through gi'ae 3 were

funded by state bilingual funds.

According, to the principal interviewed, approximately 80% of the

sZhool enrollment is of Hispanic descent while 20% is of white, non-

Hispanic descent!. The total school enrollment is approximately 823

including the three new kindergarten classes added last month. The prin-

cipal-further estimates that about 70% of the Tamilies in 'the.school

attendance area are bilingual td'Isome Aegree with approximately 10%

being monolingual Spanish and 2.0% being monolifigual English.

The housing pa -1.1.1 consists of open rural single-unit small lots

with a. great major_,..., of 'he families living-in mobile homes. Most of

the families served b., 'chool are employed as laborers, or domestic

help; with some as semiskilled workers who commute to the nearby large

The principal roughly,estimates the average-gross annual income Of

the families served by the school to be between $6,000 and $7,000 including

social welfare benefit.,, which many families receive%

The mobility rate is approximately 25%. However, this is not due to

migrancy. Approximately fifty-five to sixty students are migranLs;

hoWever, they leave onlyCtluring the summer months..:but of last year's :

.enrollment, 200 children tieft and 160?new students enrolled.

192
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The prircipal suggests that while the.Megican and white non-Hispanic

groups seem to work together in school/community affairs,,:there js milch
P1

racial.tem>ion between the two in the..sNudunding"obmmunity.

Goals.and/or Objectives '

. >

The project outlines specific mea'§urahle-objectives in the area of
,

curriculum developMent,,s4f4 developMent, management skills, and parent
,

involvement. lowevavx'according.to the'Project Director, the principal
. ,

overall objectives..are toidcrease the English Reading achievement uf

MexicaRrAmeritan stlidencs of limited'English-speaking ability'through
'

a Spanish Language Aits und,a Spanish Social Studies program, 'and to

implement and develop a te'am-teaching apprOach consisting of monolingual

and bilingual teachers.

Project Staff

The Title VII project at Sdool A employs seven aides, one curriculum/

materials spec,ialist, onekcommunity/school liaison, one project director,

one project evaluator, and one classroom.supervisor, all of whom are full-
.

time, bilingual, and of Hispanic descent with the exception of the

prpject supervisor who is of iahite non-Hispanic'desCent. A.side from thiS

project staff, eleven teachers (paid by state funds) participate in

the project._ Out of the eleven teachers, seven are bilingual Hispanics,,

two are English monolingual blacks and two are English monolingual non-

-Hispanic whites.

Aside from the Tit.le \ILI staff, there are Title i remedial Reading

teachers and aides, three learning disabilities .teachers (one Hispanic'

and two white norHHispanic) and.one district fifth- and sixth-grade

counselor-available.to the students in the bilingual projEct.

The information on the following chart was obtained from questionnaires .

submitted to the classroom teacher and their aides whose students were

included in the Impact study.
_
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TEAtHINO STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total number of teachers/aides in Impact Study

. '

Total 7nmber of questionnaires received

, Highest earned college degree:

degree

..Degree'nr-diPloma baSed on less than 4 yearsoof wc4k

B.A. or B.S.

Teaching credential only

or 'higher

No response

Type of state teaching credential held:

Teathers - Aides

LS,

Non-credentialed

Temporary, pxovisional, partial-fulfillment,

3

or
ad'

emergency 1'

Regular credential
.

Bilingual-,picultural teaching credential 2 .

No response

F.

Years of full-time teaching experience:.

Less-than 1 year 1 2

1 yedr 1

2 years, ' 1

3 years .1

.

\,:\\ 4#years,

5.T9 years
0

10-19 years ,

20-29,years

30 or more iears

No response



Years-of ieaching in a bilingual program:

Teachers Aide,p

Less than 1 year 1 1.

1 year 1 1

2 years 1

3 years
t-,

1

4 years

5 years

I..ore than 5 years

No response,

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingualbicultural educatiori:

1-5 qUarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6-15-quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter unitg (11,20_semester,hours)

More than 30 quarter units (more than 20 pemester hrs.)

No college training in bilingualbiculLural

No response

Amount IV time spent in inservice or shool district=

workshoPg specifically devoted to bilingualbicultural
. $

education:

/ 1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than 30:days

None

No regponse

2

1
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Sources of Project Funding

The following funds were specifically dasignated for and administered

by the bilingual prolect:

Title VII $183,65q

Other Federal and State 10,045'

Other -0-

TOTAL $193,704 fog-

Per pu'pil ... $499.96
;:-

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for

bilingual projecx schools:

Federal and State

Other,

TOTAL

Per pupil , $156:57
'

°Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-

, .

pants $656.53

A

*This school .reCeived Federal Title I as well as., state bilingual
funds, but the total amounts are not availabre on the individual
school basis.

Title VII pays for bilingual instruction for approximately 395
a

fourth- and fifth-graders.. The project is actual4 funded for only 250
4

students. Howevex, beCause racial conflic.es werehighlighted by

segregated bilingual classrooms in ihe past, the entire 'fifth grade was

absorbed into the project.

.CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Impact Study Samples

One of the two classrooms.tested for the Impact Study was randomly

selected for detailed observatjon in this. project.-

4;
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:Instructional Strategies for Grade 4

Major Features

The classroom'is compose& of thirty-ffVe students. Thirty-foui are

of Mexican-American descent.and one student is pf black descent.. Accord-

ing to the. ,teac,her interviewed, only the one black student spoke English

fluently at the beginning of che-school year.. Ttl'e students in this school

are ability grouped by 'classrocm, ?ad this rilassroom happens to'be the 'low

and-remedial section of the fourth grade. The teacher is a first-year

teacher and indicates that,discipline a major day-to-day problem.

English Language Inst.ruction
c.

Written and oral English language instruction is taught on an entire-

class approach with the exception.of which'is. taught on can indi-

vidual basi4. Written. language A.rts consists,of capitalization, punctgia-
,

tiop, spelling', and grammar and taught for approximately four hours

weekly. Two and'a half.bours a'r& spent in direct instructional time

while 1 1/2 hours are.spent on independent Study.1,0ral language Arts

covers the skills of poetry, skits,,-storytellinge choral reading, and.

sharing. Approximately ten to twenty minutes are spent on a weekly basis

on either of-these subjects: English Rea44ng is Etaught to six different"
t -

groups by the classfoom teacher. ApProximately five students from another

fourth-grade siclassroom receive Reading instruction with Reading groups

in this classri,-om whije the students from this classroom receive Reading

instruction with the-fourth-grade classroom.of average/low ability

next door.

Group A,consists of five students, oneiof whom 4 considered to be a

learning disabilities-student ,and wasp reading the textbook Seen Free
- e

(Economy) at the time of visitatiOn: Group B consists of two students

in this classroom plus three from next door at level 4. 'They ware,using

textbook 2.4Pop! Go: Group C consists of nine students At level

5 (Primer Two'other students at ...this level goOk a Reading group

ne'xt door. This group was.reading in the textbook Green Feet. .Group,D.

consists of seven students reading the beginning of the first-grade

. 197
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book, Blue Dilly DillY. One other student at this level goes to a simile.

group-next door. Group E consists of one student from this classroom

ana two from next door. ,They were reading in the middle part of the

book%Blue Dilly Dilly. Group F consists'of six students who wpre readin

in the last section of the textbook Blue Dilly Dilly:' EACh group

receives approximately fifteen Minutes of Reading instruction daily .

-
and spends approximately thirty minutes-daily on independent Reading -

tasks. Based on the classroom obsgrvation, it appeared'that much of the

time was spent on classroom management en&getting the.students ready to

work. Aside from the regular Reading period, the majority of the class

receives an extra hour of Remedial Reading reinforcement on a daily

basis from a Reading teacher funded by migrant funds. While the teacher

worles with the rotating Resding groups, the aide attends to the rest of

the students workingindependently at their seats. The groups rare1y

regroup. The criteria fot the group arrangements within the ability-

grouped classroom are based upon standardized test results.

Other books used in'the instruction of English Language Arts are -

Basic Coals in S ellin (Webster,. McGraw-Hill) and Adventures in English

(LaidlaW).

S anish Lan ua e Instruction for NativeS anish and Native En lish

Speakers

Spanish 'Language rts are taught within six different'groups and

cover grammar, spelling, punctuation, capitalization,.,phonics, and

Rea'ding,comprehension. 'According to the 'teacher intervieWed, approxtl-
. .

matqly 1/2 hour a week is spentin wrieten Lanugage Arts instruction

rime and about another 1/2 hoar in written lenguage inaependent work

within the Reading groups. The teacher further estimates that each group

receives approximately forty-five minutes or direct Reading instruction

On a weekl basi's and abaut 2 1/2 lyurs a, week'of independent Reading

work. While the teacher rotates groups, the aide, works on an lindivi-

dualized basis with the rest of the class. The Reading gioups change

rarely and,"if so, 'changes are made based upon Aility and need. 'The

criterja for designating the grouping arrangements are based op project

test results and te'acher observations.
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Oral Language Arts covers the areas of dramatic srts, poetry, .story-
,,

telling, choral reading, and sharing-skills. Approximately thirty

thinutes weekly are (.evoted to these skills on an entire-class basis.

The 'grouping arrangement for Spandsh Language Arts consists ofsix

small groups. Gro-up A is composed of four Spanish-dominant low abifity

students, whb-were reading the book Elena y Dani.(CulturalCentro

Americano). Group B consists of six low ability, Spanish-dominant students

who were reading the'textbook Aprendemos a.leer (Laidlaw). Group C

consists of five bilingual sudents with an emphasis on panish. They

are of average/low Sp'anish Feeding ability and Were reading the textbook

Nuestros Amigosr(Laidlaw). .Group D consists of five aveage ability

students who were reading the textbook AprenOemos a leer.

Group'E was reading in the textbook Nuestros Amigos and consists of six-

average ability students who are bilingual. Group F consists of six
.;

high ability students who are also_bilingual and was reading.the textbOok

Librd'Primero de lecture (La Escue,la Nueva).

Second-language instruction is not taught as a separate subject per

se, but rather ESL concepts are informally incorporated into all other ,

-..

subjects since on.ly one student spoke English fluently at the beginning
-

. r.....//
,

of the year.
. '

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics, inst.ruction is given by the classroom teacher to two

large groups.. The Skills covereOnclude additionsubtraction, division,

fractions:and measuremer2t through the new math approach outlined by the

textbooks uspd by the various groups. Group A consists of sixteen

students and Aises the textbook Exploring.Elementary Mathematics Level 4

(HoltRinehart, Winston). ,Group B consists of ten stcdents.andouses-
lit -

the same textbook as Group A, except that the Leel e!ied is 3. -An hour

daily is devoted to Mathematics instruction, Lased on the teacher

'interview, approximately one-half of the time is spent on direct or

gifided instruction-aT time and about one-half on independent study.

.N While the teacher works with cne group, the aide oyersees -the students,

workiIng independently at their seats. The criteria fol. desi'gnating

the grouping pattern are based on last,year's records (cumuJative.files)%



Aside feNm these two majOr Mathematics groups, a group of eight

rethedial Mathematics students go the Mathematics resource center and

receive Mathematics.insCruction from a Mathematics resource teacher and

aide through an individually guided instruction approach. The skills

covered for these eight students include additiOn antl SubtractiOn.

Approximately.two hours a week are spent in direct teacher/aide instruc-
,

tion, and about three hours a week are spent in individuafly'guided: and

independent work.

Cultural Component

The cultural component is not taught as a separate subject but

rather is incorporated into the Spanish Reading grOups. The teacher and

the aide divide the class into two sections of three Reading groups

about twice a week and alternate for the culturcl component. The

bilingual resource teacher generally organizes and participates in these

activities. All culturaltopics are covered, ranging from art and

cooking to music and history. ApproximatelY'fory:five minutes a week

(twice a week) are devoted to the cultural component arid-a.total-
,_,

immersion Spanish-language approach is used.

, Instructional Straeegies for Grade 5

u,le out of two classrooms was randomly selected for detailed

observation in this project. SiriCe the project at this grade level

operates under a team,ea.01,ng approach and the students have individual

schedules for rhe major part of the day, the students in the Spanish,

first-period classroom were randomly chosen for the intensive study

-observation segment.

Major Features

a

Because of racial conflicts in Ihe upper elementary grades in the

past, the entire fifthr_grade studenl-bo.dy.was_lacarpor.pred iffito the

bilingual project thi8 year. Thus, all students, regardless of their.

ethnic or language background, receive some bilingual instruction.
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.
.

e.
r

The classrooms are ability grouped according to homerooms rather
.

b.

A

than language dominance. Instruc4on is given using a team-teacHin

approach, and the students maintain diverse schedules throughout the day .

with the exception of Engliah (not idcluding Reading) and LangualeArts

whev ie they emain together as a language group.

The .group tested and obs'erved Sor the Impact Study is composed of
p4

thirty Mexican-American stu-dents pf whom all are bilingual. The Spanish

teacher tfiey receive instruction from is a white, non-HispaniC who has

had four yeirs experience as a bilingual teacher.

English Language,InstYuction for-Native-English and Native Spanish

Speakers
.

, Written and oral., Lai-lune Arts instruction is taught-by-a monolingual_

English black (non-Hispanic) team-teacher to the Spanish, fitat-period

group. The class is-divided into two large groups for language

iRstruction. Group A consists of nine low/remedial students while Group

B consists of twenty-three students who are at grade level but are still
4

considered.to bd'of average/low ability by.the teacher. Most of the

teacher's time is devoted to the lower group while Group B works more

independently with_aome teacher supervision. 'The Language Arts period

meets daily for forty-give minutes. The teacher comments, however, that

approximately ten minutes is spent daily trying to get the class started.

Group A receives approximately 2 1/2 hours of direct teacher -Instruction

on a weekly basis and approximately 2 1/2 hours of independent study

while Group B receives about 2 1/2 hours weekly of independent work

and abaut twenty-five minutes weekly.of direct teacher instruction in

grammar; si)elling, creative and non-fictional writing, and written
0

mechanics.. The only qral Language Arts skillacovered are storytelling

and sha'ring. Approximately fifteenAminutes a week are devoted to these

topics. There is nO aide present i g Arn the-English Languae ts period,

and the criteria for designating the two grouping arrangements are

based upon standardized test reaults and teacher observation. *The text-

books used include Baisic 7,pelling Goals, Level 3,for Gro4 A and Level 5

of the-same seyies Tor Gr:.,up B (Webster, McGraw-Hill). Both groups use.

the textbook.Caliposing Langbage Channels (MacmilIan). However, croup A

2 0 1
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spends much.of the period using a tape-recorded flash card spelling

mdchine;..since,many in the group arenon7English readers. At the time

of obserliation,,vocabulary words being fed'intO the spelling maChine

consisted bf simple three or four lettelr, one-vowel words such as sat,

the, sit, and cat.

Spanish, first-period,pupils receive Englishteading instructidn
.1

feom their respective homeroom:teachers. Thus the group is divided into

six readingTlibilitytions. Specific information on each group was not

obtained since not all ihe achers were available for interviewing, and

observing at the time of i.sitation. The classroom Observed for English

Reading instsuction was the group composed of six students from the

0 Spanish f4st-period class. That homeroom teacher and bilingual aide

, divided the class for instruction into two Reading groups. Both groups

,were using ge textbpok Roller Skates (Addison-Wesley). The Reading

p eriod is for-forty. minutes on a daily basis. According to the teacher

interviewed; an a'verage of approximately thirty minutes daily is spent

'on direct teacher instruction: or guided Reading, andan average.of.ten
,*

minutes daily is spent.on indepen nt study. Groups never.,or rarely .

regroup for Reading.;- instruction.
. .

grouping arrangemerit are based uticri ability-grouped homerooms. Homeroom

asAignments arebased.upbn.the previous year's .t-ecords.. .0f the six

The criteria fo r designating the

homeroom Reading sections,.at .least four have bilingual aides. In

addition to the regular Reading period, many students in the bilingual

program receive an extta.thirty to forty mOutes daily of English

remedial Reading. Since 'remedial ReadingisSignments are made in the

homerobms, the Spanish teacher:Whose first period was tested could not

identify anvstudents receiving remedial Reading.' Of those in her
,

homeroom whO-are also in her Spanish first-peribd class, i-iOne are

'enrolled in remedial. Redding.

There is no second language (ESL or SSL) c,mponent for the group
1

,A
tested, just Spanish Language Arts.

Spanish Language Ins(ruction for Native-:English and Native-Spanish

Speakers

The Spanish first-pertod class, the group of stUdents randomly
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selected for testing, is composed of students from six different fifth.r

grade homerooms. This period meets on a daily h6sis for forty-five

minutes. Instruction is given in written, oral, and Reading Spanish

,Language'Arts to three;roups of students. Group A consists of nine
9

low/remediaI ability students, Of Whom three are considered to have

learning disabilities and ohe is eonsidered to haVe language disabilities.

This group uses no major Reading textbook for Spanish,instruction. Since

.thebattention span is low, the teacher focuses on experience s,cories,

symbol and sight words, and phonics. A series of eight books provided

by Che faderal regional office are used by the teacher to introduce Read-

ing concepts to the students. Group B is composed of eight rtudents of
, .

average Spanish-speaking ability.. They were reading the textbbok Nuestros

.Amigos (Lajdlaw). Group cis composed of twelve students of high Spanish-'

. speaking ability. They were reading the textbook Del Campo al Pueblo

(Laidlaw). ,The classroom teacher and the aide rotate'Reading groups for

instruction. The"written Language Arts skills of grammar, spelling, crea-

tive and non-fictional Writing, and written mechanics are covered within .

the Reading assignments. Based on the teacher interview, approximately

one hour a week is spent in the instruction of these specific skills and

approxima'tely half an hour a week is spent in independent study.' The

.Spanish.oral Language Aits covered include dramatic arts, poetry, story-

telling,:and sharing skills. The amount of time.devoted to these skills

varies; however, up to thirty minutes a week may.be spent.in these areas.
0

All libiary work is on an individuaJized basis.

In the SOanish'period, approximately an hour.a week is spentJon 4tect
74.

, Reading instrocticln, and afTroximately forty-five minutes a week is sPent

on independent Reading tasks. The rest' of the time ftwo periods a weekl

is devoted to.the.cultural'components in the Spanish Language Arts.

Mathematics InsCruction

.
All fifth-grade teachers work as a team V the inStructioff of

Mathematics. The entire fifth grade is on an individualized Mathematics

contract basis. Each teacher is responsible for teaching a specific skill.

The students rotate teachers depending on their mastery level. The skills f

covered include-addition, pubtraction, multiplication, division, ratios,

percentages, and measucement. Forty-five minutes daily is devoted to

- 13-12
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Mathematics imstruction. During that time, movement is continous.

Students are engaged in independent study, small-group instruction, peer-

group instruction, manipulative game-playing and.ongoing mastery ti2sting.

The students aro assigned an individual contract at the beginning

of the year based upon the results of a skills checklist test. There. are

no,major textbooks used. The curriculum is based ppon teacher-made

exerc:ises and skill checklists_. BotkSpanish and English are used for

instruction bv the bIlingual teachers. There are five team teachers,

four df whom are bil.ingual, and four bilingual aides involved in the

Mathematic6 program. The grouping pat6erns change on h daily and weekly

basis.

t,

The daily Mathematics routine commences by having all fifth-graders

report to their hoMeroom teachers', who in turn d4stribute the.ir Matr-

matics contracts. The students then line up outside their specific s.kills

classroom (the entire wing is fifth-grade classrooms): The four aides

coordinate the testing, mastery checkoffs, and the next specific skill

assignMents in the building's halfway, where testing is an ongoing

process.

Cul tura 1...ConTonent_. _

The cultural component is given twice a week for about twenty

minutes within the Spanish Language Arts period ,whieh is coordinated by

the Spaqlish resource teacher. The teacher and rhe aide also participate

in the instmiction of these cultural activities. 'Approximately one-half.

of this Cime is given within the Spantsh,Reading groups. The- topics

covered in the cultural compOnent inclu de art, fOlk dancing, history,

holida'ys, and music. Both English and Spanish are used in che instruc

.tivi10. approach.

,Parent and Commmnity Involvement

During the 1975-76 schoOl yar, the proje'ct used tel:?vision and

newsletter forms of media to publicize the bil.ingual project. According

to the PrOect Director, parents of the st,udents In the bilingual pry.jeet

volunteered over 1,000 hours of work toward the project in the 1975-Th

\



school year. This included making toys, preparing materials, decorating

bulletin boards, etc. He further indicated that there is actilie Parti-

cdpation in ctiltural,activittes such as the Cinco de Mayo celebrations and

that parents are involved in the actual Title VII proposal writing

through the Bilingual Advisors, Committee.

The fourth-grade teacher indicated hat approximately two parents par-

ticipate each semester in class parcies and that about five parents will

be available once a year for participation in class field trips. At ttie

time of visitation, orie student conference had been held. The teacher

reported that parent participati6n was poor because few parents needed

to come to-the school, they lived at great distabces form the school,

and.they did not feel welcome .at the school.

Based on the fifth-grade Spanish teacher's interview, approximately

three parents of the students tested will participate at least once a

semester. About two parents will help.supervise class field trips once !

a semester, and approximately five are active in the bilingual PTA.

Although no parent conf'erences had been held with parents of this class

_period, the teacher felt that most parents would come if requested to

do so by the'Aeacher. She further estimates that approximately ten will

come to bli2 annual Open House.

2 0
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PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Population

o

There aretwenty-two schools in the district where'this project operates.

The sch6ols are situated in a primarily- rural agricultural community and

have an eihnic distribution of about 357. (4,650) Spanish7sutnamed students.

Of the total number of students, 25%- (12,984).in the 'District have limited

English-speaking ability. Initially, the project was.funded in 1972, IC

operated in one school with about 250 participants in kindergarten thrpugh

grade 4. The project has grown vertically ana horizontally to includetwo
,

schools in kindergarten through geFide 6 and covers all classes, in one

school ,and four _classes in the other school. This project addresses itself

to about .350 students in..kindergarten through grade 6. Of these, 45% of

the students are of limited English-speaking ability.. Since the secondary

purpose-of the program is to foster an environment of cultural acceptance,
o

enrollment is open to other students besides those 9f limited English-

speaking ability.
tit

Currently,. the District has state funding for additional bil.ingual

classroLims, birt this project is separate from the Title VII. one. -This

narrative describes only the Title ViI bilingual ptoject.--

a The community in which the project operates is located in-a Vast

agricultural-,area.Therural environment is offset by the emergence of

factories and other businesses associated with agriculture. The dominant

types of occupations of the,families served'by the schools.include farming

(owner or tenant), semiskilled work, and Carm labbr.' The .average gross

annual income of the familiCs ranges from $2,000 to .$4,000 for laborers

and from $f0,000 to $15,000 for oWner di tenant farmers: Semiskilled

workers earn from $2;no1) to $6,000 annually. A few workers commute to

neighboring communities and, to thellearest city which is approimately

forty-five miles away.

2 0.6.
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in some schoo, te student qf Mexican descent make up from 70% to

85% of.Lhe total enrollmew_. these i57 arc e.imated to be from

migrant.farm-working families. These srattics re7lect the comthunity

%composition in general.

Goals and/or Objectives

The major goal OT this project is.to develop an effective and feasible
,

district moddl fox bilingual multicultdYal education. Othe projeCt is

designed to accelerate pupils' facility in two languages and to increase

their self-esteem and capacity,for self-guidance so,that they,can deal ,

effectively with a multicultural environment.:

One.qf the project objective§ is to use smali-group processes to achieve

bilingualism by the shah 'year Of instruction. The small-group process

involves peer leadership, a task analysisLapproach to micrdteaching,

leadership training, a free flow: of bilingual comthunication, effective

use of cross-age tutors, and the participation of parent volunteers.

-Project Objectives specifically outline a program for staff development

not only for teachers and aides, but also for administrators to assist all

in wQr,king cffetively ii an,educational-bilingual -setfing:'

achieved through preservice and inservice training periodically Scheduled

during the school year.

Parent and community involvement is another objective of the project.

:The project pbjective i co ievelop a program of parental and community''

involvement that will lead to improved acceptance of bilingual education

within the community. This'involvement is discussed further in the

,Parent and Community Involvdment section.

-Project Staff

Classroom personnel.include thirteen teachers and twelve aides. All

twelve aides,are Hispanic and bilingual. Six,teachers are Hispanic' and

Seven are white non-Hispanic. All thirteen teachers are bilingual.

SupporL personnel include a Psychologist and a speech-hearing specialis't.

207
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Both are white non7HisPanic and English.monolingual. AdditiOnal staff. 1

4

include one curriculum/materials specialist, one school/community liaison,
6

and ne project director. These thil-ee are all Hispanic and bilingual.,

,

The information on the fo119win 4chart Was obtajned.from ctUestionnaires

submitted to thg classroom teacb-ers and theIr aides whoge.student's were
e _ .

included in the .Impact!;Scudy.

r.
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total number.of teachers/aides in Impact Study'

Total number qf questionnaires received

Highest earned college degree:

No degree'

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or B.S.

Teaching credenti=-,-,-'-'''

M.A. or higher

No 'response'

:Type of state teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed..

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment,,or
emergencY

Teachers

5_

_Regularivedential 3

teachirig 'credential

No., response

Years Of full-time teaching experience:

,

Less,than,1 year

1 year

2 years.

3 years

4 years'

5-9 years

10719 years

2029 years

30 or more years

, No response

r.

. .
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Teachers Aides

Years.of teaching in a bilingual program:

, Less than. 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years -'

More than-5 years '-

No response

Amiiunt of college,training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1:-3 semester hOurt),

6-15-quarter units C4-10 semester hours).

16-30 qUarter units (11720 semester hours).

More than 30 quarter units (more than 20 sevester hrs.)

N
b-

No response

train4ng 4.11 1-414nvial-bicultural

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingpal-bicultural

education:

1 day or lebs

21.3 days

15-307days

More than 30 days

None

No response

14-5
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'Sources' of Project Funding

The following funds were Specifically designaW for and administered

by the bilingual project:
0

Title $164,000

Otherjederal and.State 116,000

Other (Private Foundation ) -0- .

TOTAL $280,000

Per pupil $814'

The district average per pupil,cost is.$900; therefoIe, an estimated

average per pupil cost in bilingual education is $1,714.

CLASSROOM INFORMATION
.

Major Features of Classrooms Observed

Of twelve bilingual classrooms, five classes '(one in eacfi grade level,

.gKades,2 through 6):wereincluded in the Impact Study. Of these, two were

:randomly selected-for the Intensive Study which included classroom'

observation. One of two second grades and,one of two fifth grades were,

tobserved for bilingual treatment and instructional strategies as describeii

'in the following pages.

nstructional Strategies for Grade-2'

Mdjor Features

The classroom:bbserved has a total enrollment of twenty-Six students.

Twenty are of Mexican descent and six are' white non-Hispanic. The sik

white non-Hispanic students are in the bilingual project by parental request

while the other sludents were enrolled' in the project based on language

dominance andfor parental request. Classroom personnel include one white

non-Hispanic teacher and one Hispanic teacher aide. Both are English/Spanish

bilingual.

Grouping in this class is for task completion rather than on the baSis .

of ability. 'In the MOrning, there are six centers (Reading, Mathematics,

2 1 1
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Language, Af- ts, listening and writing) with'four or five students in each

group: The students are grouped.heterogeneously so that dominant language,

ability, social maturity,-and leadership qualitiei are eveD,ly distributed

-throughout the.six groups. The groupsrotate "every twenty 'to twenty-,five.'

miAutes. At the ReadLag center, the teacher works'with the students on an

individual basis. 'The Mathematics center instruction ls led "by the.aide.

Using the Ferguson Series, which is programmed, enables,the studentS to-
. b

,work at their own rate. Usually the instruction in the other centers'

involved independent work or work wi th student leaders.:

The afternoon is devoted to Music, Physic31 Education, Science,

Health and second7language acquisition-. The afternoon.groupings are

similar to the morning ones, but often the groups'are fewer and larger.

English Language. Instruction for NatiVe-EngIish andNative-Spanish :Speakers-

Instruction in written and oralAnglish is the same for the entire

class. English grammar and 72cl-1th-tics, Spelling, 'creative writing, sharing,

poetr), and storytelling are-included in the-languap, listening, fnd .

writing:centers. Approximately 3 1/2 hours per week 'are spent in these

subject areas,

A

English Reading.instruction i provided by the teadher. Only twelve

students--all English dominant--are'in:English Reading. The rest Of the

students receive Spanish Reading instruction. Four'students are high-
,

ability readers; four, average-ability'; and four, low-ability. They are
.

not, however, grouped as such for Reading. The teacher prefers to have

three mixed groups. The students usually spend - 1/2 hours a week in

English Reading.

Textbooks and instructional material includes Design for Reading.

.(Hsrper EA' Row), Pre2reading and SUppldmentary. (Lippincott Co.), Merrill

Linguistics, Bowman Series. Audiovisual equipment., such as tapes,

cassettes-, filmstrips, records, and television, are used.

Spanish Language Instruction fot Native-Spanish and Native-English Speakers

InstruCtiou in wri.tten and oral Spanish is the same for the entire

class. Instruction is in Spanish and covers Spanish grammar and mechanics,

i 2
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vocabulary, and creatiVe.writing. Approximafely 3 1/2 hours a week are

Spent in these areas-:

Spania.h- Reading instr i i,uction s provded by the teacher. Fourteen-

, -

students receive instruction. These stuants are bilingua1;.two of

them are Spanish dominant. The instructionai' Strategy, including the

time allotted, is the same as im English Reading.

Instruction in Spani,sh Language.Arts is designed so.that bilingual

and Spanish-dominant students 'can.receive instruction for language

maInteance. At the Same.time, . ErOglish-dominant student,s receive

instruction in Spanish as a Second Language.

TextbOoks.and materials used are Santillana Series, Que bonito es leer

(c:.9semination Center, Austin, TX), Ideal S hool SuPply Co. 'Flionics Series.

Audiovisual equipment includes-tapes,'cass tes, filmstrips, records, ana

mwries.

"

Mathematic4 Instruction

Mathematics:is taught in the student' dominane,language. Instruction

is on an individual, basis and is usually pro by the aide. In Ellis grade

level students work with addition, subtraction, fractions, and time measure-

.ment.- The students are exposed to the new math. Approximately 2 1/2 hours

week are spent in mathematic's. Tle Terguson Series and California Series

are used for programmed individualized instruction.

CUltural Component

The purpose a the cultural component is to enhance the development .

of all students in both cogniti've and affective domains. The intent is to

develop a multicultural program that will give both Spanish- and English-

speaking. students, as well as students of other. cultures, a personal

cultural acceptance productive of a positive self-concept.

Since the majority of the students are of Mexican descent emphasis

is on Spanish-speaking cultures. The students learn about the art, f.00d;

legends, games, music, famouS people, and history of the Hispanic people

as well as of other cultures.

14-8
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Instruction is in both English and Spanish. This class is taught for

forty minutes, three times each week.' Both-the teacher an& the aide select

topics and dvelop instructional material. Often, the textbooks and

materials, including audiovisual equipment, in Spanish Languags Arts are

used in this class.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 5

Major Features

The class observed has a total enrollment of twenty-seven. Twenty-one

students are oI Mexican descent,,and six are, white non-Hispanic. The

teacher is white non-HispaniCand bilingual. There is one.full-time aide

.assigned to the class. The aide is Hispanic and bilingual. .In addition,

one migrant aide (Hispanic and bilingual) and one community volunteer

(white non-Hispanic and EngliSh monolingual) prolAide tutorial services.

Usually, they. spend an average of four hours each in'this class.

The,usmall work grdips" strategy is also uSed in this class. Instruc

tion is .given in the student's doMindnt- language with the exception of

English Language Arts (English is uSed) and Spanish, Language Arts (Spanish

is used). , Ttie first fifteen minutes of the day axe used for group division

' and instruction of the day's-tasks. Each student has a contract listing

tasks to be performed.

English Language IdStruction for Native-English and NatiVe-Spanish Speakers

Students are grouped by language dominance for English Language Arts

and Reading..,There are different groupings for spelling based on ability.

Also, five Spanish-dominant student-s receiVe spelling instruction in
.

Spanish only. Each gvoup receives instructiori in English grammar and

mechanics, creative writing; phonics, Reading comprehension, and oral ,''

A

The teacher usually provides instnuction and does Reading with each

group. ,The aide provides tutorial help for independent work and_occasionally

works with each group for additional reading. Approximately 5 1/2 hours a

14-9
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week are spent in English Language Arts. The major textbooks used are

Basic Goals in Spelling and the SRA series. .Some independent work requires

the use of cassettes and filmstriO. 'Additional instructional malterials

* include puzzles, games, exercise sheets, charts, and flash cards.
c'

Spanish Language Instrur_tion for Native-Spanish and Native-English Speakers

2

Grouping for Spanish Language Arts is based on language dominance.

The instructioaal strategy and classroom managefnent, ificlUding the time

allotted, parallels English. Language Arts. Tnstruction for ale English-

dominant'students.is for second-language acquisition. Bilingual and.

Spanish-dominant stddents receive instruction for language maintenence.

Both the teacher and the aide Oovide instruction. .All groups use the'
.

Santillana,series. Additional instructionalmaterials include tapes,

cassettes, fflmstrips, movies, and displays.

Mathematics Instruction s
. -

_Mathematics instruction is in both languages". Students are encouraged

to pse whichever language they are most proficient in. Instruction is dn

an individual basis using the Ferguson Mathema:tics Series for individual

achievement. Bpth the teacher and the aide.provide Mathematics instruc-

tion. Two and a half hours a'week are spent in Mathematics.
3

Cultural Components

The cultural component in this grade level has the same format as in

second grade. Although the emphasis is on the :Hispanic cultures,, the

students also study other cultures. The class is more closely tied in

with Social Studies. Both the teacher and the aide select topics and ."

develop instructional' materials. Instruction is in English and Spanish.

Instructional materials include tapes, filmstrips, movies, literature, and

deSplays.
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Parent and Community Involvement

One of the specific objectives of the project is to have parents and

the community participate in the educational proCess. The prtrent council

serves as an advisory grouip. It participates'in the planning, implementation,

and evaluation,of the pr?gram.. Besides the parent council, parents are

encouraged to maintain d2r6ct communication with the teachers and program

personnel. Many parehts are involved directly with the Classrooms,

providing tutorial instruction, and/or serving as resource persons fo,r the

various project activities.
-1
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PROJECT INFOMATION

'

Project Context ond Target Population

Project 15 began in 1971. The District includes twentY elementarY

4chools, five junior high schools, and two high schobls. There is a rotal

pf approximately 1,500-students in the schools. The Title VII project-
- .

operates in Grades 3 and 4 and is now (1975-76) a. demonstration'project.

" The total number of schools in the project is two (School A and School B),

serving approximately 200-students in need of bilingual instruction, in 2

eight classrooms. (Those students whoeare not involved in-the Title y11

project and who.are'in need of intensive English as a Second L'anguage [ESL]
'

instruction are being served in "remediaf Title I resource rooms.)

ProjLet students.-come from families,with an average annual income of from

$4,000 to $6,000 with a high percentage qualifying 'for the iree-l3iinch

program.

The City which the District serves is small aod urban., Approximatply.

57% of the families in the school attendance area are monolingual English

speakers and 43% are .Spanish/English bilingual. The target'population

split between Mexican-American and whitellon-Hispanic; a small peicentage

of blacks, however, io participate. According tothe principal Lhere is

approximately 15% turnover yearly.-

Goals and/or. Objectives.;

The major goal is to enable students of limited English-speaking

.ability to progress effectively through the overall educational system.

The student is offered instruction in Spanish Language Arts/Reading, And

the approach used for Mathematics instruction is bilingual; however,

proficiency in English is of primary conCern at the district level.

217
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Project Staff

The project is staffed by one project director, eight teachers,

eight classroom, aides, sixteen vbluneers, one district psycholdgist," two

district learning disabilities teacberS, one district media-development

specialist, one project ,school/community liaison, and one project secretary.

The information.on the following chart was obtained from questionnaires
-t .

submitted to the.clacsroom teachers and.their aides whose students were

included in the Impact Study.

218
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS
' :Teachers AideT

'Total number of teachers/aides in Impact Study

-Total number, of questionhaires,received°

Highest earne'd college degree:

No degree

8 4

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or B.S. 5

-
Teaching credential only

M.A.'or higher

'No response
y

Type of sta:: teaching credential held:

' Noh:-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency

u -

3

1

4

Regular-credential

' Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No.response

Years of full-time teaching experience:

4

4

Less than 1 year 1

1 year

2 years 2

.3 years 2

' 4 years 1

5-9 years 1

10-19 years 1

20-29 years 1

30 or lore years

No response 1



Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years

4'years

5 years

Mare than 5 years

No response

sb

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

'bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

615 quarter units (4-10 semester,hours)--

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)

More than 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester

No c31legc training in bilingual-bi.cultural

No response

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

TeaChers Aides'

2

2

1

3

3

rs.) 1

1

2

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days 2

15-30 days

More than 30 days

.None

No response
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Sources ,of Project Funding

The following funds were specifically designated for and administered

by the bilingual project:

Title VIIL $101,12-3.50

.0ther Federal and State -0-

Other

TOTAL $101,123.50

0
Per pupil $181.55

In addition to the'ahove, t e following funds'were designated for

bilingual project schools:

School A

Iltde,ral and State $71,6-20

.0ther, -0-

.TOTAL $71,820

Per pupil

Total per pupil 'additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
panLs

School B

Federal and State $86,660

Other -0-

.a TOTAL '$86,660

Per pupil

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

I
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CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Major Features of Classrooms Observed

The aidein the third-grade class Vas responsible for small

group instruction in Spanish as a Second Language: Communication

skills between peer'group members were emphasized. The aide

developed a Variety of Language Arts board games that included

.extensive vocabulary and basic sentence structures drills.

An appreciation of both Hispanic and non-Hispadic cultures was'

reinforced in the classrooms by rhe third- and fourth-grade

teachersand aides. Culture was emphasized through arts:and

.crafts projects and nusic. A senseof omradeship between peer-
, o

group:members of both cultures was.reflected strongly in bilingual

group discussions about customs, traditions, and values. The

celebration of holidayS_and-festivals in both cultures was

emphasized strongly.

Impact'Study Sample

.Out of a total of twenty-eight schools in'the District, two were

Operating under.Title VII in 1975-76. In cne of the-project schools, third-:

an& fourth-grade classrooms vere selected at.random for observation.

The following information was gathered from interviews held with personnel

at the school and classroom levels as well as from observations of-the treat-

ments used in the classrOoms selected at random fqr the Intensive Study .

Sample. Tlie students in the third and fourth-grade classes observed Wer

srouped across grade levels according to language proficiency. (Spanish and.

EnglIsh) and ability. The two teacherS and aides teach the same Ilmterials

and send some groups Of students to each other for the content areas of

English Language Arts/Pp.:Iding, Spanish Language Arts/Reading, and Mathematics.

1

The total enrollment of tHis combined classroom fOrty-siX stUdents.

. Th0 ethnic composition is twenty-six Mexican-Americans, four-black: Ameriran ,

and sixteen white-non-Hispanics. The two teachers and two classroom aides

are bilingual and of Hispanic descent.
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Instructional Strategies for Grades 3 and 4

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

.English as a SeCond Language (ESL)-is taught for tl.,enty-five,minutes
,..,.

daily to a group of twelve students. The approaches use'd are bilingual

instruction and direct translation of materials from Spanish to English.. °

. Emphasis is placed upon pronunciation, sentence pattern; sentence comple-.

tion, vocabulary expansion drills, and teacher-produced,written and oral

exercises. There are no major textbooks.for ESL, although reference

inaterials such as word games and role playing aparatus are available in
,

the classrocim. The use of Spanish is minimal.

English Language Instruction' for Native-English Speakers

English ranguage Arts and Reading are_taughtas one unit of.instruc-:,

tion for eighty-five minutes, daily. ApprOltimitely ten to twenty-five

minutes is spent'aaily on neW Conceptaand practical. application.

Emphasis is placed upon capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar,

creative writing, nonfiction writing, and penmanship. These same areas of

concentration are reinforced in the Reading program daily. The major

Reading series used iS,Distar, which is an Oral/silentreading program

based czn simple phonetic sound-symbol relationship's and comprehension

games, drills, and written exercises. Words in the short passages are

phonetically spelled; and the student-learns to transcre symbols into

Engliah spelling patterna for written. exercises...Follow-up workbooks' are

used to supplement thedevelopment of oral reading skilla and comprehen-

sion.(temory, recall,'inference, and sequencing of ideas). The Material

covered-in the series encompassea History; Art, Social Studies, Geography,

and Science. . Approximately sixty miriUtes daily.are spent on Reading.

The teachers have supplementary-materials in the classroom for enrichment

purposesand use the blackboard as the major instructional material.

Spanish Language Instruction for NatiVe-English Speakers

Spanish' as a Second Language is taught for twen.ty-five minutes daily.

. to a group of.fourteen students. Emphasis.is placed on the mastering of.

'2 2 3-
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basic, communication skills (vocabulary expansion, conversation, and

dialogue) to enable the students to converse with.peers and to function in

a bilingual situation. Grammar, Readin*readiness and basic cOmprehension

skills are an integral part of the program but are.not of primary concern.

No major textbook is used to teach SSL. InstrucLon is-given by the class-

room aides at the same Utile &A/Reading is taught to the native-Spanish

speakers by the teachers. Instruct:!oxial materials (drills and exerciseS)

and games are teacher-developed. .1.11e students receiving SSL instruction

do not participate in a"formal Spanish Reading srnup.

Spanish.Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Spanish Language Arts and Reading instruction take place for approxi-

mately,one hour daily. Students are grouped according to language

proficiency. (kt the time of the'classroom obser4ation, both groups in -

grades 3 'and 4 were working at the same reading level.) Apprnximately

fifteen minutes daily are spent dn grammar, punctuation', spelling, and

capitalization; fifteen minutes-on oral language skilds; and thirty

minutes on tlw development of comprehension skills,.practical applinatiOn..
,

of languaSe arts concepts; and phonics. The major textbooks used are

La Primera Fonetica and Lectura Espanola - 2. Teachers and aides have

developed games, exercises, drills,=and experience charts to supplement

such instruction. At times-ihe class breaks up-into smaller groups,

based totally upon need. Individualized instruction is then implemented
-

by the.classroom aide. There'is no Reading textbook in Spanish.

Mathematics Instruction

Students are grouped according to ability levels. Emphasis is placed

upon the principles of addition, subtraction,. multiplication, division,

fractions,-measurement, time/weight, gebmetry, and new math. Instruction

is in English 4nd based upon need, students reteive individualized instruc-

tion in Spanish with the classroom aide. Approximately one hour a day is

spent on concepts and twenty-five minutes:on practical application. The

teachers have developed materials, such as games; oral _drills, and exer-

cises, to supplement instruction. The MajOr textbook series :used is Distar.

15-8
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Cultural Component

Student's do tiot.switch classrooms Cot. Social Studies instruction.

'Culture is integrated into Spanish Language Arts/Reading. Upon occasion,

Social Studieg, includes a cultural perspective of Mexico, presented in

Spanish, covering geography, history, holidays, famous people, and music.

According to the classroom teachers'interviewed, during SpaniSh Language

- Arts/Reading there is a good deal sf student participation and sharing

which reinforces the maintenance of the native language (Spanish), the

Mexican-American values, .and cultural heritage. The'culrural comppnent

is not a separate unit of instruction.,

Parent and Community Involvement

.Parent particiOation is minimal. All parents confer nt least twice
c

yearly with the teachers in a formal setting at school; however., if ehis is

ari.iMpossibility the teachers will' vilsit'withparents in their homes to .

diScuss the student's rate of progress. in the program. A low percenttge

of parents attend project- and diitritt-sponsored functions,Isuch as

open houses or classroom parties which take place twb or three times

yearly.

2 5
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PROJECT 16

. PROJECT INFORMATION-

Project Context and Target Population

Project 16 was initiated in 1971 in the two district-elementary

schools which are located about half a mile from each opher.° By the 1975-

76 school year, there were eleven bilingual classes in the project. The

enrollment.for 1975-76 was 2,20. The student e6lnicity figures are as

follows: 75% Puerto Rican; 13% Cuban and Central and South American; and

12% white non-Hispanic.

The project is operating in an urban cottunity two miles from a larger

metropolitan city. The community is murtIethnic with a population of

approximately 35;000 inhabitants. Major ethnic groups include Irish, Italians;

Rizans, Pulus, and, othez-B4spanicgIouns.- The median income Of the

.
residents is $8,000, and the average level of-education is the eleventh grade.

Of all residents, .32% have completed high school.'

The majority of families served by the schools 'are lower middle claSs.'
_

Parents earn from $6,000 to $8,000 annually and are generally unskilled
;,

workers.

Goals and/or Obiectives .

The bilingual,project is a transitional one as mandated by the State.

Its goals and objectives include the follouting:

To build up the Spanish resource materials

To assess and eValuate levels of language dominance and

. 'student achievement

To strengthen English as a Second Language (ESL) instruction

To build up a strong Spanish-language maintenance program

1.

To include more community involVement in the program

To coordinate all school services better in order.to meet

the needs of the target schools

2 216
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Project.Staff

The project staff includes a new bilingual project director, a

.bilingual guidance counselor, a bilingUal'school/community liaison,.a
, .

rescatirce and-materials specialist, and a bilingual secreta.67., In addition,.

there are two Engliah as a Second Language instructora. Full-time..teac'hing

staff is compoaed of eleven bilingual teacher's and eleven paraprofessional

aides.

r
The information on the following.chart was obtained from question

e

.naires submitted to the classroom teachers and their aides whose students e,
-

,
were included in the Impact Study.

2 2 7
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TEACHIIIG STAFF CHARACTERISTIC§

,

Total number of teachers/aidep in Impact Study

Total number Of questionnaires received

Highest earried college degree:

No degree

s'.

Teachers , 'Aides

4 If

3 2

_Degree or diPloma based on less than 4 years;ofwork 2
B.A. or LS,.

Teaching credential only

M.A. or higher
3

No response

Type of state teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed
4

TemporarY,-provlsional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergen,cy

Regular credential

BilingualIbicultural.teaching credential:

No response

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 Years

3 years

4 years

5:9 years

10719 years

20-29 yeipI:

30 or more years

No response

(2c(i
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Years of-teaching in a bilingual program:

Less than 1 year
0

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

More than. 5 years

No response

AmOunt:of college training specificallz devoted to

bilingual-bicultural educatioh:

1-5,quarter units (1-3 semea'ter hours)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter unl.ts (11-20 lemester hours)

More than 30 quarter dnits .(more han 20 semester hrs.) 1

Teachers Aides.

1

1

1

. gc tra4n4ng 4n 1,41 ingual-bicultural
y

No response

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

, workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-biculural

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than^30 days

None

No response

2 "j
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Sources of Project Funding

The following funds were specifically

by the bilingual proje-ct':

designated for and administered

Title VII $136,130 .

Other Federal and State 6,000

Other (Private'Foundation) -0-

TOTAL $142,130

Per'pupil $646.05

In addition to the above, Che following funds were designated for,

bilingual project.schools:

School A

Federal and State $126,850.14

Oter -0-

TOTAL $126,850.14

Per pupil $142.69-

Total.per pupil; additional funds
for bilingul p7roject partici
pants,

School B

Federal and State $121,856.04

Other -07

TOTAL $121,856.04

$788.74

Per pupil $152.70 ,

Total per pupil:additio:lal funds
for bilingual project partici- ,

pants $798.75

a



cLASSROOM INFORMATION

Major Featured of Classtboms Observed

A student is placed in the bilingual class after being assessed

for language dominance.

Teachers complete *student checklists in order to maintain,a

record pf student achievement.

The pupil/teacher ratio is high; in each class there 'are eighteen

students to a teacher and an,aide.

The Project Director works closely 1.1ith the classroom teachers in

order to assess problem areas and to coordinate the programs

between both proj ect schools.

Since space is rather limited in the classroom's, a student

coming into the school from another country has priority over7

a student. enrolled in the classroom whOse English.may be better.

Therefore,.the student with the. most need would.stay or be' .

placed in the classroom, while the,pther student would mOve to

a regular classroom where only English is Spoken.

In both schools, ESL is provid0 on a pull-out,basis. 'This ESL

program is not highly organized or highly structured.
. ,

Impact Studir Samples

Initially, four classrooms from grades 2 through 5 were randomly

selected for testing in the Impact Study. Two tlassrooys were

then randomly.selected for detailed observation. They include a Second

grade from one school and a third grade from the other.

A
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Instructional Strategies for Grade 2

Special Features of This Classroom

This class is located in a school which has six bilingual classes.

The teacher has a master's degree and a bilingual/bicultural

credential. She has been with the project for four years and is

bilingual.

Nine en students are enrolled, including ten Puerto 'Ricans, two

Central American, two Cubans, four white non-Hispanics,.and'One

South American.-

Major strategies including.ability-grouping and grouping'by

language dominance.

Individualized attention is given based on need.

Peer-tutoring is done on a regular.basis.

There are colorful displays of students' work throughout the class.

As a means of encouraging the others, the teacher has reading

charts on which she puts the names of the students who have done

extra work.

English Language Instruction for Native-English'and Native Spanish Speakers

English Reading instruction is given three hours a week to seventeen-
,

Hispanic and non-Hispanic students. There are five ability-based groups.

The four students in the lowest group are instructed in linguistic readi7

ness by the classroom teacher. The four students in the vext group are

reading at the first-grade, first-semester level. They work indeperv-

dently and are tutored by their peers. The classroom teacher then

reviews their work. Two students are reading at the first-grade, second-

semester level. They receive instruction from another teacher'. The five

studentsin the next group are teading at the second-grade, second-

semester level. Two students in this gfoup are in the third grade but .

2
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-join this class for Reading. 'The last group contains two students 'who

are students who are reading at the ehird-grade level. .They Deceive

instruction from anothw teacher.

' During English Reading, the teacher reviews new vocabulary and

definitions, asks comprehension questions, and hag the students read

aloud. She encourages them to do independent reading and maintains charts

showing how much each child has accomplished.

Writing skills-, including spelling, punctuation, and grammar, are

emphasized in conjunction with work in the Reading books. The more

advanced students do creative writing, and the teacher displays the

student work as a means to encourage them. About 2 1/2 hours a week are

spent in this area.

As a class, the students write poetry and perform in plays. They

also listen to stories, which the teacher sometimes dictates to them.

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Nine students, two of whom are bilingual and the remainder Spanish

monolingual, are receiving ESL instruction 3 3/4 hours a week. The ESL

teacher follows'the total-immersion approach using onay English in the

class. She works on stbdents' pronUnciation and drills them on sentence

patterns, vocabulary building, and questions and answers. She uses a

variety of games to make the cl,Ass interesting.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-English

Speakers

'Spanish Reading is taught'Approxlmately 3 1/2 hours each weeke
-

Students areiApuped by ability. There are_five groups, three, of which '

are taught by the aide and the other two, the highest groups, by the

classroom teacher. One student is beginning to read and works an a Reading

chart with the aide.. The rest of the students work on different levels in

the SanItillana series, which includes A workbook for writing. In the

groups, the aide has the students read'aloud and asks them comprehension

questions. She also goes over vocabulary wi.th them. Jn the lower

'groups, she works on sound discrimination Using pictures and other visual

aids.
2 3.
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Wri.ten work is aone in conjunction with Reading, and the students

spend ten to twenty minutes eaCh day in this area.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics instruction is given forty-tive minutes each day in

Spanish and English. The students are instructed as a group and move

at their o'.,,)n pace. The textbook being used is entiotled Exploring

Elementary Mathematics. After each Unit, the srudents must take a test.

If they get 100% correct, they can move on to the next unit. The teacher

uses locally produced dittos. If the sfudents have prublems, the aide.

or the teacher will help the students with the traAlation.

Cultural Component
.,

'Social Studies is taught fwice a week. Eac4 session is about one

hq r, but the time varies according to the subject matter. The curri-

Alum include-s Art, History, and both Latin American and North American

music. In class, discussions on famous people and holidays ard.held..

. The class participated in the school festival held on Puerto Rican

Discovery Day..

Instruction Strategies for Grade 3

Major Features

Th-is class is located in a school which has four other

bilingual classrodms.

The project.office is located in the schobl, and the DireceOrt

has been working closely with the classroom teacher, assisting

her in organizing the instruction.co best meet the needs of

the students.

There are eighteen Puerto Ricans and three white non-Hispanics

enrolled in this class.

'Leaching strategies inrlude-small-grOup, individualized

instr.uction based on ability and language dominance.

.2 3 1-
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AP The aide works primarily with the Spanish gonolingual students

yi the areas of Spanish Reading and Mathematics.

Students'pend a great deal oftime working on locally

produced exercise sheets. These are'corrected on an

individual basis by the teacher and/or aide.

. .

English Language Instruction for NativeSpanish and NativeEnglish'

Speakers

The basic strategy for teaching English,Reading and writing is to

group students according to ability. There are five Reading groups that do

their writterkwork in conjunction with their textbooks; The tOp group (five

'students) receives about eight hours of instruction a week, including

phonics, reading aloud, Reading comprehension, creaeive writing, grammar,

and spelling. The, three remaining groups. (five students, five students, and

two students, respectively)- are composed ,primarily of Spanishmonolingual

sEudents. 'They work on Reading, phonics, and voCabulary building and write

in their vocabulary skills book.. They receive from 3 3/4 to.five hOurs of

instruction a week. There are three students who re just learningtheir

phonics, and this group works with the aide. All students with the excep

tion.of he topflgroup receive ESL instruction.

The class works as a whole with skits, sharing, and vocabulary

building.

During the-time the observer was onsite, the ESL teacher was being

replaced by the materials specialist, and no observations were made.

Spanish Language Instruction for NatiVeStianish Speakers

The cla§S is divided into three 14roups for Spanish Reading which is

taught $y the aide: Instruction is given 3 3/4 hOurs each week. The

two top groups are reading Conozcamos a Puerto Rico and use a supplementary

workbook. The slow group is reading at firstgrade leVel. They do

primarily oral work which consists of answering Reading comprehension

questions and reviewing phonics. For writEen wor, the teacher and the

aide prepare worksheets which are appropriate for the different groups.

16710
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The language of .instruction is Spanish. -No second-language instruction is

given in Spanish to the English-monolingual students.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics is taught to theentire class on an individual basis,
A

although concepts are introduced to the group as a whole approximately

fifteen to thirty minutes each week. Both the teacher and the aide teach

this subject area. They give the students four or five locally produced

workshpets to complete each day and then correct them. The teacher has

a checklist of what each stlident has done. This class is instructed

, bilingually and the amount of time allotted for inStruction is 3 3/4

hours a week.

Cultural Component

Social Studies is part of the regular curriculum. The textbook

which is used is based upon North American culture with a mareuniversal

concept-oriented focus. Although information about Hispanic culture is
Ig/

taught., it is primarily emphasized as the occasion arises. About forty

minutes a week are spent in this subject area. The class is taught

bilingually:

Parent and Community Involvement

In the third grade, parental involyement ig low: two parents have

jOined.the class for field trips three times this year; and two parents

.have attended parent/teacher conferences. 7.
0

There is some parent involvement in the second grade.class. Three to

four parents have come for class parties, and one or two go on field

trips with the class:. Four or five parents have participated.in parent/

teacher conferences.
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PROJEC.T. 17'

PROECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Population

Project 17.ig located in one of Op lar!"est metropo itan areas of a

state whi& lies along the Mexican bOrder. With a popu ation of nearlu. one

t..s.,City is strategically central to an econom'c regi6n which is

rapidly expanding. The majority of-the population is.English-speaking; how,

ever, many 'Mexican-Americans have mi'grated from other states and.from Mexico
sd" .

cor -employment opportunities. The move from an.environment that iS prima-

rily Spanish-speaking and/or Wingual to a metropolitan center, where Ore

population is primarily tnglish rgonolingua1, places heavy demands'on.Mexican-
.

.

AMerican students to learn English: The number of Mexican-American students .

in this city is as great as, or greatethan, the number in other'Cities.

WhiCh are typically Mexican-American. The city has fhe'state's fifth high-

est Mexican-American population. School enrollment for Mexican-American

students was 18,426 in 1974. In a-recent Title VII project report,. Mexican-

American students were shown to.rank more than thirty percentile points be-

low their white non-Hispanic 'Peers. This-poor academic achievement record

persists'from kindergarten through high school. In order to ameliorate this

problem, Project 17 was initially funded in 1971-72 with project operation

in'ten 'schools (eight public and two parochial schools).. However, durinv.

she 1975-76 school.year, the project changed format. Seven schools which had

largely comprised the Title VII pragram shifted to bilingual education

'funded under Title I. One school dropped completely froM Title VII and did

not receive Title I funding, thus leaving only two in the project:

A model demonstration classroom project was designed for operation dur-

ing the 1975776 school 4r. In addition to the two former Title VII schools,

Schools A and B, ten new rchools were incorporated. Therefore, the project

operated in twelve schools (ten public and two parochial schools) in kinder-

garten through giade 5, serving 1,386 students in fifty-nine classrooms.

1"2 3 '7
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Goals and/or Objectives

The major'thrust of the District's bijingual project is to develop a

positive self-image, enhance concept development, and promote functionality

in two languagesEnglish and.Spanish--in all students., 'Therefnrel- it

provides a "maintenance" bilingual project through the fitth grdde. SincL

the city has yet to mandate bilingual education beyond thiS grdde level,

once the student leaves the program he/.She enters a regular English program.

The stated objectives of the project are the following:

To develop and implement cutricUla in English and in Spanish

that will allow the studentto acquire.concepts in the language

Wshe understands. best

To develop a cadre of highly ttained personnel in bilingual

education that will grow in understanding of and empathy with

he sociocultures of all students

To encourage the participation of parents from the target

schools in the total bilingual project.

With the exception of Schools A and B which have continued to operate

the bilingual project in kindergarten through grade 5 as well as to provide

demonstration cldssroOMs in grades 4 and.5, respectively, the Other schools

have implemented bilingual instruction in specific grade levels. That is,

bilingual demonstration classrooms'operate in the following schools: kinder-.

garten in Schools C-and_D; first grade in Schools E and F, second sxade in-.

Schools G, H, and I;. and third srade in Schools J, Y, And L.

Essentially, the model demonstration classroom format varies among

schools on_twO dimensions, the distribution of time by subject area and the

use of particular curriculum packages. Language Arts, Mathematics,,Social

Studies, and Science are taught in all grades. For one cluster of schools

(Schools G, E, C, H, D, and I), Language Arts is taught for 1 1/2 hours a'

day in English using state-adopted textbooks and in Spanish using a state-

adopted language instructional packae entitled Rock and Roll. Within this

period, thiity minutes are designated for.instruc.tion, with the remaining

time beity given to individualized instruction activities. In Mathematics,

1 1/4 hours a week are allotted to small-group instruction using state-

17-2
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addpted materials,and 1/2 hour a Week, using district materials.- Social
. .

.

Studiesia given 1 1/2"hOurs a'Week i4 small-grouP instiuction using state-

adopted materilils and!1/2 hour a week using.district materials. ,In Science,
,

students are-instructed in .SSall-grOupa for one hour a week using state-

adopted Science materials and for 112 hour a week using district materials.

The format for other cluosters remains,essentially similar; For Schools ,

L, K, and J, the instructional time increases., In Language.Aris twvhours h
a

4each day are equally distributed in small-group instruction dnd individualized

instruction activities, 1 1/2 hours a week are assigned io Mathematica,'

1.3/4 hours a wedik to SoCial Studies, and 1 112 hourg a'week to'Science.

In Schools A and 8,-there.again exists a variatitin in time allotments.

Language Arts- is taught two hours each day using state-adopted materials and

district-developed materials. Small-sroup instruction is given fOr one hour

with fifty-five minutes assigned to individualized inatruCtion activitieS,

Time allotments for the.other subject areas include Mathematics, 3 1/4 hours

&week; Social Studies, 2 1/2 hours a. week; and Science, 1 1/4 hours a,week.

Small-group instruction is provided in order to meet the individual

academic and linguistic needs of students. 'Thayariations.in time allotments

largely follow state requirements for particular grade levels: Furthermore,

flexibility is an integral component'in scheduling these subject areas since

there are diverse teaching approaches occurring across all schools. Team-

teaching, self-contained classes, non-graded fields, and modified broad

fields are all Considered acgeptable approaches within the District.

Of considerable impact to bilingual education, however; is the assist-

ance given to the classroom teachers, the majority of whom are bilingual,

by the :bilingual resource teachers and the bilingual teacher aides. In all

demonstration classrooms, a bilingual resource teacher and a bilingual

teacher aide assist the regular classroom teacher during some part of his/her

instructional program.

Project Staff

The bilingual project staff consists of the following personnel: fifty-

nine full-time classroom teachers who are paid out of State Minimum Foundation

funds; twelve full-time teacher aides; eight full-time resource teachers;'
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iwo full-time school/community visiting teachers; two school/community

_liaisons; two secretaries; two full-time evaluators; one full-time adminis-
,

trative`coordinator; and the'full,time Project Director. As of' the 1975-76

schobl...year,-sixteen'Of the classroom teachers and the- majoritY of the,

teacher aides had been withthe project_for three-or more years. Of the

support personnel, with tile exception of three staff members, all, have been

with the project for A maximum of three years. In the project's classrooms,

thirty-seven classroOm teachers are bilingual'and thirty-two are'llispanic.

All'other woject staff membees are bilingual, and all but two are HiSparii.

Given the change in testing priorities for the spring; only four class-

rooms (including two comparison classrooms) were chogen.. The two bilingual

classrooms were sampled from thcise schools that had participated in the .

program.from its inception." -Therefore, the data gathered from questionnaireg

distributed to the teachers provide-only 'minimal informatiori on the quality

of the teaching staff. Both bilingual teachers hold M.A. degrees and

bilingual/bicultural teaching credentials. Overall; both teachers have

taught for more than five years but specifically in the bilingual project.

for an average of three yea'is. In addition, both have attained an average

of thirty quarter,units of college training'in bilingual/bicultural education

and have attended at least thirty days of inservice or school district work-

shops specifically devoted to this area. Unfortunately, information on all

the teacher aides:was not ,available.

The bilingual project has involved sixty of its staff members in a mas-

ter's degree program. In addition, the state has supported city-wide bilin-

gual education by proyiding Spanish language courses for two hundred mono-

1,ingual teachers to prepare them for bilingual certification through univer-

sities in the state..

Other special training:at the district level which affects the Title

VII program is provided through preservice workshops held prior
,

to the opening

-day of classes and inservice workshops held twice a month during the entire

school year. The District's school board is regarded as generally Supportive

of bilingual-bicultural eduLation'in the school system.

In addition to teacher salarjes and program materials, the state has iM-

plemented Senate Bill 212, which requires bilingual certification for teachers'

240
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participating in bilingual programs. In addition, the L4u Center has

offered assistance in the implementation and the interpretation of the

Lau Decisidn.

. The'information on the following chart was obtained from questionnaires,

subiltted to the classroom teachereand their aides Whose students were

included in the Impact Study.
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS
Teachers Aides

Total number of teachers/aiaes in Impact Study 4 4

Total number of questionnaires received 3 1

Highest earned colleRe degree:

No degree
1

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A.'or B.S. 1

Teaching credential only

M.A. or higher 2

No response

TYpe'of state teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency

Regular credential

,Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

-No response

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year6

2 years

3 years

4 years
.

5-9 years

10-19 years

. 20-29 years

30 or more years

No response

242
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,

Years of teaching in a bilingual Trogram:

Less theal .1 year.

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

. More than 5 years

No response.

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter mats (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarterunits (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)

More than 30 quarter units (more than 20 Semester

No collegt.! Lraining ia bilingnal-bicuicural

No response

Teachers Aides

1

hrs.) 2

1

Mount of time spent in inservicc or school,district

workshops specl-fichlly devoted to bilingual-bicultur'il

education:

.1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days 1

More than 30 days 1

. None

No response

1.1
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Sources of Project Funding

The following funds were'specifically designatedfor and administered

by the bilingual pr6lept:

Title VII

Other Federal and State

Other

TOTAL

Per. pupil

$ 463,000.

$ 463,000

$ 334.05

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for

bilingual project schools:

Federal and Si'ate $ 1,680*

Other .-0-

TOTAL (1,680

o Per pupil 22.70

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual praject participants $ 356.75

*This firre does not include federal Title I funds received by the

district, other than those specifically designated.for the bilingual

education project. Thus, the total per-pupil cost underdstimates the

actual cost situation.

CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Major Features of Classroom Observed

This is a model demonstration classroom.

Teaching is individualized, even when no aide is available.

English Languu e' Arts is taught by the total-immersion method.

There.is no S anish as a Second Language program. °

The Mathematic resource teacher uses a systematic assessment

program.

17-8
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The Mathematics resoUrce teacher speaks no Spanish
1
and uses

a student to'translate her lessons for the Spanish-dominant

student .

The classroom teacher is white,non-Hispanic. She is,fully

bilingual, although,not a native Spanish-Epeaker.

.41 The teacher aide is a bilingual Nispanic.and is shared by

several classrooms.

The class consists of twenty-foUr students: twelve are

bilingual, nine are English-dominant and three are Spanish-
<dominant.

Impact Study-Samples

The target school is located in a low-income community where:the pre-

dominant occupation of families involves semiskilled work. The housing pat-

tern consists primarily of single Units on small lots. There are-a small

number of property owners, and the mobility rate of students in the schOol

iranges between 10% aad 20%, The student population numbers 503 with the
J

following ethnic distribution: 47% Mexican-American, 25% white nori7Hispanic,

22% black, 2% Asian, and 4°4 other. Although the dominant language spoken at

School is English, the ma'jority of community members are considered bilin-

gual (either EngliSh/Spanish or English/other).

Initially, sixteen classrooms from grades 2 through 6 were randomly

selected..for testinS in:the bilingual Impact Study. Fourteen of these claSs-

rooms had been recipients of Title VII funding through June 1975,.but because

of the re-allocation Of funds for bilingual educatIonin the city, they be-

came Title I bilingual classrooms during the 1975-76 school year. They were

tested in the fall even though they were no longer Title VII classrooms be-

cause arrangements had already been made with the District. However,,after

a re-examination of testing priorities for the District and the Study, it was

decided that these classrooms should no.longer be tested since they were no

-longer in the Title VII project, nor woad they qualify astomparison class-

rooms. Therefore, two fourth and fifth grade classrooms,from those schools

involved in Title VII since its inception were tested in the spring. The

originally selected comparison classrooms In those particular grade levels.
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were also rested. Taking this into consideration,'a random selection of

the two bilingual (Aassrooms was made for on-Site observation. Therefore,

'the following in. .lation describes only one:classroom.at one grade

Irstructiona1 Strategies for Grade 4

English Lar nsrruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish-Speakers

GrouPin5 10! Reading instruction is based on.the pfevious year's

Reading achievement level and on ble resuIts of a,diagnostic instrument. .

Essenlially, there are three Reading groups: the top group (grade 4 Reading

'level), with eleven students; rhe aliddle group (grades 2 and 3 Readinglevel),

with 1,even students; and tho low group (grade 1 Reading level), wIth five

students. Two students leave the classroom during Reading instruction: one

receives special instruction.from the resource teacher,,and the other goes

tn another classroom for Reading on her grade level.

English Language Arts is taught for two hours, three days a weelk.

In English Language Arts, instruction during the first thirty minutes is r.

given tothe entire class. The instruction will include one of the follow-

ing: capitalizatiOn, punctuation, spelling, grammar, phonics, or creative

writing. The remaining 1 1/2 hours are devoted-to Reading 'instruction with

.

the. three Reading groups rotating for direct instruction with the. teacher.

Although there is a bilingliaJ aide, She works ih seyeral classrooms. There-

fore, her. time Spent in this particular classroom is quite limited. She

sl-iends exactly thirty minutes a.day ih the classroom working individually

!"1with students in the low Reading group. Even on those days'assigned to-
..

Spanish Language Arts, she dewtes her period to reinforcing-English Reading

skills' with those Same students. Tt should"be noted that she supplements

the teacher's regular instruction with that 'grOup.

The-.teacher devotes approximately'le'hour of direct instruction each

week to each Reading group. This instruction consists of oral and silent

reading, reading.comprehension, and library'work.. While the teacher is
,

working (one day,a week) directly with one group, the other ,two groups ai&

working independently On Reading or on written assignments which will in-

clude.follow7up 'work from'.the first period. Approximately 3 1/2 hours are.-

spent each week by each group in independent activity. A student is rarely
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moved from one group to another, and.only on the basis of the teacher's

evaluation of the student's work.

Other components of oral Language Arts such as plays, poetry, skits,

. storytelling, and fatma1 sharing periods are pursued much less freqhently.

Generally, two hours a month ray be assigned to these other areas. However,

these components are dealt with informally or incidentally during"the in-

structional Reading period and, therefore, are not totallY

Instruction during the English-Language Arts period is given only in

English. Spanish is allowed only when necessary. In the teaching of English

Language Arts, the teacher utilizes certain techniques characteristic of

English as a Second 'Language (ESL), primarily with the low group. Aowever,

there is no formal ESL program_in operation. The majority_of students are

bilingual or English dominant with only one Spanish-dominant'stm,ent in the

classroom.

Evaluation of the students',progress in English Language Arts is done

in two ways: a standardized .Reading test (Illinois Test of Basic Skills) is

given at the beginning and at the closing of the school year, and the weekly

observation of students' achievement is made for the determination of grade

reOrts to pai7ents.

:In addition.to the students' _basia instructional texts, a wide variety
_

of instructional materials including.:charts, games, and flashcards are uti-

lized. ForReading instruction, the Houghton Mifflin series (textbook and

workbook) is utitized with the top and middle groups. Supplementary books

have been empPoyad with the lowest Reading group which is functioning on a

first-grade-Reading'level. Although the ooto .Tutorial Program Kits had been

bought tor cjassroom implementation, this had not occurred during 'the period

when classroom observation took place. Basic Goals in Spelling 3 is an

additiohal textbook,otiIized for English Language Arts.

In addition, teleVision, filmstrips, cassettes, transparencies, and
,

movies are used by 'the teacher dn the instruction of English Language Arts.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-English Speakers

Students are grouped for Spanish Language Arts on the basis of the.

previous year's achievement'and the teacher's judgment. There are four
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groups: (a) One with three stUdents in Del dampo al Puebloc,(Laidlaw) and

one working semi-independently in Nueseros Amigos; (b) one with six stude:nts

reading in Aprendemos a Leer; (c) one with four students. in Camino a la Es-
/

cuela;!and (d) one with nine students receiving Spanish as a Second Language

(SSL)-instruction from the biiingual resource teacher. One student is

pulled out for special instruction with the resource teacher. Croups

have remained fairly stabl during the year. Students will move from one

grOup into another on the basis of the teacher's judgment and observation

-4 the students' work.

A two hour "block, twice a week, :11ocated to Spanish Language Arts.

With the exception of the oral language components, all instruction is done

with small groups:

A thirty minute period of tnstruction is given to each group. During

this period, lessons on English grammar, spelling, and mechanics (capital-

ization and punctuation) are integrated with the Reading content wi'lich in-

cludes oral reading, phonics, and reading comprehension. Primarily, follow-'

up written work in these various areas is completed during the independent

activity period which is three hours a week. The teacher rotates the three

Reading groups. The bilingual resource teacher pulls out'the SSL group and

works with that group for approximately 1 1/2 hours each day on numerous

Spanish Language Arts activities, both written and. oral. The bilingual aide

reinforces the English language skill§ the slowest English-reading students

are being taught. She orovides individualized attention to those students

working independently of the teacher.. A fOrmal oral language component con-
,

sisting. of plays, poetry, storytelling, and/Orsharing is provided for at

least two'hours during the month. As was true Of English Language Arts,
. _

there are many occasions during the regular instruttion when these are touched

upon only.incidentally,

Instruction during the Spanish Language Arts comp'onentNis done in both

'languages. Other than a small amount. of Spanish as a Second.Language in-

struction offered by the resource teacher, there is no SSL prograM;',. Eval-

uation of students' progress is made by the teacher each week through the

careful observation of the students' work. The teacher enriches her instruc-

tional prograM wit,11 a number of audiovisual devices such as filmstrips,

17-12
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transparencies (for overhead projector), records, and tassettes. The Laid-
,.

law series, textbook and workbooks, is the primary instructional program in

addition to exercise sheets, charts, games, and flashcards which the teacher

has develbped to reinforce Reading skills.

Mathematics Instruction

For this component, students move to another classroom for instruction

by a'different classroom teacher. Primarily, this i8 given to the entire

class for en hour each day. However, the teacher does group students t.

according to their academic needs when a specifid area has been introduced.

But this has ...raried across-all the areas presently covered: addition, sub-

traction, multiplication, division, fractions, percentages, and the metric

systeM.

Since this teacher is monolingual, instruction is given only in English.

There is no aide in the classroom during this p'articular period. But for,._

those students who are Spanish dominant, the teacher.allows ano,ther student

to translate during the individualized instruction period she provides

after the initial lesson. This is given during the first fifteen minutes

of each period. Thereafter, independent work is assigned and group instruc-

tion is initiated by the teacher. A criterion-referenced disagnostic Mathe-

matics test is given twice during the school year for the purpose of assess-

ing the students' mastery of certain areas in Mathematics. The teacher has

developed tests to assess the students' progress on a bimonthly basis. The

results provide her with information by which she can revise her curriculum

goals. A grade report based on additional tests is also made every six

weeks to the parents. In addition to the basic text, Modern ,School Mathe-
.

matics (Houghton Mifflin), the teacher utilizes the following audiovisual

aids: records, transparencies, and movies. Games, flashcards, charts, and

exercise sheets are other instructional'materials the teacher presents to

extend mathematical concepts and skills.

Cultural Component

Hispanic culture is integrated with the teaching of Social Studies which

occurs twice a week for two hours. Typically, a cultural lesson is taught

in connection with a special holiday. The activities the students may par-

17-13
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ticipate in include art, cooking, folk daAcing, and music as well as'lessons

on seography, history, legends, significant events, and famous personalities.

Instruction is given ta the.entire class in both languages by.the regular

classroom teacher. Curriculum units are provided by the Title VII office.

Parent and Community Involvement

Since one of the major objectives of the program involves parental

participation in teaching and learning activities, program monitoring, and

community understanding of program goals, the structures that exist to

'facilitate this process are the "Merienda" (parent meetings), "El.Quiosco'it

(media center), Volunteer Program, and the community advisory committees. \IThe Quioscos are dmplemented in each schoel for the purpose of develop-
\

ing a community/school workshopprogram. Parents are organized under the\
..

direction of the local school/community liaison to.assist the classroom \

teachers in two ways: constructing instructional-materials and/or. working
.. ,

in the classroom. The Quioscos have been established in twenty-five

schools, both Title VII and Title I. Meriendas, or parent meetings', are .

.. held once a mOnth in the Quioscos to inform the community on the status of

bilingual education and to select community members fbr the school's Bilin-

gual Advisory Committee.. The Central BilingUal Advisory Committee has'

representatives from twenty-nine schools. Members of this committee are

selected for participation in a district-wide Mexican-American Advisory

Committee, which is not fuwied Dy Title VII but functions in an advisory

capacity to the school board,'and which represents the entire Mexican-

American community in the city.

For the class that was,visited and described previously, involvement

has taken the form of parent-teacher conferences, either by phone or in

meetings with the majority of the parents.\ There have been two school pro-

grams, eacll ttended by five or six parents... There are three of our

parents who participate in the Advisory Council meetings each month. One

parent taught a lesson on the flag at the beginning of- the year, and at

least one, parent has accompanied the class on eaCh of the two field trips

they have taken this year.

yhe teacher explai,ned that altliongh there is a..Ciuioseo at the school,
G

she has.,-not.requested its services sinCe it would rerlUire additional time

t, ,repare for that effort. 250
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PROJECT 18

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Population

Project 18 began in 1970: During the 1975-76 school year, 540 project

students firom kindergarten through grade 5 attended five different

elementary schools and were placed in eighteen different bilingual class-

rooms.. Althrough students attending school in the hills area are often of-

a higher scicioeconomic statua, bilingual project students come from

.faMilies with an average annual income- of $8,000 who live in flat7land

n urban areas where single-unit dwellings on sMail lots are interapersed

with factories, a cannery, and a major.freeway. The target population of,.

Project 18 includes.approximately 50% Spanish-surname students, 25% black

students, and 25% white non-Hispanic students. -ACcording to the two prin-

cipals interviewed, mobility rates in their schools were 4% and 47%.

Goals and/or Objectives

Project 18 is one of four bilingual projects that form and are funded

thrdUgh a consortium. The goals and, objectives of these prOjects are

therefore -cluite'similar and-include the following:

To increase Reading and Mathematics skill levels using English

.and Spanish as languages of instruction
a

.o instill in p_rojeCt students a feeling of pride in thelr

culture through.bicultural and multicultural activities

To .help prOject participants.and their parents. develop a -'

better understanding 61 the educational syStem by improving

communicatiun between the home and the school

To.provide a_site where observers may watch a maintenance-Itype

bilingual program in action 0

To avoid costly duplication by participating.with the other

consortium projects in staff development, curriculum develop-

ment, media production, testing and evaluation, dissemination,

and community involvement activities

18-i
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Project Staff

The projecc is staffed by eighteen full-time teachers., eighteen full-

time aides, one full-time resource teacher, one full-time school/community

liaison, and the full-time Project Director. In additibn, the project

enjoys the services of district support personnel and occasional school site.

'volunteers. During the 1975-76 school year, fourteen of the.teachers and

eight of the aides had been with the project for three or more years. All
. _

project staff are bilingual (Spanish-English), and all but two teachers on

the staff are Hispanic. The services:of a full-time bilingual media center

staff and a full-time bilingual.evaluator are also shared by all the sties

in-the consortium.

The informAtion on he following chart was obtained from questionnaires

submitted to the 'classroom teachers and their.aides whose students Were

included in the Impact Study.

2 2
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total number of teachers/aides in Impact Study,

Total number of questionnaires rece%ved

Highest earnei college degree:

No.degree

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or B.S.

Teaching credential only .

M.A. or higher

No reSPonse

Teachers Aides.

4 4

4 4

2

4 2

Type of state teaching credential held:

Non-ctedentialed 1

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No response

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than I year.

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5-9 years

10-19 years

20-29 years

30 or more yeats

No response

2 5 :3
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Teachers Aides .

Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

Less than 1 year

1 year e

2 years

3 yearS.

4 p:.ats

5 years_ . .

More than. 5 years'

No response

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)

More than 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.)

No collue Lraining in bilingual-bicultural

No response

Angount of time'spent in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than 30 days

None

No response

2 k
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Sources of Project Funding

The following funds were specifically designated for.and administered

by the bilingual project:

Title VII 416,000

Other Federal and State -0-

Other -0-

TOTAL $116,000

. Per pupil $215.00

Inaddition to the abovei. the following funds were degnated for

bilingual project schools:

SChool-A

Federal and State Total N.A.

Other -0-

TOTAL -0-

Per puPil $582.00

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

School B.

$797.00

Federal and State Total N.A4y

Other -0-

TOTAL Total N.A.

Per pupil ' $202.0b

Total per pupil -additicOnal funds
for. 'bilingual project partici-
pants $417.00

, At schools visited,.the average annual per/pupil cost (including the

funds listed above) ranged from $750 at one parochial school to $1,986
0

at one public school:

0 )2
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CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Impact Study Samples

The information included here is based on discussions- with project':"

staff and on classroom,observations in one-of-the project!s five second-

grade classrooms and.the'project's only foLirth- and fifth7grade combl.ation

class.

instructional Strategies for Grade 2

Moajor Fe tures

The aide in this classroom specialized in creating'.colorful

laminated board games for use in Language Arts and ilathematics

instruction. Since the games include no written language,

they are used fot presenting lessons in English and Spanish.

The classroom teacher conducted several informational meetings

for parents during the 1975-76 school year. He designed an

informational meeting to familiarize parents with new math

techniques and a workshop to show parents how they might make .

addition and subtraction games with their children in support

of the regular school program.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers
1

In this classroom, seventeen native-English speakers are grouped

aCcording to reading ability and teacher-observed language skill levels.

Students in the iowest Reading group work daily with the classroom aide and

spend approximately 1 3/4 hours a week on capitalization, punctuatibn, and

spelling; thirty Minutes a week on choral reading activities; and 2 3/4

hours a week on Reading comprehension and phOnetic decoding siills: Three

students in this group work an additional two hours a week with a Title I

Reading Specialist. During this time they use programmed learning machines

and work with Sullivan materials.
.

Students in medium-and high-ability Reading groupa spend a total of

. 3 1/2 hours a week working on English Reading and writing skills with'the

classroom teacher and the aide. Included in this time are grammar,

2 5 G
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creative writing, and nonfiction writing activities not covered by the

lower group.

Students in all English language groups visit the library for thirty

minutes every week. In addition to reading from their library books, all

Reading groups use books from the Harper & Row series and Lang4age Arts

games developed by ale classroom aide.

English,Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

The classroom teacher spends approximately thirty minutes a day working

on oral languie drills with beginning English speakers. These drills are

designed to help students learn English words for everyday'vocabulary such,

as names of fruits, vegetables, and parts of the body. Students also prac-
_

tice following directions given in English and answer questions about '

stories read to them in English. By about Februaryi. those students who

show readiness are also introduced to reading using Harper & Row prepri-

mers. During this thirty-minute period, English is spoken exclusively.

Spanish language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers -

Early in the year, the classroom teacher grouped his ten-native-
,

.Spanish speakers according to their Reading level in Spanish. The lowest

level group now spends approximately 3 1/2 hours a.week on capitalization,.

spelling, choral .reading, phonics, and Reading comprehension activities in'

Spanish. Students reading at higher levels spend an additional forty-five

minutes a week on grammar, creative writing, and nonfiction writing: 'All

Spanish Reading groups'are tauga by the classroom teacher and use the

Santillana.Reading.series, the Silabario Disney, and SENDA materials for

supplementary WOrk. The teacher also uses.locally developed games to

provide vocabulary enrichment.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

Each day, the classroom afde provides thirty minutes 6f-instruction in

oral Spanish for seventeen Engiish-dominant students. During this time,

students hear and speak only Spanish unless English is absolutely necessary.

The aide introduces the students to the English names of fruits,,vegetables,

2 5 7
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and parts'of the body using the games she developed and charts provided

by the consortium. The aide's goal is to have these English speakers talk-

'ing in complete Spanish sentences by the end of the year.

Mathematics Instruction

Depending on their language dominance, students spend one hoUr a day

,in either an EngliSh-language or a Spanish-language Mathematics group.

During this hour, children are encouraged to use the language of their

group unless%a change is absolutely necessary. During the 1975-76 school

year, students used Modern School Mathematics Structuie and Use in,either

the English- or the Spanish-language version to cover addition, subtradtion,

fractions, measurement, and elementary geometry using a new-math approach.
1

The teacher and the aide also used locally developed games to reinforce

concepts presented in these lessons.

Cultural. Component

During the 1975,76 school year, the teacher estimated that he and his

aide spent about forty-five minutes a week on largc- and small-group

activities related to Hispanic culture. Students learned 'Hispanic games

during English as a Second Language, Spanish 3S a SeCond Language, and

physical education periods. They discussed famous people (e.g., Benità

Juarez) and holidays (e.g., Cinco de Mayo) during Social Seudies lessons,'

and they learned Hispanic s.ongs ahd dances during Music instruction. In

addition, students made tortillas, heard Aztec legends, and celebrated

Chinese New Year with a school in the Distridt where ther are many ,

Chinese-speaking students. During culture lessons invo1v4-1; -he entire

class, students use the language in which they feel most comfortable, and

the teacher makes his presentations in both English and Spp.p'Lsh.

18-8
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Instructional Strategies for Grades 4 and 5

Major Features

Students receive nongraded, departmentalized instruction in

' Language Arts, Social Studies, and Mathematics. Although the

students have a different teacher for each of .0esesubjects,

a Title VII aide accompanies the students from teacher, to

teacher.

Students who need help in Mathematics receive daily tutoring

from sixth-grade students.

-At this parochial school, Hispanic culture is often presented

in conjunction with drawings, storfes, and teacher presenta-

,tions related to religious holidays and. traditions.

English Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-§_panish Speakers

The'teacher spends about 1 1/2 hours a week working with the entire

class on capitalization, punctuation, grammar, poetry, storytelling, and

sharing activities. Students then break into low-, medium-, and high-level

Reading groups according to their scores on teacher-developed screening,

tests. In these groups, each student spends approximately three hours a

week on reading, spelling, and nonfiction writing activities. Students

in the lower-groups reeeive additional phonics instruction and spend most

of their time working clirectly with the teacher while students in tite

higher groups spend over one-half of their time working independently.
0

All stddents use the Heath English Series, Roberts English Series, And

readers from the Houghton,Mifflin serires.&-
During English language instruction, ehe teacher and..students use

mainly Eng4sh.

SPanisll Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-.Sppnish Speakers

-All students spend about thirty minutes a week dolng Spanish-language

word and picture sheets as q class. These sheets contain a sentence

related to a picture. The studentS pick up the sense of the sentence by
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. looking at the picture; read the sentence to-themselves and to each other;

rewrite the sentence several times; and then color the picture. For

Reading instruction the studentS then.divide into ability level groups of

from one to nine students. The higher ability groups spend approximately

two hours a week on Spanish Reading, writing, and oral language skills-
,.

The lower groups devote one hour a week to Spanish Reading, spelling, and

'grammar activities. The classroom teacher and the aide share responsi-

,bility for all Spanish language Reading groups, and they use Spanish or

English as rieeded to facilitate instruction.

Spanish7language materials for this classroom are similar tothose

used in Other consortium classrooms: Santillana readers and workbooks,
_

_

SENDA supplementary materials, and games and charts-distributed by the

consortium.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics is taught predominantly in English althdugh.the bilingual

project aide is available to tranglate explanations and word problems for

students who need extra help. Students are grouped by grade level for

Mathematics instruction and spend about 3 1/2 hours a week doing addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, measurement, and simple geometry

problems. During about one-half of this time the students wOrk indepen-

dently. All students use the Addison-Wesley Mathematics series as well

as Cuisenaire rods and other 'manipulative objectg. During independent

study time, several studentg who need special help are tutored daily by

more advanced students.

Cultural Component
\

The Language Arts teacher estimates that her students spend about

ninety minutesa week on oultu:al activities. These ninety minutes have

included discussiOns of-religious' holidays,'sharing Of MexiCan pOttery

and clothing brought in by the teacher and her students, and participating

in a cultural dance sroup.

260
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Parent and Community Involvement
/

All parents of stUdents in the project confer at least once'a year

with their chLd's teacher. About. 20% of the parents attend project- or

district-sponsored open houses, potluck dinners, or classroom parties.

Each school Site has an ndvisory committee composed of project

parents,othat meets once a Month to review project proposals end to provide

inpu.t on teacher,. communitye ani student concerns.

2 6 1
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PROJECT 19

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Population

Project 19 began in 1971. The District serves a town with a popula-

tiotOut 2,500 and the surrounding rural communities. -The town-is-

situated about an hour's drive from the state capital and about the same

7distance-ftom another town where a university ig-located.

The town is an artists' colony, a tourlsm center, and an old market

Center for the farming, ranching, and mining communities. The indigenous

,populaCion of the area consists of an Indian community and the Hispanic

community which has been in the area since the 17th Century. The white

non-Hispanic population is relatively new to the area;

The District has four elementary schools, onetaddie school, one
'1

junior high school, and one high school. The bilingual project invol :s

all the district elementary schools and the middle school. A total of 1,009

students attend the thirty-nine bilingual classrooms.
,.

Three of the elementary schools are located in small rural communities

. outside the town, and all the classrooms in these schools are bilingual

with the exception of the sixth grades, which had not yet been encompassed

by the project as of 1975-1976; School A and the middle school have both

bilingual and non-bilingual classrooms at each grade level. The fourth-
./

grade classrooms could be considered an exception to this, as these are

taught in two "sections," each of which has a team including one bilingual

teacher who is responsible for teaching Spanish to all students in the

section.

Kindergarten through grade 5 are included in the bilingua] project.

However, not all grades are actually paid for with ESEA Title VII funds.

Kindergarten, which is not state-mandated, is entirely financed by state

and Early Childhood Education funds, is housed in a separate building,

and is administered as a separate, non-school-district project. The
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project in grades 1 through 5 is administered by the Title V11 ?Toject

Director (who also administers the kindergarten program); but some .class-

rooms are designated as "state bilingual" program classrooms and Others as

'Title VII classrooms. All first grades- and second grades are considered'

--- -state bilingual .classrooms as arethe third grades at Schoois B and C.

.The rest of the classrooms are "Title VII." Thus, not counting kinder-
-

garten, of the thirty-nine project classrooms, eighteen are officially

"Title VII" and twenty-one are designated "state."
4

---It should be noted that all claSsrooms \share the Project Director,

curriculum coordinator, community liaison, internal evaluator, and the_
facilities of the Resource Center, all Of which are financed with Title VII

funds.

All students in the outlying school areas are automatically enrolled '

in bilingual classrooms as there are.no alternative non-bilingual class-

rooms. At School A and the middle school, all entering students are

l
enrolled .in the bilingual classes up to the apacity of the.classrooms.

When.these classes are filled, students ar e assigned to egular classrooms.

Children may be placed in the non-bilingual classrooms by parental request.

Ahout 85% of the population served by the bilingual project is of -

Hispanic descent. (These people do not consider. themselves Mexican since

the state's settlement had very tenuous ties with.the Mexican government,

even when it was part of that country. After Mexico's independence from

Spain, internal problems prevented Mexico from taking an active role in

the affairs of this northern outpost, and the region developed its own

culture in relative isolation for hundreds of years.)

The outlying schools,(Scheols B, C, and D) serve mainly families

living on small ranches. Cash incomes are not high. (averaging $4,000

to $6,000 per family per year), but real incomes are.higher since. many__

families -raise their own food and since housing sts on the ranchitos

tend to be low. A mine- is located north of Sci;ool C, and, most of tbe fam-

ilies at that school are employed as semiskilled mine workers.

in the town, employment is more varied, but incomes avcrage about the

. same as in the country. The tourist industry is very important in the

2
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.,town, and many people are employed in the service sector. The middle

School student body is made up of town children and children.bused in

from the countryside.

The,project school principals all reported.a verY stable, school

population with, at most a 10% turnover per yeai. The.Hispanic families

tend to stay in the area. The mobility among the white non-Hispanics
ON

(the minority group in this ComMunity) is higher.since these families are

often attratted_hy_the_beauty-of,:thta-region-but-find-it-hard-to-make-a-------

living and to into the community. About half of the white non-

Hispanic population changes over each year.

.Goals:and Objectives

The title VII Program states several main objectives: to train

teachers and paraprofessionals as bilingual educators, to edutate parents

and the community in the,concepts of bilingual/bicultural education, and

to acquire and develop bilingual teaching materiala. Another objective

concerns the goals for the students in the program. This is a dual

objectivetf upgrading student self-image and of improving student

'achievement, producing 'students who can function in both English and

Spanish.

The project does not state fixed goals in terms of classroom

schedules or percentage.of language usage at different grade levels. There

is a flexible approach, and teachers are given freedom in planning their

-'daily schedules and lahguage usage around the needs of the students. The

only guideline is that the project should be "bilingual from 8:30 to 3:30."

Project Staff

The full-time bilingual project staff consists of the Project Director,

thirty-nine teachers (whose salaries are paid by the school district), nine-

teen classroom aides, a curriculum coordinator., two curriculum and materials

development specialists (financed by a local endowment grant), and an inter-

nal evaluator. Thirty-eight of the thirty-nine teachers are bilingual, dnd

thirty7six are of Hispanic descent. The average teacher has been with the

201.
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project for alMost three years, All the project aides are bilingual, and

most are bicultural; most have been with the bilingual project for three

to four years'.

The information on the,following chart was obtained from.qUestionnaires

submitted to the classroom teachers and their aides whose students were

included in the Impact Study.

t)
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS =

Total number of teachers/aides in Impact Study

Total nnmber of guestionnaires received

eachers Aides

8 8

8 5

Highest earned college degree:'

No degree 3

y_gar_s_ of work

.-B.A. or B.S.

TeaChing credential only

M.A. or. higher

No response

Type of stLt.1 teaching credential held:

Non-ciedentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
(mergeney

Regular credential 4

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential 3

No response

Yearr, of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

yea_.

2 years 2 1

3 years
2

4 years 3 1

5-9,years.
_

10-19 years

2

1

20-29 years

30 oy'more years

No tesiSon5e
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Teachers Aides

Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years--

4 years

More than 5 years

go response

e

Amount o'f College training specifically evoted to,

bilingual-bicultural. education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours).

More taan 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.)

No collek;u Lraining in bilingual7bicultutal

No response

o-

Amount of time speric. in inservice or school district

nr,-kshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1.

_3 1
3

1. 1

1.

1 2

2 1

2

3 2

2-15 days 5 1

15-30 days 1 3

More than 30 days 1 1

None

No response

. 26,1
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Sources of Project Funding

The following funds were specifically designated for and administered

by the bilingual project:

Title VII $126,000

Other Federal and State 126,472

Other (Private Foundaiion) 32,500 ($65,000 for two years)

TOTAL $284,972

Per pupil $282.43

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for

bilingual project schools*:

Federal and State $855,132

Other 0 -
TOTAL $855,132

Per pupil $270.70

Total per pupil additional funds
.for bilingual project partici
'pants $553.13

The additional funds ($855,132) mentioned above come from the follow

ing sources:, Title I, migrant education funds, ESA (Pilot and Basic grants),

Title IV, and Title VI, state funds for educating native Americans and funds

for'early childhood education. The District pays all teacher salaries for

cla.-s§-fii6m materials.

* These figures for the entire district and per pupil costs are based on

the district school population.
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Other Support

The bilingual project is directed in close cooperation with the school

dist.rict. The District provides, in addition to general facilities and

_teacher salaries, technical assistance, teacher-training_workshops, and

access to spec4a1 resources such as libraries.

The state bilingual education office supports the project by providimg

consultants, information, teacher-training programs, and special resources

in addition fto the funding provided. The state has been increasing its

support of the bilinguq project yearly, and now twenty-one of the thirty-

nine classrooms are. state funded.

CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Major Features of Clasiirooms Observed

A consistent effort is made to transmit knowledge of the local His-

panic historyand culcure by means of.classroom lessons and demon-

strations which Are presented approximately every four o Six weeks

by the project's curriculum resource teacher, by the cultural re-
.,

source person who has a privately funded grant to develop and pre-

sent such lessons, and by the project's comMunityNchool liaison

person,

school -population- in-the-Distr-i-et-consists- of-about-85%-H-ispan--

ic students, almost all of whom come from families where English

and Spanish are spoken interchangeably. Thusr.the bilingual pro-

ject here does not have a formalized English as a Second Language

(ESL) curriculum, but Spanish as a Second Language (SSL) is taught

to the few monolingual English speakers. The regular English lan-

guage curriculum includes some ESL content such as pronunciation

practice and vocabulary development.

2
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The school district-has equipped Reading leb in all the Aementary

schools through assistance from the federal Title I program.

School district planners as well as individual school principals

have made a commitment.to an educational program with heavy

emphasis on basic English. Reading skills. These Reading labs are

administered separately from the bilingual project; but all the
.

schoo.1-s-in-t-lie--134-14niudl-prote.Ct-have-thEse-la-urritte-c;MITTTHeT7

form an-integral part of- the.educational treatment fort the

bilingual project students. .

e The project maintains a bilingual materials center ftom which .

teachers may check out materials (supplementary kits, books. and

pamphlets on ideas'for instruction, for bulletin boards, etc.) for

two-week periods. Teachers"are provided with a catalog of

available materials, and then they may either come into the center

EheMseles or request that the school/community liaison check out

thing for them. Since some of the teachers in the outlying areas-

. around the town don't have time to come it to the center, the

project coordinator and curriculum coordinator sometimes deliver'

materials to the schools.

A variety.of textbooks are used in the,project classtoom,,since

tearhers at the various schools work out their selection of text-

bonks-individdally with their principals.. 'he...curriculum

coordinator of the Title )II.project encourages' the use of the

Spanish Curriculum 'Development Corporation (SCDC) materials as the

: -basic Spanish language textbook in grades 1 through 5 and also

guides teachers toward using other 'supplementary materials.such

as those from Cttriculum Adaptation Network for Bilingual Bicultural

Education (CANBBE).

Impact SEudy Samples

The remainder of this deE.Lrintion contains information c:itained during

site visits to a random sample of Bilingual Impact Study. classrooms. Of the

thirty-two classrooms in the target lange of grades two through five, eight

were selected at random to he included in the impact Study. Of these, four

270
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(two third- and two fifth-grade classrooms) were randomly selected for'

detailed.observation. (No second-grade classrooms were included in the

intensive sample because all the second-grade.classrooms are designated

as State Bilingual classrooms, although they fotm part of the articulated

Title VII program.)

Instructional Strategies for Grade 3

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers, Native-Spanish

Speakers, and Bilingual Students

English Language Arts is taught as a whole-class activity, except for

spelling, where children either are grouped randomly for convenience or

work individually at their own pace. There is variation between classrooms

in the amount and type of oral work in English. From 1 to 2 1/2 hours a

week are devoted to oral work such as storytelling and sharing. One

teacher also includes choral reading, plays, and poetry in the curriculum.

Written language instruction at this grade level stresses capitalization,

punctuation, grammar, and handwriting. One class also includes some

, creative writing.

Textbooks vary also between classrOoms, Keys to Good Language

(Economy Company) being used in one class and Language and How to Use It

--(Scott -Foresman)- in-the- other.

Both third-grade classes are divided into three ability groups for.

Reading as determined 'by the teachers' observation of student work. Groups

are rarely changed. Both teachers devote 2 1/2 hours a week to Reading

in their classrooms. Phonics and comprehension aTe stressed, with the top

group in one class.also learning some library skills. In both cases,

more teacher or aide time is devoted to instruction and less to independent

work for tLa' slower ability groups. One small group receives "personalized"

instruction from the aide Tor the-whole Reading period every day. Reading

for the better Reading groups involved.independent reading and much dis-

cussion for comprehension. Literary concepts are also covered.

2 -; 1
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For example, one Reading lesson observed consisted of the.students reading

'some fables aloud, discussing what a.fable is, and then.being assigned to

write fables of their own.

All the students from one classroom spend forty-five minutes a day

working in the school Reading lab in addition.to half an hour a day reading

a Readiag_stieci al igt

been specially trained as Reading tutors. In the other class, six stu/dents

/
-have been selected .f.os special Reading lab instruction for half an hour a

day. Three of these students,are from the slowest Reading grpup, and the

three others are among the class's five bilingual Spanish-dominant students

(i.e., they are more Spanish-dominant than the others in this.class).

The Reading textbook in both classes is the third-grade reader from

the Economy Company series.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speaker'S and Bilingual

Students

Neither third-grade class is gtouped for Spanish Language Arts or

Reading, but instead both are instructed as an entire class. The class-

rooM teachers (both are bilingual) are the principal instructors in both

cases, and instruction time is half ao !.our a day. Total time is about
--

equally divided between Reading skills (phonlcs and comprehension) and

written and oral Language Arts.

The more strongly bilingual class works on grammar and creative writ-.

ing, choral reading, dialogues, and general sharing as well as areas such

as basic punctuation, capitalization, spelling, storytelling, and games,

which the other cjasS also studies. In the more !:nglish-dominant class-

rooM, Spanish is taught by a direct-translation method, the teacher repeat-

ing the instruLtion in English when nece:lsary. The students also use Eng-

lish freely during the Spanish lan?;uage period. Heavy emphasis is placed

on vocabulary building, pronunciation, and listening comprehension.

Students sometimes do sentenc.: completion drills. One teacher uses the

2 2
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Spanish petiod three days aceek for Reading an oral responses to

comprehension questions and two days for practieing writing skills. Then

she reverses this,schedule on alternate. weeks.
.

4\
Both classes-use a variety of textbooks and materials for Spanish

Ateading. The project- is participating in a tiy-out and regionalization of,

tile--Si5ari ------ if eV-I ferli t :CO rpor-

ation (SCDC).. Dittoed bookleta from this organization and from othPr

sources, including locally produced materials from the Resource Center, are

used in one classroom.

The other class uses.the SCDC materials and, as supplementary text-

books, the'Tierra de Encanto state series and material from CANBBE

(Curriculum Adaptation NetWork for Bilingual/Bicultural 'Education);

Mathematics Instruction

Both classes are divided into two Mathematics groups, a high ability

one and an average one, on.the basis of teacher observation in-one case

and on the pretest results in the other. In one case, instruction is

individualized within the groups. In one class the teacher usually

instructs the top group and the aide, the others. In the other class; the

teacher and aide take turns working with the groups, a few weeks at a time

with each group.

In the more English-dominant class, Mathematics is taught only in

Lnglish; in the other clasE, Spanish is used when necessary.

Instruction time varies significantly between classrooms. One group

spends half an hour a day on Mathematics the other, one hour a day.

The more 'advanced groups in both classes have :Audied addition,

subtraction, multiplication, measurements, some beginning geometry, and

nev math concepts. One class has also worked on division and beginning

algebra and geometric shapes, in addition to the basics of addition,

subtraction, and new math concepts.

2,
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One class uses the Harbrace. Mathematics series (Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich, Inc.) and supplementary materials,"such as MathematicS-recotds,
,

charts, games, exercise sheets, and other manipulative materials. 1The

other Class uses a textbook 'and workbook called Experiences in Mathematics
,

(MasteringJMathematics series, Sadlier).

Cultural Component

,^

Hispanic culture" is not taug4t-as a separate'unit in either third-
-

grade class. Special Cuiriculum aad resou'rce personnel come into the

classroom to give ptesentations (sec! /preceding. Major Features of Classrooms

Obsetpred section). When Other Social Studies subjec6 matter is related to

the Hispanic culture, then is,th period is taught in.Spanish. Otherwise,

Social Studies is taught 'in English..,

6Instructional Strategies for Grade 5

English-Language Instruction for Bilingual and Native-English Speakers

Both fifth-grade classes observed treat Language Arts as a subject,

for whole-class instruction. In one case, this subject is taught by an'

English monolingual,team teacher who. comes in the'class fil_y minutes a

day while the regular classroom teacher goes to that teacher's class-to

teach Spanish. The students receive writing instruction about ten minutes

a day, write.for about thirty minutes, and spend another twenty to thirty

minutes on oral English practice, such as choral readingl play reading,

storytelling, and sharing. Writing skills include grammar, punctuation,

capitalization, and creative writing, as well as writing reports.

In the other classroom, the classroom teacher'(who is English

counting time devoted to oral English through class discussions. This

class is very outgoing and holds lively class discussions concerning most

content areas. Written work includes capitalization, punctuation, spelling

(where students are regrouped weekly by need), outlining, and creative

writing.

274
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\

,For Rding, the fifth-grade students are grouped into' six ability
,

levels, and thev then go to six appropriate clasarooms for Reading instnuc-
' \ .

don. Thus each teacher teaches Rvading to a comPlete,classroom of-studenta'
,

who are working at the same 2,rade level in Reading instead of having_one _ _.,

4 lassroom with six ability uoups.
:1

,

In one ot the fifth- Rgrade clasrooms, eading l evels ranged from above

fifth grade to mid-first 'grade. There are 'p.ix studen' s from this class who

r.tay with the "homt." teacher for Reading and are joine"cI by about fifteen
\

others from differ.'ent'classes. (',ce the groups are asSembled, they are not

regrouled but are instructed partly as an entire class and partly through

individualized instruction with= SRA Reading kits. Vocabip.ary building and

.... written and oral buok reports are part of !the Reading prbgram.

the other classroom the students also go to six different-classrooms

for RLading. This teacher takes the slowest readers from all the fifth-

grade classes; many of these students are working on beginning phonics.

Sce i!truction and deill is done by the entire class; 'independent work is

done in small groups: Although there Is not ESL period in this curriculum,

both of the Spanish-dominant students in the class are also !,in this basic

Reading group.

Reading is taught in both fifth-grade classes for one hbur a day.

Four students from ond class and seventeen out of thirty froM the other

class also attend a Reading lab for forty-five minutes a day.\
I

Both. teachers use the Economy Series textbook, Key to Good Language,

and the Economy Reading series, except'for the lowest Reading\group, which

uses the ABC Read seriea (CANBBE publisher).
\

I

Spanish Language InstCuction for Bilingual and Native-Spanish Speakers

The 'composition if the two fifth-grade classes differs wi h respect

to language dominance, one being made up.of-native-Spanish,speakers or
.

bilingual studen,ts and the other having More than half,the,students origi-

nally English-doMinant.

I )
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In the.more homogeneous class, Language Arts and Reading instruction

in Spanish are taught as a combined subject. Students read in Spanish.,

discuss dew Vocabulary (noting differences between standard and local

usages) and content, and do related exercises-in writing, including

instruction in Spanish capitalization, punctuation, an& Spelling.

'There are three fairly stable ability groups for Spanish, wiliCh is

taught for an hour daily. The two top groups are taught interchangeably

by the aide and the teacher, and they write original stories and

reports in Spanish, as well as the work already nentioned. The slower

group is still working on Spanish phonics as well as on comprehension, an&

instead of creative writing they are learning to write sentences in

Spanish. In oral work this group participates with the rest in Spanish

skits at-T-d-sharIng periods but-does not do the same work in choral reading

and poetry. ThE classroom teacher takes responsibility for instructing

this group. .

All but seven of the English-drminant studentf; it, the other class are

now bilingual readers. Thus, twenty7three out of th rhirty students par;

ticipate in'the regular SpaniSh Reading curriculum and are not. grotiped ex-
.

cept for convenience. The teacher and aide use .a "stations" approach,

switching between three'groups about every half hour.: Spanish. Reading is

taught for forty-fiVe minutes.per lay. The teaCher alternates every couple

of weeks between teaching Language Arts as.a whole-0c1ass activity and

teaching Reading to the small groups. The classroom teacher is of Hispanic

descent and speaks some Spanish, but is not truly bilingual. The aide, how

ever, is fluent in Spanish and .thus aSsumes-a. ead4.ng role in teaching

Spanish language to this group.

When- the whole claSs works oa'Larikuage Arts; the teacher tries to

achievr "total immersion" iti Spanish. Sentence pattern drills and struc-

1--nrna Arp nrarrirpd. As wpll'as nrrssinn7rprbnunci.stinn drills

and lis ening'Comprehension exercises. Vocabulary building is always

Stressuu.

Both fifth-grade classeS are 'participating in the tryout of the SCDC

materials and dittoed booklets. One claSs also uses the CANBBE materials

and the BOLAR Oral.Language and Reading) series for extra-
,

9
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curric.dar reading material. -Except for the tape reCorder, very few audio-

visual aids are used although audiovisual equipment is available to the

class and is used for other subjects. .

S_Ranish Language Instruction.for Native-English Speakers

One. fifth-grade .teacher instructs seven students in.Spanish as a

Second Language (SSI.);_ They are trgated as a separate group during the

classs regular forEy-five mihute Spanish lanEuage period. The instruction

is carried,out by the classroom teacher. The studnnts are working mainly

on oral vocabulary building and on listening comprehension. The teacher

uses a direct-Eranslatirn method, and English is red freely by the students.

hebe-students-are-b-iIIngual-Am-a--Ienguage-7o-6her-than-S-pani-sh

two are American Indians and one i from.Ind4.) Audiovisual stimuli,

mainlY pictures to illustrate vocabulary,-alused. 'The SCDC ruiterials

are used for this group also.

Mathe:matics Instruction

0 -6

Mathemati.cs is applOached very differently in these two classes: one

uses whole-class instruction, and the other divides into five "need" groups,

two. of-which work on individualized contracts.

The one class can work as a unit because only two of the twenty-
.;

seven students are wprking below grade level and only three are outstand-

ing in Mathematics. The teacher gives instruction for lbout twenty

minute's a day, and then students work independently for forty minutes while

the.teacher and aide move around the classroom siv5.3 help. Subjects

covered have included addition, subtrLction, multiplication, division,

and fractions. Mathematical games and Mathematics kits with ineividualized

activities cards are used to supplement 1:he textbook, The New Math Book.

About 85% oT.the instruction is in English, and the rest is in Spanish..

Students us.e either language at will.

/ The other'classroom follows a more complicated system and spends only

forty-five minutes a day on Mathematics. There are five groups for Matne-

--matics, two working above.grade level, nne at grade level, and two below,

the'lowest consisting of two students who work at about second-grade level



on addition, subtraction; and beginning multiplication. Of their class

time, 80% is spent with direct help from the ,classroom teacher. (The ;Ade

works half time and is not in the clasS during Mathematicveriod.)

The students in the next slower groUp have started dIvision,concepts

and spend about 40% of their time independently. The average-ability'

group has done measurement problems in addition to the mathematical

--processes already mentioned, and they work independently .,tt 60% of the

time. These.three groups receive instruction as small groo, and work on

assigned textbook pages and exercise sheets in a traditional

The instruction for the two top groups consists of individua. ed

instruction by contract. These students work independently 90/. of the

time, taking preit-ts;'following task card assignments, and re,,orting to

the teacher for posttests. Instruction for the whole class (.s not

individualized only because the te4her has not had ample time to prepare

the necessary kndividualized contracts, work sheets, etc., for ail skill

areas. TlIc two top groups have started fractions and have worked on

beginning algebra, as well as on the skills mentioned for the other groups.

There .seems to be no relation between language dominance and Mathe- .

matics grouping, as students of different.languai,c pl )ficiencies aLe spread
. .

throughout the groups. English is the language of MathemaLics instruction.
,4

.01The main textbook is Exploring ElementAr- Mathematics (Holt, Rinehart & Win-

ston); supplementary texts as well as charts and teacher-made exercise

sheets are usd.

Cultural Components

0
4

Hispanic culture is not taught as a separate component in either

fifth-grade clasroom. Social Studies is multicultural and iS taught in

both English and'Spanish., Even in the less strongly Spanish-dominant

classroom, about 30% of class time is in Spanish or a mixture of English

and Spanish,

2/8
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Parent and Community Inkrolvemenc

One of the objectives of the-project is parent and .community involve-

ment in the schools. Contact between parents and the project is maintained

through monthly radio announcements and newspaper articles and project-
,

sponsored presentations, as well as through teacher-parent contacts.

Examples were observed during the site visit:. the project sponsored an

evening presentation for parents, children,. and 'community irembers of a

ballet foiklorico;and one claSsroom was practitipg a:bilingual program

for the town's businessman's service .caub. A school/community liaison is.
9

employed'by the project, but her activities were not obse;.ved by AIR staff..

One of her functions is to develop Parent-teacher '::rganizations at .the

schools.

Parent-teacher conferences are not part of.the regular schedule for

elementary school teachers interviewed. They do, however; meet with

all the pants at least once a year. lbe middle school reachec schedules

conferences four.times' a year, and usually about-a Lhird of.the parents.

.attend. One teacher indicated that.acommunity vOlunteer parficipa'.ed

regularly in he claas unce a week, but only,for the fall scuool semester.

MoSt parent par qcipation is related to bringiug food for cilss par'zies,

helping with costumes for school plays, and attending.the yearly scl-,nol

.open house. 8ome teachers have one or two parents giving special iessOnS.

nr demonstrations once a year, and others report high parent i:.1rticipation
41

in the local PTA. One school involVes parents by organizing an intramural

basketball.tournamant, where fathers serve as coaches.: One ,:ias,i-oom has

gone on several field trips with parents and community members pa-t;.C.pating.

2 7.9
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PP OJECT 20

N.oject Information

Project Context and Target Popplation

Project 20 began-in 1971. The District consists of seven elementary

schools,.two'junior high schocils, and one high schodl. There are approxl-

mately (),000 students in the District, which' setves a population of 35,000

stuated in an industrial area about thirty miles from a large metropolitan.

P-r j 2 0 c

DisLrict!s seven elementary schools. It serves a total of 418 students and

f.,nctions in kindergarten through grade 5. The-kindergarten consists of

tour different sections, two in the morning and two in the afternoon.

there are three bilingual classrooms at each kevel in grades 1. through 4

and two in grade 5..

Approximately 22% of the project participants are.of white non-Hispanic

descent. The principal estimates that approximately 54% of the school

enrollment is of Hispanic descent according to Surnames and that approxi-

mately 42% of the families in the school attendance area are Spanish mono=

lingual He also estimates that approximately 547 are English monolingual

andthat 4% are bilingual'in language characteristits. He also suggests

that the majority of the Spanish-speaking communitY consists of recent

arriyals and first=generation Puerto Rican families.

The housing pattern in the village consists primarily 9f Inixed single-

unit.and multiple-unit dwellings. The principal estimates the average

gross annual :income of the families setved by the school to be from $6,0G4
,

4h, CO min inn1,1,14nrr ,,,t-Nr4on

Accorrling, to the Project.Director, the village is primarily composed

of blue col.:.a.t workets with some ciVil servants. HoweVer, the. target popu-

latiOn is primarily composed of unskilled and semiskilled laborers employed

by the textile and service industries. He further estimates' the Hispanic

population to be between 6,000 and 7,060.

20-1 .
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Goals and/or Objectives
_ .

Project 20 has the following main.overall objectives.

To establish proficiency in both the primary language of the

student and in-re acquired second language

To establish a mutual appreciation for the multicultural

aspects of his/her environment

To involve or incorporate the parents into the ;earning

process of the student

To establish a level,of literacy in both languages and to

, ameliorate the self-concept of the parents (whose children .

are project participants) through a project-sponsored adult

education program

Project $taff

Project 20 consists of sixteen'teachers funded by state and local

.monieS, plus two other teachers fUnded by Title VII. Title VII also pro-

Vides t:le project with six full-time instructional bilingual. Hispanic aide's,

one full-time community/school liaison, the full-time Project Director plus

a part-time project .evaluator and two part-time professional oonsultants.

The student's in the project may also be exposed to Title I rer,edial English'

teachers if need is shown, plus other staff provided by the scho:-1 district.

such as the district.psychologist, the librarian, and curriculuM

Of the eighteen bilingUal teachers', nine are of white Lon-Hispanic

descent, and the rest are Hispanic. ihe professional consultants plus the

project evaluator are also of white non-Hispanic descent. The rest of

the project taff are all'biliagual Hispanics.

r./mc nktnimarl frnm (11 lestionnaires

submitted to the clasSrOom teachers and t;teir aides Whose students were

included in the Impact Study.

2 1
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total number of teachers/aides in Impact Study

Total number of questionnaires received

Teachers Aides

5

4 . 4

Highest earned college degree:

No degree 3

Degree or e.ploma based on less than 4 years of work 1

B.A. oe B.S. 3

Teaching credential only

M:A.-or higher 1

No response 4

Type of state teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed

Tempvary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency'

Regular credential 3

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential 1

No response

9

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1 yeai

2 years

3 years

.4 years

5-9 years

10-19 years

20-29 years

30 or more years

No response

a

26 2

c

20-3
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Teachers Aides

years of teaching in a bilingual pro4tam:

,Less than 1 year. 1

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

More than years

No response

1

Amount of college Iraining specificafly devoted to

education:

1-5 quarter, units (1-3 semester hours) 1

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours) 1.

More than 30 quartet units (more than 20 semester hrs.) 1 1

No collu)._,x training in bilingual-bicuacural 2

No rdsponse

Amount of time, spent in inserviGe or school district

workshops specifically devoted o bilingual-bicultural

- eduCation:

1 day or.less

.2715 days

15730.days

More than 30 dayS.

.None

No response

2 3
20-4
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Sources of ProSect Funding

The following funds were specifically designated for and administered

b -the bilingualCproject:

Title VIr $209,000

Other Federal and State .-0-

Other (Private Foundation) 70-

TOTAL $209,000

Per pupil $500.00

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for

bilingual project. schools:

A.11 District Schools

Federal and State

Other

TOTAL

$179,000

-0-

$179,000

Per pupil $19.89

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants $519.89

The District operated on a $23 million state and local bLidget'in the

.105-76 school year. Of this amount, $1.1 million was allocated to project

use for the purpose of teacher salaries, textbooks,' and supplies (including

some SPanish-instruction materials).

In addit;ion to these state and local.funds., the District received

$179,000 in Title I funds for the purpose of English remedial instruction

esPecialry for English dominant students. The calculations above assume

anlequal impact of these funds across all district schools, including the

sample bilingual school. Of the total Title-VII funds, approximately

$1170,000 was allocated for instructional purposeS and $39,000 was allocated

for staff development.
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.CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Ma or Features of Classrooms Obseived

A team-teaching approach to second language instruction is used.

Spanish Reading is not taught as an outlined. discipline.

_
Subject areas such as ScienCe and:History are taught in units

with A total-immersion, Spanish-language approach.

Impact Study Samples

One of three second-grade classes participating in the project was

randomly selected for testing in the impact Study and later-randomly

selected as part of the Intensive Study sample. The second-grade class

selected.consists of twenty-five'children of whom six are of white non-

Hispanic descent, one is black, and eighteen are of Hispanic descent. The

ClasSroom teacher Ls bilingual and of white non-Hispanic descent with_ _ _ _

over seven years of teaching experience;, two of which were inbilingual

classrooms.

Instructional Strategy for Gracie 2

English Languale instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers--

English Lauguage Arts Ls taught by the classroom teacher/with assis-

tance b.y the bilingual aide. Written Language Arts and Reading are taught
./

together for a two-hour iieriod-daily.

Writcen Language Arts is taught to tile whole class for approximately

an hour daily. -Individual instruction and assignments aragiven to orie
,

student whom'the teacher indicates as having learnin'g disabtiities. The

skills tatight include Capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar, and

creative anS nonfictional writing. Spelling is also covered within the

Reading groap's.seat work assignments. An average of 1 1/2 hours a week

is spent in direct instruction time alone (twenty minutes daily) and a

little over three hours weekly (forty minutes4aily) is devoted to inde-

pendent work.

0 0

0 6



-Oral Language Arts instruction is flexible and taught mostly in the

afternoons. 'The areas 'of 'poetry., storytelling, and sharing are covered

in addition to creative dramatics which also is incorporated into the

Social Studies units. An average of about 1 1/2,hours a week is spent in

this area.

Reading instruction is given to four ability groups on a rotating

'basis. While one Reading group is with-the teacher, the others are involved

in Reading seat work and other Language Arts assignments. Students relteive.

individual help from the bilingual aide. Each group receives approximately

twenty-five minutes.on Reading follow-up and independent seat work, also

. daily. During an avLrage week, each group will spend from thirty to forty-

five minutes answening-questions from the storiesabout forty-five minutes

completing 14orkbook pages, and approximately forty-five minutes on vocabu-

lary reinfoircement_and development (from the given Reading assignments). .

aS part of ,their, independent study program. In addition to the independent

study conducted in.the classroom, the teacher assigns about fifteen minutes

of homework in the above areas every night except Friday.

There.are ten students in the high-ability group. Seven are English

dominant 41 three are bilingual. At the time of visitation, the group

was reading the textbook, Going Places, Seeing People (Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich, Inc.).

The aterage-ability group consists of four bilingual students who

were readirig- the second half of the textbbok, On Cherry Street (Ginn Read-
!

dng series). The average/low-ability group consists of six bilingual

students who were on the-first half of the,same teXtbook (On Cherry Street)

at the time of visitation. These six students Alsoreceivedikemedial

in:truction for 1 1/2 hours daily from a special remedial Reading

teacher to Improve their Reading abilities.

The list Reading group is also reading On Cherry Street; however, it

i's consAdei.ed the lowest in ability (low first-grade level). ThiS group
,

consists o four i1ingual ;students and receives- no extra remedial help

1outside th, classroom.
/-

/

r

2.66
i
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Spanish Language Instruction for Native7Spanish and Native-English Speakers

The stUdents.participating in the second-grade bilingual program are

divided into three main language groups for forty-five minutes daily.
ft

These consist of English as a Second Language (ESL), Spanish as a Second

Language (SSL), and a.Spanish Language (SL) class. The ESL clasa is-aught-

by this.classroom teacher; however, there are no students from this class

assigned to ESL because, this is a bilingual/English-dominant group.

Seven students Froth this second-grade class who are English dominant

receive SSL from anothe second-grade teacher. Instruction consists

pfrimarily of basic vocabulary building and oral Spanish development. The

riest Of the class., which consists of eighteen bilingual students, receives
)

!i-Onstruction in Spanish from the remaining bilingual teaCher. This is

HbaSiCally a total-immersion Spanish lecture class whiCh varies (according

to one- or two-week units) in subject eontent. Often, Science or History

units as well as basic Spanish grammar, yocabularyl and readint skiils are

taught. No Reading series or textbooks are us0d.'

Reading comprehension and other instructional ma,terials are in the

fbrm of dittos provided by the.instructor. Approximately 75% of the class

time is spent in direct instruction,.and about 25% of the 'time is devoted

to independent work.

F,very Friday, the three second-language groups come together for

cultural activity. Both Spanish-speaking and English-speaking cultures

arestresSed. The three second-grade teachers rotate in preparing and

lea'ding ai-a' weekly activity which may consist .of music, games,.dancing, or

fiims.

There i!1 on0 Hispanic- student in the classroom who iS not in a Reading

group beCause he is going to be tested for,possible learnias disabilities.

The criteria for designating the grouping'pattern were-8a.sed upon

I "1, /-. f- es',

at times on the basis of abilitx and.need.

20-8
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Mathematics Instruction
re"

Mathematics instruction i given to two main groups. One group

(twelvestudens,, seven English-dominant and five bilingual) is at grade

level. The other group (twelve*bilingual students) is considered to be

below grade level. The one child with learning diSabilities is given

individpalfzed instruction covering the basic skills of addition and sub-

traction.

The cl-.ssroom teacher works alone with Mathematics instruction. The

sgbje,7t is taught fo an hour on Mondays and Wednesdays and for fortylive

minutes on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays. Thus, the Ma.thematics work

week consists of approximately 4 1/4 hours. The teacher meets with one

group for direct groui, instruction for an entire period and then alternates

groups the next day.- The day the teacher j.s involved with one group, the

other, group works independently.

The content skills covered for the group at grade level consists of

addition, subtraction, multiplication, fractions, and measurement. The

skills covered for the remaining group consist pf addition, subtraction,"

and measurement. The language spoken by the teacher for inatruction is

Englis arta the major textbook used is Elementary Scflool Mathematics

'(Addison-Wesley).

The criteria for designating the grouping pattern are based upon the

Investigating School Mathematics series (Addison-Wesley) textbook unit

test and teacher obsrvation. Only two studeneS have changed groups this

year on the_basis of need.

Tal Component

This area is not taught as a separate unit in itself, but rather is .

incorporated into the Spanish and second-language instruction. This
7

done once a week (Fridays) by grouping,a-11 three sections together (ESL,

SSL, SL). The teachers work as a team and take turns in'being responsible

for and planning the intercultural activi.

Three classroom teachers and one aide patticipate in this forty-five

minute session. The teachers select and'assign the materials and topics

and use both languages (Spanish and English). The content areas which.

20-9
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have been covered in this cultural experience include cooving, folk dancing,

games, Geography, History, holidays, Music and famous people.

.vt

Parent,and Cc:immunity Involvement

The teacher indicated during'the interview that approximately two or

three parents help out at class parties each semester. Since there are no'

current funds for field trips, there is no patent involvement in that area.

However, when there were funds for trips, the parent response and partici-

patron were good. There is also a good response for the andual school play.

The teacher did not know about parent participation in.the PTA.

Each semester the teacher has individual cdriferences with approXimately

twenty-five parents in lieu of issuing r..-!port cards. The teacher attributes

the 100% success rate at carrying out this task Co the fact that the commun7

ity/schoolgi ison makes the appointments with the parents and then provides

transportation for them if necessary.

The Project Director estimates that approximately 80% of the parents

pirricipating in the project-will come at one point to the Bilingual Parent

Advisory Board functions. The parents are trained by the Project Director

and evaluator to observe classrooms and administer tests as part of the e

evaluation process: Parents also participate actively in organizing ma-
c

tural activities; they alco furnish food aild-Clothing and put on p.ays;

At least five cultural activity days were planned for the acadFic year

iacluding those during Pan American Week. The bilingual project extends

into an adult eduOation program for the parents to help establish.literacy

in both languages among the participating families. The parents ard24active

in tills program which is sponsored by Title VII and headed by the Project

Director.
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PROJECT

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and 'Target Population

,

The District is locat,ed in a state along the-border between the0

United States and MeXico. It is situated in a small town approximately

'400 to 500 miles from the clbsest metropolitan area.

The county is among the pooreSt co,pnties in the nation. It is' beset

by social and economic problems. Mass nnemployment is a major problp-.

The present unemployment.rate is 13%. "A large segment of the Population,

migrates yearly. This pattern-has predominated for generations. Federal

,

progran sfs for the county are being implemented to alleviate ome of the

-extensive health and housing problems. The School Ditrict relies gleavily.'

on-the following federal programs: 0E0, Headstart, ESEA Title I, Title

I Migrant; and ESEA Title VII:

The District serves three major towns. The population is compose,'

of MeXican-Americans (97%) and white non-Hispanics (3%). Approximately

90% of the population speaks Spanish gs the first language. About 857

cannot speak English when they come to school for the first time. The

continuous influx of Mexican Itmigrants into the area has Maintained this

patrern for the past lifty years.

Project 21 has.been funded since the 197.2-73 school: year... It i.,-,

currently operating in seven schools with forty-three classrooms distrib-
:,--

ut2d in kindergarten through.grade 4. Bilingual-education is also sup-

1::orted at the fkfth grade level- by .ESAkfunds. ,

Approximately 1,333 students in kindetgarten,through grade 4 were

involved in the ESEA Title VII Bilingual Program during the 1975-76 school

year. Since the school district's population is 97% Hisnic and 3% white

non-Hispanic, all students of limited.Enslish-speaking ability are

the opportunity to participate in the bilingual project. It should be.
\

noted that the 3% English-dominant students participcte on a voluntary\

290
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'basis and have some knowledge of Spanish, given their proximity to the
.1.-

borden

Project:students in_the four schools'selected for intensive study

come from families who are predominantly,bilingual and earn very low

incomes as farm laborers or semiskilled Workers. A-large proportion

of migrant families leave.the valley 'during March but leturn to their

homes in October or November; some'families stay longer than two years.

Most families are permanent residents and live on their own property.

Civen the few employment oppourtunities, families are forced to find

work elsewhere. Although many sLudents are considered bilingual, the ,

\

dominant language spoken at school and home\Js Spanish.

ett

Coals and/or Objectives

The major goals of Project 21.,are .(1) to develop in students a

positive self-image with pride in bbth cultures; (2) to assist students

in attaining the goals of the educptional process using two languages,

and developing proficiency in both; (3) to develop and implement a

staff development which will'Irecognize and meee the academic

needs of atudents Er6m both cultures; and (4) to acquaint parents and

.
community members with the bilingual projecp and actively involve them

the general structure,and operation of the project.

To achieve the first goal, the bilinguarproject:supports an

instructional approach which Aevotes equal time to English and Spanish..

This plan has been designed to cover the areas of humandevelopment,

cultural heritage, Social Studies,, Spanish Language,Arts, English

Language Arts, Science, and Mathematics. this "maintenance" bilingual

project is provided in kindergarten through grade 6%

'The second.goal of the project which has received major emphasis is

staff development.. Tn,addition to providing district and state work-

shops which specifically train teachers and paraprofessionals in bilin-gual

instruction, the District has contracted with a university for the coordi-

natipn of teacher-training services.

.*The third goal of Project 21 is to train teachers and teacher aides

by tWo- and five-year plans, respectively. Tuition, travel ex-penses, and

'\*
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stiPends are given:to LhesPartiOipants of both plans. The degree projeet

for both teachers and teacher aides is offered during t-he regular school

year' and the summer. Tuition costs\are covered for all participants with

ndditional travel monies for designated drivers of car pools. During the

summer, stipends are awarded since teachers and paraprofessionals are not

employed by ihe school district.

.A staff development Model is followe:' which incorporates bilingual/.

bicultural education, cOmpetency-based teacheroeucation, and a field-

experience component.

The fotirth goal of parent and4coMmunity involvement in project

operation is channeled through the Community Advisory Committee which

meets'Monthly at the dif4erent school campuses to inform as many parents

as possible of the objectives and procedures f the proiect. This body's

membership consists of parents elected from each Of the seven campuses,

the Sukrintendent, the Project Director, the projedt's Community Age,t,

and a teacher. This body is tot,ally advisory in function and does not

, make substantive changes in project operation. It provides a means for

input on the progress and continuation of the bilingual prOject,

a

292
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so

Project 21 is supported by the following personnel: forty-three

fulltime classroom teachers, who are paid out of°State Minimum FOundation

--Funds, twenty full-time teacher aides, a full-time staff developer's

_assistant,,and the 'full-time Projeci DirectOr. Of the 1975-.76 school year

project staff, all classrooT teachers and teacher aides are bilingual. All

eachers but one are HispaO.c. All seaff members but one have been with

7 the project frr two or,more years.

During Cle 1975-76 school year, the bilingual projdtt received support

services form two sources: the sta'te and the district. Consultant-

services from a FE-deral Region Service Center and the State EdUcation
_

Agency provi:de technical assistance: Preservice training for teachers,

held beiore the beginning of the school year, was pp-daily sponsored by

the Regional-Office._ During the school year, audiovisual mAterial is

made available to teachers from the Regional Office. The State Agency

has,provided consultants on curriculum development, propoSal guidelines,

workshops on teacher-training for project administrative staff, and test

materials. In addition,to monies allotted for participants in bilingual

education, the state has 'assigned special.Language Arts materials for
-

bilingual eddcation for kindergarten through grade 2. The Macmillan Series
A

was,implemented at the kindergarten level and the BOLAR Series at-the

first and second grades.

t -

The DiStrict has supported the.:prOgram'in innumerable ways.
?

. .

AssistanCe and support for the program have been given. in the following
,

marmert
'

.

,
. ..,

.

.

?By providing the space°for all bilingual classes held

By providing the teachers' salaries which are notvcovered,by

the state

By providing the-.office space and utilities for the bilipgual

.project and its staff

.8 By providing administrative assistance to the Project Director

By making available all schoofequipment which is used in

bilingual instruction.

2 9 3
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Furthermore', Worksh4,S on bilingual education isaues were the focUs for,

one inservice training meeting. -Special mpne,tary allocations have beqn

directed for the purchase of additional bi.lingual materials. Finalry,

-one cannot adequately determine the total support and commitment given by

school principals and other administrative gersonnel.

'The information on the following chart was obtained from.questionnaires

submieied to the clasS-room teachers and their aides whose students were

included in the Impact Study.

ci

a

2 9 i
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'2A.

.TEACHING STA17 CHARACTERISTICS

Total number of teachers/aides in Impact Study

Total,number of questionnaires receival

.Highest earned college degree:

,No degree

Deaee or'dip1oma bas.e,d on les.s than

B.A. or B.S.

TeaChing credential only

M.A. r higher

No response

Type of statc teaching credential helck:

4 ye,ars of work

Teacher

10

3

Non-credentialed .;

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency 3

Regular credential -4

teaching credential 3.Bilingual-bicultural

No response 1

.

Years of.full-time teaching exyerieuce:.

Less than 1 year- 1

1.year 3

3 years

4 years 2 .

5-9 years

10-19 years

20-29 years:

30 or more years

,No response

295
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Years Of .teaching in a biliupal prmram:
z

Less that-A. year,

1 yea0--- 0

2 years

'3 years'

4 years,

5 years

Mote than 5 years

No response
4

1

Amount or college training.specifically devoted to'..
.

a.) bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter- units (4-10 semester hours)
.

16-30 quarter units (11-20'semester,hourS)- 1.

More than 30 qtiarter units (more thAn 20. seMster:his:),

TeaChers . .Aides

3 4
'4

1

2

No college trainirig in bilingual-biculLuLd1

No ,response

-

Amount of time spent in inservi.ce or school district

workshops specifically devoCed to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

.2-15 days
4

15-30,days

More than 30 days

None

No response

293
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Sources of Project Funding

The following. funds were specifically designated,far and.administered

by the bilingpal project:
o

`'

Title VII $211,000

Other Federal and State ..-0-

Other- o -0.- . A

A. 4

TOTAL $211,000

Per Pupil $164.07'

.

In a\ ddition.to the abovef, the following funds were 4signated for

bilingual project schaols:

School 'A
,

Federal and State $73,066.02, :

Other

. TOTAL $734066.02.
,

a

Per pupil

Total per pupil additional funds'
for bilingual projcgt partici-,
pants

'School B

Federal and State $107,17L.1

Other -0- V

TOTAL $107,171.41'

Per. pupil .$310.f-4

$254.59

$418.66

%It

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

SChool C

Federal and Stape

Other

TOTAL

Per pupil

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

$78,659.52

-0-

$78,659.52

21-8
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SchOol.D.

. Federaf and State

Other

TOTAL

$127,774.74
-

-0-

$127,774,74

Per pupil $365.70

Total per pupil additional funds
foi bilingual project-partici-
Rants $529.77

The federal funds in addition to the Title VII grant are"from Title I,

Title I Migrant, and ESAA funds. The Distkict also received approximately

$41,5004in state bilingual education funds in 1975-76, which were used

Tor materials and staff development in the Title VII bilingual education

project schools and in several qther schools in the District. Since the

number of students served by these funds is not available, these state

funds are.not included in the per pupil cost calculations presented

above. The District estimates its average per pupil cost as $331.00, nOt

including extra state and federal funds.

CLASSROOM INFORMATION
^

Impact Study SamPle '

Nt
Nine classrooms were selected from the second.and fourth grades for

.the Impact Study.',, In the sgcond grade, one target classroom was randomly

selected at two Schools. Three third7grade classrooms were chosen. At

one school, the cla.ssroom was randomly seleced from within the grade level,

the second classroom was the sole third grade in the spihool, and in the

third tchool a comparison classroom for this'grade lavel was designated.

At the fourth-grade,level, four classrooms were selected from two schools.

In four classrooms, target and comparison students were mixed. Since

it ias felt that the effects of three yearskparticipation in a bilingual

project would be reflected in those target students,.'it was decided to

test ail four classrooms. The fourth-grade'classroomis in the projects

are currently'receiving reducedairvices because of some limitations in

funding. Therefore, the bilingual project is not being impremented on

the same scale as may,be found in the other grade levels. .

21-9
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FOr the on-site observations, four classrooms were randomly.chosen.

from the nine: one classroom each from the second and third grade:1 and

two from the iourth grade. Of the five target schools, ouly four were

observed: 11;e student population of these four schools 'numbers approxi-
,

mately 1,580 with an ethnic composition Of Mexian-AmexicaN98%) and-

white non-Hispanic (2%).

At
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Instructional Strategies for Grade 2

MajOr Features

Instruction in,all subject areas is individualized, and a

systematic assissment,program is used.

tio The classroom teacher is assisted bY several specialized

teachers.and aides, including three from-the Follow Up Program

who work with.migrant students. All these personnel are
w

Hispanic and hiIingual.

English Language teaching is'mainly done in English:'Sphnish .

Is mainly taught in Spanish.

The teacher purchases or makes most of the instructional aids.

Groups are designated at the start of the School year arcording to

the booklet each student has completed in the English Rock and Roll *

Series produced by the Region One Service Center. These booklets consist

.of phonics and vocabulary exercises with a test administered individually

at the completion of the booklet. In order to progress through the series

of eight booklets, ;he student must demonstrate a mastery of skills taught

-hy the teacher. Seven grdups were formed: four groups had five students

each; and the otiber three groups had four, three, and one students,

respectIvely. However, there was a great, deal of variation due to students

moving in'to other booklets, and thus the grouping pattern was determined

by the individual's progress. Therefore, grouping wap based on the

student's skills and/or needs. The teacher and aide worked together in
/

the instructional program by'aIternating the various groups. This2aas-done

for the. entire Engiish Language Arts'component-, which consisted of
. .

Writing; oral work, and Reading. Approximately 1 1/2 hours a week were

devoted to Reading instruction for each.group. This, consisted of th-

English Rock and Roll material as well.as the BOLAR'Series, whichl

includes reading comprehension as well as phonic and vocabulary skills.

Independent study activity for this subject area amounted to 2 1/2

iiours a week for each grOup. The other aspects of English Language Artsi

such as capitalizatiOn, punctuation,.spelling, gramMar, and creative.
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writinge, were taught for approximately one hour each week with one hour

assigned for>independent work activity..

Oral woik in poetry, storytelling, choral reading, sharing, and

English pronunciation took place approximately 3 1/2 hours a week.

Although exercises in English pronUnciation might be considered part of'

English as a Second Language (ESL) instruction, there was no formal .ESL
,

-program.

Instruction during the English Language Arts component was given only

in English. However, Spanish is spoken freely by both teacher and student

during informal periods or to facilitate instruction. However, Reading

instruCtion was carried out primarily in English. The majority of

students were considered bilingual by the teacher: none were English-

dominant, almost halfwere Spanish-dominant.

In addition to the paraprofessional, the teacher depended on the

services of a few other professionals during English Language Arts

instruction. Eight students were pulled out by the State Eollow-up

Program for individualized instruction in Mathematics. Three paragro-

fessionals from this project tutor these migrant students for approximately.

6 1/4 hours each week. 'In addition, two remedial Reading teachers'and -

one Jearning disabilities teacher assist the,teacher. One remedial Reading

tacher works with twenty-two'students in various groups for at least

forty-five minutes each day. The other remedial Reading teacher only pulls

out one student foi the same amount of time. The learning disabilitiee

teacher WOrks with five students approximately 2 1/2'hours a week.

.
Evaluation ot the students' progress in English Language Arts is-

done in severa0t4ays. The California Achievement Test is administered

twice during,the school year; every six weeks before grade reports are

sent home, the teacher diagnoses each pupil's progress to revise her

instruCtional strategies for Reading. .This-diagnosis is based on

biionthly tests in Reading and weekl.y tests in.spelling, in addition to

the teacher's obAervation of the student's performance in the classroom.

During the fall, twelve students were also given the pilot form of a

migrant test by the DistriCt.

A igide variety of.instructional. aids are utilized for the teaching

of English Language Arts. The BOLAR Series developed by the Southwest
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Educational Development Laboratory serves ab a combination basic textbook

and workbook. A supplementary baSal series is also utilized. The

English Rdck and Roll and other materials are used for phonicp, spelling, ,

and handwriting.

Other audiovisual and/or manipulative materials incorporated into

the English Language Arts program includes charts, instructional games,

flash cards, tapes, records, films, filmstrips, and a television set.

apaiiish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-English Speakers

Students are grouped for Spanish Language Arts at the start of the

schdol year according to'their ability and the teacher's observation and

judgment. This judgment is made on the basis of the student's previous

year's achievement and his/her performance on teview material covered

during the first few weeks of school. Then the students were assigned

to groups: Four groups were designated: (a) one group of eight students

(all Spanish-dominant) were at the readiness level and were being given

primarily phonics instruction; (b) a secotld group of ten'students (mostly

Spanish-dominant) were functioning at the first-grade level in the BOLAR
A

Series--Lecturas y Escrituras, Book 2; (c) the third and fourth'group's, of

nine and six bilingual students respectively, were reading in materials

considered appropriate for their, particular grade level. They were
0

working in Lecturas y 'Escrituras, Book 3. One should note, however, that

the "groups" did not eunction in the traditional sense as groups- During

the Spanish Language Arts period, lasting one hour, two groups were out

for physical education. The groUps were rotated during the second half

hour. Therefore, grouping was primarily a method for administrative

convenience: Primarily; small group or individualized inptruction was

provided during the period since students were functioning at different

levels, even within a particular group. Members of each group were

evaluated and regrouped.twice a month depending on the individual

students' needs.

A minimum of 1 1/4 hours'are given each week for the direct.instrucqon

of each group.Tutoring is given to_students in Book 2 and 3 for fifteen

minutes eaeh day. An additional 1 1/4 hours are spent in independent

3 0.2 ,



activiy. 'Buth teacher and paraprofessional rotate teaching responsibility

of all four grjoups. lnsrruction is given primarily.in Spanish.

The apanish Language Alta 7omponent consists of lessons in grammar,.

composition, mechanics, andr'spelling, whichare-Ilosely integrated with

-Aeading instruction. Emphaps in Readinsis pladed, on phonics and reading

comprehenSion skills. In addition, the teacher'devotes 1, 1/4 heurs each .

week to storytelling With the entire class. While the teacher or pare-.

professional may utilize certain-teaching technigues whiCh are considered
6,

oharacteristiC of teaching a second' language, there is. noformal Spanish'.

as a Second. Language (SSL) program in this classroom.
0

,

.Evaluation of.the students' workjs done by teacher-,observation -and by
.7

formalrtesting. Both. methods are utilized in order to revise teaching'

methods as well as to record Student achievement for grade rePorts. Weekly

tests are given in spelling and other tests twice a month. The teacher

also enriches her Spanish Language Arts component with the use of numerous.

,-audiovisual materials. -In addition to the BOLAR Spanish materials, these .

other instructional aids include exercise sheets, charts, games,.f1ash
7

cards, cassette tapes, and films.

-- Mathematics Instruction

It

,

Grouping in Mathematics is determined.according to the student's work

habits and academic ability. There are three groUps, two of which have ten'

and fiteen students respectively. One group consists Of students performing

at a and low level while the other group has students.of Triiddle and,.

high ability. The third group of students consists of students in ihe

Follow-up Program, Since this.special program offers individualized instruc- '

tion to those Triigrantstudents who go to anáther state during,the summer

months. There are eight students in this group 'and they.,are performing at.

grade level and above. 'The groups have remained quite stable throughout the

year. Teacher and paraprbfessional share teaching responaibility of the con-
,'

tent areas:- addition, subtraction, fractions, measurement, and geometric

shapes. Although there are three sroups, teacher and paraprofessional
A

tmanage to create small group and,individualized instruction during the,

, Mathematics .period. This occurs because Zwo remedial Reading ieachers_

pull out students for additional. Reading instruction. Approximatelyq 3/4 .

A
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hours are devoted to Mathematics each week with 1 1/4 hours of this in

direct instruction of each student. Both languages are utilized and the

new math approach is followed in the curriculum. The'textbook Modern

School Mathematics (Houghton, Mifflin Co.) is used. There are a number of

other instructional aids whicb enrich the program. A supplementary text-
. .

book is Developing MatheMatical Processes (Rand McNally & Co.) consistin g

of lessons, manipulative aids, and workbooks which expand_the students'

understanding of mathematical concepts. In_addition, the teacher 'provides

exercise sheets, games, and flash cards.
m

Evaluation of students in ,Mathematics consists of the'subtest in the

standardized California Achievement Test which is administered twice a

year and weekly t,.sts which diagnose students' progress far the purpose of

revising curriculum goals and which alsb determine grade reports.

r
'

\-
Cultural Components

Hispanic culture.is integrated with the teaching of Social Studies

which occurs at least once a month.' Typically, a cultural lesson is

taught in connection with,a SpeCial,holiday: instruction is given in
'

both languages, and curriculum :units for this subject area are provided

by.the Title VII office.

I

Instructional Strategies for drade 3 .

Major Features

The classroom was.situated in a "corner" of the school
,

.cafeteria, partitioned by a portable chalkboard, a filing

cabinet, a bookcase, and the teaUer's desk.

'During the last hour of the morning period, the kindergarten

-students enter the cafeteria for their lunch. De-spite this

:-interruption, those student& involved.in a teacher-directed

reading group'maintained high leVel-of contentration.
4

Spanish iS the preferrechlanguage for communiCation among

peers and.is spoken fluentry bY the majority of students. ,



4.1

The teaching of Hispanic culture is integrated with the

.teaching of Spanish.

Students' progress is evaluated systematically.

Spanish and Mathematics sre .taught to.the entire class.

Smaller groups aia used in English instruction.'

English language and Social Studies instruction is given ,

by the head teacher of the school--Spanish language and

. Mathematics, by the classroom teacher. The aide helps

with Spanish dnstruction.

,)

The teacher, head teacher, and aide are'all bilingual Hispanics.

,

- English Language Instruction lor Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakefs:.

This component is nottaught by the,regulat classroom teacher, For .

3 1/2 hours each day,-the priricipal (called head'teacher at this parti-

cular school), provides instruction in English Language Arts as'well aa-
,

-

Social Studies and Science for this particular classfoom. The groups for.

English Language Arts _are established for the Reading.comPonent only.- The -

writing'andsoral components, which include spelling, grammar, writing

mechanics, creative witing, penmanship, and short skits,- are taught to the

ehtiie class (in this case thirty-one students).- Grouping ,for Reading is

determined by the results on the California Achievement Test (administered

at the start and the closing of.the school year) and the student:S

previous. Reading achievement. :Three groupsare functioning on different

'levels in the third-grade basal reader and thus are designated higb,

medium, and low. Twelve students are pulled out during the Reading

period for remedial Reading.

English Language Arts is taught during a forty-minute block of time

each morning. After the introductory les'on, students are given assign-

. ments which are completed'during.0e remainder 'of the period. After a

short break; the Reading Component is begun. This considfs of oral and

silent reading, phonics, and reading comprehension with each group.

,Approximately towenty minutes eaCh day are devoted.to the direct instructiOn

of each group with an additional forty minute block allOtted for independeot

activity. Since the teacher is the sole inatructor,in the classroom, she

'is constantly.divibing her attentibn between the grOup she is'Anstructing
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and the rest of the class. .Thete ia.a classroom aide, however, who

worka in the classroom during the afternoon period.

English Language Instruction is only-in English. However, both.Engiph

and Spanish are spoken freely on an informal.level. In additiOn to the use

of the California Achinrement Test, weekly.tests are given in spelling, and

prior to the grads-reporting period tests are administered which'cove'iN
NN, .

spelling, reading, and English language arts. It should be noted that all<"

teats are considered diagnostic and_are useful for revising strategies and
..

'goals.

"
The textbooksMy Word Book (spei14ng),-Air Puddingsand Wind Sauce

(reading), and Adventurips in Englian (language)--and exercise sheets
o

comprise the only materials utilized in the instruction of English

Language Arts.' ' _q.

Spanish Language InstruCtiOn for NatiVe-Spanish Speakers and for Native-.

English Speakers .

Instruction in Spanigh Language Arts is provided to the entire'class.

Approximately thirteen, students are considered-Spanish dominant with the

remainder of the class designated bilingual. A forty minute block

'asaigned, to this subject area each day. During this period; major empha-

sis is given to oral readinCand reading comprehenSion: There is some

' attention.to capitalization, punctuation, and spelling in the teacher'

instruction, but this is miniMal and inclUde& in the,indepedent work,

activity which cunsists of book exercises.

The component of Hispanic culture is also integrated with the teaching

of.Spanish. Typically, a,culture4esson is.taught in connection with a

.special holiday, which bccdrs practicallyNonce a month. The lessons on

hiatory, significant events, and famous personalities are presentea in both

languages'by the teacher and sOmetimes the paraprofessional. The curriculum

units for this area are produced by the Title VII bffite. This'office has.

.also provided the teacher with numerous supplementary books for the insttuc-

tion of 4anish Language'Arts.

Evaluation of g'tudents' work is!comPleted on a bimonthly basis. Tests

are administered iR Spanish and are used for grade-reporting purposes.
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In additibn.to the supplementarY Spanish boo1s, the teacher uses Mis

Primerogs Pasos (U. S. Benson & Co:) as the major textbook for the class.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics instruction is given fifty minutes each day to the entire

class. Taught in botlOanguages, the content in'the subject covers

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and measureMent of time and liquid.

The:pew,math approach was being utiIized-as weIl,as a more traditional

method of'instruction. The'classroom teacher Wasthe sole instru:ctor,for

Mathematics. Instructional. materials.included oray a major textbook.

Sfudent.evaluation is determined by weekly.tests that diagnose students.

progress for the-purposepf revising curriculum goalS-or teaching methods.

,Eve'ry six weeks, e test covering the material taught during' that Period is

Instructional Strategies for Grade,4

Major Features

English Language Arts is taught to the whole ;lass; some

grouping ocburs in Reading. Spanish Language Axts is taught

to the whole class.

The cultural component is.taught in conjunttion with'

§panish Language instruction.

Students' progress.is evaluated systematically.

The classroom teacher was implementing a form ofiindividualized,

instruction for a group of slpw learners in Reading ana

Mathematics.

The teacher had been workingformerly a a teacher aide in
c.

the program.

Spanish is the preferred language for communication among

peers and is spoken fluently by the majority of student ,
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-Although two classrooms were initially selected for intensive

observation at the fourth-grade level, only one classroom is described

in the following pages bedause funding durihg,the 1975-76 school year

did.not.include the other classroom. TNis informatiön was not.evident

until on-site interviews were conducted.

English Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish.Speakers
.0

English. Language Arts iq.taught to.the entire class (twenti-ning

students), with the 'exception of Reading where.some grouping does occur.

The classroom teacher devotes six hours a week to the following areas;

capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar, creative writing, penl'

manship, storytelling, b"no`k reportS, and free discussion on special topics.

During the:Reading component, she will instruct the entire class for
-

fifty minutes, Monday through Thursday, and allot an additional ten

minutes for independent work assignments. On Friday, she will spend the

equivalent amount of time in instructing the remedial Reading students

(nine-students) and will allow the other studentSto work independently

on silent reading, library bOok assignments, and other skill exercises.

birect instruction includes oral'and Silent reading, phonics, and reading
rt. r

comprehension exercises. Two remedial Reading teichers work with students

during English Language Arts for forty-minute periods every day.. There

is a paraprofessional, howevet, who rotates among several teachers and is

'only in this particular classroom two days a.lweek every other week. Total

'instruction of thiS comPonent is crducted imEnglish. However, students

are allowed to speak Spanish with their peers.

Student evaluation is done in two.ways: (a) the California Achieve-
.

ment Test is administered twice a year, and (0,the teacher administers.a

Language Arts test priot to the gtade-reporting period in.order to assess

students! progress as well as.to revise the curriculUM goals apd/or her

,Nteaching methods.' Instructional materials utilized for English. Language

Arts are textboaks for spelling, English and Reading; supplementary .*

reading materials; exercise"sheets, charts, and flaoh catds.
2
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_____. ...

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers and-for Native-

1 '

English Speaker's

The entire class partitipates in all the components of Spanish

Language Arts. The writing component which consists of capitalization,

punctuation, spelling, grammai, an&-some creative writfng iS allotted f 1/2

hours of instruction. ;Storytelling, choral reading, and discuesions On

ceriain topics are considered part Of the oral coMponent and are given

approximately one hOur during the week. The ReadingrcOmponent, which

'includes oral reading, phonics., and reading cdMprehensionis* taught 2

hours a week. This subject area is taught only in Spanish, .Since all the ,

students are either.bilingUal or Spanish dominant, total instruction in

,Spani.sh-1§.not a'difficulty. .In fact, Spanish the preferred language-

by students:in and outside the classroom. Thei.clasoom teacheris the c

sole instructor for this subject area; and no studenv,s are pulled out

- during this period. The Culturial component is also .integrated with his .

subject area; ..:Typical-?y, a culture lesson is taught in connection mith a

'special holiday.. Taught jn. both languages,.these curriculum units are

pi-ociucts of the Title.VII office. -Students ate evaluated every six weeks

by a test which cOvers material preSented during the previous-weeks._ These
4 ,

results'are tor both-diagnostic and graderreporting_purposes: Several

SpaniSh textbook§ and supplementary materials are utilized in addition to

teacher-developed exercise sheets and.Charts.,

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics instruction is Provided for the entire class Wine a week

for twenty minutes, with the remaining twenty minutes devoted to indepen-

dent work assignments. During each of the other three days, she works with

a slow group of students (six students) and allows'the othex students to

work independently for the entire period. Instruction is primarily in

English. The content of instruction covers-addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, division, and measurement of time. The instructional approach

is traditional. During.the period, the learning disabilities teacher Pulls

out three students for indiviudalized instruction. The evaluation of tfie-
.

slow group is different from that of the rest of the ciass. . The teacher

modifies the tests they receive every six. weeks. usualy, they receive

3 0 9
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Mathematics problems which aTe easier than those given to the other

students in the class. All results are diagnostic and are uSed for grade

reports going to the students' parents. A basic Mathematics textbook,

exercise sheets, charts, and flash cards comprise the instructional

materials used 'in this.sUbject area.

Paront and Community Involvemen't'

In addition to the implementation of the Community Advisory Committee,

as mandated by title VII, there have beedseveral, activities which,have

succeeded in involving more parents and communities in the.bilinguai project.'

A,newsletter covering.project activities.is mailed to parents monthly. ,

The news media is used to.infort the community on all project activities.

Appearances before the"Lions Club, the Rotary Club,_and other civic

organizationsiby the Project DireCtor have stimulated.much interest and

support for bilingual activities.

'IA all three classrobms'observed,-the extent of pLient and community

involvement had been minimal.. In
r

one.classroom, there were pnly three

parent-teacher contacts. , In another there were at least'ten, with some

parents haVing contaet with the teacher.a second time. With the exception
,

of a speCial program at school, which drew twenty parents, _there did hot

appear to be that many occasions at any ccf the schools visited which

provided an opportunity,for,parent and community participation,

a
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PROJECT INFORMATION

Project ConteXt and.Target Population

4

Thig District serves the inner-city population of a large metropolitan

area'on the East Coast. The population is multicultural and multiethnic;

Spanish-speaking and black residents predominate. The Spanish-speaking

population in the District has a diverse'composition. Most of the.Spanish-
.

speaking students come from the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, and Cuba.,
3

The'project received its first Title VII grant in 1971-72. AX that ,

time there were eighteen classes participating in the project. Eachyear,

the/umber of classes has been expanded to keep the students in-the,project,

as they provess through the grades, while the project still serves those

entering kindergarten. 3

... During the 1975-76 school year, ()lit of a total of.fourteen schools

in this district, fpur public schoOls and one parochial school are partiei-

pating in the Title VII program at the kindergarten throdgh sixth7grade

.1eVels., Iirthe five participating bilingual project schools there are a

total of forty-four public and two parochial bilingual classroots serVing.
3

1,480 targeted students.
9

1."

The total populatic.m in each of the four schools is 60% to 90%

Hispanic students. -Approximately 50% of the total number of Hispanic

gtudents, after taking the locally developed Language Assessment. Battery

(LAB) were found to "speak English hesitantly" or to "speak little or no

--English."

'Project.atudents come from families-with average annual incomes be-

*" tween $6,000 and $8,000, who.,live in an.urban'area in multiple-unit,

dwellings oetenement housing projects for lowincome families. ApprOxi-
.

maiely 85% of the project studentssparticipated in the free lunch program

at each of the four schools. According to the principale interviewed,

the mobility rates are high. For example, at one school there-i,a 49%

mobility rate and'at another, ouv of a school population of 1,644, there

I.
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are only 450 students who have remained in the academic.program throughoutf

the elementary school years.

A state decree mandated in'l975 thai all Spanish-surnamed s'tudents or

Spanish-speaking students fake the Language Assessment Battery to determine

language dominace. Students Lake the English portion of the LAB test first;

and, if they scdre- below the twenty-first percentile, they are then eligible

to take the Spanish pOrtion. If they score higher inpnish, they are

then eligible for a type of bilingual,program which concent,rates on the
.t

content areas in Swish and an intensive English as a Second Language (ESL)J

program and features the minor areas such as Music and Art instruction in

English. Students may enter the,program by parental request or consent.

Goals and/or. Objedtives

The primary goal of the bilingual project in the District is to main-.

tain a bilingual-bicultural instructional program providing for the'nweds,
f

of all targeted.atudents'in kindergarten thtbugh grade 6 in the four public,

saools. Another goal is to maintain a normal rate of progress in acqui-
c.

sition Znd.deyelopment of skills in,both English and Spanish and to develop

a student body that is academically successful in the content areas of

Reading,,Language Arts, and Mathematics through a bilingual project_in

which they learn in their.dominant language while acquiting'skills in

English as.a Second Langpage. The third goal: is.'continualli to enhance

the positive self-concept of participating students by making them
6

knowledgeable and a6reOiative of their cultural heritage and.language.

Project Staff

.
The project is staffed by fiftY fall-time teachers; one project

directori.one assistant prOjert director, fdUr bilinguSl school coordi-,

nators, five bilingual resource teachers; forty-seven bilingual.professional

assistants and/or classrooM aides, one school/community liaison, and, a

curriculum coordinator. (Although Title VII funding pays for a portion of

the staffing, the District has absorbed the greater part-of the expenses

through tax levy monies or other reimbursable fanding.)

The information gathered.from Teacher/Teacher Aide Questionnaires

from the intensive sample shows that all teachers have bachelor's degrees

3 21.2
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and some have mastdt's degtees in the field of ecuation. Ovr 75% of.the

\teachers.have a bilingual/bicultural teaching credential; the reinainder

have a 'standard elementary credential. Half of the classroom aides had

.bachelor's degrees, but only one of the six held a.teaching credential.'

The intormatdon on the following chart was obtained from,question-

naires submitted to the classroom teachers end their aides whosg studentg

were included in the Impact:Study.

313
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS
Teachers Aides

Total number of teachers/aides in_Impact Study 9 6

.Total number of questionnaires received ; . 9 6

Highest earned college degree:

No degree

ttgree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or B.S. 3

Teaching credential only

M.A. or higher.

No response ,

Type of statc teaching credential Aeld:

Noa-,credentialed 4

Tetporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or 0.

emergency

Regular credent al

Bilingtial-biculturil teaching credential

No response 1

,

0
Years ot full-timeteaching experience:

-
Less than 1 year 2

1 year 1

2-years

3years

4-years,

5-9 years

10-19 years 2

20-29 years 1

30.Or more years

No response



rr

Years of teaChing in'a bilingual program: ,

L.ess than 1 year

:1 year

years

3 years
.-4 yeats

5 years

7. More than 5 years

No response

- Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

-- .1-5 quarter uuits (1-3 semester-hoUrs)

6-15 quarter units,(4-10 semester hours)

16:30 Adapter units (11-20 semester hours)

- Mbre than 30-quarter'units (more than 20 semester hrs.)

No collegc traini.ig in hi1ingaa1-bicu1tural

No response

')Teacheri Aides

1

4

2

4

fte

4

4-

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education: .

1 day or less

2:15 days

15-30 days ,

More than 30 days

None

No response

3jJ
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Sources of Projesunding,

The following funds live sPecific41y designated for and administered

by the bilingual. projeCt:

Title VII $310,844

Other Federal and State 70-

Other

. TOTAL $310,844

Per Pupil

In addition to the abOve, the following
( funds were designated for

bilingual project schools:

School A:

Federal and State $260,3'67

Other

$210.03

TOTAL $260,367

Per Pupil

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

School B

Federal and State $266,567

Other -0-

TOTAL f $266,567

Per:Tupil

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-

/ '

pants

School C

Federar and Stat.e.'

"Other

TOTAL

$260,367

-0-

$260,367

$188.26

$398.. 29

$216.72

$426.75

Per Pupil $210.65

Total per ptiPil,additional funds

for bilingual project partici-
pants $420.68

3 1 G
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A

Schbol D

Federal and State

Other

TOTAL

$221,580

-0-

.$221,580

Per_pupil $146.96

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-

.

pants

.CLASSROOM INFORMATION

$3.56.99

k

. Major Features of Classroons Observed .
The bilingual school coordfilators'in each of the.four projeCt,

schools Sulfill Ihe need for full-time, on-site coordination of

the program. All the coord/nators are bilingual/bicultural and

are certified teachers with a MinimUm'of five years teaching

experience in the classroom. The coordinator'S position in the'

school directly affects the treatment.of each participating

student. This person serves as a small-group/individual tutor in,
-

The coneent areas for a limited amount Of time every, day, a

liaison between,non-English-speaking parents,and school, a

materials-specialist, an on-site training agent in-methodology

and curriculum development, an intake counselor for new stddents

entering.the program, a community resource'cdunselor, and an

internal'evaluator of the program on a daily basis

There are seventeen bilingual professional assistants serging the

foUr project schools employed under Title VII to increase the'
--

effectiveness of the instructional component. All these assis
t

tants have bachelor's' degrees, and a large percentage have passed

state requirements for.the'city's.certificate of competency and

are studying to meet the requirements fbr tevhing licenses.

- The bilingual professional assistants are responsible for small-
,

group and individualized instruction. Some are assigned to.a

specific class and teacher, while'others go from class to class

,as needed.
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Impact Study Samples

One project classroom at each.of the grades . 2 3 4 1 and 6 was

selected. at random for observation.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 2

The class enrollment is thirty-five. 'It is made up of twenty-eight

Dominican students, three Puerto Rican students, .three South American

students, and one student from Central America., The entire class is made

up of native-Spanish speakers, and over 50% are Spanish-dominant bilinguals.

The teacher and aide are bilingual and of ,Iiispanic descent. There is

also a bilingUal student,teacher Who gives individualized English as a

Second Language (ESL) instruction and'helps with small Reading groups:

She is in the classroom ten'hours a week. 4

English Language Ins-truction for Native-Spanish Speakers

.'There are-sixteen students who receive intensive ESL instruction for

forty-five minutes daily. The main intent is to develop skills in oral
_ .

communication. Time is spent on vocabulary expansion exercises, phonics,

listening comprehension, auditbry discriminaiion, substitutiori drills,

and basic sentence patterns. The.use of Spanish at this time,is, allowed

only when.absolutely'hecessary. These students are not involved In an

English Reading program. They have been'grouped according.to laituage

needs and are in .the process of developing reading readinesa skills.
7

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speaker's

There are nineteen students who receive formal English Language Arts

instruction." (The sixteen students who receive ESL instruction usually

work with the aide at this time on pronunciation and phonics drills apart

1
from the rest of the class. At times these students do participate with

the others to develop listening skills in English.) 'The teacher instructs

for thirty minutes daily, and fifteen minutes Is devoted to seat.work and/

or individualized instruction for reinforcement and problans. .Time is

spent on capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar, poetry, story-

telling, and sharing to develop written and Oral language skills in

2278
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English. The teacher's manual from the Bank Street Reading Series is used

as a curriculum guide for English Language Ain instruction for full'inte-

gration with the Reading program.

Students are grouped. in three different sections according to ability.
_

The Reading period is forty-five minutes long, and the teacher divides her

between

_of the Reading program is to develop the necessary reading comprehension

and.listening skills in English. Oral language development skills_apa
=,

continuously reinforced. The 'major instructionaL materials-ale the'Bank

a Street Readers.

Spanish Language Instruction "for Native-Spanish and_Native-EngIish

Speakers
f

The teacher instructs, the entire 'class in Spanish language Artsfor

"sixty minutes daily. She has incluaed Reading as part of the Language -

Arts curriculum using the Laidlaw .series as the major textbook and work-
.

book ranging from levels 1-1 to 2-2. Time is spent on oral reading skills

including proper pronunciation, and on punctuation and comprehension o,f

basic.facts. Exe7cises are based on sequence and interpretation of ideas, .

grammar, and spelling. Supplementary reading raterial is available in the
(-

classroom as are experience charts and games.

. Mathematics Instruction ("-
\

The teacher hes designated-two groups for Mathematics instruction,

based on language proficiency. The major textbook used;is Mathematics,

. Level 2 (Silver Burdett). One group is made'up of twenty-four:bilingual

Students using the English version of the textbook., and the other group

. eleven Spanish Monolingual student uses the Spapish_version of the text-
.,

book and is taught in Stanish. .The teacher sPends app'roximately twenty

anutes with each grout) on concepts and MatheMatics calculations in

addition and subtraction.. BaSic ooncepts in tithe, weight,'and measure-
.

ment are taught. Instruction id both.groups is based.upon the second-.
,

grade curriculum guldelines set by the State. Counting beads the black-

aboard, and teacher-made materials and exercises are major instructional

materials.

3 "i4i.
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Instructional Strategies for Grade 3

The class enrollment of t e third -grade is twenty-six.students:

,twenty Dominican students, two Cuban students, three fuerto Rican students,

and one student from South America. The teacher and aide are bilingual

and/or of Hispanic.descent.

English Lang Instruction,for Native-Spanish Speakers

In teaching English Language Arts, the teacher often uses a second-

language learning approach which stresses oral language development, since

all the participating students (twenty-six) are native-Spanish.speakers.

Although there is heavy concentration on phonics, pronunciation, and ,

vocabulary expansion, written skills in English are also emphasized.
-

Approximately fifteen to twenty atinutes daily are spent on spelling. No

major textbook is used for English Language Arts instruction; however,

teacher-and district-developed materials are used'to supplement instruction

in the areas of capitalization, punctuation and grammar.

1

For Reading, the class is grouped according,to ability In Reeding,

and regtbuped upon the basis of need, -The major-textbooks used are from

theMacMillan series, ranging.from pre-primer level to grade 1. The

method employed is an experimental,Reading approach which builds upon

language that the student already understands and nses. A parallel.pro-

graril'of PhonicS is introduced in order to help:the Student learn the

sound system Of the English.language. Time.is spent in developing basic,

comprehension skills--sequence of ideas and recollection of facti.,,,

Spanish Language instruction for Native-Spanish SPeakers

Studenes are not grouped for Spanish Language Arts instruction; how-

ever, they are grouped aCcording to ability fpr Reading in the native

language. The teaching approach combines the use of a phonics program, a

language-experience orientation to.develop written and oral skills in

-Spanish; and the basal readers'and workbooks from the LaidlaW series.

The teacher and/or aide spends approximately-twenty-fiveminutes daily

with each Reading group and leaves fifteen minutes for individualized

instruction using the appropriate workbook to supplement the development

of comprehension skills. Approximately twenty minutes are spent daily on

320
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capitalization', punctuation, and grammatical structures in Spanish, and'

twenty-five MinUtes are. spent'on;spelling and vocabulary expansion

exercises:

MathematiCs Instruction

Students are divided into two groups according to languagelproficiency

levels rather than ability. The same material is taught in each group.

The tem.students who receive intensive ESLrinstruction receive small-group

instructionand,individual attention with the classroom aide in Spanish.

The,other-group receives bilingual instruction from the teacher. New con-
.

cepts are presented in Spanish;-follow-up and review lessons are presented

in English for the.purpose of reinforcing the concept as well as of learn-

ing and utilizidg the, appropriate English vocabulary. The Mathematics

curriculum for the third grade covers the princiPles of addition, sub-

traction, multiplication; division, fractions, percentages, geometry, and

basic concepts in measurement and algebraic formulas. At the..time of the

classroom observation, both grodps were being taght the multiplication

tables-=by flash card method in whatever,language the student felt Most

comfortable.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 4

The total enrollment of the fourth grade is thirty7two.students.

EthniCally the class is made up of one. Central American'student, two

Cuban Students, twenty-three Dominican students, foui Puerto Rican std-

dents, and two South American studentS.

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

there are two levels'bf ESL instructionL-beginning andAntermediate--,?

taught by'different teachers at different grade levels. Thirteen students
4

receiVe such.instruction daily. Spanish.ianot used unleas absolutely

necessary as the'teaching methOdology employed is total immersion in

English. There is .constant drilling of pr-onunciation, sentence patterns, .

sentence completion, and.vocabulary building. The major focu6 of the ESL

program is to develop oral-language abilities, confidence in speaking, add

listening skills. Phonics and auditory discritlinations are stressed.daily.

22-11
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At the time of the observation, 'eleven of the thirteen students receiving

ESL were nonreaders. In .addition to the fegular forty-five minute ESL

.period, approximately 3 3/4 hours a week are spent on small-group instruc-

tion with the classrooM aide or individualized instruction with the bilin=

gual coordinator to develop Reading readiness skills mainly focusing upon
-

sight vocabulary and basic decoding skills. When English Reading groups

are formed, these eleven students receive intensive ESL instruction.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

The entire-class receives English Language Arts instruction. The

approach 'used is one appropriate for second-language learners, since over

60i of the class is SpaniSh dominant. ApproXimately forty-five minutes

. daily are spent 'On-Capitalization, pUndtuation, spelling,,and.grammar:

Great emphasis is.placed upon/phonids and pronunciation. Experience' charts,.

-short"stories, teacher-developed materials, poetry, and prose, are all 'used

as Sedia of instrudtion .in-English Language Arts. The major goal is to.

'develoP'an underatanding of how the English language functions ahd to build

confidence in oral communication.'

For Reading inatruction, the.class is divided into three Reading

groups, based-onability. The designation of jevels As determined by a

teacher-made scale based on.vodabulary usage, punctuation, comprehension,

and general reading 'habits. (The students read different passages, each at

a differept leVel ranking from grades 1 through 4. Then, teacher observation

and assessment determine the group into which the student is placed.) The

,major textbook series used is the Ginn 360 Reading Series,, ranging from

levels 1-2 to 3-2. Approximately twenty-five minutes are spent with each

group developing decoding,skills through auditory,discrimination exercises,

phonetic and structural word analysis, sentence patterns, left-to-sight

orientation, and punctuation. Oral reading and recollection of facts in

sequence are also taught. Approximately twenty minutes aaily are sPent

_

on independent wbik.'

3 2 2
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S anish Lan ua e Instruction for Natiye-S anish and NatiVe,En lish

.Speakers

The class is not grouped for Spanish Language Arts. Approximately

forty-five minutes daily are spent on such instruction.. There is greater

concentration on grammatical structures and spelling than in the teaching

of English Language Arts. The importance of correct pronunciation, use

of accent *larks, punctuation, 'and capitalization is stressed heavily'.

Much time is spent on oral and written composition practice, creative

witing, vocabulary expansion, dictionary practice, and the use of metaphor

and analogy.

For.Spanish Reading, the class is divided into two groups according

to-ability, which is assessed by the teacher. Tbe major textbooks used

are from the Laidlaw series, rangingfrom levels 3-1 to 3-2. Approximately

menty-five minutes daily are spent with each group for (1) oral reading

practice emphasizing pitch, intonation; and juncture;'(2) comprehension

practice in making association, identifying actions, following dikections,

recollection of facts, and drawing conclusions; (3) expressive language

practice in retelling stories, verification of facts, inferential-con-
,

clusion drawing, and identification of main ideas. During the observation,

the-thajor instruction material used was a large clipboard with lined paper,

somewhat like an experience-chart. The teacher wrote out the story used

for the Reading lesson, used a pointer to focus upon phoneticistructures

:and pronunciation,.and also outlined the sequence of events as the group

recalled the fact's: Key vocabulary words in the story were undeflined,

and comprehedsion questions were written out. The clipboard was also used

for choral reading approximately five minutes daily.. The teacherDworked

with each student in the group individually. Approximately. ten to fifteen

minutes aaily are,spent- on seat work.

Mathematics Instruction

Students are divided into two groups.according to ability and

language proficiency. The majoetextbook used is Matemgtica (Silver

'Burdett), Level 4. This is Tinly.used aS a reference book to supplement

,board work and teacher-made games, exergises,, and drills. 'At the time of

I r"
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obseiVatiofi,'the classrobd teacher was working witA a .g.roup of t nty-one

Studenta, and the cragarooth.aide was working individuallx with four.stu-

. 'dents, one of whom had never attended.school before and was at kindergarten

- level, learning thow to count. Approximately.forty7fIve minutes daily are

.spent on Mathematics instruttion which covers the basic fourth-grade our-$

rdculum and is taught bilingually. The blackboard is used as\the major'

instructional material so that wOrk problems in addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division may be vieWed by all. Each student has his/

her own,notebook whithserves the purpose of a dai.ly Mathematics journal.

-InstructiO'hal Strategies for Grade 6

The sixth grade has ananpllment of thirty-two students.. It.is .

ethnically composed oLoneCentral American.student, two Cuban students;
,

twentythree dOminican,students, four ruerto Rican studeftis; and two stu-

dents'from Sopth AMerica. The teacher and aide are,both bilingual and.Of

Hispanic desCent,

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

Twenty-three students receive fromal English Language Arts .

-
instrucdon daily, while the other ten receive intensive English as a

4

second Language (ESL) instruction. On' a weekly basis, 'approximately,

seventy:five Minutes are spent on spelling, seventy-fiVe minutes on

grammar, and.thirty minlites op capitalization and punctuation.... The SRA.

Language'Arts Kits are used fifteen to forty-five minutes,weekly.

1 ,

, English language Instruction for Native-Spanish- Speakers

There_are ten students (receiving intensive ESL instruction daily with

the classroom aide and/or the bilingual school coordinato.r. The main focus

of the ESL program. is to develop appropriate oral language skills. The

_ curriculum includes pronunciation drills, sentence pattern drills, sentence
,

completion drills, and vocabulary expansTon drills. The major portion of
.

the forty7five-minute period is spent on structure dialogues and/or con

trolled conversibn in-drder eo develop the understanding that words, word

order,.and intonation convey meaning. There is no major textbook for ESL
_

instruction.
a. 32,1
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Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-English

Speakers

The class is not grouped'for'Spanish as a Second Language (SSL)

instruction. The major texthooks used are the Santillana serAs;4Senda

and FichaS del Trabajo, Levels 1. and 5;.and from the Laidlaw series, .

Por los CaMinos del Mundo, Level 4.' The workbooks from each of the series

re used as the major instructional materials' for Language Arts which'is

based on.grammatical structures, usage,,end written composition practice.

For Spanish Reading,i the class is divided into four groups based on

ability. Approximately twenty to twenty-five minutes are spent with each

' group which is taught by the clastroom aide and teacher.. Within each group,4

approximately ten to fifteen minUtes are spent on oral reading practice

and/or choral reading. The major emphasis is placed on developing readivg

comprehension skills.

ti 7

Cultural Component
0

The culturaljoomponent-prOvides ababkground in-the cultural and
j.

historical
I.

heritage of participating students4n the project. Etphais is
I /

placed 'upon the interrelationship of culture,,language, and self-Adentity.

Teachers make use of district-created cultura1)1 units and multimedia

materials relating to the content,of Caribbean culture in the areas of

1§ocial Studies, Spanish Language, History,-Art, and Music.

,

. The cultural component-makes-up part of the overall Social Studies

curriculum es prescribed by the tity'.s Board of Education. In.one of the

schoolS, in the second grade observed, there is a large concentration of

students from the Dominican Republic; therefore, the -curriculum is geared

to relate to the needs of that population. In the third, fourth, and

fifth grade.; observed, approximately 200 minutes each week are devoted to

Social Studies which includes the historical and cultural background of .N)

the participating students: Map study skills are also incOrporated into

the Social Studies curriculueto enhance the students' awareness of,geo-
.

graphical origins.

3 2 5
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_

Parent and Community Involvement

In eachof the project-schools, parents and teachers confer on a for-
:

Mal basis at least three times yearly. On an average, 65% of'the parenta
-

-attend theee conferences. In cases where parents are, unable to attend,

teachers contact them by-telelihone, or the bilingual coordinator of that

particular school visits- them at their homes. Less than two-thirds of the

parentsattend ?roject- and/or district-sponsored' functions;auch as open

houses.and class parties. .Parents and community member's serve on the . .

Advisory Committee whia is responsible for making policy decisions related

to the bilingual project. At-least Once a semester the bilingual coordi-.

nators hdld a workshop With teachers and 'parents. ofthe itticipating
..

students in-the program to discuss curridulumand project goala. 'Avery

small number of parents serve as volunteera in'the bilingual classroom.

c
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PROJECT 23

PROJECT INFORMATION.

Project Context and Target.Population

. The district in which the project operates iS divided into regions.
1.

The Title. VII project operates inone of the twenty schbols' in one region.

It.is-part of the District's comprehensive bilingual/bicultural program

which-serVes as an unbrella for,all the different projects within the

regions. .15asically, the Title VII pre4e4tcalls for bilingual/bicuitural

achieVement.Centeis at the school in which it operates. Although the

,,Title VII achievement centets are part pf the District's program,-it

funded solely.bY.Title VII and oPerates As.a,separate project. The other

projects under the district comOrehensive bilingual/biculturAL-program ar9

funded by other federal,.state, and.lodallunds.
.

The Title VII project was initially funded in 1972. It serves 200

st4dents in gtades.1 through 6. APproximately 40% of. the students are

from Spanish-speaking families. The majority of the students come from

migrant working families. The school is locatedjn a large industriat city;

however, the majoriey of the families served by thiS.school work in the

wrrounding farms.' The 'city workers have semiskilled jobs in canning

industries,and other factories. Average annual gross income for these

families is44,000 to $6,000. Following available jobs results in a

high mobility rate which greatly affects student achievement. The problem

is intensified because-the majority of these students are Spanish dominant

and some are Spanish monolingual.

GOa1s-;aiid.0jeCtives

The intent of this.Title VII project is to establish within. thatarget'
_ ,

school two_Bilingual Achievement Centers (one in the area of'Reading/

Language Arts and,the,other:in MathematfCs/Science).., Each-Center utilizes

an individualized approach-to:instruction.- These centers focus upon several

critical educational meeds: (1) to iMpróve theReading and Mathematics
. .

3
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achievement levels, of elementary grade students of liniited English-

speaiingabillty, and (2);to Upgrade permanently the inatructiona1

CurricUlum for these student's.

Additionally, theTroject provides instruction in the cultural
i

-

heritage of different groups. The expected outcome is'two-fold: (1) Such

activities will promote cultural awareness and acceptanCe among different

. elhhic groups, and (2) the self-image of students of limited English-

speaking ability will be enhanced through the study of positive character-

istics and contributions of Hispanics in differenefields of hUan knoWledge

and inteiaction.

Project Staff

Project staff includes four teachers, six aides, one curriculum/

materials specialist, one project director, one secretary, and one

project coordinator. All staff members are Hispanic and English/Spanish

.bilingual.

The information on the folloWing chart was obtainegLfrom questi4nnaires

submitted to the classroom teachers and their aides whose students were

included in the Impact Study.

23-2
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS
Teachers Aides

Total number of teacheri/aides in Impact Study
-

Total number of, questionnaires received

Highest earned college degree:

No degiee

Degree or,diploma based on less than 4 yearg of work

B.A. or B.S.

,Teaching credential only

M.A. or higher

No reiTonse

Type of state teaching credential held:

Noil:-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No response

Years of futli-time teaching experience:

Less Oran 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years.

4 years

5-9. years 1

10-19 witrs 1

20-29 years

30 or more years

po response 4

ti
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Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

Less than 1 year

1 year_

/ years

3 years

4 years

5 years

More than 5 years

No response

Teachers Aides

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units.(1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester liours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)

More than 30 quarter units (more thai 20 semester hrs.)

No college training in bilingual-bicultural

N9 response

''Amount of time s ent in inservice or school district

workshops Specifically devoted to'bilingual-bicultdral

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days

15-10 days

More than 30 days

None

No response

23-4
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Sources of Project.Funang

'-The iailoWing funds were specifically designated for- and administered

by the bilingual project:41

- Title VII . $110,000

Other Federal and State -0-
, ,;

Othe'r.(Private Foundation)' .

TOTAL
%

: $110,000

Per pupil $550"

In addition to the aboke; the_following.funds were designated for
,

bilingual'project schools:

Federal anti State $270,000

Other -0-

TOTAL $270,000

Per puPil

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

$370

$920

The district average per pupil cast is $1,200, Approximately $2,100

is the.average per pupil cost in the bilingual project in this school.

I

CLASSROOM 'INFORMATION

MajOrFeatures of the Classrooms Observed.

With the exception of a classroom that combines grades 3; 4, and 5,

the classes observed employ traditional instructional sCrategies.. Only

a few stUdents are involVed in activities at the Bilingual Achievement

Centers.. Thos'e students.who Participate in the morning activities at the

Centers join the re'gular assigned class in the afternoon for Musici Art,

Physical Education, Social Studies, etc.'

.
The afternoon schedule of the tenters is Modeled after the morning'

schedule. The students served in the afternoon haVe already participated'

in.reg4lar school activities with their assigned classes.

331
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'Impact .Study Samples

Alriginally,.t470 schools and eleven classrooms were included in the

Impact-Study samples. 43f these; five in one school were comparison class-
. ,

rooms. Changes in-district policy regarding integration resulted in

xeassignnent of studerits to different'schools. Eventually, the.sample was

reduced to'include only six classes at one school- Of these, three classes

mere included in the Intensive Study for classroom Obaervation and data

collection.

'As previously explained, only a few students in each of the-classroons

observed are in the bilingual project. .For pu rposes of the study,.the

classrooms where these students are assigned mere designated as bilingual

classes and therefore cover all instructional strategies de scribed. The

classrooms obseryed include .one second grade, one fifth grade, and one

class that combines grades 3, 4, and 5. The students in the combined class

are Spanish dominant.

Instructional Strategies for crade.2'
or-

Major Features

The class observed has a total enrollment of thirty-two students.

Twelve,students are of Mexican ethnic background, one is South'American,

nine are black, 'and ten are white non-Hispanic. The teacher is Hispanic

and bilingual. There are two aides .61at provide instruction during the

Reading and Mathematids periods only.. Both are white non-Hispanic and.

Enpish monolingual. Of the teotal class, only four Spanish-dominant

tudentn participate in the Bilingual Achievement Centers. Tne rest of

the class participates in regular school activities only.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

Native-English speakers reCeive 6 3/4 hours a week of EngliSh Language

Arts and Reading instruction. Students receive instruction in English

grammar and mechanics, spelling, creative writing, and oral language

development. There is no grouping for these content areas. Instruction

'is for the entire'class with tutoring provided by one of the aides:

332
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Reading is separate with grouping according to ability based on.grade

level material. There are,two main groups. One high group works with the

teacher, and one medium/low group works with the aide. In addition to

regular Reading in the class, seven students from the medium/low group

receive Remedial Reading instruction with the Reading,specialist. These

students spend an additional four hours a week in English,language

instruction.

Textbooks used in English Language Arts are New Faces, New Places

(Follett Co.), Sign Posts (Houghton-Mifflin Co.), and Basic Goals in

Spelling (McGraw-Hill Book Co.),

English LangUage.Initruation for Native-Spanigh Speakers

The four students that are native'Spanish-speakers receive English

Language, Arts instrupSion with the entire class. English Reading is

taught separately, and an English as a Second Language approach is used.'

The classroom teachei provides this instruction to the. group. Approximately

four hours a week are spent in English Reading. The other 2 3/4 hours a
5

week are used for Language Arts instruction. .The Spanish-dominant group

and-the rest of the%class use- the same textbooks.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

The four Spanish-dominant, students alSo receive Spanish language'

. instruction. Spanish Language Arts (SLA) is'taught tWice a week for forty

ndnutes each.meeting. The emphasis is on teading with some instruction in

Spanish grammar and.spelling. The SLA teacher works with only these four

students 'at this time, maintaining the small-group process for individualized

instruction. All instruction is based'on the Spanish Curriculum Develop-. 4

ment Center (SCDC) series.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

. There is no Spanish language instruction for the native-English speakers

ir this class.

33.3
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MathetaticS Instruction
.

All students receive Mathematics instruction with the regular class.

Three and a half hours a week-ere allotted far Mathematics. There is one.

aide in addifion to the,teacher during theMethematics period. Usually

the teacher provides instruction:during the first ten or fifteen ninutes.

Afterward, both the teacher-and ihe aide provide dmdividual or Small-group

instruction as needed by the students. Instruction ds in English; however,

the teacher will use_Spanish with the Spanish-doninant students when

necesSary for greater. comprehension. Besides the textbook Math for

Individual Achievement (HOughton-Mifflin Co.), additional instruction

material include exercise sheets, games, and flash cards.

Cultural Component

Only the four Spanish-dominant students that receiVe Spanish Reading

'instruction are eXposed to the cultural conponent of the project. During

the Reading period, the students have the opportunity tO learn more about

their culture. Various aspects of the Mexican culture are .integrated as

reading material in Spanish Reading. .Teacher-developed work sheets and

. displays are-used for cultural ewareness. The students learn about legends,

famous people, art, food, games, and music pertaining-to their culture.
.

In addition to the teacher-developed materials, additional cultural knowledge.-

is obtained from the Spanish Reading textbooks.

The cultural component is net a separate unit. Instructional tine

Spent in this subject cannot be calculated since it is integrated with

Spanish Language Arts.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 5

Major Features

Of a total, of thirty-One students, fourteen are of Mexican ethnic

background, one is from Central America, eight are black, and eight are

white non-Hispanic. Only one student is Spanish dominant and receives

Spanish Language Arts instruction. This student and two other bilingual

3 3
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students also participate in the Acheivement Center forjlathematiCS'

instruction. Aside from these two class features, all instruction and

actiVities are with the regular class. The teacher is white non-Hispanic

and English monolingual. There is no aide in this class,.

English Language Instruction fOr Native-English Speakers

The entire'class receives instruction in English grammar and mechanics,

spelling, creative writing, poetry, phonics, and comprehensive reading.

There is no.special gronping.for instruction in these areas. ApProximately

.eleven hours-a week are allotted for English language instruction. At.this

grade level, much independent work is assigned. The teacher provides

as iuch.individual instruction as possible during periods of independentl,

work.

Five.students_in this class also receive. Remedial Reading inseruction

with the Reading specialist. An additional four hours' a week ara.spent in

English Language Arts (ELA).by these students.

The Controlled Reading Serie's (Education Development Laboratories

and Basic GOals in Spelling are the main.textbooks used in the class.

Additional inStructional material includes workbooks, charts, And cassettes

for-listening comprehension.:

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers°

here is only one Spanish-dominant student inthis class. The student

receives. all English language instruction with the regular clasgroom.

. Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Aside from the grade level material studied, there is no difference

in instructional strategies as used for the Spanish-dominant student in

the second grade observed. (See the Spanish Language Instruction for

Native-Spanish Speakers section of Instructional Strategies for Grade 2.)

:Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

There is no Spanish language:instruction for native-English speakers.
0

.
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Mathematics Instruction for Native-English _.Speakers

Four hours-a webk are allotted for Mathematics instruction. Of the

thirty-one students, twenty-eight receive instruction With.the xegular

class, All instruction is 111 English And is directed to the entire class.

Usually the teacher assigns work. or presents new material the first ten'or:

. fifteen minutes of class time. Afterward, the'teacher provides individual

instruction as needed by each student. The textbook Sets'and Numbers

(ginger CO.) ds used by the class.

Mathematics Instruction.for Native-Spanish Speakers

The other three 'students receive Mathematics instruction in the

Achievement Center. Instruction is individualized, and each student works

independently from the rest.of the class. Although the teacher and the

aide are bilingual, the materials are all in Fngliah. Direct translation

is made when necessary fdr better understanding. The textbooks and

materials used in the Mathematics laboratory are Exploring Elementary

Mathematics (Holt Co.),, Elementary Mathematics (Heath CO.), Learning New

Skills.in Math (Continental Press), Modern school Mathematics (Houghton-

Mifflin. Co.), and the SRA series which inclucies Fact Kit and Comptapes.

Cultural Component

There is no cultural component for this class. Only one Spanish-

dominant student is exposed to the cultural component in Spanish Language

Arts. Aside from the grade level material studied, there is, no difference

in instructional strategies as used for the Spanish-dominahe students in

the.second grade observed. (See Cultural Component section in Instructional

Strategies for Grade. 2.).

Instructional Strategies for the Combined
Grades 3, 4, and 5 English as a Second Language Class

Major Features

There ere thirty students in the combined grades I, 4, and 5 English

as a Second Language .(ESL)-cl4ss. All the students are Hispanic. Eleven.
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are.Spanish-dominant,"fifteen are bilingual, and-four are English-dOminant.

The_four English-dominant,students have been placed in this -class in'an

effort to obtain higher achieVemeht In English Language Arts. The
.

'instructor ,and the aide are Hispanic and bilingual..

Basically, there -ate four groups, two beginner and two advanced. In
-

the morning, one beginner group and one advanced group receive English

language instruction,whiZe the other two groups; receive Mathematics and

Spanish Language-Arts instruction plus involvement in regular school'

activitiesIn the afternoon, .the two groups in the morning ESL class

receive instruction in other subject areas while the other two groups

receive English larrguage instruction.

English Language Instruction for ative-English Speakers
,

The fOur native-English speaks recetve English-as a Second Language

instruction with the rest of the cl s

English Languag" Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

A total. of 11 1/4 houts a week are spent in the. English as a Second

Language lab. The students receiVe instruction in .English grammar and

mechanics, spelling, creative.writing, phonics, and comprehensive reading:

.Usually there are three task centers in the lab. One center is.for oral

reading with the teacher, another center is for written and oral work with

the aide, and the third center is for independent work using audiovisual

equipment,- including tapes, cassettes, records, and filmstrips, for

listening comprehension and reading improvement. Each student has the

responsibility of completing assigned tasks at each of_the three centers.

Instruction is in English, often with the use of direct translation.

The tektbooks used are.Learning American English (Grant-Taylor), American

English (Heath Co.), and the Education Development Laboratories series.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

The four natiVe-English speakers receive Spanish language instruction

With the rest of the class.
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Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Other than the number .of students in the class and' the grade level

materials being studied, there is no difference between tht instructional,

strategies for this group and thostused for the Spanish-dominant student

in the second grade observed. (See Spanish Language Instruction section,

in Instructional Strategies for drade.2.)

Mathematics Instruction

This7Class studies Mathemaric4 in the Achievement Center. All
. .

instructional strategies and materials are the same as those for the

Spanish7dom1nant-students in the fifth grade observed. (See Mathematics

jnstruction section in Instructional Strategies for Gradel%.) s

Parent and Community Involvement

The operational design of the Project includes a parental/community

involveMent component. The Bilingual Advisory Council provides input in

the.planning activities,.and evaluation of the project. Besides the

Council, provision has been made for a parent education component which

includes parents in inservice training workshops along with the project

staff.

Parents are encouraged to attend and participate in school board and.

advisory council meetings. Direct-cOmmunication is also maintained by the

teachers through parent conferences.and involvement in classroom activities..
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PROJECT 24

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target.Population

The District serves a city of 65,000 people. Eighty-five percent of .

the city's populationis oi Mexican-American descent; 14%,is white non-

Hispanic; and less than ais black. According to the-1970 census; 47.6%

.of the total population is living below the poverty level..

Project 24'began in the 1971-72 school'year:wfth twaptp-sik teachers

and twelve elementary, schoolsInvolved- in tntructing 652 itudentsXat the

kindergarten level. The project served a totarbf 1;503 thirdand,fourth.-

graders In thirteendifferent schools ddring:the'1975-76 school year: Tn
I

addition, Title I funding and.supplementary local fund's supp4ted bilingual

education in kindergarten through grade 2.for over 2880 students.. The .

previous year, 1,562 students in the second and third grades received bi-

lingual instruction through Title VII, nçi the rest were funded .through

Title I,:state, and local monies.

,The District serves an area of approximately 90 square Miles and1con-

sists Of.eighteen elementarY schools,'four intermediate schools, three

high schools, and one school for eXceptional students. The total student

enrollment at the end of January 1975 was 21,016,3 which represents an,in-'

crease of about 420 over the enrollthent at the same time the previous .

A

The geographic area served by the school district has had a Spanish-

speaking tradition and culture fot many.generations. Of the total district

enrollment, approximately 75%-of he pupils are Spaniah-dominant bilingual

and alsignificant proportion enterschool speakinglonly Spanish. Because

of ita proximity to Mexico, the school district is additionally faced with

inco4Porating approximately BOO Mexican immigrants who enroll-annually.

Approximately,85% of the students are Mexican-Americans; of these, the

majority encounter considerable difficulty in acquiring the skills Of

basid English.

2471
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In-most project schools, the population-is almost 100% Mexican-Ameripan.

There is.:no Separation of students by language or ethnic background in the

twO schools Vliere some white non-Hispanic students/participate in project

activities,, Parents are free to cheose the.school they prefer for their

children since the school districedhas a non-Xoning system. .According to

,some principals.interviewed, the majority of the.whlte non-HisPanic

students attend private schools.

The majority of the principals interviewed indicated that the housing

pattern in their school attendance area consists' of both single-unit

dwellings and muleiple-unit dwellings which are mostly housing projects

or qpartments. The ,housing,conditions in many pfoject school attendance

areas are 640.,dered_to be extremely-poor. Many families live witNout the

use of electricity and running water, and disease is'a major problem in the

target population areas.
;

Themajority ofkhe school principals interviewed esti ate the ave age

gross annual income maintained by the families in their scho 1 attendance .

area to be approximately $4,000. Most heaCts of families ar ploYed as.
. _.

laborers nd semiskilled workers. Some are farm workers. mobility

rateyaried from 5* to 22% in schools participating in the project. Some

Areas seem to be more established than others'. Those schools with higher
I

mobility rates serve target areas where most famiiles Ave'in housing'

projects or are migrant farm workers.

,
While the District has a special seasonal migrant sehool, a numbet of

mikrant students'attend project schools by choice. Provision is made by
.

the District'to include theie pbpils in the regular curriculum..-They
r .

receive services offered to Title I and Title VII pupils plus extra. -

tutorial Reading and Mathematics clyses., .1
.r

Goals and/or Objectives

The basic pedagogical philosophy the project strives for is one of

humanistic.instruction. The,aim i§ to facilitate the growth of a billn-

gually/biculturally functioning person who'feels good about himself/herself

and can relate well to others. The project goals for the academic year

1975-76 include the implementation of a series of innovative approaches

in bilingual education:
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New curriculum and instructional mode_1s re vant.to student

need$

Meaningful community participation

Innovative instructional materials which will reflect the

experience of the students

Staff development in which the university Will play a major

role,

An evaluation design to measure the achievement of project

objectives

'Project. Staff

The project staff consists of the Project Director; one domrunity/

school liaison, 'three curriculum/materials specialist's, and twenty-five

aides' (one.for every two 'classrooms). 'All of theSe project $taff are eni-

ployed full-time and are bilingual Hispanics. In.addition .to,this st$ff,

a part-time professional consultant and fifty full-time teachers (of whom

forty are Hispanic and ten are white.non-HiSpanic) partiCipate in'the:
-

projedr. he teachers'are funded by state end local funds. Forty-five of
.

these teachers are bilingual, and five are English-dominant. ,ApProximately

90% of the project teachers are bilingual, and all have atleast $

bachelor's degree.
/

In addition to this bilingual staff, there are also two full-time

psychologists, twenty-three full-time'learning disabilities teachers,

four full-tfme speech end hearing specialists, and approximatelY twenty-.

six volunteers within theachool district. .

The information on the following chart was obtained from quest:fon-

naires submitted to the classroom teachers'and their aides-Whose students

were included in the Impact Study.
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS
Teachers Aides

Total nuMberHof teachert/aides in Impact Study 10 10

Total.number of questionnaires receiVed
9 7

Highest earned college degree:

No degree 6

Degree'or diploma based on less than 4 years of vork 1

B.A. or B.S.

Tedching credential only
0

ILA. or higher

No response .

3

Type of statc teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed
5

Temporary, provisional, partiatfulfillMent, or

emergency

Regular credential

Bilihgual-bicultural teaching credential

No response

Years of full-time teaching experience:

6

111.
2

Less than 1 year
2

1 year,

12 years.:

1

1

3'years

4 yers
2 1

5-1 years
3 2

10-19.years
1

20-29.years

30 or miiire years.
-

.

No response
1
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Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

Less than 1 year

year

2 years

34.ears

.4 y6ars

.5 years

More than 5 years

NO response

Teachers Aides

6 2

1

2 1

2

1

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)

lgore than 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.)

No collegc trrin4ng in bilingual-bicultural

No response

Amount of time spent in inservite or school district:

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

.1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than 30 days

None

No iesponSe

3 4 3
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Sources of Project Furding,c,

The following fUnds were specifically designated for and adminisLered

by the bilingual project:

Title VII $260,000

Other Federal and State -0-

Other -0-.

.'TOTAL $260,000

. Per pupil $173.00

. In addition to the above, the following funds-were designated for

bilingual project schools:

All Project Schools:

Federal and State

Other

_ TOTAL

Per pupil $221.00

Total per pupil additonal.funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants $394.00

* Federal and state funds which are.primatily from Title I and
the Title I Migrant program are allocated equally across .schools
on a per pupil basis."

CLASSRO M INFORMATION

\\

Impact StudY\ Samples

Out of five third-gtade bilingual classrooms selected to participate

in the AIR Impact Study, one was randomly selected to be included in the

intensive sample for more detailed observation. but of five fourth-

grade classroOms selected to participate in the AIR ihpact Study, two

were randomly selected for detailed classroom observation'in this study:-
,

-
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Instructional Strategies for Grade 3

Major-Features

This third-grade classroom consists of thirty-three Mexican-American

students of whom eight are English monolingual. No second language in-

struction is given formally. However, English as a Second Language teach-

ing is incorporated into all other areas for the benefit of the Spanish-
,

dominant students. Some Spanish Language concepts are introduced infor-

mally to the eight English-dominant students. However, Spanish is not

stressed by the teacher, who emphasizes English language skills.

English Language_Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish

Speakers

Written Language Arts instruction covers capitalization, writing

. mechanics, spelling and grammar. The class spends approximately. one7half

hour dailY on direct instructional time and about one-half hour daily on

independent written Language Arts work. The teacher primarily teaches-by

an entire-clPss, question-answer technique and supplements this with some

group instruction. The aide mostly works with students on an indiVidual

basis, especially with those who are non-English-speakers.

Oral Language Arts instruction takes place in the form Of.poetry,

storytelling, choral reading, and sharing skills. The teacher estimates

that approximately fifteen minutes a week are devoted to these skills.

A

Phonics and library4 skills are taught-on an entire-class basis. Four

non-English speakers receive individual instruction in Reading from the

aides while the-teaCher instructs three different reading groups in turn.
_-

Group A consists of ten high-ability bilingual students; Group B, of ten

medium-ability bilingual students; and Group C, of thirteen Spanish-domi-

nant low-ability students. The criteria for designating the grouping

pattern are based upon the previous year's ability grouping plus teacher

observation and pretest scores. Major textbooks include Adventures in

English, Experiences in English, and the Reading series, Air Pudding and

Wind Sauce (Economy).

While no Remedial Reading or Mathematics programs are provided at the
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third-grade level, three students participate in Language Learning Disa-

'bilities (LLD), speech.disabilities, and oral English lani;uagedisabilities

.programs.

Spanish Language Instructik.w for Native-Spanish and Native-English Speakers

No written and oral Spanish Language Arts instruction is given sepa-

rately in this classroom since the teacher concentrates on developing

English skills. ' Spanish Reading is held once a week, and the students are

grouped by ability. They are rarely regrouped.

I

, According to the teacher interviewed, 1/2 hour a week is spent on

direct or guided ihstruction and about forty-five minutes are de oted to

independent work'. The major skills covered.are phonics And Reading comPre-

hension. .Both the aide and the teacher participate in Spanish,Rerding

'instruction and uSe the textbook, Senda, Lengua Nacional 3 (Educacion Santi
i

Uana).. The teacher indicates, however, that thia Reading.series is very-

difficult for .the students in het class.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics instruction is given for forty-five minutes daily. on A

.whole-class basis. The teacher used both Spanish and English and covers

the skills of addition, subtraction, and multiplication. New math concepts

are employed by using the textbook, Elemehtary School Mathematics (Addison-

Wesie.) , The bilingual aide works with students needing individual help

and occasionally groups the students for extra help in specific'skills.

The teacher estiMates that approximately fifteen.minutes daily are

devoted to independent work while twenty minutes, daily are devoted to

director-guided instruction.

Cultural Component

A cultural component is not taught separately in this classroom.but

is incorporated into other subject areas. The cultural activities include

studying Art, legends, games, Geography, History, Music, people, and

holidays. Both Spanish and English are used during the course of the
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particular activity. The teacher estimates that approximately one hour a

week *(twice a week) is devoted to these activities within their related

subject areas.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 4

Major Features

One fourth-grade classiöom consists of twenty-nine students and the

other, of thirty-two students. The ethnic composition of both classrooms

is 100% Mexican-American. The larger classroom acquired a new first-year

teacher during the 1975-76 school year. The smaller classroom is situated

in a school which uses a team-teaching instructional approach and uses

specialfied teachers for Physical Education and Music instruction.

English Language Instruction for Native-English and NativeSpanish Speakers

.The large class receives written Language Arts instruction on an

entire-class basis from the classrOom teacher while the aide supplements

the teacher instruction on.an individual basis with five students. The

smaller classroom is divided.among three team teachers according-to reading

groups for written-languagelift4ruction. Both fourth-grade classrooms

receive 2 1/2 hours of written Language Arts. Approximately half.the time

iSutilized,for instruction and the other half for indeiendent study:

Oral Language Arts is taught by the same grouping arrangement a's in

written Language Arts for each respective classroom. One classroom

emphasizes poetry, storytelling, and sharing skills while the other

.emphasizes storytelling, choral reading, and sharing. While the larger

classroom spends approximately two hours a week on oral Language Arts,

the'other spends an'aVerage of about one-half to one hour a week.

Both fourth grades consist of fOur ability-grouped reading clusters

: ranging from high to low/remedial. The classroom aide in both classrooms

'assists only with the low reading groups. Again, the larger classroom

receives instruction mainly from the bilingual classroom teacher while

the.other is divided'among three.teachers.' In the team-teaching situation,-

the bilingual-teacher is paired withtwo English-monolingual,'non-Hispanic
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teachers. The bilingual teacher is.responsible for _the two low groups

which consist of two loii=ability Slianish-oriented itudents in each section.

Each clasproom receives five hours of Reading instruction on a weekly

basis. In addition to the grouping for written and Oral Language Arts in

the teamrteaching situation, the bilingual_teacher:also covers some of

these topics by a whole,,class-approach during her hoMeroom section. The

criteria for grouping are based upon diagnostic tests, teacher observation,

and the previous year's records. Groups. change rarely. Both fourth-grade

'Actions use the Reading series, Windows,'Doorwaya, and Bridges (Scott

Foresman) and Exploring in English (Laidlaw).

Spanish Language Arts for Native-Spanish and Native-English Speakers

Spanish Language Arts is taught, on'an entire-classapproach in the

self-contained classroom. Written Language Aria skills include capifali-

zation, punctuation, and spelling, 'Oral Language Arta consists of poetry
0

and choral reading. Reading compiehensin, phonics skills, and oral and

written Spanish Language Arts are not taught separately, but, rather as one

subject.

Both the classroom teacher and the aide yiarticipate in Spanish in-
,

attuction which for the most part consists of oral drills. Three students

of high Spanish reading ability receive extra individual attention.

Approximately ,2 1/2 houra,a weekare devoted td'the instruction of SOanish
;

in this class.

,
The other classroom receives Spanish instruction on an entire-class

basis aa.well as-in grOups by the bilingual teacher and aide- The class

is divided.intojfour groups consisting of six to eight pupils eaCh.

' Written Language Arts skills include capitalization, punctuation, spelling,

and grammar. Approximately fifteen minutes a week is spent on actual

instruction and about 1 1/2 hours a week is spent on independent study in

this ared'within the.Reading period..

Oral Language Arts consists of.dramatic arts, poetry, storytelling,

choral reading, and sharing. ApProximatelY half week is devoted to

these oral skills: Phonics and reading comprehension skills are taught

for about 2 3/4 hours a week to the four rotating groups. Thua each group.
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receives about one half hour of diredt Reading instruction and is involved

.
the rest.of the-time with independent work assisted bY the aide. The

.

criteria for .grouping here consist,of diagnostic. tests, skill checklists,

and teacher observation in both English and Spanish skills. Both.fourth
. .

.

grades use the textbook, Senda 4, Lengua National (Santillana). The

latter classroom also uses the textbook, Horaa Eneantadas.

Mathematics Instruction

The larger glassroom receives Mathetatics instruction on an entire-
\

class baais. from the teacher, and those'who need supplementi.i help receive

, extra 'tutorial help from the aideaa the need arises. The skills covered .

.by.this class consists:if addition, subtraction?\.and multiplication with

some geometric and algebraic concepts. An average.of 2 1/2 hours a week

are devoted to Mathematics instruction in this class. Approximately, fifteen

minutes are spent daily on actual instruction and another fifteen minutes

on independent work.

The smaller classroom is divided into three ability groups ranging

from high to low. The bilingual teacher and aideanstruct the high group

while the two English monolingual' teachers'ifistru4 th'e medium and low

groups. The groups range from seven tO ten students each and receive

4 1/2 hcurs of. MathematiCs on a weekly basis. Approximately three hours

weekly are spent in actual teaching time and'about 1 1/2 hours_on inde-,

pendent work. The skills covered include the same as those mentioned for

the previous class with the addition of fractions "and.measurement skills.

Instruction takes.place in thejcirm of drilla; boardwork, and games.

Both classrooms, use modern Mathematics techniques and, employ the textbook,
T

Explortng Elementary Mathematics (Holt, .11inehart & Winston). Both class-

rooms receive Mathematics instruction in English only.

Cultural Component C
1

There has been no cultural component in the larger\classroom. How-

ever, the new teacher planned to incorporate a cultural\component covering

all topics ranging froth Art to History within the Social Studies hour during

the latter part of the 1975-76 school year.
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The other.classroom receives culturally related instruction informally

during the Art, Music, and Social Studies units. Both the teacher and the

aide participate equally in the instrUction% and both languages are used.

Ail.topics, including those about fine arts and the social scienCes, are

covered. Approximately one half hour a week is devoted to- such topics.

Parent and Community Involvement

The Bilingual Parent Advisory Cbuncil.consists'of twenty7six members

who meet regularly and, contribute tO the planning, development, and

evaluation of ihe project. During.the current year, the project has made

use of newspapers, the radio, and newsletters in addition to lectures and
4

slide presentations to disseminate information abOut.the project to the

community and inCrease public awareness_of the project.. The community

liaison has participated in community work through the following activities:

home demonstrations on.bilingual education,.sending out monthly newsletters,

.coordineting parent/classroom.involvement, home visits in most school areas,

phone contac with many Parents, distributing quest±onnaires to parents,

and potlucks at several schools.

The teacher indicated that approximately nine or ten parents attend

the P.T.A. meetings monthly and t!lat about the same number participate in

student conferences each semester. Other activities which draw the

parents to the school includ.a Charro Days festivities and the Food Stam

Committee activities. According to the teacher interview information,

no parents participate in any other classroom function in this class.

Parents of students from both classrooms attend special events such

as school carnivals and activities neld during Charro Days and Public

School Week. Each semester at least six parents visited each school-for

student/teacher conferences. Five to ten parents attend P.T.A. meetings.

In the smaller class, at.least three parents participated in yearly field

trips, and about.four parents have assisted with class parties each

semeater.

3
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7. PROJECT. 25

PROJECT INFORMATION

_Project Context and Target.Population

The school district that this project'serves is located near the_

.. Mexican border. It is one of thirty-one school districts in the stace .

'whose total:pupil enrollment is_more than 80% Mexican-American. A school .

survey in. 1973 identified 507 of the .student population as educationally

disadvantaged, with 50 of.the students doming from low-income'familias

and approximately 33% of the stddent populationbeing. migrant. The-project

was'implemented during the.1971-72 school year-to provide'the special-
,

kinds of services and activities which.were needed by many of the students

.enrolled in the_school district. There exists a cOntinuous Influx of

persons, language, music, and other influences that'guarantee a continuing

need for programs for children with special educational.needs related to

their limited English-si)eaking ability.

There are sixteen schools in the District (thirteen elementary

.schools, two junior high schools, and one high school). For the on-site

observations and interviews, twelve schotil principals were interviewed

. for general information on the communities their schools.served. At

six schools the principals reported that the language most often used

outside the classroom was Spanish. Principals at the other six schools

stated that both English and Spanish were spoken. The majority of princi-

pals also felt that most raMilie,s were Spanish/English bilitigUal. Four

principals gave different estimates and indicated that their communities

were primarily Spanish monolingual. The estimate given for English

monolingual families did not exceed 20% for any-of the areas served by

the twelve schools. Of the total school enrollment at all twelve schools,

the percentage of Mexican-American students exceeded 90%. There were

very few black oi Asian students. Those students with
--
non-Hispanic

surnames were students of mixed parentage (Mexican/white non-Hispanic).

,-The combined enrollment for these twelve schools during the 1975-76
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school year was 8,224. All families reside primarily in single units

on small lots. A large number own their own property. The dominant

occupation for family heads is farm labor and/or semiskilled work. Three

of the school principals also mentioned other occupations of family heads:

office workers, skilled laborers, farm owners, and professionals. The

average gross annual income of families was estimated to be under 8,000.

Principals varied considerably in their resOonses to questions about

transiency among students. Mobility is influenced\by the major occupation

of familiesfarm labor.. Therefore,. thehigh estimates were made with

reference to the migrant.'population that leaves during April and May and

returns to the area-during Oitober and'November. Of the samOle of,

principals who were interviewed, three stated that the mobility.rate in

the schools was 12% to 18%; four indicated 20% to 26%; three:estimated-it

to be between-30% and 40%; and tWo figured' theirs waa beAeen 45% and 50%.

The Board of Trustees of the-District surported the concept-of

bilingual/bicultural education by issuing a policy statement which

declared its commitment to provide for the special educational.needs

of stiplents of limited'English-speaking ability.' 'As a result,'a bilingual/

bicultural mode of instruction has been provided.by the District for the

last four years not only under federal but also under local and state

auspices:

Goals and/or Objective's

The following are the goals of the project:

To enable those students in the project to become functional

in speaking, reading, and writing-in English and

Spanish

To enable those students in the project 63 apOreciate the two

dominant cultures in the area

To prepare those students. in the project to function-at-their

maximum conceptual capabilities in theeducational institu-

tions of this country
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To proVide means for the students to retain the positive

self=image with which they first enter school

Instruction is designed for both the Spanish- and the English-'

dominant student. Essentially.the plan follows a 8modifled maintenance
. _

approach. The.bilingual/biculturai-project states tha'the student-who

- enters school knowing little.or no English will be exposed to a Spanish-
,

language-dominant curriculum in kindergarten through the first_five months ,

'Of th'e first'grade. This curriculum inCludes Spanish Reading, Spanish

instruction in the subject areas, and English as a Second Language., --

Individual differences determine how ldng the student remains in a

Spanish-dominant curriculum.

During the period from the second half of 'the first grade through the .

sixth grade, the p,lan calls for the student to rec-eie (a) an English-
-,

dominant curricului; (b) instruction in\English as a Second Lanliage; and

(c) thirtY-to-forty-five minuAes of instructiOn
.

In Sps1 Language Arts

and content area vocabulZry and concepts. It is recognied`thlat.the

transition from Spanish to English will b'e gradual. Students who know

little or no English and who enter school at a level other, than kinder-

garten begin the bilingual instructionaf project upon:entrance into .

school.

English-dominant curriculum folloWs a different plan. From

'kindergarten through the sixth grade, the,student will be expnsea to
1 .

(a) an English-dominant curriculum; (b) Spanish as a Second Language

instructionfor thirty to forty-five minutes daily; and (c) eventually

inatruction in Spanish Language Arts and content area vocahug.gry'and

concepts. As was true of the Spanish7domirrant.student7 those students

who enter at a level other than, kindergarten-will begin the bilingual

project at the time of entrance into school. Individualized programs are

prepared for these students on0.1e basis of individual differences.'

The Spanish-dominant curriculum for' the'English-dominant seudent

is an enrichment program. Participation is purely voluntary thean

part of a students.
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To successfully implement the preceding instructional plan, staff .

-personnel require adequate preparation. The project proposes to

incorporate the following areas in ttaff developMent: (l).14lingual/

bicultural education;'(2) cOmpetency-based teacher education; and (3) a

Lield-experience domponent as part of an elementary' school demonstration'

setting. .Therefore, the goals of the staff development component are

the following:

To train teachers in instructional competencies essential in

a bilingual/bicultural-Classiodm
) ,

,

To implement part of this training through-an accredited

university teacher-education programleading toward a degree

wdth a-specialization in bilingual/bicultural education

-To-establish a teacher-traihing center in an elementary

school incorporating the field experience dimension

These above objedtives are achieved by several acitivAes as

described below.

Informal Meetings

',.Periodic sessions are scheduled. for'special groups of teacher-

participants to assesc the progress of.the project goals and.to pre

new infOrmation.to those invOlve4. The project supervisors gsse

these small groups by grade levels or by specific curiculUm co tent.

Cdmpetencies are identified and assigned to the'patticiPants for continuous=

diagnosis, demonstration, and evaluation.

1

Workshops and Seminars

Special work sessions on specific topics, such as attitudes,toward

and the history and-philosophy of-bilingual/bicultural education, are

arranged as a compment of the regularly scheduled., district-wide inservice

. program. Ten sessions were conducted during the-reE,ular school day with\

release-time provided. The resources of a local university, Lhe Regional

Service Center, and tho :ihocl district were utAized.



College Credit Courses
,e

Courses which are part of the local university'bilingual/biculturai

educatfon program were offered for undergraduate and graduate 'credit. It

.
Vas anticipatehat an equal number of teachers and teaeher. aides

60 ,

would enroll in the.eighteen semester-hour credit sequenceof-courses.

6.

Parent and CommUnity.Involvement

Efforts are dire -ed at involving parents and community in special'

acitivities. 1) monthly oPen public Meetings announced in advanee

through the local media; (2) periodic observation of project activities

.-1-------337the advisory council; and (3) participation of the advisory council
4

in program Planning, implementation, and evaluation:

A school/community liaison agent conducted neighborhood meetings at

parents' homes to keep them informed of the Project's progress,:and to

solicit their input for improving the.project. Other activities that

were initiated'included:' -(1) individual home visits by the community .;

agent; (2) parentvolunteers in the classroom;,:and (3) neighborhood

projects initiated and .carried.out by th'ecommunity agent.

Project Staff

The entire bilingual/bicultural project classroom staff consists of
J

180 teachers. Approximately 165 teachers are Hispanic.andf"socially.

bilingual. The remaining number are non-Hispanic and English monolingual.
.

One hundred and fifty of these teachers ha-ve taught in thevproject for.

a minimum of two years. Twenty-six teacher aides are funde'd by Title VII.

14ith the exception of one English-dominant, non-Hispanic teacher aide, all

teacher aides are bilingual and Hispanic. The majority have been

involved with the proAect fox-less than three years. A total of fifteen

schools were involved in the .project, and 5,127 students participated in

the instruCtional 'program from kindergarten through grade 6.

The project staff was composed of five teacher-trainer/curriculum

specialj.sts who are bilingual and U1Qpanic and who have been part of-the..

3 ti
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project for at least four years. The community liaison is bilingual and

Hispanic and has been affiliated with the project for-the past four years.

The'internal evaluator and.the Project Director are Hispanic and

bilingual and have worked in the project for three years. Professional

consUltants are hired on,a per diem basis. During the 1975-76 school

----7year;"".three-consuitants----(onernon--Hispanio.and--English-dominant-bilingual-;-"----.

two, Hispanic and balanced bilingual) worked with the project teachers.

The state bilingual agency and district administrative personnel have

supported the project in numerous ways: (1) by providing technical

assistnace consultants; (2) by disseminating relevant information con-

cerning.bilingual education; (3) by sponsoring teacher-training prograMs

such as workshops; and (4) by making available special resources such

as audiovisual materials, library,and instructional books, .etc. The

District has been cooperative in providing the 180 classroom faCilities

and the logiStical support (fund accounting, auditing procedures, etc.).

The information on the following chart was obtained from question-

naires submitted to the classroom teachers and their aides whose students

were included in the Impact Study.
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS
Teachers Aides

Total number of teachers/aides in Impact Study, 32 32

Total number of questionnaires received 30 13

Highest earned c3llege degree:

No degree .13

Degree cr diploma based on less than 4 years .of woik

B.A. or B.S. 21

Teaching credential only, 3

M.A. or higher 6

No response

kpe of statc teaching credential held:

13Non-credentialed
1

TempOrary, provisiona partial-fulfillment, Or
emergency

Regular, credential

Bilingual-bicultural each.ing credential

No response
I

9

15

6

Years of full-time teacl\ing experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year 2

2 years 2 4

3 years 3 2

4 years 2 1

5-9 years 7 2

10-19 years 8

20-29 Years 5

30 or more years 1

No response
\



Teachers.

Years of teaching in a bilingual:prograM:

. Aides

Less than 1 year
10 4

1 year
6 1

2 years 4 2

3 years 2 2
_

4 years
1 1

5 years 1

More than 5 years
1 1

No response
5 2

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours;
4 2

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semever hours) 4 1

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)
2

Mbre than 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.) 5

No collegc training in bilingual-bicultural
10 8

No response
5 . 2

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-biculrural

education:

1 day or less 3 2

2-15 days
10

15-30 days 2

More than 30 days
7 2

4

None
4 6

No response 4 3

3
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Sources of Project '2uncing

\

,The following funds were specifically designated for and administered

by the bilingual project:

Title VII

Other Federal and State

Other
.

TOTAL.

$298,017

,233,088

-0-

$531,105

Per pupil $103.59

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for

all bilingual project schools:

Federal and State*

Other

TOTAL*

-0-

Per pupil $197.48

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants $301.07

*The figures for federal and State funding received by each school

are not available. Total monies received by the District for

elementary schools are as followa: .

----------State-Compensatory-Education----$240000--
ESAA Basic Grant 90,676

Title I 934,003

MigraLt Program 1,123,475

Title IV (Part B) 56,000'

TOTAL $2,444,154

This total. divided by the District's elementary school entollment gives

an average-per pupil additional funding of $197 .48. This is over and

above an approximate district per pupil cost pf $800.

353
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CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Impact Study Samples

During the 1975-76 school year,.there'was a reorganization in the'

project.. Project parLicipants were mixed with non-Project students.

Essentially,.classrooms in kindergarten through grade.2'were all.Conside'red
04

bilingual since the state had mandated bilingual instruction for these

grade levels. In grades 3 through 6, comparison'classrooms were selected

along with bilingual and "mixed" classrooms (the latter two types were

also found in.grade 2).. "Mixed". classrooms were defined as those classes

that were provided bilingual instruction during one class period but

were otherwise, taughtlby a English .monolingual teacher. In other words,

these were teamrteaching situations. For the Impact Study, fifteen

schools were involved in the testing (thirteen elementary schOols.and two

junior high schools). Thirty-four classes were randomly selected frOm

grades2 through 6. The grade level breakdown was as follows: eight

classes, grade 2; eight classes, grade 3; six.classes, grade 4; eight

classes, grade 5; and four classes grade 6. In some cases, there was.

only one class in the designated grade level.

For the on-site vlsitation, sixteen classes from six schools were

randoMly_ chosen: four second grades--one mixed, three bilingual; four

third grades--one mixed, two bilingual, one comparison; two mixed fourth

grades; four fifth grades--three mixed, one bilingual; and two bilingual

sixth-grade classes. The bilingual classes at the sixth-grade level and

those in a few of the lower grade levels are not selt-contained but are

-departmentalized. For example, in the junior high school there are

"bilingual\edncation" periods. Four such classes were randomly selected.

The following description documents the educational program for these

classrooms.

360
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Instructional Strategies-for Grade 2, Sc i ool A

The total enrcillment of the two second-grade classes observed was

fifty-three with an ethnic compositiOn of fifty-two students of Mexican

descent and one white non-Hispanic student. The second-grade,bilingual

.classes were team taught. Of the two teachers observed, one was of

Mexican descent and bilingual and the other was whitE non-Hispanic with

little Spanish-speaking ability. The mo classroom aides were of Hispanic

descent and bilingual. Of the fifty-three students obselved, forty-two

were bilingual, ten were Spanish dominant, and one was English dominant.

English Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish

Speakers

Students.were not grouped for language instruction. They reMained

with the homeroom teacher for forty-five minutes daily.. Areas of concen-

tration -were capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar, poetry,

storytelling, and sharing. the major textbooks used ware Listening,

Reading, Talking, and Writing: Experiences (Scott Foresman

c. and Co.). Approximately thirty minutes of '.:ne Liaguage period were spent

on oral language development.

Students were divided between the tc.,tm-tc-r:htrs for Reading instruc-

tion. This grouping wa!: based on abili!;. Emphl, s was placed on listen-

ing comprehension, oral reading, vocabuld-.7j ision, phonics, and com-
b

prehension: Students spent approxiMatel) -t.y-five to sixty miTisites

daily in Reading groups, With individualizcA inst:uction based on u&!.d.

The mnjor teXtbooks and workboos used were Sun and Shadow, GOiT,F1 Piac:-st

Seeing Things, and World of Surprises at appropriate leyels (Harczwzri-

Brace Jovanovich, Inc.). To supplement instruction, teache-o made use

of experience charts,:vocabulary games, and peer7tutoring.

Ten Spanish-dondnant students received instruction in English as a

Second Language for thirty to forty-five minutes daily with the classroom

. aides. The overall goal of the (ESL) program was to develop oral language

compeency skills The approach used was total immer6...on. Areas of

3 1
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concentration were spelling, vocabulary expansion, grammar, dictation,

composition, pronunciation, sentence'patterns, sentence completion,

.substitution drills, free discussion ani 3haring, plays, skits, pOetry,

oral/silent reading, comprehension, ariJ literature/stoties. All materials

were teacher prepared.and/or locally developed. There was Tip ma:)or

textbook used. Vodabulary games, gro,mar drills, pronunciation drills,

experience charts, flash cards, tape rtcorders,'and,libeary materials

were used for instruction aids.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Sno,..':..ers

One student received Spanish al Second Language (SSL) instruction

for. forty-five minutes'daiiy. Sh recaived.an individualized program

and worked with the classroom aide. MLjor al-eLls of concern were the

development of Readiag readiness s.:111a, .,,,,P.7,1u1ary expansion, basic

grammar, and the acquisition of overall oi1 language skills. The text-,,

book used-were Senda 10 Lengua Espanoia (Educacion Santillana) and the

Mi Libró Magico- (Editores Enrisue Gainz). To supplement instruction,

the classroom aide developed work gam?,..., flash cards, visuals, alphabet

trays, and experience charts.

Spanish Language Instruction ,:or Native-Spanish Speakers

Students were divided between the team-teachers according to reading

ability based on locally developed assessment instruments and teacher

observation. Emphasis was placed on capitalization, pronunciation,

punctuation, spelling, grxfinlat, creative writing, non-fiction, plays,

poetry, skits, storytelling, 'choral reading, sharing, phonics, and

loading/listening comprehension skills. The major textbooks ustd wete

Bueno Amigo/Libro Prinero de Lecture (Curriculum Division, Region I

Education Service Centor) and Senda 2
0
/Lengua Espanola (Educacion

Santillana). Approximately one half of the students were taught by one of

the team-teachers and a 'dlassroom aide; the other students received

instruction from the classroom aide since tht teacher had limited Spanish-

speaking abilities. Approximately forty-five minutes daily were spent

on language.and Reading instruction..

25-12
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Mathematics Instruction

Students remained with the homeroom teathers for Mathematics:

instruction and wen roupeci according to'individual needs rather than

ability. All stud!r:,t.s used Exploring Elementary Mathematics, Level 2,

(Hdlt, Rinehart & Winbion, Inc.) al the major textboOk. 'Approximately

------44reen-minuteivere-spent-on-conceptsthixt.y....minutes...on....apialcatiOn.,_

and ten to fifteen minutes on independent seat work dail,;--Jhe curriculum

covered addition, subtraction, multiplication; division, fractions,

measurement, time/weight, and new math

Cultural Component-

ApproximatelY thirty minutes daily were spent on Mexican heritage.

Units were developed by the District's bilingual office for use, in the

classroom. Emphasis was placed on studying holidays, Music, famous

people, Geography, History, fables and legends, community awareness, and

the family. Hispanic culture was reinforced in the Spanish language class

through literature and stbries.

Parent and Community involvement

Parents and teachers conferred whenever'necessary. If the parent was

not able to come to the school, tthe teacher went.tO,the home or conferred

with the parent by telephone. A formal open house was held yearly, and

approlcimately one half of the parents attended. Unce every semester

parent/teacher Meetings were held,at the school, and approximately two

thirds of the parents attended. Class parties were held three times a

year, and parents usually participated by sending food with their children.

There' were two field trips annually, and parents usually did not parti-

cipate unless'additional supervisors were needed.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 2, School B

The bilingual classroom observed had a total enrollment of thirty

students, all of Mexican descent. The main classroom staff were the

following: one teacher; one aide, who was assigned full time to this

class; and one migrant resource teacher, who worked full time at this

25-13
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school. Additional.staff included one music teacher, two.remddial Reading

teachers,.and one learning disabilitiet, specialist.

--
Scheduling was flexible to allow maximum use of staff perstnnel-.' On

a daily,basis, each student came into .cbntact withL-the teacher, the aide,

and the migrant resburce teacher._ Sdmeitudents wbrked also with the

remedial.Reading_teabhefs and the learning disabilities specialiSt on a

-----daily-hasiS. 'The entire, class spent one period tge.clayofth

teacher.

Each period was forty-five minutes. The entire class had Mathematics,

English Language Arts, Spanish Language Arts and Culture, English Reading;'

Simnish Reading, Physical Education, and Social Studies. Science was

taught twice a Week and Music once a week during the Social Studies

period. Those students referred to remedial Reading and the learning

disabilities specialist went-during the English and Spanish Reading periods.

English Language Instrucaol for Native-English Speakers

There were no native-English speakers in the class.

English Language InStruction for Native-Spanish'Speakers

Written and oral'aspects of English language,were combined and

taught separately from English Reading. Capitalization, punctuation,

spelling, grammar, and creative writing were included in written English.

Oral work consisted of sharing, choral reading, storytelling, reciting

poetry, and.participation inskits and plays. The class was divided into

two main groups to work with the teacher and the aide. Frequently, some

students worked independently at their desks. Students were grouped for

English Language Arts at the beginning of the school year actording to

their ability and thp teacher's judgment based on the student's previous

year's achievement and performance on review material during the first few

weeks of school.

The class was divided into three groups for English Reading. Each

gruup spent time working with the- ,teacher.and the aide and doing indepen-

dent work by rotating to each activity center. Reading and phonics were

taught by the aide. Independent work included.silent reading, art,

3
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4
reading comprehension', and sharing. At ell times there was one group with

the teacher, one group with the aide, and one group working independently.

During the English Language Arts and Reading periods, some students

went to the remedial Redding and learning disabilities teachers. Scheduling

was coordinated so that the students going to the specialists did not miss

regular class instruction other than specific activities such as Reaalng

aria Pionres WhI:a were Taught -by ' ------
,

The main textbooks used for English Language Arts and Reading were

the Harcourt Brace,Jovanovich series. The following textbooks were used

ior reading Primer,'A Happy Mornine,, A Happy Afternoon, and Sun and

Shadow. Listening, Reading, Talking, and Writing: Experiments in Language

was used for English Language Arts. Commercial and teather-produced

exercise sheets, charts, and games were used as addltional instructional

materials. Also, the students used eudiovisural/equipment including

cassettes, records, filmstrips, television/and movies.

t

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

/7
As in the English language-instruction component, written and orar

.,

aspect:. of Spanish languag were combined and taught separately from

Spanish Reading, and i tructional strategies and meteodology included

/1grouping according o -subject areas. The major difference between the

two components as the role of the teacher aide and the migrant resource

teacher. ,/
6.

/

. The teacher aide had a more active role in Spanish language instruction

than
//
she did in English language instruction and provided Spanish Reading

nstruction for each group. The migrant resource teacher provided Spanisl,

remedial Reading and was specifically responsible,for thP cultural

component.

Students were referred to the migrant resource teacher during the

Spanish language instruction periods. Teachers coordinated scheduling

so that student's in Spanish remedial Reading did not miss too much regAlar

instruction in the classroom. Mexican culture was integrated with SpanisB

language instruction. A locally produced book, Bi-clltural Workbook,

was used by the teacher and aide as part of the regulLe. classroom

U.)
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instruction. It included lessons relating tojamOus people, holidays;

customsf Songs, games, etc. Once a week, the migrant resource teacher

made-a-class-presentation-dealing with..a specific_cultural aspect--

Textbooks used in Spanish language, instruction were.the Victoria

and the.Senda series. Instructional materials such as:gamea,i_cha ts, and

flash cards were used extensively. Students also used audiovisull equip-

---.------ment-thal-inolUded-re c or4 sy--cass et tea, fi lms tri psand--mo vies-

--Spanish Langua Iuttm fr Nati

There were no native-English speakers 1n the class observed.

. .

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics-was senerally taught in English; however, Spanish was

also. used. The students were allowed to use whichever language they

pteferred..-They spent'forty-five minutes eachday working with Mathe-
,

maties. There was no permanent.grouping. Grouping occurred Only as

needed, and tutoring was provided for individual students. ,Both the

teacher and the aide instructed the students.
41,

Mathematics instructional materials included commercially prodUced

exercise.sheets, chartS, games, and flash cards. The textbook used wds

Exploring Elementary Mathematics.

Cultural Component

The cultural component ls-L'incorporated with Spanish Language Arts.

See the Spanish Language,Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers section.

Parent and Community Involvement

Direct parental involvement in theschool is mostly throughparent

confevInces. The school maintains a policy of open and direct communica-
-

tion parer.ts regarding actions needed to be taken by the principals ."

and teacJers in signitivant school affairs. Parents are also encouraged

to attend k,nd participate in school board meetings and bilingual, education

advisory council activities. The community recognizes thatinvolvement

at this level is most:effective_in the:decision:making process. Such

25-16
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involvement has resulted in the implementation of_projects such as the

hilingual education one-.

Other parent involvement includes assisting teachers in sc

functions such as parties and field trips.

, Instruétional Strate res for Grade.2, School C

,
P The class observed,had twenty-seven students of Mexican descent.

Besides the classroom teacher there was a teacher-aide who assisted'

in the instructional program. Both were bilingual and hispanic. A

main feature of the ins*ructional program at the school was the

ability-grouping for English Reading that took place during the first

ilotrr and a half of the morning period. Therefore, there were four

Reading teachers, each with an instructional aide, who were responsible
, 7

for these students' instruction. The support personnel for the class

included a Spanish resource teacher, two remedial Reading teachers, and

a learning disabirities teacher, who workAYUith'one. stlApnt. The
4

school/community'liaison was available for support services: P

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-EngliIh

Speakers

At this school, there,was ability grouping for.English Reading

instruction during the Morning period. Consequently there were twenty-
.

1

seven students in the classroom:who We're assigned to. fout classroom

teachers and four instructional aides.

The teacber selected for observation kept sixteen'öf,her students

(all bilingual) during Reading instruction: In addition, ;he received

ten students from thret oiner'classrooms. Durine, this petiod, thgre were

essentially two groups, both of which were designated;high ali1tty, although

they were performing at grade level. One group of ten students were

readkng at 2.1 level. The other group of sixteen students-wereiat 1.2

reading lexiel. .Approximately 2 1/2 hours were assigned oach week for
4

botb;,groups in direct Reading instruction which.included choral readng,

.
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oral/silent reading, phonics, reading compreherFAon,'and library assignments.

An equal amount.of time Was designated for independent Werk activity.

Typically, the teacher presented the lesson of the day, while the' instruc.r-
_.__ ____ . ,

tional aide provided follow-up instruction during the 12..Liependent Perio8.

The groups did.not change once they-were established. The teXtbooks used.

for Reading were ToAether We Go (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich)dand

A World of Surprises (HarcOurt Brace Jovinovich).
/

Other instructional aids for this class included worktioa-sh-eiti-,

charts, educational games, flash carils, records, filmstrips, and library

books.

In: addition to a Reading placement test that was'administered at

ehe beginning of the year to group students, other-means of evaluation'

_included (1) the Stanford Achievement Test Administered twice a year;

..(2) a monthly Reading test to measure student progress and to review

.curriculum objectives and' instructional strategies; and (3) a yearly.

Reading test which met similar.objectives.'.

Seven students from the cfassroom went to a second teacher for

Reading instruction. Five students were Spanish-dominant 'and two students

were considered balanced bilingual. All were high ability rdaders.

Typically, this teacher instructed the entire class and gave individualized

attention after ti . introduCtory lesson. The aide assisted the teacher

in giving iudIvidualized'attention. These students were reading at grade

level. The content areas covered were choral reading, phonics, readitIg

comprehension, libra4.assignmenis, and oral/silent reading. Approximately

fOur hours were devoted to direct instruction each:week with firty minutes

spent iiiindependent work activity. The textbooks for this class included

A World of Surprises and Going Places, Seeing People (Harcourt Brade

Jovanovich). Exercise sheets, charts, and many library books were

utilized in the instrucLion. Evaluation of the studenys work was

periodic. There was daily feedback given on written assignments completed

during the independent Reading period.

Three students (one Spanish-dominant, two balanced bilingual) were

taught in a classroom which was mainly composed of low. readers. All three

students were performing at the readiness level. Essentially the
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instructionaLcontent consistea of.spelling, sentence dictation, phohica

reading comtrehension,and orallsilent reading. The major portion of'
.

fii.re hours each:week was devoted to direct instrUction.in these areas, '

, Eyaluationol,the. student's work was mainly accomplished through

the'vocabUlary and Sentence dictation work which occurred on a daily

. basis or twice a weekAepending on the instructor. Both instructors use

these results Tor reteaching certain skills. Also, a Reading test was

. gi-Ven.once-a-year-io-meashre-the-studenti-s-levl-of-aGhievement-and-to

assign the studenttó a Reading class for the following year.

-The textbook and other materials listed for this claSs were Sun-up-
.

Priter (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich),.Reading Skills One and Duplicating

Masters (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich), educational =games, cassette tapes,

library books, and filmstrips.

Finally, one bilingual student from the class joined a fourth,

_teacher-___Ear21Reading eacherhad two groups utth-th,

teen bilingual students' in each. Although the groups had been-labeled

average:and above average.on reading ability, they were nof considered

that dissimilar. The.difference was measured by the number of units

in the Reading textbopk that each group had completed. Both groups were

reading A World of Surprises (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich), and More Power

from the Open Highway series (SRA). The Reading content included work on.

pho^ics, reading comprehension, and oral/silent reading. They spent 2 1/2

hours each week in direct instruction with an equal time allOttment given

to independeht work activity., Both teacher and teacher aide shared'teach-
,

ing responsibilities for the etwo groups.

Evaluation of each group'i progress .tiqice a month varied sinde it

was determined by-the completiof of-a unit.
P
The re3ults were used for '

, .

grade reports and for review ciT Readin3 achivefient test-

was given twice a year to assess student skills.
J

Other instructional materials included exercise Sheets, charts,

educational games, flash cards, filmstrips, and many library books.

Besides the Reading instruction that has been described, the studentS-

received instruction from their regUlar classrOom teacher in other areas

of English Language Arts which included capitalizatiOn, punctuation, 0,

36 9
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spelling, grammar, and Creative writing(Instruction was for thirty minutes

each day with al comparable time period assigned to independent.activity.

The oral language component of storytelling, sharing, and skits was held

for one hour each week. Poetry was also taught occasionally. The,

, instructional textbooks were Basic Goals in Spelling,(McGraw-Hill Book Co.)

.and Listening,i eading, Talking, and Writing (Laidlaw Bros.).

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish

Speakers

At the beginning of
/

the'school year, a diagnostic test was administered

IP
for the purpose of grouping students. Two groups were formed with the

following characteiia'tics: Group 1--twelve students (one Spanish-dominant,

eleven balanced bilingual) and Group 2--twelve students (two Spanish-

dominant, ten balanced bilingual). Group I was performing at grade level,

re....ding Senda Lengua Nacional Nivel 2 (Educacion Santialana),and Group 2

was below grade level, reading Libro Primero de Lectura: El Nuevo
/

Sembrador (La Eacuela Nueva Ediciones Escolares). Both groups were
/

exposed to similar content: capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and
//

grammar. /Approximately forty-five minutes weekly WUL: 4ssigned for the

instruceion of skills, and.the follow-up work was co.ai_leted during 1 1/4

hourleach week. Typically the teacher was responsible for the initial

e
/7

p sentation of the lesson with the aide assisting with the independent

///work activity. The Reading compon:nt consisted of oral/silent reading,

phonics, reading comprehension, and library assignments. Each group

spent forty minutes each week in direct instruction. A fewlstudents
1

,

did not receive Spanish Language Arts instruction. A special ESL class

was given to students who needed it and the'remedial Reading specialist

pulled students out for additional ins.truction in English Language Arts.

These results were used for diagnosis and for revision -If curriculum

and/or instructional strategies. No grade reports were given for

Spanish Language Arts. Besides the instructional tests mentioned

previously, the teacher supplemented her program with the following:

workbooks, exercise sheets, charts, educational games, flash cards,

records, and library books.
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Mathematics Instruction

The entire class was given instruction for this subject. The

instructional aide was only in the classrodm for a short period of time.

The inqtractional cc.ntent included addition;\ subtraction, multiplication,

and measurement. New math was the instructi nal approach with 1 2/3 hours

weekly for group instruction and an equal amo nt of time assigned for

independent work activity. Althoughl both lang ages were used, instruction

tended to br primarily in English. Thr stude ts received Mathematics

instruction from another teacher.

A monthly test was administered for the purppse of assessment and to

review curriculum and/or teaching strategies. Besides the textbook,
\

Exploring Elementary Mathematics (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.), other

materials which reinforced instruction were workboqks, exercise,sheets,
1

charts, educational games, and flash cards.

Cultural Component

Bicultural lessons on special holidays,which occur perhaps once a

month are presented during a two-day period (forty minutes) in both

languages. Events which take place in the U.S. are c\ompared and con-

trasted with those taking place in Mexico. Activities may focus on

Art, fables. Music and iamous.personalities. Other than these specially

prepared units, the curriculum follows the. regular Social Studies format.

Parent and Community Involvement

There was a minimumof parent participation in this classroom. The
1

teacher had held six parent/teacher conferences. Only one parent had

attended a class party. Four parents attended monthly !Ileetings f le

PTA. Only one event--a Thanksgiving Program--had attraCted twenty

parents to the school.

3 1
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Instructional Strategiesfor Grade 3, School D

The total enrollment of the two third-grade classes observed was

fifty-four students. Thirty-nine students are balanced bilingual and

fifteen are English dominant. There were forty-five Mexican-Americans

and seven white non-Hispanics. These two classes were team taught in all

content subject areas. The two teachers and two classroom aides were

bilingual and of Hispainc descent.

To supplement Spanish as a Second Language instruction, the

teachers have developed individual and group language-learning

games for the students.

In all content areas there is a system of peer-tutoring with

one or two students acting as team leaders.

English Language Instructicn for Native-English Speakers.

Students were grouped according to Reading ability for language

instruction and were divided between the teak-teachers in'separate class-

rooms. The same curriculum and materials were used by both teachers.

Approxinately four hours were spent weekly on developing oral and written

skills. Areas pf concentration were,capitalization, punctuation, spelling,

grammar, creative writing, and non-fiction. 'Poetry, storytelling, choral

reading, and sharing were also part of the curriculum. The major text-
,

book used was Adventures in English: Ex)eriences in Language (Laidlaw

Brothers Publishers).

Approximately 7 1/2 hours were spent weekly on Reading. Major emphasis

was placed upon the development of comprehension skills, vocabulary

expansion, and phonics. Students spent 2 1/2 hours weekly on,individualized
444,OF

oral reading p'ractice and were broken down into smaller groups based on

ability in each of the classrooms. The major textbooks used were Widening

Circles, World of Surprises, and Ring Around the World (Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich) with'workbooks at appropriate levels which reinforce the

Language Arts concepts taught in the daily lessons. Open Highways

(Scott F'oresman) was used as an alternate series in the Reading program.

3 7 2
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English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

There was no English as a Second Language instructional component

at this school.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

The thirty-nine bilingual students received instruction in Spanisk,

Language Arts and eading for forty-five to sixty minutes daily. They

were grouped according t6 reading ability. Approximately one hour weekly

was spent on grammar, spelling, and vocabulary. To supplement such

instruction, teacjiers have developed games.and experience charts. There

was no major textbobk use& for Language Arts instruction.

Approximately two hours were spent weekly on Reading instruction.

Emphasis was placLi upon phonics,'comprehension, and listening skills.

Fifteen minutes daily were spent on oral reading practice. The major

textbooks used were Senda Levels 2 and'3, with workbooks at aihroximate

levels, and Trabala.y Aprenda-Nivel 1, (Serie Santillana).
Co-

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Engilsh Speakers

Approximately three hours were spent weekly on Spanish as a Second

language,instructionfor fifteen English-dominant students. Emphasis was

-placed upon developing oral.communication skills. These students worked

with the classroom aide while the other students were recieving Spanish

language instruction. The major textbook used was Sonidos, Letras y

Palabras: Libro de Ejercicios/ Nivel 4 (Curriculum Division/Region I).

AreaS,of concentration were voc:2bulary expansion, phonics, pronunciation,

I
balic grammar, and,sentence structure,.

i

/Mathematics Instruction.

Approximately forty-five minutes were spent daily on Mathematics

//
instruction. Topics co,,c.rad were addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division,* fractions, measurement, time/weight, geometry,.and new math.

Approximately twenty minutes daily were spent on independent work-super-

vised. by the teacher' and the aide. There Was no formal tracking for

MatheMatics instruction; however, based on need, students worked in pairs

. 373
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or small grOups as often as necessary. The major textbook used was

Exploring Elementary MatheMatics (Holt, Rin,..art and Winston). To

supplement Mathematics instruction, games and manlpulative objects were

available for use in the classrOom-

Cultural Component

There was no specific cuStIral component at this gi. level.

Mexican-American heritage was-r.4:1 fc;rced during Spani3h 1,.4,--g and

ReadingAnstruction. 'Holfdays arid mnus people were-.2is%u:s,;,d appro-.

priate. Geography,. History,and Art w...re integrated th. ReadinE

program.

Parent and Community Involvement

Parent/teacher meetings ta,!re held twice a semester and.approximately

ne third of the parents attended. Teachers conferred with the'parents on

a frequent basis and made home visitations as often as necessary. 'Class

parties were held'once a semester, but parents did not usually attend.

During the report carc: periods and after pre- and post-standardized-

test results had been rorded. teachers and parents conferred in an

informal setting o discus the ';tudent's academic abilities in Spanish

and English.

Instruct:onal Strategies for Grade 3, School E

The Total enrollment of the class w7.s twenty-seven studerlts:

twenty7four MeXican-American sLudents am.. three Lhite

/ -4

.non-Hispanic students.

. -

OLUucULS 1. C':e1VcU illbL,LULlitrtL Livia Lilt ItumeLuum

,teacher in all content areas except M'Ithe ttics which wa

taught by an Englisil monolingual tacher.

There were two remedial Reading teachers available Gde

class for one hour of extra,instruction daily. (One teacher

was of Hispanic descent and bijingual whiJe the other was.an_,
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English monolingual and of whit non-Hispanic descent.)

Approximately 55% of the class.received remedial Reading in

English.

The instructional aide spent the,bulk of his time instructing

the entire class and tutcring individual students as needed.

English Language Instruction for Native-English and,Native-Spanish

Speakers

This classroom was divided into foqr groups, based on 'ability, fo:.

Reading instruction.- Approximately five hours were spent weekly on oral

reading, cotprehension, and independent .work. The major textbooks used

were Widening Circles, (HarCourt Brace Juvanovich) and Speedins Away

'and More Power Moving Away (ScoLt Forerman Co.). The groups ranged in

ability from second.- to fourth-grade 7eading levels. These students

also received'one hour of extra instyuction Reading from.the remedial

Reading teacher.

The two highest Reading groups gruer.,.,d together for Language

.Arts instruction.and spelling. The lower groups wen.: combined for instruc-

tion in spelling. Only the English-dominant students received instruCtion

ih.creative writing. English mechanics and _..a.mtar were laught ta. the

entire class Eor approximately twenty-fi:- min tea daily while twenty

minutes were spent on individualized'instruction based upon need, and/or

_seat. work: Approximately three hours wre spent:we,kly on oral. language

skills using dramatic arts and poetry. Th maior textboOk-uS'ed fer

'Language Arts was Adventures in-Edglish (Laidlaw).

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speake.:s

t'Or Spanish. Language Arts students were di.:ided into tWc groups

based on ability. Approximately forty-five minutes were spent daily on

grammar, spelling, creative writing, and language mechAnic.,. .The teacher

taught thehigher ability group while the aide taught uLe other.

ApproximatelY 1 1/2 hours,were spent weekly on individualized instruCtion,

based_upon need, and/or seat.wOrk.. The major textbooks uSed Were Fiche

de Trabajo ancl Senda.
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Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers.

The two English monolingual students received SSL insltructiOn with

9e students from another classroom for approximately forty-five minub's

/daily. No major 'textbook was. used. InStruction was given by the bilingual

classrconraide. Emphasis was placed on phonics, vocabulary, pronunciation,

basic grammatical structures, and listening comprehension skills. To

supplement oral instruction, teacher-developed matenials.such aS games

and'flash cards were used, There was one English monolingual student in

this class who did not receive second-language instruction.

Mathematics Instruction

Students were grouped acccrding to need rather than ability, and

grouping patterns changed frequently. Emphasis was placed upon addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, and new math. The major textbook

uSed was Exploring Elementary Mathematics. Approximately 2 3/4 hours

weekly were spent on MatheMatics instruction, two hours of which were

devoted to individualized instruction and/or seat work. (Students reCeiveck

such instruction from the third-grade English monolingual teacher.), '

Cultural CoMponent

The cultural component was not taught as a separate component but was

AncOrporated into both the Spanish Language Arts and the Social Studies

curricula.. Approximately 1 1/2 hours weekly were spent discussing topics

dealing with Art, History, Music, holidays, and famous people. In addition

to this, students received Mexican folk,dancing lessons from the Physical

Education teacher for approximately .; 1/2 hours weekly.

Parent and Community-Involvement

An average of two parents a semester Participated in the orgknization

and,supervision of'class parties. As often as was necessary, the 'teacher

and,classroom aide conferred with parents either in their homes or at the

school to discuss academicprogress and/or problems. Approximately nine

parents.participaXed in the parent'adVisory council meetings dealing with
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the bilingual project at this school. Open house was held yearly, and

approximately 50% of'the parents attend-d this function.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 4, School F

Major Features

The teacher presented History through the medium Qf Art as an

expression.of Mexican heritage. At the timeof this observation, the

AztecIndians were being studied and discussed. The teacher and students

painted a mural to depict the lifestyle Of the Aztecs. The mural served

as an instructional aid.

The total enrollment of this Y,aurth-grade class was-thirty 'students.

The ethnic composition of the entire class was-MexiCan-American. The

teacher and classroom aide wgre bilingual and of Hispanic descent.

English Language Instruction for,Native-Lnglisu Speakers

Approximately three hours were spent weekly on English language

instruction. The class was not grouped' according to ability or language

dominance. Areas of cong:ntration were capitalization, punctuation,

spelling, grammar, creative writing, and-nonfiction. .Approximately two

.hours were spent on. developing oral.language expression: Poetry, skits,

storytelling, Choral reading, and sharing are used as the medium of

instruction. Emphasis on English language us:;ge wasstressed in all.

content areas. The students spent forty-five ::.inutes daily on independent

work with the teacher and-Classroom aide assi$ting on an individaul basis..

Approximately13 3/4 hours weekly were spent on Reading instruction.,

,Students were grouped according to ability on three levels. The classroom

aide worked with the highest .groUp and the teacher, with the average. and
.

lower groups.. (At-the time ot this observation there was a student-
.

teacher Who worked wiel two to four students, depending upon need,

'.asspting them with individual Reading problems.) Two additional-forty-

fivesirdnute periods were spent weekly on Applementary/enrichment Reading

and individualized instruction. 'Time was spent on develioping oral and

written comprehension skills, with a continual emphasis on phonics. The

major textbooks Used were from the Seeking Adventures series.

25-27
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English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

One student received intensive English as a Second Language instruction

for ninety minutes weekly. No major textbooks were used--materials are

ttacher prepared and locally developed: Emphasis was placed on phonology,

strUcture, vocabulary expansion; and listening comprehension. -The teacher

created meaningful,situations thrOugh which language items were introduced.

The classroom aide Or student teacher.spent an additional thirty minutes

daily with the student introducing English Language Arts and Mathematics

conCepts using a second-language learning approach.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Spanish Language Arts was taught by the'classroom aide for forty-
_

five minutes thrf_e ,times weekly to seventeen.bilingual students; ajo,-

emPhasis was placed on graMmar, vocabulary expansion, and readi compre-

hension.', The major textbook used was from the Senda series, Levels 2 and

3. The Senda workbook reinforced the grammatical structures in the text-

book and was used on-a daily basis. The students were given both oral

and written quizzes on a weekly basis. Approximately one hour r. week

was spent on oral reading.

Spanish'Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

The thirteen students who received Spanish as a Second Language

instruction.had a command of spokeh Spanish, since in most cases, even

though they were English dominant, Spanish was the home language. The

curriculum wa designed so that these students could gain equal

competency in Spanish. Emphasis was placed oh written language

developmnt, reading comprehension, and"listening skills. The major

textbook used was Lengua Espanola. The classroom teacher instructed

SAMP rime-the aide was working with the

seiienteen.students who received Spanish Language Arts instruction

in another room.. The.Reading materials used were from the supplementary

library, available in the classroom.

25-28
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Mathematics Instruction

Students were grouped according io ability for Mathematics .instruction.

Approximately fifteen minutes a

minutes on application. Torics

plication, division, fractions,

day were spent on concepts an4 thirty.,

covered wereaddition, subtraction, .multi-

and geometry. The Major textbook used

was Exploring Elementary Mathematics, Levei 4 (Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

.Inc.). Teacher-developed games supplemented instruction. Mathematics

was taught bilingually, usually using Spanish to reinforce the English.

Students received supplementarY Mathematics instruction twice weekly

for forty-five minutes. At this time instruction was individualized and

programmed according to student needs.

Parent and Community Involvement

All parents of students confer once a semestei with the teacher

and classroom aide in a fromal setting. The teacher is also required'to

Make two home visitations a year. Approximately one third of the parents'

attend project- anegistrict-sponsored functions-r.such as open.houses. and

classroom parties. 'Ikk- meetings are held monthly, and ajimited number

of project parents attend: -Parents, btowever, do confer wial the principal

whenever necessary.and are7kept well informed about the project. Informal

meetings ot the.parents and students with the teacher and.teacher aide are

held whenever requested.

Instructional Strategies for 'Grade 5, School F

The total enrollment of this fifth-grade olaas was twenty-elight

students: twenty-fivz,Mexican-American students and three white non-i

Hispanic students. -The teacher and classroom aide were bilingual and of

- hispanic descent.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

The class was not grpuped for English language instruction.

ApproxiMately 3 3/4 houts7Weekly were spent on capitalization, punctuation,
v.
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spelling, grammar, creative writing, nonfiction, and penmanship. The

major textbook used was Discovering_English-Experiencee in Language,

Level 5 (Laidlaw). To supplement such instruction, teacher-developed

materials, audiovisuals, and multimedia materials were employed. To

_

develop oral language skills, poetry, stOrytelling, choral-reading,

and.sharing were included as part Of the curriculum:.

The class was grouped in Readirtg according.to ability, Approximately.:

.forty-five minutes daily were spent on phonic and reading comprehension.

At this time fourteen students from-this classroom were sene to the

remedial Reading teacher for instruction.. ,The major instructional

material used\was the SRA,kit. The foutteeh students who reMained with . .

\

the'classroom.teacher were divided into high anelow groups. The major

textbooks and workbooks used were from the Houghton Mufflin series, and ,

_

materials by.S-cott Foresman and Company-Were used as supplementary

materias.

_
Englishi:anguage InStruction fOr Native-Spanish.Speakers

t.

Students received instruction iu Spanish Language Ares Erom two

different teachers in the bilingual component. Students were divided

between the moteachers according to language dominance, althOugh all

students receivingsuch instruction were bilingual. Approximately'l 1/2
,

hours a week were spent on capitalizatiOn, punctuation, spelling, grammar,

creative writing, and nonfictiOn using. Lenaua'Espaiiola as the basic text-.

boOk.... Emphasis was placed upoh oral language skills using storytelling,.

choral reading, and sharing for instruction. ,Approximatelrforty-five

to sixty minutes weekly were spent on Reading 'using the Senda,series

as the basic textbook. Most of the time was spent on developing communica-

tion skills in Spanish. Supplementary readers such as Nuevas Roses, de la

Infancia and booksrfrom the Laidlaw Series were available in the class

room. ..Fot oral language drillrng, Mis PrimeroS Pasos (Benson & Co.) was

used.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

There.was no Spanish as a seCond Language component for this class.

The three white non-Hispanic students received supplementary'instruction
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in Social Studies, which

by the homeroGm teacher.

3.
-

usually involved -indiVidual 'projectdirecte
.

Mathetatics 'fistruttion
.

cr .

Approximately th'ree 'hours were spent weekly on Mathemaacs.,insEtuctiont
" ,

14- ,, , ,
The major textb.oOk used ,was Exploring'ElementarY Matetemagtpa';',-Lev.e.1 5.,,

(Holt, RinOart and Winston)'. English wa7s used.,as the language of inStruc--
,.

tiOn,'and Spanish Was used hq-relmforCe/and.clqify cettai,n concepts. "
-,' ....; x

Time was'.spent on developing dle, basic principles-!of.laddition, Subtraction,
. e.

multiplication; and division. °students' were groupecL'according.to abiliiy.
t ,

Manipulative objects and audiovistials were usci to supplement instiuction:--1

App.rOximately.fiftden minuted gaily.wk-e speKit on indiVidualfzed seat
... , .k..

work In mathematicd1 application. _At Iliis-inie the cIessrooM teacherann
. 4

aide Worked wieh students based upon needs.

'Cultural Component .

.

Approximately ninety minUt&s Werespent wtekly,discussing topics
a

appropriate to Mexican-American .cultur4-heritage. ibe.language of
,

instruction was Spanish. For ile fifth grade,this component, *as taught

by the teachers of the SpaniatClanguage inttructio9al comppnent., No
\

major extbooks were used; iluwever, c9ltural unitS, produced'by the
_

district bilingual office were.provided for use in the clasroom.

Ivoilable i5 the,class-
.

fOlklOrb,. holidays, and

suppltinent sucV.nstruction

multimedia materials; and.music appropriate to Mexican and Hispanic

in general were patt oCChe eurriculpm: v.

Culturally approptiate Reading materials were

rooms.. Topics on Mexica:: Histery, Ceography,
./

famous:people were studied and discussed: To

games,

culture

Since the cultural comiSonent is an'integral part of the Spanish
. . .

lum reinforces oral and-written language developmentAm.Spanish.. Students

do individual ancNr group projectsook reports;:and oral presehtations.

-6
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Parent and Community Involvement

All parents of students confer once a semester with the teacher and

classroom aide in a formal setting. The teacher is also required to make

two home ',,sitations a year. Approximately one third of the parenis

attend project- and district-sponsored functions, such as open houses and

classroom parties. Parent/teacher association meetings are held monthly,

and a limited number of project parents attend. Parents, howeVer, do

confer with the principal whenever necessary and are kept well informed,

about the Title VII project. Informal meetings Of the parents and

iStudents wi.th teachers and teacher aides are held whenever requested.

Instructional Strategies. for Grade 5, School G

The total enrollment of this fifth-grade class was thirty students:

twenty-nine Mexican-American students and one white non-Hispanic student.

The homeroom teacher was.not of Hispanic descent and did not speak

Spaniqh. There was no classroom aide. These students remained with the

homerocm teacher for approximately sixty-five'minutes daily, of which

fifteen minutes were spent on attendance/opening exercises and forty-
,
rnfive minutes .Science instruction. One forty-five' Minute period a week

at the school library was also spent with the homeroom teacher.

Spanish Language'Arts/Reading and heritage were a non-graded

component of the.fifth-grade program at this school. Students--

received pass-fail status based on participation in the

bilingual prpject.

in one nf the three bilingual components for the fifth:grade,

the class.was supervised by the classroom teacher, and new,

class leaders were appointed weekly to conduct the class.

There was much student participation and// peer-tutoring in

this particular classroom. Students also presented book

reports and topic reports based on supplementary reading

done outside of class.
7

/

)
()
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English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and gative-English-Speakers

Students received English.languagp instruction,from a different

tAather,.at the same grade level for forty-five minutes daily. AlI.of the

_ students had-equal competency 44t Spanish and English except for the one

.white non-Hispanic stuLnt who was.English dominant.

There was no specific grcuping.for English language :instruction. YI'he
. , !

teacher individuali\zed instruction with four of the students who were at

a's-lower pace than '1$ere phe rest of the 'class. Areas of:Concentration

were capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar, plays, poetry, skits,

storytelling, choral reading, and-Sharing. Approximately three hours

weekly were spent on developing written skills and forty-five minutes

weekly on oral skills. The teacher.assigned approximately thirty minutea

of homework daily... The major textbooks'used were DiScoverrin English/

Experiences in'LanguAge. and Language of Toclay:(Laidlaw).

Students received Reading instruction in English from a different

teacher at the same grade level. There wisia classroom aide available

to'the students and'teacher twenty hours weekly. Students were groupe4

according to ability and received instructionrin Reading fdr forty-fivt

minutes daily. The thirteen students who were in the higher level group

used Images, Level 5 (Houghton Mifflin) as their major textbook with the

workbook at the appropriate level, .The remaining seventeen students, who

were grouped together in the lower Reading group, used Discovering Treasure

/(Scott Foresman).as their major textbook with the workboOk at the ap2Fo-
/

priate level. 'Students were regrouped as often as necessary based on

individual abilities and need. ,The teacher who taught Reading was a

Specialist in this field.
.,

English Language Instruction for%Native-Spanish Speakers

There was no tnglism as a Secona Language instructional component at.
-/

this grade lever as All natiye-Spahisfi speakers were 'bilingual.

Spanish Language Instruction.for Native-Spanish and Native-finglish.Speakers
.-

Students received Spanish language instruction from the three teachers.

who were involved in the bilingual project at:this grade level..
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Approximately three' hours were spent weekly on Spanish LangLage Arts and

Reading for the twelve students who were involved in the bilingual

project. The remainineeighteen stUdents received instruction. in

Social Studi'es at this time with the Mathematics teacher. 'Students

were grouped according to ability,on the basis of pretest and.posttest.

scores on locaW developed Spanish language instruments in reading

comprehension and vocabulary and on teacher assessment and observation.

Areas of concentTation were grammar, punct tation, spelling, reading

comprehension, pronunciation, oral language development, poetry, and prose:

Approximately fifteen minutes daily were spent on Language Arts concepts

and thirty to forty minutes daily on oral readir and comprehension

exercises. Ail three teachels followed the same curriculum for instruc-

tion and used Lengua Espanoia, Nuevas Poses de la Infancia - 40, and

the Senda series and workbooks at appropriate levels as We, major text-

books. The Spanish language component was taken pass-fail.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

There was no Spanish as a Second Language instructional component atf

this schodl.

Mathematics Instruction

There was no specialized grouping tor Mathematics instruction; the

teacher individualized truction on the basis of deed% Students received

Mathematics from a dif 1-4---at teacher at this grade level for forty-five

minutes daily using Expl lementary Mathematics as their major

textbook. Areas of conceLtration were addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, division, fractions, perCentages, measurement, geometry, and new

math. To supplement instruCtion, mathematical games, oral dtills,

. manipulative' objects, and Visual aids were used. Approximately twenty

minutes a day were spent on concepts and twenty-five minutes on appliea-

tion.

3
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Cultural Comfonent

Spanish Language Arts and Reading Were an integral Rgrt of the cultural

component offered at this school. The twelve:students who received such

Instruction concentrate( on Mexican art, fables/legends, Geography,

History, holidays when appropriate, Music, and famous people for forty-

five.minutes weekly. There were no major textbooks used. The cultural

. codponent was taught by the.same ,teachers,who taught Spanish language and

Reading. Materials used were teacher-prepared and/or locally developed.

Parent and Community In'VolVement.

Parent/ieacher conferences were held once a semester, and approximately

twenty Parents.attended. This conference was held in a formal setting

with the homeroom teacher who.was Vbt involved in the bilingual project.

When problems or concerns arose, the individual teachers involved in the

bilingual project contacted the parents, and-a meeting was set up eit,her

'at school or in the home. Parents also came to the classes to Observe

their children. The principal and the bilingual counselor met with parents,

teachexs, and students whenever the need arose. 'The community, being

schbol oriented, was involved in the bilingual project. The. Counselor

hel.d meetings with the parents at least once a month tddiseess bilingual
r

educational philosophy, student motivation, bieul.turalism, and teacher/

student interaction.,

Instructional Strategies for Grade 5, School-1i

Major Features

The fifth gradg observed at this school has a total enrollment of

thirty students, twenty-five of Mexican ethnic background and five

white.non-Hispanic. The class was observedduring the,Mathematics.

inglish Language Arts, English Reading, and bi_ ngual component periods.

The bilingual component was divided into two group's, Spanish Language

Arts for Spanish-dominant students and'Spanish as a Second Language for

English-dominant students. Students attended these classes five days

a week. Mathematics, English Reading, "and Slianish as a Second Language
,

were taught by the same teacher. EnglEsh Language Arts and Spanish Language
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Arts were taught by another teacher. All,teachers_in these classrooms

' were Hispanic and bilingual. There was one HispanicbilingtiaT aide in

English Reading-'

English Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

Written and oral aspects of English language were combined and

taught separately from English Reading. Capitalization, punctuation,
of

spelling, grammar, Und creative writing were included in written

English. Orz,1 work consisted of sharing, storytelling, pcietry, and

participatiOn in skits and plays. Instruction was'directed to the entire

class.with independent desk work frequently asSIgned. .During the,

first few weeks of school,-,students were grouped according to their

ability on the basis of their achievement the previous year and

performance on review material. Language ability determines.placement in

the,high, average, or low group. The main textbooks used were Progress

in English Experiensangnage and Basic Goals In Spellin.R.

English Reading.included phonics'., readingccomprehension, and.use

of the library. There were two groupsone low group which worked with

,the aide and one average/high group which worked with thl teacher: The

students were grouped by ability and language,ability on the basis of

their achievement.the pravious year and performance on revlew work

at the start of the year.

Group A (loW) uried the textbook W.scoveri4g Treasure. The students

worked closely with the aide who also helped with independent work in

Reading'comprehension. GrOup R (average/high) used 1.1e textbook

4

IAages. This group was fretpentlY subdivided, allowing the teaCher: to

work with.a smaller group for oral reading while the rest did independent

work in readi3 ng comprehehsion. The teachet occasionally worked with

both groups to evaluate student iprogress through gtudent,observation to

revise the curriculum or method of ihstrgction if necessary.'

cr

Spanish Language Instruction for NatiVe-Spanish and Native-English Speakers p,

The bilingual component included Spanish Language Arts (SLA), Spanish, \

Reading, Spanish as a ,Second Language (SSL), and cultural heritage. The%class

3
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was dividea into two groups. The Spanish-dominant-students-received

Spanish Language*ts And.Reading insL=uction with one'teacher. English-

dominant students received Spanish as "a-Second. Language instruction with

another teacher in a separate classroom. Rispariic culture was integrated-

with Spanish Language Arts and Reading while. the Spanish as a second

Language group received instruction in Cultural heritage once a week

duringtheir regular SSL period. Topics covered at that time included

art, food, legends; games, holidays, music, and famous people.

/
Both.groups used the Senda,series and the Lengua ESpariola series.

The major 'difference in the two groups was that the S31. givyp stressed

oral Spanish while the SLA group covered all areas of 'Spanish Language Arts

and\Reading and used the total-Wmersion method: Both teachers used the

same strategy in classroom management to allow thril to work with

smaller groups. Usually there were two or three,tasks such as

wbrking with a Puzzle or playing a game witi: peers; individual independent

desk.assignments; and oral reading and/or instruction with, the teather.

By rotating students
%
in these activities, the teacher was available'to

work with small groups.

Oathematics Instruction

The cla4s received Mathematics invtruction .fOr forty7five minutes

daily. Instruction was in English with Spanish used When necessary for

better comprehension.

The teacher used the first ten to fifteen minutes of class time to

present a new lesson.or to review a'previaus lesSon. Afterward, students

did independent work while the teacher worked.with a small group or

provided personalized individual instruction'. Addition, subtraction,

smltiplication,,division, fractions, and geometry were studiedat this

grade level'. Besides the textbook,.E5iploring Elementary Mathematics,:-

students worked with teacher7proAuced worksheets. "Quizzes were given

uponcompletion of a unit for diagnostic purposes. These quizzes were

usually teacher developed. District pretests and posttests in Mathematics

and English language°achievement were administered.

-337
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Parent aqd. community Involvement

Direct parental involvement in the school is mostly through parent

conferences. The schools maintain a policy:of open and direct communica-

tioh,with parents regarding actions needing to be taken by the principals

and teachers in significant school affairs. Parents are also encouraged

to attend and to participate in meetings of the school4Lboard,and the,

Bilingual Education Advisory Council.

Other parent involvement included as.V.sting teachers in school

functions such as parties and field trips.

-

Instructional Strategies for Grade 5,- School I

' This class, had an ethnic composition of twenty-six 'students of

MeXican descent and six students who were white non-W.spanio. The ciass7

room teacher was responsible for the major instructional components other

than SPanish Language Arts. She did receive some assistance from an

instrUctional aide during the Reading period and from a remedial Readirt

teacher who pulled out a group 0T, students for additional Reading instruc-

..tion. Since the.classroom teacher was English monolingual, the Spanish

Language Arts component was taught by a fellow teacher who was bilingual

and Hispanic. . This teacher did have the, assistance cif the instructional

arde:for the entire forty7five-minute period.

Other teachers included a libiarian, who tagght the class Once a week;

a counselor who'f'also 'Worked with the class' once a week; a Musit teacher

who gave instruction three days; a:Mathematics resource teacher who pulled

another group out for 'additional instruction; and a Physical EdpEatiOn "4

teacher.

a

English Language Instruction for Native-English and NatiAre-Spanish.Speakers
a

Three groups had been established on the basis of the results of a place-
,.

ment test administered at the.beginninp'ofythe school year. Group 1, labeled__

the low group since,these students were performing at second-,grade level,

was composed of nine students (one English dominant and eight bilingual).
6
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Ten students (one English dominantsand nine.bilingual) formed.the average

group (Group 2) and were perforping at grade level. Group 3 had thirteen

students (five English ddMinanL and eight bilingual) who were at grade'

level and above. Readtng instruction (silent/oral reading, phonics,

reading comprehension:pUnctuation,.and library assignments) was given

to Group 1 for 2 1/4 hours weekly; Group 2 for 1 1/2.hours; and Group 3

fot 3 3/4 houra'. Remedial Reading teachers r.lso worked with students
*

in Groups 1 and 2. Groups remained -intact during (he school year although

a few students were' changed On the basir, of 4adiladual need and ability.

Reading instruction, other oontent skills im English Language,Arts were

taught by the classroom teacher. However, the ..ntire class participated
-

in skill- development of capitalization, spelling, creative writing, and

penmanship. , This instruction occurred during a-fifty-minute peripd each

week. In addition, an oral language component consisting of role-playing

and sharing was allotted 1 2/3 hourseach week. An inpendent work.

period (three houFs each week) was assigned to all conteft areas in

English Language Ar!ts.
,

The-various means' of fOrmal student.evaluation vere.the tollowing:

(1) The Stanford Achievemeat Test administered twice-alyearj (2-) a weekly.,

Rlaaing test administered for the purpose of assessing student achievement

and.for reviewins curricular objectives anO/orteaChing strategies;

(3) weekly,and mohthly spelling tests; and (4)4weekly.srammar_tests.
... -

Reading nil Language Arts'. textbooks included Images (Houghton, Mifflin C

and Discovering %glish

Spanish Lan ua e Instruction f'or Native-En lish a d Native-S anish Speakers

This.component was taught to three groups by a bilingual teacher.

Group 1, with eleven balanced bilingual studgnts; was Usiag Senda 4;

Group'2,with fourteen balanced bilingual students, was working in La Cuidad,

,

supplementary book prior to Senda 4; and Group.39 which had seven English-

dominant students, was given instruction in Spaniskas a Second Language..

The teacher and aide shared responsibility for the instruction of all

-three groups.- Alljhred groups remained fairly stable Okroughout-the

school Vai.. Every month these groups followed an established schedule,

of activities. .For example, during the first week Group 1 worked on

((-3
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Senda 4 which,tapped silent/oral reading, phonics, and reading comprehension

skills; and Group.2 covered similar skill's in La Cuidad, Leve1,2. In

tbe second week of the month, Group 1 worked on silent reading, compre-
.

hension, and grammatical exercises in the Senda 4 Ficha or workbook.

Group 2 completed work in Practicas de Ortografia 4 bn punctuation,

capitalization, and spelling. During the third week of each month,

Group 1 and Group 2 concentrated on grammar using Lengua Espanola 4. ,The

fourth week, the entire class participated in a cultural lesson which will

be described in detail in the Cultural Component section. Approximately

3 3/4 hours were allotted each week for Spanish Language Arts. Specifically, A

2 1/2 hours were assigned to direct instruction with the remaining 1 1/4

hours in independent -work activity.

Group 3, or the SSL group, rotated a number of activities during

the week. REPASO (project7deeloped materials), was Used for oral Language

Arts and De Camino (W. S. Benson) for graMmaticA and spelling exercises

'as well as oral.language (and Reading) activities. .Primarily, this group.

spent the major portioniof.,the 3 3/4 hours each week on oral language-

activities such as the following: pronunciation, sentence pattern, and

sentenCe completion drills; vocabulary building exercises; structuTed

dialogues and dialogues on specific topic4. Some attention was also given

to spelling, grammar, puncruation, and.capitalization. There was no

formal evalu'ation in Spanish Language Arts since no grade reports were

given. Nevertheless, a progress report was made to the parents of parti-

cipating students. It is noteworthy that the seven English-dominant

sudents had voluntarily participated ill the program.

The teacher used & wide variety of instructional materials to

strengthen the program. These were exercise'sheets, charts, flash cards,

cassette tapes, recOrds, 'filmstrips, art and craft supplies, library books,

and the overhead projector.

Mathemaeics Instruction ,

The entire class received new mathinstruction in the content areas

of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, aild basic

geometry. HOWever, three groups were formed to provide students with
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additional instruction in certain areas. One group, composed of twenty-

, two stude.nts, received additional practice.on division; another group of

six students worked on multipli-ation; and a third groy of four students

received instruction in all these areas. The entire class was instructed

during the 1 1/4 hours allotted each week. Independent work activities

were allotted 2 1/2 hours. English is used primarily for instruction,

and Spanish is not used unless absolutely necessary.. The Mathematits

resource teacher pulled several students out for additional instruction

at another-time of'the day.

Student assessment of a weekly Mathematics test is used to indicate

the student's progress and to review curriculum objectives and teaching .

strategies.

k

In addition to the textbook Exploring Elementary Mathematics (Holt,

Rinehart and Winston Co.), the'teacher also utilizes exercise sheets,
.1

charts, flash cards, films (on occasion); in overhead projector.,.and

art and craft supplies to enhance the instructional component.

Cultural Component

This area is integrated with ,the curriculum taught for Spanish

Language Arts. As was indicated earlier, orw week (3 3/4 hours) during

each month is devoted td bicultural instruction. The Spanish language Arts

teacher includes activities on art, fable, games, Geography, History,

holidays, and famous historical and cultural figures as.'motivating tech-

nique& td explore cultural values. This component is7taught in.both

languages with assistance from the instructional aide.

Parent and Community Involvement

The clasthroom teacher had communicated.with ten pareats during the

year. She was not aware of the number of parents who atvanded nthiy

. PTA meetings and, although there were periodic class parties which parents

supported hy the'donation of food items, they, nonetheless, id not

°attend.. -The teacher did mention the work of.a migrant aide who coordi-

nated a parent involvement grOup at the school.

25-41
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Instructional Strategies for Grade- Schodl J

The sixth grade observed at this

twenty-seven students, twenOzfour of

White,non-Hispanic. The intact class

English, and the bicultural component

school had a total enrollment of

Mexican descent and three Who were

had instruction in 2.1thematics,

in the homeroom. Besides these

subject's, the students went to different classes

subjects but not as an intact class. There,'were

periods during the day.

and teachers for other

six forty-five-minuteA,

4

For purpose's of the study, only instructional,strateees for

Mathematics, English, English Reading, and the bichltural component will be

discussed. At this grade level, most of the students had a good command

of the-English,language.' Usually those students with limited or no English-

speaLg ability were recent immigrants frob Mexico.

English Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers'

English Language Arts was taught for one period each day for the

entire class. Written and oral English were emphasized with.same assign-

ments rewiring reading. English Reading was taught separately
,

by tlie

two Reading teachers as remediation for one period each day. Only

fourteen of thc twenty-seven students were asigned to the class.

Instruction was the same for native-English speakers as for native-Spanish

speakers; however, Spanish instruction was provided'if needed. The

remedial Reading teachers and aide were bilingual, and there was a .

bilingual aide in English Language Arts.

7

English Language Arts included capitalization, punctuation, spelling,.

grammar, and creatiye writing. Reading activities included library assign-

ments and bdok reports.. Activities, except the Reading a3signments,

involved the entire class with equal amounts of time for teacher instruc-
,

tiOn and independent work. The.main textbooks used were Progress in'

English/Experiences in Language and Basic Goals in Spelling.

3 9 2
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Students in remedial Reading received instructkon in phonics and

reading comprehension and used the librdry. The strategy was to provide

individualized instruction and maximum.use of audiovisual equipement such

as cassette§ and 'filmstrips. 'Textbooks used were the SRA series,- Readi.ng

Skills Lab; Guidebook to Beter Reading, dictioharies,.magazines, and

several reading textbooks for different grade levels. GroUping occurred

only for the-purpose of assigning students4to workwith either of the two .

teachers and/or the aide; however, there was indivldualized instruction
r

within each group.

. //
Students it 'remedial leading were recommended by the teacher and

counselor,based on the previous year's.achievement and teacher observation.

There vas'ongoing evaluation by teacher observation and by criterion-

'referenced and standardized testing.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-English Speakers

Hispanic culture was taught through and combined with Spanish

\ Language Arts. This comprised the bicultural component. The entire class

spent forty-five miihutg6 each day in this class. Although grammar,

apelling, language mechanics, and poetry were covered, the eMphasis was in

Spanish Reading and comprehension.

The biclutural component tegcher was Hispanic and bilingual.

Instruction was in Spanish with the use of English only when absolutely
.cn

necessary. This approach was used for both native-Spanish and native-

English speakers. Using the Senda series as a basis for grouping, the

class was divided into three groups. Depending on Spanlah language

comprehension, students'Were assigned to the Senda 3, Senda 4, or Senda,5

group: This grouping represented low, average, and high, respectively.

The teacher also used novels.and poetry for greater exposure to"Spanigh

literature. ' 'a=

In addition to the textbooks, the class used tapes, slides, films,

and filmstrips. There were, also charts, maps, and displays about

Spanish culture incorporated into the leacning tasks.

Through the use of all the ifistrIc ional materials, various.aspects

of the Spanish culture-were presented. These included studies about
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artefood, l4ends, games, higtory, music, holidays, famous,people, and

geography of panic countries. 1

Mathematics Inst uction
,

. .

The entire class receiVed Mathe atics instrumtion for forty-five

minute4each dgY. InstructiOn Was n English with the use of Spanigh

when necessary for better comprehension.

also.ffispanioandhilingualit'

-The Mathematics instructor was

Thelpteacher used the'first ten to fifteen minutég of class t.ime,to
.

present a new lesson or review a previous lesson: Afterward, Students did

indeprendent work while the teacher circulated to each student for per- '

sonalized individual instruction. Those students who were behind received

as Much individual instruction as possible to bring them ;up to thevlevel
. .

of the rest of.the.class. The classy:received instruction in addition,
4.

subtraction, pultiplication", division, fraction, percentages, mesurements,

and word 'problems. Besides the class textbook, Exploring Eletentary
,*

Mathematics, students *worked withIpacher-Troduced exercisg_sheets,-iames

11(1 puzzles.

Parent and Community.Involvement

Direct parental involvement_in the school is mostly through parent

conferences. The schspls maintain a policy of'open and direct communica- .

. .

tion with parents regarding actionsneeded,to.be;taken by the principals

and teachers in significant school affairs. Parents aie also encouraged

to attend and participate in sChool board meetings and Bilingual Education

Advisory Council activities.

Other parent .involvement includes'assisting teachers- n school

functions such as parties and field trips.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 6, School K

The twenty-nine students of Mexican descent who were observed for

this grade level puticipated in a departm alized educational.program

3
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at the junior.high schoor. Their first-period class was bilingual

education. Only the Language Arts period and the-Mathematics period.were

observed. 'NOne of the teahera. of these class periods had instructional

aides to assist them. In addition to these gubjects, the students also

,received tnstruction in Speech,-Physical Educations Science, and Social

Studies. Some students received ESL instruction. A counselor at,the

'.juniof high school worked perioaically with some of the seudentsand

a librarian aide assisted the teachers and students.

Spanish Language-Instruction.for Native-English.and.Native-Spanish Speakers

The bilingual education teacher alte.nated between small-group and:

whole-class 1.nstruction according to the subject matter:laeing taught:

Spa ish Language Arts instruction, including capitalizatiOn, yunctuation,

pe ling, and grammar, was.taught at least one week each month. For example,

one week was devoted Co the writing componenti, one to the Reading, and one to

cul ure. Then the cycle began once again in this sequential order. For

,eech week of instruCtion in'the writing component, approximately fifty

'Minutes. was devoted to direct instruLtion with the remaining three hours

spent in independent activity, which the teacher closely supervised. This

wr4ing component was.taught to the entire class in both languages. They

utilize the workbooks Lengua-Espanola 4 (Cultural Centro Americana) and

.Practicas de Ortografia (Cultura1,PUertorri7quena, Inc.)
Cl

For the Reading component, the teachor grouped the students based on

the student's previous academic record and t-..:achet judgement. There'wexe'''

three groups: (1), the first group consisted of twenty-twoStudents (five

Spanish-dominant and seventeen,balanced bilingual) w'.10 were all reading in

the Senda 4 Libto de Lecture (Eduea,cion Santillane) and were considered the

higb groug; (2).a 'second group was. foiMed wieh five students (one EngliSh-
%,

dominant, four belanteebiliqgual) who Teed in Senda 3; and 'finally, (3) the

third gruup was composed of two students (one English-dominant, one balanced

bilingual) who read SeSda 2 land were reading below &aide level. Reading

instruction for all three groupsAncluded silent/oral.Reading, phonics,.

Reading comprehension, and vocabulary deLelopment. Direct.instruction was

'provided for fifty minutes and independent activity for three hours each
.'

.

week for the first two groups. The third group received one hour of dixect
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instruction with -2 1/2 hours of independent work. All .independent work in

Reading was closely monitored.by the teacher. Students remained in these

groupings for the greater part of the school. year. if there wae some

ciiinge, it was determined by the gudent'e ability level. Spanish was

prgdominantly used for-Reading instruction. In addition to the Reading

textbooks mentioned, the students used the workbook Lenguaje: Fichas de

Trabaja 4 (Educacion Santillana). Other,materials that had been incor-
.

porated- into the instrUctional program were Libro\Segundo de Lecture (La

Escuela Nueva, S.A. .Editores), La Cuiddd Nivel and Libro de Lectura 1 (Serie
,

Santillana), Viadary Aprender (W.S. Benson & Co.), .and Nuevas Bosas de

,la. Infancia Cuarto Ano -(Editorial Patria).

The students' assessment was'accomplished in a number of ways:(

(1) vocabulary development was tested in.both languages twice a month;

(2) grammar was tested on a monthly basis;. (3). workbook assignMents were

examined daily; and (4) spelling exercises were evgluated monthly. In

addition to reporting student progress, assessment and evaluation are

used for revising curricular objettives and teaching techniques'.
2

Other instructional materials used in the Spanish Language Arts

program included exerctSe sheets, tilarts, educationalicassettes, games

tapes, records, filmstrips, library books,kfilms,,and the overhead.

projector.

English Language Instructionfor Native-English and Native-Spanfsh Speakers

Twenty-seven students 'attended tiqo class periods for English Language'

Arts. The teacher for this component taught the entire class primarily

in English, although she did allow ihe use of Spanish when it was abso-

lutely licessary. lbere,was no grouping since she considered all the

students in her class.to be of average ability. The week's Anstructional

schedule had the fdllowing pattern: (1) spelling, two periods on Monday

and one period on Tuesday; (2) English grammar, both periods, Wednesday

and Friday; (3) Reading, Thursday for one period. Each week two periods

were used for oral language instruction which included plays, poetry,

skits, storytelling, and sharing.
-1\
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The writing component which consisted of capitalization, punctuation;

spelling, grammar, and creative writing (to some extent) was taught 1 3/4

houtg each week. Additional time (3 1/2 hours) was assigned to indepen-
,t

dent work with individual attention provided by the teacher... Finally,

direct instruction in the Reading component (oral/silent reading: phonics,

and reading comprehension) was provided for fifteen-minutes each week with

the remaining thirty minutes in the period allotted for independent work.

The teacher assessed the students' progress by various means:

(1) Stanford Achieveiment Test administered twice a year; (2) biweekly

tests in spelling, English dictation, or Vocabulary.; and (3) a bimonthly

assessment of the-student's' public speaking abilities. the students had

completed,The Galaxies (HoughtOn-Miffiin),'their sixth-grade Reading text-

boOk, and were working with the following materials: Basic Goals in

Spelling (McGraw-Hill), Progress in Enalish/Experiences in English

(Laidlaw), and Sounds of a Distant Drum (Holt, Rinehart, and Winston).

The students also used exercise sheets, charts, educational games, and

flash cards. Audiovisual,equipment tgat was brought into the classroom

included a tape recorder, a record player, filmstrips, film, and over-

head projectors.

x\

Mathematics Instruction

Twenty-:seven students received direct instruction in addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, and fractions fot 1 1/4 hours each

week.with an additional 21/2 hours assigned to independent work. The

entire class was taught in.EngliSh, although the teacher did giVe indepen-

dent work assignmentathat were suited to the student's performance leVel.

Of 'the twenty students who were tested, five were designated as perforibing

at grade level, nine below grade level, and six at third-gnade level;

The entire group was considered average and below average in academic

performance by the teacher. The teacher administered several tests

dtzing the twelve7week school quarter. In addition to sixthr.week'and

twelfth-week tests, the students Were also tested twice a month by a

teacher-deVeloped instrument. Also,sa monthly test, developed as part of

the curriculum unit,swas given lo the students. All were utilized to

assess student achievement. 'Exploring Elementary Mathematics 6th Grade

397
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(Holt, Rinehart and Winston) was the main textbook. However, the cteacher'

supplemented the instructional program with exercise sheets, charts, and

educational games.

Cultural Component

This component is integrated with the curriculum taught in Spanish

Langud'a Arts. The teacher devotes one Week ,(3 3/4 hours) each month fOr

instruetiOn in the culturarheritzlge of the Mexican-American student.

She incorporates material on fables and legends, games, Geography, History,

holidays, music, and important historical and cultural figures for

motivating students to explore various aspects df their cultdre.
,-

Cultural units developed by the Title VII bilingual office as well

as resource material from other textbooks, suzill as,-The Story of the

Rexican-Ameri-tans; and Thie Men and the Land,. and The Mexican-American

in AmeriCan Hi.story (all from.the American Book Co.),have been implemented.

No

Parent and Community Involvement

Open house at the,junior high school fdas held during the first weak

in March. Since.the on-site visitation occurred before this date., no

report could f)e ma0e on parent/teacher contacts. .

s
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iPROJt:CT 26

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Population

Project 26 began in 1972. During the 1975-76 school year, 284 students

in kindergarten through grade 3-were involved in the projeceat the request

of their parents. These students Were.in ten classrooms at four-schools,

where the student turnover ranged from 26% to 42% a year,

a

Students in the project come from families with an average annu4

income of $7,000 and live in sirigle-unit or multiple-unit dwellings in the

suburbs of a.large city. AlthOugh the majotity of the heads of household

are semiskilled workers,.at one school 23% of 'the families are on welfare.

This suburban city receives an,overflow of Asian and Hispanic families

from a district of the adjacent .metropolitan city, Therefore, the ethnic

composition of project school is approximately 35% Hispanic. descent, 23%

black, 16% Asian, and 24%.white non-Hispanic.

_Goals and/or Objectives

Project 26 is one of four that form and are funded through a

consortium. The goals and objectives of these projects are therefore quite

similar and include the following::.

To increage reading and mathematics skill levels using English

and,Spanish as languages of instruction

To instill in project students a feeling of pride in their

gulturewthrough bicultural and multicultural activities

To help project participants and their parents develop a better

understanding of the educational system by improving

communication.between the home and the school

pTo provide a site where observers may Watch a maintenance-

type bilingual pragram in action

3"j0
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To alioid costly duplication by participating with the other

conbortium prOjects in staff development, curriculum develop-
..

ment, media production, teilng and evaluation, dissemination,-

and community'introlvement'actiVities,

'Prdject Staff
, -

During the 1975-76 school year, ten full-time teachers, six full-time

aides, and three "three-hour" kindergarten aides took day-to-day-respon-

sibility for bilingual instruction, These staff members were all.bilingual
'

and,were supported by ten part-timemolunteers of whom fiye were ,bilingilal;

two part-time, bilingual,. community liaison:woikers; and the full-time,
_ . , .

.

-bilingual, Project Director. During the 1975-76 school year, ten.bilingual

,profesional ccnsukans wete also paid.by the project 'to..Provide inservice ,

training in lantuage.instruction, Science, cultural studies, Music, and

classroom management.

In 1975, all Staff members mentioned abov e. werb in their .first Or

.second year:With the project with the eicception Df three teachers who had

been with the.project since-it began in 1972: All projeceetaff Were

Hispanic with the exception of two white, non-HiSpania teachers; five

white, non-Hispanic volunteers; one White, non-Hispanic consultant; one

Filipino teacheri and one Filipino aide.

, Remedial reading teachers speech and hearing specialists, psychologists,

and 1learning disabilities 4eschers funded by the District or Title I'w4e

ava lable to project stuaents on 'a limited basis as these support personpel

sp e only English.

The services,of a full-timebilirigual media center staff and a full-.

time ilingual evaluator were also ghared by all consortium sites.

The information on'the following chart was Obtained from questionnaitea

submitted to %he.classroom teachers and their sides whose"students were

included in the Impact,Study. A

463
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

X
Teachers. . Aides

Total nuMber of teachers/aides in Impact Study 2 2'

Total number of questionnaires received 2 2

6-

Highest earned college degred:

No degree

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or B.S.

Tiaching.credential'Only

or,higher

No response ,

Type-of stateiteaching credential held:

Noh-credentialed

Temporary,,provisional, partial-fulifillment, or
emirgehcy

Regular credential

Bilingtial-ipicultural teaching credential

No respcnae

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years '

3 years

4'years

5-9years

, 10-19 years

20-29 years

30 or more years

No response .

401.
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/earls of teaching in a-bilingual program:

Less. th-an 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years_
, -

More than 5 Sfears

No response

Ariount of college rraining specifically devoted tO

bilingual-bicultural-education:

175 quarter units (1-3 semester,houra)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter units q11-20 semester hours)- '

Teachers Aides

1

More than 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.)

No collegc training in bilingtial7bicultura1

No tesponse

1 .

Mount of time spent in inservice:or school district

worksho s s ecificall devoted to bilin ual=bicultural

educationl

1 day or less
-

2-15 daYs

15-30 days

More than 30 days

None

No response

264
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Sources of-Project Funding

The following funds were'specifically desagnated for'and administered

by the bilingual project:

Other Federal nd State -0-

Other -0-

TOTAL $64,000'

Per -pupil ,$225.00

In addition tO the above,-the following funds were designated for

bilingual project schools:

Intensive Sample School

-

Federal and State*

Other

TOTAL

Per pupil
-)

Total grants not given.

Total grants-not given.

Total grants not given.

Total per pupil additional funds
for'bilingual project partici7
pants

4.

$269.73

$49-4.73

'The Title VII grant is used lor aides ealariei, materials,,and in-

service training and travel. The sChool district pays the salaries of all

the teachersand'of twa full-time aides.

-e

CLASSROOM:INF0RMATION

Impact Study Samples

The information included'here is based on:discussions with project

etaff and on observatione ia one of the prdjects two second-grade class-
,.

rooms.

1..

*Titles I. and II, state early childhood education, and remedial reading
.funds.

4 0 3
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Instructional Strategies for Grade 2

Major Festures

This second-grade class meets in-en open-classroom setting... .

Students.are-therefore aware of and ofteninvolved in

activities taking place in other parts of the cluster.

The English Reading program and parts of the Spanish Reading.

program have been heavily influenced by the District's Total

'Total Reading Program; This pregiam, used by all teachers in

.
the District, hA a heavi phonics component'. For, example,'

students-learn'rules for sounds made by blends an& diphthongs

and recite these rules when'provided with flash card cues.

In 'this classroom, the teather groups students heterogeneously

as'well as homogeneously by ability level.

English Language Instruction for Native-Inglish and Native-SpanisbSpeakers

After beginning-of-the-year obserVations, the- teecher placed eaCh

Student in a homogeneous group for Reading instruction and in a hetero-

geneous grouP,for Language Arts instruction. All'Reeding groups Spend

about three-hours,a week On phonics and Reading comprehension aativities.
_

Students in the lower-ebility Reading group:receive an additional 2 1/2

hours a week on phonics and Reading instruction from a Title I Reading

specialist. The lpwer group always works under teacher supervision; the'

other three groups spend sbout 50% of.their time on independent work.

Reading group activities include dictations, choral recitations cued.

by phonics flash cards, the reading of words copied from the blackboard,

and-discussiong of stories in Macmillan (for 'the higher group) and Harper

'14 Row (for the lower group) readers. .0'

The'Students spend, about.3 1/2 hours a.week in their heterogeneous

groups working on capitalization, punctuation,.spelling, grammar, and creativo

and nonfiction writing assignments. These activities take place at learning

staeions where Students might alphabetize a list of names of students in

the room, underline'and pronounce Phonograms in a list of words,' or wriie

,
4 u
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a short story using new vocabulary words. During this time, students are

encouraged to help each other as well as to request help from the teacher

..6r the classroom aide.
'

Although English comprehension is rarely a problem, the teacher does

not.hesitate to explain activities or conCepts in,Spanish to students she

thinks.ibight be having trouble- following a leSson.All students spend one

hour each week selecting books and reading independently in the library.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-English Speakers

Students in this second-grade classroom.reMain intheir English Read-
.t

ing groups for Spanish Reading instruction and are aasigned to one of three

homogeneous groups for Spanish LangUage Arts instruction.

The imenty itudentsjnthe three highest7ability-Spanish Reading
,

groups sp.and abouttwo hours a day on Spanish Reading and phonics activi7

tieS sue, as drawing pictures to illustrate new §pani01 words, reading

from the .Santilla4seriei readers, and answering qUestions in accompanying.

Santillana workbooks. Eighi: stUderts in the lowestability.Reading group

Use time normally allotted for instruction In Spanish to work with

compensatory education Reading specialist on Reading fundamentals in

hOurs each week, Students are placed in homogeneous'ability

groups and rotate:through three centers for 'grammar 4d.'5pelling'instruction.

At these centers, the aide, the teacher, and a bilingual resourde teacher

supervise activities such as oral descriptions of salected pictures ("esta

es una mesa,'esta es una silla"), the'matching of words and pictures, and
,

the writing of simple sentencasusing new vocabularyjgords. English is

spok.en.freely during all Spanish language.activities.

MathematiCs InStruction

.At the beginning of, the year, the classroom teacher divides her'

students into high-, medium-, 4and low-ability groups on the basis of a

disirict-developed Mathematics test. Student's in all kroups are exposed to

4 0 .)
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the new math approach as presented in the California State Series Sets and

Numbers (L. W. Singer Co.). Elementary School Math II (Addison-Wesley) is

also used to cover addition, subtraction, and elementary measurement

problems. The lower-ability groups.move more slowly and work with more

supervision than do the upper-ability students. The teacher, therefore,

Spends the majority of the 3.3/4 hours allotted weekly to Mathematics

-instruction with students in this lower group. The aide supervises seat-

work done by,the medium-ability group; the higher-ability students work on

their own and ask questions of the teacher or aide as needed. Although

Mathematics instructiOn is conducted in English, students are free to use

Spanish whenever they wish.

Cultural Component

Multicultural awareness is developed duiing Social Studies

.classroom discussions of upcoming holidays; and stories read to

4by the teacher. Activities in Social Studies .Oenters.nre based

activities,

the class

on i text-

book entitled Concepts and Values (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich) and

include Aiscussiong of different ways of living according to people's

income-and geographic location.

At story-time the teacher uses such books as Everyday Fun and Carnival

Frolic with Children in Brazil (DoubIelay Doran Co.) and Joii and the Fog

(William Morrow & Co.) to lead into discussions on cultural awareness.

The .class bas celebrated holidays like Martin Luther'King.Day by

coloring,pictures of Dr. King and then discussing events in his life.

Most. culture-related lessons aid presented to the entire class in

-English by the classroom teacher.

-Parent and Community Involvement--

e

)

Many students in the project have mothers and fathers who viork outside

their homes. These parents often send decorations or food to school with

their child when they cannot actually participate in classroom functions.

'Two to four parents from each classroom attend PTA meetings, chaperone

gield trips, or actually attend classroom parties.

Once a semester, project teachers meet with parents to shake observa-

;ions on the student's progregs at home and at school.

426-8
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P ROJECT 27'

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and target Population )

This bilingual project began in 1971. 'The schnol distrift is loCated.

in a ciiy of more than a million-people that is multiethnically rich in
_

Spanish, black, and other cultural influences.

As a-port of entry from Latin America, the city has had a continuous

influx of Spanish-speakers for many years', and with the arrival of the

Cuban refagees there has been a sharpupsurge in the community's awareness

of,the Hispanic languageand cultuve. The mayor's office has estimated.

the Latin American community of the city to 'be. approximately 18% of the

total population. While newer data are not currently.available, indications

are that the nninber has increased since the original"study was-made. A

surVey by the citys uniVersity states that there are approximately 100

'business enterprises and numerous Spanish-speaking professionals in the

community. There are also many professional mid social organizations

representini Cuban, Honduran, Ecuadorian, Salvadorfan, and Costa Rican

groups. At least two weekly newspapers are printed in Spanigh.and there

-

exist several radio and television_programs broadcast also in Spanish.

The Spanish-speaking population is somewhat scattered throughout the

city. While no Latin "barrio" or ghetto exists as comparedto other areas
,

in the Southwest or New York, there do seem to be tWo main areas of concen-

tration.'''The participating schools located in one of these areas include

one .elementary school, two junior high schools, and one high school, The

second area of concentration.is served by the remaining two pKogram parti- ,

cipants, one eleMentary school and one junior high school.- There. are

'apProximately 94,000 enrolled in the public schools and about 27,000 enrolled.

in the parnEhial sehnols.

5
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The overall scope of the bilingual project consists of 4 total of 800

students (of which 436 are elementary students) in six different schools.

Bilingual sections of kindergarten, first .grade, and second grade mere .

.

. _

financed totally by LEA funds. The other gtades utilized ESEA Title.VII

-funds for the bilingual slidents. Spanish-speaking students have. first
-

choice of being matriculted_into the bilipgualThicultural program. Non-

SpaniSh 'speakers are placed on a'waiting

The schools involved in. the AIR Impact Study include School A,%

grades 3 and 6; and School B4O grades,2, 4, and The student enrollrent

at School A is estimated to be composed of the'following ethnic groups:

18%-black, 45% white non-Hispanic, and 35% td 40% Hispanic. The entoilment

at'School B is 65% hlack,.35% Hispanic, and less than 1% White nen-Hispanic

School A has a student enrollment of about 600. The project has
. ,

estimated that 28:6% of that total enrollment is non-English-dominant and

that out.of the total,number (210) of the students setved at,this school by

the project, 125 are non-English-dominant and 85 are Englishdominant.

School B has a stUdent population of 650. It.is estimatedthet-out of that

'figure 16.3%

participants

dominant.

are non-English-dominant. Of the 210 bilingual project

there, 1.06 are'nen-English-dominant ana 104 are English-

k.

Of the non-English-dominant students enr011ed.at School A,.$9.4% come,

from low7-income families; of the non-English-dominant'enrollment at

School,B, 67.9%eome from low-income families. On .the whole, the project
4 ,

estimates that School A has a "low-income" popu2ation of 43 (296 ale

English-dominant and 137 are non-English-dominant). School B haa an

estimated 453 students coming from low-income families of which 72.are

"non-gnglish dominant and 381 are Eng1ish-dominan6; These English-dominant-
,

figures., for the most part, refer to.the black population.

Most of the student's fathers are semiskilled workers And the mothers,

servants. The estimated average annual gross income of the families is.

,$4,000 to $6,000. Housing in ,the neighborhood where the school is located

consisZs primarily of duplexes aloPg with other single- and multi-unit

dWellings. Large- and extended-family patterns are commonly found. The

mobility rate in and-out of School A is .from 20% to 23%.

438,
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I The School B neighbqrhood is fairly'stable with an estimated 10% move
.

,

ment intO Or out of the schoOi. The housing.there also consists of mixed

singlel- and multiple-unit dwellings, and,the dominant type.of occupation

held is semiskilled work. The average annual gross lincome of"the.families
'

ranges from $4,000 to $8,000.

.Goals and/or Objectives

The program's main objectives are the following:

TO, provid an opportunity for students of limited Spanish-

speaking ability to perform as well'as their peers

To maintain and augment these. studefits native language

dbilfties

.76 enhance the self-concept-of the Spanish-speaking student

-through a culturally 'relevant curriculum
-

To provide an, opportunity for the English-speaking sttdent to

acquire a functional use of a second-lapguage,

Project Staff

The bilingual pipject consists of a ;417-time (year-round) Pf,ojecr

Director (white, non7-Hispanic)) a stenographer, and two bilingual.

specialists. There are also eight bilingual associate teachers.- Four, of .

4t-hese fie assigned to work-with the elementary program and Tour Are
.N

..assigned:to the secondary program. There are also tbirteen'bilingual

-instructional aides participating in the.program, eight of whom are

aasigned to the element/dry program,and are hired on a tem-month.basis.

4 0
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Aside from the above bi/ingual personnel, there are twenty-six

classroom teachers who participate in the progradbut are funded through

LEA funds. Fourteen of these teachers'participate in the elementary program.

There are no distkict-provided media or curriculum-material specialists and

rarely, any profeasional consultants. The District.also makes no provision

for remedial Reading teachers in the schools included in the study-sample.

This is expected to be,covered by the classroom teachers. The District

does, however, provide one

(EMR) teacher for School B

project. The project also

basis.

English-dominant Educable Mentally Retarded

who serves some students in the bilingual

employs an evaluator on'an annual contractual

.+

The elementary bilingual sections are conducted by a team of a

bilingual teacher or a bilingually oriented Vassroom..teaeher and a bi-

-lingual teaching assistant. Each teaching assistant'serves two clasSroom

teachers. Two bilingual associate teachers and One p'art-ime bilingual

specialist, e.also ass d to assist in each elementary school.

7

stud ts the secondary program receive instruction prom a

of three bilingual or bilrngually,oriented classroom teachers;teeth compo

one bilingual associate teacher, and two bilingual teaching assistants.

The teams are further assisted by one bilingual,specialist.
.

. Out Of the fouiteen classroom teachers participating in the bilingual

program at the elementary level, three are Hispanic, ten,areiblack, and one

4 white non-Hispanic. The bilingual teachers are all of.Hispanic descent.
..;

'It is aIticipated.that as the classroom teachers become more fluent in

Spanish through the inservice Xraining program the services of the'associate
0

teachers will be withdrawn
Vand,bilingual teaching assistants will be provided..-

'The associate teachers are trained teachers from Latin American,,

;countries who are participating in a foundation.teacher-exchange pxogram.

'They are responsible for4instructingin Spanish.
,

, .
.

.
.

.

The tnformation on the following chart was obtained from questionnaires

submitted to the "blassroom teachers and their aides whose sudents were
1 ,

included in the Impact Study.

4
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-
'TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS '

Total'number of teachers/aides in Impact Study

Total number of questionnaires'received

Highest earned college degree:

, Aides and
Teachers Associates *'

-5 ,z

3 2

.vo

No degree

Degree or-diploma based on less than 4,years of work

B.A.._or B.S.
e:

qeadhing credential only

ot higher

No reeponse
1

,

Type of state teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-pfulfillment, or
emergency

-

Regular-credential

Bilingual-bicultural-teaching credential

,No response

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

years

3 years

4 years

5-9 years

10-19 years

20-29"years

30 or more years

No response

3

3

1

2 1

*"Associates" refers to trained teachers from Latin America participating in
a teacher-exchange program.

411
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Teachers 'Aides and

-Years of teaChIng in a bilingual-progoram:
Assdciates

Less than 1 yeak

1 year

'2 Years 1 1

3 years

years.

5 years

More than 5 years

No xasponse

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-T.bicultural education:
,

1-5,quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 Semester hnurs)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)

.More rInan 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.)nl

No college training in bilingual-bicultural 1

No response

1

Amount of,time spent in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than 30 days

None

No resionse

4 '

1
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Sources of .Project Funding

The following funds-were specifically designated for and administered.

:by the bilingual project: .

Title VII '-1 $214,000

Other Federal and State -0-'

Other (LEA) :43,000

TOTAI:, .$257,000 T.

Per pupil $321.25

In Addition to the above; the follaWing funds were'designated for7

bilingual project schools:

Sch$01 A, .

Federal And State -0-

Other -0-

TOTAL

Per,pupil

Total per pupil additional funds:
.for bilingual project partici-
pants'

'cSchool B

\Federal and State -0-

pther -0-

; TOTAL -0-
I

-0-

$321.25

Per pupil -0-

Total-per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici- ,-- -

pants $321.25

,The Title VII grant is allocated so'that $181,000 is spent on

instruction and $33,000 ou staff development. The LEA pays for.nine teaCher

aide/community 4aisons And-for field trips and other misCellaneous 'extras

for.the bilingualrprojeCt.. The basic per pupil cost in the District, not

including the above special funds, is $1,084.00.

4
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.CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Impact.Study Samples

Ope of the two third-grade classrooms was randomly telected to partici-

pate in the Impact .Study and wag'aiso later selected for detailed obseryation

as part of the intensive ttudy. This classroom og.thifty pupils is located.

at Sdhool A and 'consists:of. ten Central Athericans, seVen Sonth'Americans,

six.white non-Hispanics,.and two.blacks.

One of the two fourth grades in'the prOject was randoffily seledted for

AIR,testing and for-detailed ovservationas_part of.the intensive study_

sample. This clastrobm.is located at Sdhool B:and consists,of thirtytwo

stndents. The ethnic compotifion.of the classroom consf ts of fifteen

blacks, one Asian, one white non-Hispanic, One Puerto Rican, one Mexican,

two Central.Americans,, and eleven Cubans (two of whom are half7Cuban and

.half-white-non-Hispanic).
- -r

J

- .

One of the two sixth-grade classes was randomly selected fo'r testing

purposes for the Bilingual Impact Study and for daeailed observation as ,part

of the Intensive Study Sample. This sixih-grade classroom is Iodated at

Schbol A andconsists of thirty-six students of Whom-twenty-three are.Hispa-

nic, eight are of white nom4lispanic descent, and five are' black.

Instructional Strategies lor Grade 3

/

Major Features

The teacher in this classroom is assisted on a part-time basis by. an

aidewho has taught in the-bilingual project for over five years.'' She hat

had overthirty days of inservide bilingual education training along with

other related College training. She is totally.retponsible ,for teaching

English as aSecond Language (ESL) and Spanish ata Second Language (SSL).

English Language instruction'for Native-English'and NativeSpanigh Speakers
,

English Language Arts is taught by the classroom teacher to three

,lability groups: Level 10 (eight,students) is the 'high group, Level V.(thir-

teen students) is the medium group, and Level 6 (five students) is the low

27-8
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group. All groups use the Scott Foresman Reading Systems Series. Level 8

is appropriate forthird-grade Reading. Level 6 is appropriate for second-
,

grade Reading. Level 10 is appropriate for advanced third-graders. Aside

-from these three groups,,there is a grOup of three students who ale

beginning English-readers and reCeive English Language Arts and'Reading

inst,ruction from the second-grade teacher. The teacher spends approxi-
..

pately 1 '1/1,hours dailY on the EnglishLanguage Arts block which includes

'4.written and oral.:language skills in addition to Reading. Groups are .

rotated for group instrUction While the others work independently in

Language. Arts anConReading followup assignments. 'All areas'in wyttten

LangUage Arts (including spelling) are taught,on a small-group..basis

:(Reading grouPs) with the exception -of grammar which is_ten q.a'whole-

class basis. The teecher.estimates that approximately twa tiOurs,.& week .

are devoted to'subjects within the Written LangUage Arts areao,,g which at

leaSt half of this time is sPent doing independent seat Work. She also

estimates that apprOximately half an hout a week is spent on oral Language

Arts skills, storytelling,-choral reading, nd sharing skills conducted

within the Readinggroup struCture.. DramatiC arts, poetry, and sharing

skills,.agwell ag library skills, are taught on a whole-class basis.

Each group spends approximately five hours a week on drect Reading
c

activities. Each group receives approximately 2 1/2 hours,a week of direct

teacher instruction, and the remaining time is sPent engaged in Independent

The criteria for designating the ability groups is based on the stan-

dardized test in the Scott Foresman Reading Systens series and by

teacher observation. Regrouping can occur at the end of unit.tests contin-

gent upon ability and need.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-English-Speakers

Spanish Language Arts is taught by the bilingual associate teacher

(Latin American exchange teacher) to six different groups. Writtewand

oral Language Arts tasks are incorporated into the Reiding assignments.,

Group-A is a low-ability group of five pupils who are all bilingual and were

reading Nuestros Amigos (Laidlaw) at the time of visitation. Group.13 is an

e,
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average-ability Spanish-dominant group of four pupils who were reading the

text Del Campo al Pueblo (Laidlaw) at the time of.visitation.- droup C is
Noo

a bilingual; average-ability group of three pupils Who were also reading

Del Campo al,Pueblo at the time of visitation.. Group D is a:Spanish-

dOminant, high-ability'group,of tyo pupils. Grdup.E. is a bilingual, high

ability group oftwo pupils. Both groups D and. Ewere.reading.Adventuraa

Maravillosas (Laidlaw) at the time of i.ristion and at. times are brought

together and taught as a group of foxir. GOup F consist8 of-loUr students

(two Spanish-dotinant, two bilingual), of 'average abi/itY whO were reading

Nuestros Amigos at the:time Of visitation.

GrouPs B through F receive approximately thirty minutes of instruction.

and ten minutes of independent work time on a daily basis. .Group A, being

the slowest, receives approximately forty-five minutes of daily instruction

and abdut fifteen minutes of independent work time.. Each Reading textbook

used here IS actompanied by a workbook. Each group receives daily homework

'asaignments in addition to the classroom independent work tasks.

Students are able to change groups on a unit-completion basis depend-

ing on their demonstrated ability. 'The criteria fdr.designating grouping

patterns,are based on teacher-made tests in Spanish Reading which assess

comprehension, pronunciation, and written abilities.

The regular classroom teacher also teaches and reinforces Spanish

written Language Arts to the bilingual and Spanish-dominant students when

the English-dominant students are engaged in Spanish as a Second Language

(SSL)-with the'aide. She covers the areas of punctuation; spelling.and

:grammar using an'entireclass teaching approach.

ESL and SSL instruction is given by the instructional aide. Her main

approach to ooth is a bilingual one. That is, both language's are used,

and both languages are allowed freely. However, the students must always

speak in complete sentences when practicing their second language. The

techniques used on a continuous basis are pronuncfation, sentence pattern,

sentence completion, and votabulary building drills. These groupg are

taught in the back of the room while the teacher,teaches Spanish grammar

to the rest.

4
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.,,MathematiQs'InstructiOn

Mathematics is taught by the,classrooM. teacher, who is assisted at

timed by an instructional,aide shared'with another classroom. She employs

a whole2c1ass approach with same individualizing and grouPing according

to need. The classroom teacher considers the class to be 6f medium

ability in general. She considers three studenCato be of high ability

s'and the rest of medium ability with a,few of these near low ability.

The skill areas of addition, subtraction, and multiplIcation were
Lb

covered and the introdUctian of ratios and percentages was in process at

the time of visitation. The major textbook used, Elementary School

Mathematics (Addison-Wesley), stresses new math concepts. The amount,of

time spent on the daily Mathematics lesson is flexible depending upon need.

,However, an average of forty-five minutes a day,(five times a week) are

devoted to Mathematics learning. Approximately-twenty. minutes daily are'

occupied by independent and individualized tasks. The teachers allow

both languages (English and Spanish) to be usea freely by the students,

and she employs both in teaching.

Cultural Companent

;

This area is not taught as a separate unit bat is incorporated into, the

areas of Sodial Studies and Music.. The culture of South.America, Central

America, and the Caribbean is:especially InCorporated into the learning

sCheme for special events and oCcasions Cuban Independence Day', the

Guatemalan earthquake, etc.). The students.contribute.and participate in
,

-
theSpanish ance, music, and poetry prograts presented at the annual,Pan

7

American :Day and are encouraged to share about their country in the class-:-

room. on an ongoing basis.. --Latin American music Is also included as' part

.of-the music coMPOnent which is held three times a week for twenty-five

minutes.- In Social Studies and Music, the _use of both, langUages is allowed.

4 i 7
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Insttuctional Strategies fot Grade 4

Major Features

The teacher in the classroom is bilingual; however, she does.not teach

any Spanish-related subjects because she did not:think she knew Spanish

well enough to teach it. Thetefore, these areas ate taught:only by the'

associate and assistant teachers.

.The'Latin American associate teacher recently came from Argentine 'and

is responsible for teaching SSL to the English-dominant students. liet

knowledge of English is limited.

Engiish.Language Instruction-for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

Written Language Arts is.taught by tile ,claSsroot teacher fOr approxi-

-mately forty minutes daily using a whole=clasa approach. The language Skills

covered include caplialization, punctuation,,spelling,. grammar, and,creative.:,

and nonfictionaly writing. Approximately thirtj, minutes are spent daily on

direct inatruction,:and ihe remaining tenAninutes are'dedicated. to indepen-
_

dent study. Approximately twemty)minutes a week,are spent in this area.
.

The class is broken up into five ability- grpups for Reading instruc-

tion. Group A is considered to be'remedial in all subjects and consists Of

hree Spanish-,dominant students. The instructional aide is'responsible for

the Reading instruction of this group and sPends[approximately fifteen tb,

twenty-five minutes daily (in a'separateroom) on direct'Reading instruction.

Independent work (about' forty minutes) is done when the students return to
,

the regular classroom where the.rest of the Students are involved in rota7.

ting reading groups with the teacher and in independent seat work. The

,
remedial group was teading Arouna the Corner (Harpet and RoW Basic Reading

Program) at the time of visitation.

_Group B is a low-ability Reading group which consists of eight students.

One is English dominant and.the rest' are bilingual. The group is also

the responsibility of the instructional aide and is structured in the same

way' as the remedial group. This group was currently reading Friends, Old.

and New (Scott Foresman) at the time of visitation. ,

4 3
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The next three groups (C, D, and E) are taught by the classroom_

teacher On a iotating basis. All mere reading at some point in the book

Open Highways .(Scott Faresman) at the time of visitation. The teacher.

indicated that approximately forty minutes of instruction and forty minutes

of independent seat work is given to each group on a daily basis. Group.0

is considered to be medium/low ability and consists of nine students of

whom five are bilingual. Group D also consists of nine Medium/low ability .

students of whom three are English dominant and six are bilingual. Group E

consists of seven English-dominant pupils and is considered to be'of

average ability (in terms of grade level) by the teacher. All groups are

rarel;), regrouped and, if so, the change is made depending upon ability.

Grouping patterna are determined by textbook,-by standardized Reading

.test scores, and by the records kept by the previous teacher.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish-Speakers-

. Spanish Language Arts is'taught to three groups by the bilingual para-
.

professional instructional aide. The groups meet with the,aide in a

separate classroom (the bilingual room) on a rotating baais and spen&

approximately twenty.minutea daily on Spaniah language Arts. Approximately

ten minutes are devoted io.instructional 4me and another ten minutes to

independent work. -6toup A consists,ofthree Spanish-dominant-students who

.are beginning $panish readers. Most of their.activity is direCted toward

dev4oping Spanish Reading skills; The, textbook uaed-atthetime of

visitation was Aprendemos a Leer (Laidlaw).' Group B consists of three

bilingual, medium-ability students who receiVe more overall exercises.and

.grammar instruction than Group A. They also.were reading in the'textbook

AprendeMos a.Leer.at the time of viaitaiion.

The last grOup (C) consists of eleven bilingual students who are con-
.

sidered to be of high Spanish ability by the aide. They were reading

J
Aventuras MaravillOsas (Laidlaw) at the tima'of visitation.

Spanish oral Lantuage Arts is not covered in any group except for

Spanish game and song activities on given occasions. The area of written

Language Arts is covered by the textbooks accompanying workbook assignments
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.which.include punctuation,spelling,. and grammar lessons. The three groups

have.never regroUped. The grouping pattern is determined by,lastyear's

records and by teacher observation.

,
. 4

----Second Language Instruction,for Native-Spanish and Native7Engiish Speakers

ESL instruction is given to the SpanishdOminant students by.the

classroom teacher and SSL instruction is given to the English7dominant

'children (in another rdom) by the bilingual associate teacher for

approximately thirty minutes eadh morning. However, tile teacher.indicates

that she really does not teach ESL in the strict sense, but rather uses it-

as extra English practice for Spanish-dominant students:'She mostly uses a.

total-immersion English approach while the associate teacher always uses

a total-immersion Spanish approach in teaching SSL. The classroom teacher

mostly emphasizes pronunciation, sentence pattern, sentence dompletion,

and Vocabulary building skills and no conversational techniques. The SSL .

associate teacher follows a similar pattern.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics inStruction'istaught with a,whole-Class approach by the,

classroom teacher (with the exception of remedial Mathematics). An average
.

of forty minutee daily Is spent inthecontent area of MathematiCS. 7Approxi.:

mately half of that- time is spent in direct classroom inStruction (twenty

minutes), 'and the rest is spent on independent work which overlaps with

.independent Reading seat work: English Is the only language,employed

the classroom teacher in the instruction of, Mathematicé, and the major .

textbook used.is Elementary School MatheMatics '(Addison-Wesley). _The

Skills covered include Addition, subtraction, muItiplidationi-division,
_-

--fractions, and measurement. :

The students in the low,-remedial English.Mathematics section.also

receive Mathematics instruction from the bilingual instructional aid%%

While the entire class is invcilved in Mathematics Liltruction,or seat work;

she individually tutors and groups those remedial students according'to
J,

need. The major textbook used for these eleven students is Practice

.-.Exercises in Arithmetic (Continental Press Series, grade'l to 3).

4 2 0
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Cultural Component

jlispanic culture is not taught as a separate uhit but is occasionally

incOipOrated into the areas of Social Studies and Art nostly by the bilin-

gual instructional aide. The content areas which have been covered

include.4t,--gan7es, holi8ays, and Music. Approximaeely&thirty'minutes a
-\

month are spent on this. a. ea and the prinCipal language used English,

, Instructional Strategies for trade 6
Ao

Major Features'.

;

, The teacher in this classroom is an EnWsh-monolingual black who is

assisted l'py a teacher assistant responsibfelfor teaching Spanish as a SecondA\

.Language ^and SpaniSh Language Arts*skills. addition, the Latin American

exchange assoCiate teacher is involved in teaching History, Science, Mathe-

timatics,"and Spanish Reading. After, the regular'classrOom teacher gives a

lesson in these su jecta in English, ehe Hispa* associate teacher gives

the same lesson in panish either the nexf day or innediately after..

,Sometimes sae just repeats or clarifies in Sianish what the teacher is

tryintto get across for the benefit-of the Spanish-dominant students.

HbWever, the exchange teacher's Englfsh-speaking ability iS limited. The

classroom is considered to be of mediuM/high ability by che teacher.

English Lahguage Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

In<,..addition to Reading,:written and Oral English.Language Arts is
,

taught by the Classroom teacher: Written Language Arts consists of

punctuation, Spelling,-gramnar, and creati4e and nOnfidtional writing and

is taught on'a whole-class-basis. Approximately one hour a day is spent in

thiS area of Language Arts. Out, of that hour.,- approximately fifteen minutes

are spent in>direct instruction an8 about forty-five 'minutes on independent

taak assignments.

Poetry, skits, and sharing skills are utilized in developing English

oral Language Arts and are,also taught on a whole-class system. Approxi-

mately fifteen to.,twenty minutes a week are devoted to this area,
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-The .class is diVided into two main.gioups for English Reading initruc-

tion. While the classroom teacher works yith one group,the instructional

aide works the other group in the.area of Spanish Readinz. They alternate

groups everyother day. ,GrouP A is a highability group and cOnsists

of thirteen' pupils; 'They were reading VoIces (level 19) of the Stott-,

Foresman Reading Systems at the time.of visitation. Group B;consists'of

twentYtwo medium-ability students who were reading Exploring Afar from

Scott-Foresmaes Open Highway Series at the.timerbf visitation. There is

one student who-receives individual he/P by the teacher because he a

Spanish-dominant, beginning-Engiish reader.:The. teacher indicates.that

theie are no remedial readers in this tlassroom. The basic Reading

, program consists of phonics, comprehension,,and oral and silent-reading

as Well as oiher,related language skills. Library slcilla aie covered on

a whole-class basis. Each group receives about twenty m nutes of direct

instiucticin every other day. App7imately forty minute are spent on

independent preparation or follow-up)seat work. The students.are rarely.

regrouped;'but, if an individual were to change Reading groupa, this would.

be done on the basia o abilitY and need. The criteria for' deSignating
.;

the grouping pattern.upon entry-arehased'on standardized tests and on

.teacher observation.

Spanish Language InstructiOn for-Native-Spanish and Native-English Speakera

Spanish instruction is given to two groupsi4each qf about ten pupils

who areeither bilingual or SOanish dominant, by the bilingual. teacher

assistant. The English-dominant students-receive S.SL, alsci from.the same

aide, .The amount of'time Spent is eicactly the,same as the English Reading.

period .sinceEnglish and Spanish Reading sessibns meet cOncurrently and

the students alternate'eVeiy'other day. The average-ebility group was read-

ing the textbodk Pot Tierras Vecinas (Laidlaw) whilethe higherability
17

group-was reading.Por Los Caminos del5Mundo (Laidlaw), at the time of,-

visitation. The main emphasis'of this class revolved_arotind oral and
-

silent reading along with grammar skills.. Jhe students are giventeacher-

made exams, eekly quizzes, anCwoikbook/worksheet assignments. The

27-16
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criteria for grouping,

teacher-made tests and

Usually.held

or in the basement..

.

according to the aide,,are based .mo tly upon

last year's records. .Because of la of space,'

in an empty room (while another class is in recess)

-4

Second-language instruction is given by the teacher aide. She meets,

with.a group of six Hispanic, English-dominant students.for.forty minutes

every day in the basement.. s'he usea,the books Camino Al Escuela (Laidlaw)

and Victoria to introduce Spanish Reading. She also meets with a' group

of twelve'nonrHispanic, English-dominant students for SSL instruction for

thirty-five mintites daily-, The regular classroom teacher teaches ESL

Both use a-total-immersion-concurrently to the remaining stndents.

approach in-teaching.. :Both AL and SSL are taught 'by uaing. pronunciation,

sentende pattern, senterice.comPletion,-andvocabulary drills. Controlled

conversation and audioviaual techniques are rarely employed.

Mathematics

Mathematics instruction is given to the whole class by both the clasa-.

room teacher.and by the'assOciate teacher. When one is responsible for

instruction, the other nsuallY gives individual help. Approximatelyjifteen

Minutea daily are spent.in instructing the class. About thirty minutes are

devoted.to independentvork with the teachers giving individual help.. The
0

.major text used is Elementary'School Mathematics (Addiapn-Wesley), arid

the content.skills covered include addition, subtraction, multiplication,.

.division, and fractiona,. Percentages and measurement Sktlls were not yet

introduced at tbe time ofvisitation; however, the teacher.planned to

impleMent them before the end of the year. B thlanguages are used in.

teaching Aathematics, depending on whether th teacher invoived.is English-

dominant or Spanish-dominant.

A .

Oiltural Component

This classroom-techetdoes not cover Hispanic culture. The Social

Studies units center vround.Asian and European History and Geography.-

,
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The' projeC
, /

project in the community dur ng the,current.year: newspaper, radio,

televisiorriailmstrips; and n wsletters.. The Bilingual Advisory Committee

meets monthly, and members are encouraged to aid in the developmentof_

programobjectives, budgetf evaluation, and dissemination concerns.

The ihird-grade classroom teacher feels that it is very important to

involve/the pare-it whenever she.stiots a part:iNilar problem with her

When L,- obsirves an academic, social, or medical problem she,

sends(a noge home wi0 that particular student asking for the parents to

call her at home in the evening. She had had telephone'conversations with7

Parent an Community Involvement

sed the following media to publicize the Title. VII

approximatelyten parents by the title of visitation. Approximately fifteen

parkts are involved eaCh semester in organizing and contributing to

Cilssroom holiday and birthday parties. Two.parents are involved each

seinester in helping to aupervise field trips, andabout ten to twelve.

"ielassroom mothers" are actively involved in the school's Mother Co-op

d.ub which Meets on a monthly basis.

The fourth-grade classroom teacher indicated that there is very little,

parent participation in her classroom.. No parents are Involved in any

cAssroom-related activities; however, when class parties are held, some

parents will send food (i.e., cookies) with their children. The teacher

felt that the lack. of parent participation Zilitgayl due to the fact

that most parents work during tge day. She T.d.11 met approximately four,

parents a year for student conferences at either her or their request when

a problem arises. She indicated, .however, that'she usually has a good

turnout of parents (75%) at the annual.school-oppn house.
o

In the Sixth-gradp classroom, parent involvement is considered-to be

good in evening school-sponsored,events such as the spring festival, Pan

American Day, the ChrisIMAs prograT, and open house activities. About

six mothers are introlved with the Mother's Club, whicil meets monthly, and

approximately four,parents a semester participate in class'parties. The

teacher indicates that he will have conferenbes is/1.th out fifteen parents

during the 1975-76 school year.

42
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PROJECT 28

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Population

. Project,,28 started in 1971. 'The District is located in'T small port

city forming p'srt of a major metropolitan area. Ship construction is

one of the city's Meibr industries
"

pfoducts at a large oil refinery.

18% of Hiwanic descent, 18% black

as is the refinement of petroleum

Area residents include approximately
,

non-Hispanic, 2Z Asian, 1% Native
A

1
.

American, 1% Portuguese, and 60% white, non-Hispanic. The project

///e

trget population, however is about 50% Hispanic.

During the 1975-76 school year, the project served 500 seudents

in kindergarten through grade 5. These students attended four schools

and were.,divided amcing 'seventeen project classrooms. Stude4s were from

single-unit or multiple-unit dwellings where the head df hOusehold was
...

a semiskilled worker or other laborer whose average income was $6,000.

Principals at two.schools vistied indicated that the turnover in student
v

body in the district ranged from 25% to 50% annually.
4:>

Coals and/or Objectives

This bilingual project is one of four that form and are funded

through a consortiuM. The goals and objectives of these projects,are

therefore quite similar and include the following:

To increase Reading and Mathematics skill levels using

English and Spanish as languages of instruction

To instill in project students a feeling of pride in their

cultUre through bicultural and multicultural activities

4 2 3
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To help project participants and their parents develop a

better understanding of the educational system by impreliing

communication between the home and the school
;

To provide a site where observers may watch a maintenance-

type bilingual project in action

To avoid costly duplication by participating with other

consortium members in staff development, curriculum develop-

ment, media production, testing and evaluation, dissemination,

and community involvement activities ,

Project Staff

The project gtaff for.the 1975-76 school year included seventeen

teachers, seventeen ardes,.one.full-time cOmmunity liaisbn worker,'one
1:-

part-time community liaison worker, one full-time Spanish -remedial

Reading and materials resource teacher, and the fulb-tiMe Project Director.

All project staff were bilingual and, with the exception of five white .

non-Hispanic aides, all project staff were of Hispanic descent.'

During the 1975-76 school year, this project also enjoyed the

services of three district-funded aides who were available to billngual

project classroom on a part-time basis.

The services of,a full-time, bilingual, media center staff\and

a full-time evaluator are shared by all consortium members.

This project has an active internship program. Project aides

are encouraged to take courses at local colleges and universities. The

aides then train with project personnel in preparation for teaching

positions in the district. About a third of the project's seventeen

teachers started their teaching career as bilingual project aides or '

interns. Nine,of the remhining teachers have taught in the project for

three or more,years.

The information on the falowing chart was obtained from question-

naires submitted to the classroom teachers hnd their aides whose students

were included in the Impact Study.

4 2 6
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TEACHINd STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Teachers -Aides

.Total.Uumber.of teachers/aides in Impact Study 0.5 10

Total number of questionnaires received 2 5

Highest earned college degree:

No;degree

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or.B.S. 1 3

Teaching credential only

M.A. or higher

No response

F

Type Of statc teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, -or
emergency

Regular credential.

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credentia/

No response

'Years Of full-cime'teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5-9 years

10-19 years

20-29 years

30 or more years

.No response

427
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Years of teaching in a bilingyal program:

LeSs th:In 1 year

.1 year

2 years,

3years

4 years

5 years

More than 5 years

.Noyesponse

Teachers , Aides

1

1

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter units,(11-20 semester hours)

Mcire.ehan -30 quhrter units (more than 20 semester hrs.)

No college Lraining in bilingual-biculLuLd1

No response

Amount of time spent-in inservice or school district__-

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30,days .1

More than 30'days

None

No response.

28-4
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Sources of Project Funding

The following funds were SpecifiCally designated for and administered

.by.the bflingual project:

Title VII

Other Federal and'State

Other (County)-
,

TOTAL

Per pupil

$105,673.

40,200 (Title I & ETDA)

7 000

$152,873'

$306

unds in addition,to the above which are designated for tilingual

project schools:

School A

Federal and State : $77,440

Other. 70-

TOTAL $77,440'

Per pupil $174

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants $480

School B

4.

Federal anr! State $235,140

Other '-0-

TOTAL $235,140

Per pupil $408.23

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants $714.23

Title VII funds paid the salaries of sixteen aides, two community

.workers, one project director, and one secretary. Title VTI money also paid

, for materials and supplies and staff-incurred confetence expenses.

ESEA Title I provided proje_t calssrooms with the part-time services

of eleven aides as well as money for materials, field trips, and inservice

training activities. During the 1975-76 school year, students scoring

420
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on or below the fiftieth percentile on standardized tests,recelved $30

:composed of EgEA Title I and.State till'901unds,

Educational Training and Development Act .(ETDa funds underwrote the

cost of tuition.and books for proSeCtIstaff seeking further training.

These funds were also used to meet expenses incurred during Onsite inser

vice.training.

State "Teachers Corps" funds enabled-one .parttime project aide to

attend college classes. State monies also provided aides and .materials

for'project classroOms. .Early Childhood Education (ECE) funds. 15rovided

aides and materials for project priMary grade Classrooms.

Comprehensive Employment Training Act.:(CETA).funds. for the colifity

paid the salary of one.full-time project aide.

.;.The District paid the.salaries of seventeen project teachers and three

full-time project aides as Well as one-fourth of the project resource

teacher's salary. In addition, the'.District paid all expenses for lour

bilingual summer school classes.

CLASSROOM INFORMATION

.Impacf.Study Samples

This description is based on discussions with program staff and on

observation in one of the project's foUrsecond-grade classrooms, one of

its three third-grade classrooms, and one of its four fourth-grade class-

rooms.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 2

Major Features

There is a high teacher-pupil ratio with three or four adults

working with twenty-six students during a typical morning of

instruction.
4 3 0
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. All lessons, are carefully paced with students changing.to-a.

- different activity every ten to fifteen minutes;

The,teacher and aide use fast-moving games and drills to

keep students' attention focused on specific learning tasks.
-

Typically, each student is given several chances to perform a

task or to answer questions during one fifteen-minute lesson.

In addition to the activities described in the'follewing

' sections., for about 3 1/2 hours each week, all students

participate in sharing, games,:.skits, and stories presented

in.bOth English and Spanish. During these activities, ihe

teacher encourages students to use their second langdage and

introduces relevant vocabulary wordS on an as-needed basis.

English Language InStruction_for Native-English Speakers

After informal testing and observation, the teacher divided the.

.English-dominant students in his classroom into high-, medium-, and low--

ability groups. TheSe,groups work with the classroom"teacher,-,a Reading.

specialist,.and classroom aides on phonics, Reading comprehension,

capitalization, punctuation, creative writing, and nonfiction writing

.activities. During the 3 1/2 hours a week spent on these activities,
-

students rotate through learning stations every ten to fifteen minutes.

At these stations they use Harper & Raw readers, library bOoks, the Bill

Martin Taped Reading Series, and the Bowmar Reading Series. Included

with these series are vocabulary flash cards, laminated skill papers, and

taped stories which play at the students' listening posts.

English Language Instruction for Native=Spanish Speakers

Through observation of student performance, the teacher selected

three bilingual and three Spanish-dominant students to spend 2 1/2 hours

a week on such English as a Second Language activities as following

directions given in English, matching pictures with written English words,

and repeating new English vocabulary words alone and in groups. Major

instructional resources for these activities include the Miami Linguistic
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a

All lessons are carefully paced with students changing to. a

'different Activity every ten to.fifteen minutes.

The teacher and, aide use fast-moving games and, drills to,

',keep students! attention focused on specific learning.tasks.

Typically, each student is given several chances to perform a

task or to answer questions during one'fifteeh-minute lesson.

In addition to.the actiVities describe& in the following .

sections, for about 3 1/2 hours each week,. all students

participate in Sharing, games, skits., and stories presented

in both English and Spanish.. During these activities,the

teachet encourages students to use their second language and

introduces relevant vocabulary words on an as-needed basis.

- English Language Instruction for Native7English Speakers

After informal testing and observation, the teacher divided the English-
.

idominant students in his classroom nto high-, medium-, and ldw-ability

grouPs. These groups work' with the classroom teacHer, A reading specialist,_

and classroom aides on phonics, Reading comprehension, capitalization,
_

punctuation, creative writing, and nonfiction writing activities. Dur-

ing the 3 1/2 hours a week spent on these activities, students rotate
_

_

through learning stations every ten to fiftden minutes. At these

stations they use Harper Rowe readers, library books', the Bill Martin

Taped, Reading Series, and the Bomar Reading Series. Included with these
.

y

\ series are vocabulary flash cards, laminated skill papers, and taped

)

,

stories which play at the students' listening posts.

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Through observation of student performance, the teacher selected

three bilingual and three Spanish-domihant students to spend 2 1/2 hours

a week on such English'as a Second Language activities as following direc-
.

tions given in.English, Matching pictures with written English words, and

repeating new English vocabulary words alone'ahd in groups. Majoi instruc-
A

tiOnal resources for these activities include the.Riami LirigUistic

.9
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. .

series, CORE oral language materials,.aid Peabody kits, The classroom

teacher andone classroom aide supervise these'a.ctivities and permit

Spanish to be spoken is needed:

. -

Spanish Language Instruction'for Native-Spanish Speakers
A

4

The Spanish resource teacher, the classrooM aide, and the classroom
. ,

teacher work on a rotating basis with .seven stUdents who ate able to read

Spantsh. For abdut 1 1/2 hours a week they listen to students read from

SaritillanathAterials, gupervise their work'in accompanying workbooks, gad ..

help them perform' vocabulary and-phonics-drills usingSpanish-:language

flash c4rds. Stildents Work:Independently on:Reading and writing-assign-
. -

.
ments.during the remaining two hours of Spanish inatruction. During .

this-time they might.complete essignMents made in their group-andthen.

.lisren to taped, Spanish-language fables and fair'y tales.,*

Spanish-Language.Ihstruction for Native-English Speakers

;

The malortity of the class gpends 2.

teacher andethe aide on oral Spanish as

During this time studeRts follow simple

recite in Spanish the names of'pal.ts of

1/2 hours a week working with the

a Sedcind Language activities.

direpttons, play games, and

the bodyand of objects located

in theclassroom. They- perforin pattern drills as.well as sentence
, ' f

.

_repetition and vocabulary dritls. Dbring Spanish as a Secoad Language
,-

instruction, students uge
.
only.tpanish. t

Mathematics Instruction
Ji

.Mathematics instruction fs highly individualized, based on Modern

Schnol Mathematics Structure and Use, and taught by the classroOm teacher

with reinfórcement from'anEnglish-speaking Mathematics resource.teacher.'

Studeats spend About seven hours a week on addition, subtraction; multi-

plication, diVIsion, and standard and nonftandard measurement activities.

To help his students recognize and measure.different shaPes, the teacher

.has posted classroom displays showing triangles, squares,. and open. and
. .

closed cirdles. Also on'display in the spring were papers done by the..

students entitled "Mis Manos Miden" ("My Hands Measure").

4 3 "
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Cultural Component

. .

.Onte or twice.a.week for'a total of sixty minutes.a week, the.entire

class, dnder the direction of the classrooi teacher:8 engages in cultural

awareness activities cntered around Social Studies units on. Asian, Native

merican,,b1hck., and,Mexican.studies. As a.part.of these dhits, students

may.cook Chinese food; soul food, or Mexican food and celebrate holidays
.*

sucii-as Chinese New Year, Cinco de Mayo,7or Martin-Luther King'Abirthday.

,Major

Instructional Strategies foriGrade

Features

Lessons emphasize the use of manipulative objects. .Students

arrange parquet blocks, mbrk with puisenaire rods, complete

puzzles, play.board games, measure( ingredients for cooking,

and create their own crepe-paper flowers for use as classroom

decorations.

, Five second-grade students were Also assigned io this third-
-.

grade classrocim. These second-grade students participated

in all third-grade.activities.

English.Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers .

The teacher has used standardized test results and informal ob'servation

.techniques,to form two lOw-, one.medium-, and three high-ability, English-

\ language Reading groups.. For about two' hours each week, these groups

work on Reading comprehension, phonics, and writing activities under.the

supervision of the teacher or the classroom:aide. During this time, they

might.read and answer-questions about stories in their Harper & Row series

readers, classify pictures into long and short vowel groups, or pin

clothespins on pictures representing compound words.

In addition.to this two-hours-a-week gronp Reading instruction, all

students ifork independently on.other English activities.

.
The more advanced groups spend one hour a week working at their seats

or in the library on workbooks, creatiVe writing, or research assignments.

28-10
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A.

Students in tfie lower 'groups do fewer independent writing assignments and
1

therefore spend_closer to thirty.minutes a.Week working independently on _
.

,

.zmgboard games or worksheets designed tb help them identify short and long

vowels and to 'use prefixes, compound mords, and contractibns.
1

-Once a week for about forty minutes all'students work, With'Patterns

for Language (American Book Company). They might use,this book to set up

role-Playing situations, to discuss poems read to them by the teacher, or

to perform'writing exercises demonstrating the proper use of quotations

and sequencing techniqueS.

t
English LangUage Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Four Spanish-dominant students spenaabout-seventy minutes a week'

working with the classroom Ceacher and the aide on oral English activities.

They-use CORE English materials (Ginn & Co.) and consortium-developed

0 charts to. cue,repetition-and pattern drills.. During a typical English as

,a Second Language lesson, students.might discuss what is happening in a.

picture the teacher is holding up, practice using such patterns as "I

went to the (store, movies, city)" or describe what they did with

their family over the previous weekend. The students also do simple

writing assignments and participate in the Patterns for Language activities

described in the previous section. During all English as a SecOnd Language

activities, Spanish is used only 'IT absolutely necessary.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

1

The same students Who spend seventy minutes a week on.English as a

Second Language'activities work about 2.1/2 hours a week, under the super:-

vision Of the teacher and the aide, on Reading Comprehension'phonids, and

writing activities in Spanish. The Spanish Reading lessons are based on

Santillana series readers and their accompanying workbooks. Phonics

lessons on letters of the alphabet, initial sounds, and dimiding words

into syllables are based on lessons in La Primera Fonetica'(Natidnal

Testbook Company). The teacher and the aide also read to this group from

simple poetry, riddle, and fairy tale books. A favorite series is the

Monster Books written in Spnnish and published by Bowman Company. The

students also make use of the Spanish-language fables and legends. circu-

lated by the'consortium media center.

28-11
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.Spanish Language. Instruction for Native-English Speakers

The.entire class spends about. 1.1/2 hours a week on Spanish.as A

Second Language actIvities such as sentence tompletion drills, flash card

vocabulary 'drills, and writing complete sentences in panish. DuAng:this

-time, the natiVe-Spanish speaking ,students.in the class model difficult

'activities for the Engligh-dominant students. The teacher: uses Peabody

Kits.to cue repetition and assigns students to work at Language Masters

on a rotating basis. She poSts words like:izquierda (left), derecha (right),

and ayudante (helper) on the classroom walls to help students remember key.
'

concepts. Classroom games in Spanish include'playing "Simon Dice" ("Simon

Says"), drawing pictures of what the teacher is saying in.Spanish, or seeing,.

whichclaasroom team can uSe. the,mbst Spanish words in .complete sentences.

During Spanish-language instructIon, English is used only if absolutely

necessary._

Mathetatics Instiletion

The teacher has used standardized test results and informal observa-

tion techniques to place students in three groups for Mathematics instruc-

tion. During the first:ten to fifteen minutes of each Mathematics period,

the teacher often iiresents an introductory lesson on the skills to be

covered that day by one or all of the groups.' Students,in the high- and

medium-ability groups then spend'abodt thirty-five minutes on addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, measurement, and simple

,geometry problems. Students in the fower group also spend thirty-five

minutes a day on Mathematics instructiOn, but they cover only'addition,.

subtraction, and simple geometry concepts. Most of the instructional time

is spent at one of three Mathematics learning stations. Students rotate

through these stations where they might work open-ended Mathematics prob-

lems using Wirtz's Individualized Computation; read and work problems in

Modern Mathematics (Houghton Mifflin); complete computation worksheets

in the Individualized Mathematics Starter and Practice Kit (Random House)

or'use Cuisenaire rods, parquet blocks, andboard games to reinforce

basic concepts. Mathematics ,instruction.is conducted primarily in English.

4 3 6
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Cultural Component
I

Approximately three eltes.a. week for a toeal of sixty minutes a

1 week the teacher and the aide plan informal cultural awarenessactivities.

They might have students 'plaY African mathemiticai games, learn Mexican

dances, do Indian sandpainting, discuss the.difference between a teepee

and a wigwam, coal( tortillas, or read simple books about and then diacuss

the lives of famous'persons such as Marein, Luther King or Harriet Tubman.

Tygically, cultural awarenesa lesSons invo)7ve the whole class and are

conducted in English,-

Instructional Strategies for Grade 4

Special Features

Oral 'drills are used frequently'ln English, Spanish,'and

Mathematics instruction. Students recite:heW vocabulary

words, pattern drills", and response:. to Mathematics.problems.

Stvdents often* Work independently in the library, ic..the

Mathematics laboratory', and in the classroOm at lise'ening

posts or in small discussion groups.

There is'a high adult/student ratio. Two aides help with

.English and Spanish Language Arts instrucfton. A Title VTI

resource teachef.and a Title VII aide take students out for

short sessions on Spanish Reading. A Title I'resource

teacher and a Title I tutor work with students who need help

'in English Reading and Mathematics and Reading teachers

based in the school's Reading and Mathematics laboratories
.

provide resource help on a regular basis.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers ,

Using inforMal observation and standardized test scores, the teacher has

placed tinr English-dominant stddents in four separate groups. The high-

and moderate-ability level groups spend four hours.a week on writing'

skills and six hours a week on phonics, Reading comprehension, and library

skills. The lowest group spends three hours a week on writing skills

and seven hours a week on phonics, Reading comprehension, and library.

28-11
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skills. Instruction in all these,areas takes place at learning centere

threugh which students rotate at least twide a week. At these learning

stations are self-pacii 2ilot Library tapes,;filmstrips, and coMprehen-
-

sfOn questions; SARI skiLls program assignments-made in the Reading labors- -

tory; Reading and comprehension exercises from Harper 4. Row's Trade Winds .

series: or a locally ,leveloped, individualized spelling program where

students do tactile, ,ral, and wiitten.exercises with a limited number

of new words. The classroom teacher, the claqsroomaide, two Reading

-resource teachers, and a Reading tutor share responsibility for the various

Reading groups. The higher-ability groups work alone about half the Utile

while the lower-ability groups spend closer, to a third of their time on

independent assignments. The entire class also spends about two hours a

week on sharing and story-telling activities in English.

,English.Language Instruction for Native-SpanishSpeakers

Six etudents. receive instruction iniEnglish as a Sedond Language,

Three of'these students work with the classroom aide for ibout two hours a.

viZek on an oral vocabulary and pronunciation drills. They memorize.non-

'phonetic words from the Dolch Word List; recite beginning sounds, diagraphs,

and blends using exercises in the Phonics We Use .kit; and learn the vocabu-

lary for foods and the family using the CORE program. materials. The

remaining three students in the English as'a Second Language group join:

more advanced students in another.classroOM for beginning Reading activities

In Harper Row textbooks and in the Phonics We Use materials. During English

instruction, these students rarely use'Spanish. :

Spanish Language Inetruction for Native-Spanish Speakers ,

The same six students who receive two hours of English as a Second

janguage instruction each week spend six hoUrs a wee* on phonics, Reading

comprehension, and library work and four hours a week working in Spanish

on grammar, spelling, and writing.skills. The classroom teacher and one

aide supervise these.activities during about 6 1/2 of the ten hours listed

above. Students work on their,own for the remainder Of this time. Spanish

Reading materials are.those used by most consortium schools: Santillana

series readers and workbooks,'SENDA supplementary materials, and
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Short fables like "El Zorro y el cuervo" presented in written form and

on cassette tapes by.the consortiuM media center. Using Spanish

dictionaries, students also learn to recognize guide words, to read

definitions of simple words, and to alphabetize.

Spanish Language Instruction fcr Native English Speakers

There are thrLe groups of Spanish as a Second Language students in

this classroom. Four students who'have been in the bilingual project

since kindergarten spend about one hour a week on Spanish Reading and

1 1/2 hours a week on grammar, punctuation, and spelling activities in

'Spanish.

Five students who hear Spanish at home but who are new to the

program this year spend about 2 1/2 hours a week on Reading comprehension

ansi_phonics activities. Both of the above groups use the Santillana

series materials and-S1ENDA tapes, and spend an additional thirty minutes

/a week on storytelling, oral vocabulary, and sentence pattern drills in

' / Spanish. The cues lor these drills include picture flash cards and

pronunciation modeling by the teacher or the classroom aide.

Fourteen students Who are not exposed to Spanish at home spend about

two hours a week on vocabulary repetition and sentence pattern drills.

They also use a locally developed spelling kit that directs them to

memorize words that appear in the Santillana Reading series and to use

these words in complete sentences. When teaching beginning Spanish

vocabulary, the teacher relies heavily on a second-language guide developed

by 1.1e consortium in' the'summer of 1975. Thlb guide suggests the early

introduction of family and food nouns and the use of these nouns in

sentences with simple verbs, e.g., take the apple, eat the banana, help

your mother.

Mathematics Instruction

For Mathematics instruction, students are grouped by language domi-
,

nance and by ability. All students use Houghton Mifflin's Modern School

Mathdmatics in its English- or Spanish-language edition and spend about

seven hours a week on addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
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'fractions, measurement, and algebra problems. 'Again, for Mathematics

instruction, the students rotate through learning centers.. Here,.they

might play computatiou games and listen to tape's that accompany the PRIME
I

series'', work with tangrama and geoboards, listen to the teacher review a

new concept that several students are having trouble with or work on

skill assignments they contractedlwith the Mathematics resource teacher.

Cultural Component
4)

The classroom teacher estimates she spends an average of 1 1/2 hours

a week on cultural awareness activities. During Black Hiptory Week,

students discussed the contributions of famous black Americans. At other

times during the year, they cooked won tons, prepared tomales and passed

them out at the school's Cinco de Mayo fair; sang such songs as "De Colores"

and "Los Elefantes" while their teacher accompanied them on the guitat;

and discussed consortium-prepared units on the founding of Mexico and the

origin of "God's Eyes".

Parent and Community Involvement

Project teachers interviewed indicated that from one to four times

a year they:Visit or telephone all project parents to discuss each

student'S progress. On the average, they receive 'help with classroom

parties from about two parents every tlio
\
months.

,AtleastoneteacherfrOm.eachproecj.school attends monthlyt

project advisory comndttee meetings.. These meetings are organized by two
\\

school community workers who help set the meeting agenda, call parents .to

remind theril of meeting dates and times, and often\provide transportation
\\.

to and from meeting sites. The school community workers' other functions

include notifying parents if their childien are having problems at

school; meeting with all project families to help with tramalation,
\,

counseling, or immigration problems; and helping project teachers plan

'festivities including Cinco de Mayo celebrations.

4 4 0
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PROJECT 29

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Population

The 1972-73 school year was the first_year of Project 29 in the

District. The project serves a multi-ethnic suburban community in a large

metropolitan area. National groups within the Spanish-speaking community

included Cubans, Colombians, Dominicans, Puerto Ricans, etc. Other ethnic

groups were black, Asian, and white non-Hispanic. The two school princi-

pals stated that most of their students spoke two languages, English and

Spanish or another language. At the third school, the students' preferred

language outside the classroom was English; however, one-third of the

community was considered bilingual in English and another language

(Spanish,'japanese, Chinese, or Pilipino). The housing pattern in two

school communities was primarily mixed single units with some multiple-

unit dwellings; in the third community, primarily private homes with one

large housing development. The occupational range was also mixed, from

professionals to laborers. Therefore, the average gross annual income

of"families varied tremendously. There was also a fair amount of Mobility

and transition in ,the student population, from a low of 10% at one school

to a high of 40% at another. Such transiency was due to a number of

factors: (1) an increase in the student population caused by a change

in ethnic make-up of the community, (2) a loss of students because of

transfers to other sections of the city, and (3) a migrant population

who eventually return.

There are twenty-three schools in the District: twenty elementary

schools, one intermediate school, and two junior high schools. Seven pub-

lic elementary schools and the intermediate school participated in the pro-

ject. A private elementary school was also involved in the project. There

were 702 students in kindergarten through grade 8 participating in the pro-

ject during the 1975-76 school year.

There were numerous ways in which the state and local district had

supported the bilingual project: through technical assistance in proposal

writing, by providing consultants for inservice training, through general

29-1
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dissemination of information relevant to bili_gual education issues, and

through teacher workshops and special resources such as library materials,

textbooks, and audiovisual equipment.

Program information was disseminated and publicized in a variety of

ways utilizing several communications media; such as the follOwing:

q A biLmonthly District newsletter which was written in both

English and Spanish

Videotape recordings of'various aspects of the program

\

Presentations made for other districts in the city to demoTh

Strate materials and techniques developed in the program.

Goals and Objectives

\The project has established several objectives for students of llmited
_

English-speaking ability and for English-dominant students. It is the long7

range project objective that a majority of participants will demonstrate '

.the ability to understand, speak, read, and write at their appropriate

grade level in both their native and second languages as measured by the

city's Board of Education language assessment test. Major emphasis is

placed on cognitive skills for these content areas: Spanish Reading,

English Reading, English as a Second Language, and Mathematics. Staff de-

velopment plays an important role in the attainment of this goal. Fifty-

nine Bilingual-yrofessional Assistants (BPA'a) and teachers were enrolled

in graduate course work at a local university in June 1976. During the

winter and spring quarters, fifteen t6 twenty staff members also took

course work in'the program. This program offers a master's degreeAn

Bilingual Education. Ten Educational Assistants (EA's) are also pursuing

thg B.S. degree in Bilingual Education at t,he university. Previously they

had been part of '-he District's career program. Another component of the

project is par.-eat involvement through the Bilingual Adviso'ry Council, which

. consists of parents, teachers, and the Project Director. There were twelve

parents of Spanish-dominant students who were considered official voting .

members on the Council. In addition, five teachers and two parents of

English-dominant students were ex-officio members. The Council holds its

meetings during the year at each of the project schools.
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Project Staff-

Twenty-one classroom teachers and twenty-six Bilingual"Professional.

Assistants and Educational Assistants suppOrted the project during the 1"

1975-76 school year. Three teachers and four aides were English/Greek and

Engiish/Italian bilinguals.. 'The Majority-of the'personnel Vas Hispanic.

However, ethnic diversity was also reflected in staff as well as student

Population'. Four teachers and- assisants were Italian, two were Greek.

-There was one Filipino teacher, two black teachers, and five white min-

Hispanic teachers. Most of the teaching staff-had been with the-project

'for Only one year.

The project staff consisted of the Project Director, a teacher-trainer,

and.a.part-time secretary. They varied ethnically -- Hispanic, Italian,

and white non-Hispanic. The secretary had been with the project faur years; (

the Project Director-and teacher7trainer: two years or les.

The information on the following chart was obtained from question-.

naires submitted to the claSsroom teachers and their aides whose students

.ware included in the Impact Study,

-
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS
,-

.
-Teachers -Akides

. .
..- .

Total nuMber of teachers/aides in Idpact Study 11 11
r.-. .

TOial number of.questionnaires received 10 8

Highest earned college degree:

No degree

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

TeaChing credential only

1.1.A..or higher

No reaponse

4

6 1

Type of statc teaching credential held:

Non-credentiaied
3

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency 3.

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential '5 -1 4

NT) response

Years of full-time teaching experienCe:
-

Less than'1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5-9 years .. %

10-19 years

20-29 years

30 or morp years

.No response

7".

4 4 -k
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k

.Years of teaching,in a bilingual program:

Teachers,

4

Aides--

Less than 1 year.

1 year

2 years 4 7.

3 years 1

4 years 2 2

5 years

24fore.than 5 years 1

NO resPonse

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6715 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

-16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester houXs)
. 4

tore than 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.

No collegc,trng in bilingual-bicultural

'No response

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

-workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days '4 4

days 1
More than 30 days

None

No response 1

2

1

3

2
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9 SOURCES OF PROJECT FUNDING

_Funds specifically designated for and administe'red.by"the Bilin

Proje9t:

'

Title VII .$ 312,400

Other Federal and State -0-

=0-

AJTAL, $ 312,400

Per'pupil $ 522.41

ual

-

Funds in addition to the above0ohich are designated for bilingual

project schools:

School A

4

Federal'and State -$ 12,000

Other ,-9- '

'TOTAL $ 12,000'

Per pupil $ 11.09

Total per-pupiLadditional funds
for bilingual project participants: 533.50

School B

'-Federal and.State

Other..

TOTAL

$ 18,000

-0-

$ 18,000

Per pupil $ 10.40

Total per-pupil additional funds
for bilingual project participants: $,53.2.81

_

.SchOol C "

Federal and State $ 95,-000

- Other -0-

TOTAL $ 95,000

Per pupil $ 116.85

Total per-pupil additional funds
for bilingual project ?articipants: $ 639.26

29-6'
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CLASSROOM INFORMATION

ImpaCt Study Samples

Eleven classrooms were randomly selected from-grades 2, 3, and 4 for

the Impact Study. Two target bilingual classrooms and two comparieon

classrooms, were selected from the third and fourth grades at the three

schools that had participated in the project from its inception. The ex-

ception was the second grade where two.bilingual'classrooms and one com-
es&

parison classroom were selected. .For the intensive Observation, siX class-

rooms were randomly chosen. Two third-grade bilingual classes' and one

fourth grade Class Were obserkied. Three comparison classe4..(third and.

fourth grade) had been selected; however, complete Observations were only

.conduCted for twaclassrooms since one third grade teachei was absent for

the entire period of on-site visitation.

Instructional StrategieS for Grade 3,'Schools A -and'B

. ,

Two bilingual third-grade classrooms were observed and documented,

each at a different school. The Schools A classrOom had thirty-One students

and Sthobl-B, twenty-eight students.. In the School Aclassroom-there

were two aidea--the EdUcational Aide.and.the Bilingual Professional

Assistani-'-and the classroom teacher. The third7grade classroom at

School B had undergone several changes since the beginning of the second

semester. At .the time,of the onsite visit,' there Was only one aide, the

lAlingual professional assistant,' whereas previously there had been iWo.

The description for that classroom documents.the educational program for

he entire year.

MA or Features

School A

All students were tested for language domkdhce in English -

and-Spanish;-:

There was small-group.instruction in all subject areas.

Two paraprofessionals assisted the classroOm teacher, each

'responsible for one group in each of the major subject areas,

,29 -7
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The'teaching.staff was bilingual. The-teacher was white

non-Hispanic; 'the paraprofessionals were Hispanic.

All students participated in, the Spanish ie a Second Language

program. There was a highly structured ESL/SSL program.

Hispanic ctAture was integrated into the regular Social

Studies comiment.

There was Strong parentalinvolvement.

School B

All students were tested for 'language dominance in English

and Spanish..

InStruction was, given in smali groups in moat subject areas.

-One paraprofessional assisted the classroom,teacher during

the second part of the year. The paraprofessional waa\
_

responsible for the Spanish language-,component and ESL.

The teacher was English monolingual and white non-Hispanic.

Thp paraprofessionai was bilingual and HispaniC.

Except far four students, all students participated,In the

Spanish Language Arts program.

'English Language Instruction for Native-English and Nativetpanish Speakers,

At School A, grouPe were determined at theTheginning ofthe school ,

.year According to language dominance and-ability level. Language dominance

was assessed by a district-developed instrument. Ability levels in

. English were evaluated with a project-developed instrument,'the'Harris

Sample Word List,.the Stanford Diagnostic Test, and the teacher's own

assessment of the student's reading comprehension levels. -Based on the

resultd of these, students were assigned to five groups. However, two

of the groups.(each consisting of two members) Were pulled together for

instruction. These two groups consisted of students who were on.pre-.

primer level and were,all SpanishTAominant except for one member who was

balanced bilingual. The bilingual professional assistant was responsible
1

for ttie-iffftrnction of these four students. The educational assistant
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taught the middle group (seven students) during the English Language Arts

period, and theclassroom teacher was.in charge of two groups7the middle

and the top (ten s!-Aidenes in each). Groups remained fairly.stable, and

the teaching personnel did not exchange. groups.

Of the students taught.by the educational assidtant, three were

balanced bilingual, three were Spanish dominant, and-one waS English-
1

dominant. Of the totallnuMber of students taught by the.classroOm teacher,

thirteen were.balanced.bilingual, six were English doMinant, and one

was Spanish dominant. Instruction was primarily in English, ut the aides

..and students conversed in Spanish. Reading instruction for the two

groUps taughe by the classroom teacher consisted of,the Distar-Reading

Program which includes dilent and oral reading, phonics and reading com-
\:

prehension, and oral larIguage (choral reading and sharing). Normally,

.the teacher instructs one group in Reading, wI3ile the other Reading group

is working independently iathe Language Arts Area which involves capitali-

zation,punctuation, spelling, grannuar, and creative writing. Halfway

through,the period,. groups Are rotated. A total of 3 3/4 hburs are

spent each week on direct Reading instruction for each group with.five

hours assigned for independent work activity.

,

The group that worked 'with the educational assistant received the

same Reading and Languag Arts instruction; however, the time distribution

varied. These students receive the major portion of 8 3/4 hours a week

in airect inStrUction.. ALsmall percentage of time was allocated to'

independent work activity,.but this was also conducted under the educa-

tlonal assistant's supervision. The group comprised of four students. was

given direct instruction by the bilingual professional'aide for 8 3/4

hours each week. InstructiOn was geared to language ability level. These

students also received ESL instruct"lion. Specifically this instruction

entailed sentence pattern, sentencecompletion.and pronunciation drills,

-vocabulary building exercises,,structured dialogues,.and controlled

conversation exercises. In other words, oral-aural methodology was_

implemented in the instruction-of English as a Second Language._ A total,

of 8 3/4 hours were allotted each week for the Combined ESL and English

Language Arts instruction for these students.
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All students received a daily. lesson (twenty-five minutes) in

1.handwriting skills. Special areas, such as plays or poetry sessions, were

considered separately. During one month, the entire class worked on a

play that was performed for, the students'. parents. They spent one to

two hoUrs a day on rehearsal. during that month. Poetry ciasses,,were held

twicet. month, (one hour'each session).

The.evaluation of the studenta'. work in the_English Language Arts,.

Component consisted of weekly spelling test and the teacher's observation

of the students'.performance in Reading and Language Arts as well.as

their improYementon handwriting assignments.

The following published materials were utilized in classroom

instruction by the teaching personnel: McCall-Harby series;.McCall-Crabbs .

-series; Using the Context (Bernell Loft); Individualized phonics, USing Our

Language (Grade 3); Instructor magazine; SRA Listening and Skill Builder;

The Magic of English Workbook (Harper & Row); Distar Reading Series

(Level 2 & 3); Bank Street Reading series (supplementarY); and.the SRA

Independent Reading Kits.

Other instructional aids included exercise sheets, charts, educational

games, flash cards, and manipulative materials. The teaching staff also

used'a wide variety of audiovisual material includirig tapes, records;

filmstrips, and 16mm film's; an overhead projectoer; and 'library books.

-At the start of the school year,,the School B students were grouped

according,to reading ability. Three grOups received instruction oeing

iDistar and SRA materials. A fourth group was.giyen ESLAnstruction.

Group 1 consisted Of eight students (one.Spanish-dominant,,four English-
.

dominant'and three balanced bilingual). Group 2 containeornighSc average

and advanced learners (four English-dominant and four balanced bil..ngual).

Group 3 had ten members'(two Spanish-dominant, five English-dom).ant,

and three'balanced bilingual) cif average and below average abilLcy. The

two students who comprised the ESL group were Spanish-dominant.

tion for this.sUbject area was primarily in English; however, theteacher

and aides allowed the students to speak freely in gp.In...sh.. Groups

remained intact until the second semesten.

29-10
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With the extePtion of six students, (two ESL students.and 'four
-

extremely low achieeiers), all the other students were working on the SRA

program. Three groups were receiving 'nista/. instruction. Both programs

covered a number of contenl skills: capitalization, punctuation, spelling,

and graAmar. These. were taught in addition to the reading skills--oral/

silent' reading, phonics, and reading comprehension--for 7 1/4*fiours with

independent ac.tivity for 2 1/2 hours each week. The fourth group, ESL

students, received instruction that was essentially etlectid in nature.

They were taught :in both languages, and lessonsconsisted:of pronunciation

.drills, vocabulary building exercises,,and .0honics for 3 1/3 hours each

week. the bilingual prOfessional.assistant was responsible lor this

group's instruction:

The.loss 6f the educational aide at .the Veginhing of the school year:

disrupted the established group-pattern, except for'the:ESL group which

continued intact. An indkvidualize4 instructional pattern emergeirwith

some small-group instruction. The Same'content areas were covered; 2 1/2

hours were allotted forjnstructionpin.capitalizatio, punctuation;
e

spelling, andgrammar and-3 3/4 hourswete assigned .tO the'ieading skill
. .

Fareas. The oral language-componqnt was taught infrequently during .the

!Month. Approximately two hoursswere devoted eaCh.month to one of the

following subjects: poetry,skita; storytelling; choral reading, and/or

sharing.

The Stanford Achievement.Testwas used for grouping: Other forms.

of evaluation were implemented: (1) a weekly apellingtest and (2) oh-
,

going observation and assessment of.the studentts progress in English

tanguage Arts and Reading. -A test . levelopedshy the iocal boar&-of

° education waa also administered tothe'students to deterMine their

language proficiency in English.

instructional materials. for English Language Arts consisted of the

Distar Reading (II, III) and Language Series; the SRA II Kitj.the Scott

Foresman Basal Reading Series for the-advanced readers; and teacher- ,

prepared lessons. Supplementary aids included exercise.sheets, charts,

library books, and educational games, The teacher aldo-gised the following

audiovisual materials.: tapes, records, and filmstrips.



Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

School A. A,district-developed test determined the language

dominance of students and established the groupingpattern for Spaniah

Language Arts. -There were three groups of eight, nine,.and fourteen

students respectively. Six students in Group 1 were English-dominant, and

two balanced bilingual. This group received SSL or instruction for Spanish

as a Second Language from the educational aide. Group 2 had nine students:

four Spanish-dominant;_one_English,...dominant;. and four balanced bilingual.

This group was reading below grade level in Spanish and received instruction

_...from...the:-classroom-teacher,---The-third--group-eonsisted-of--eIeven--balanced:---

bilingual:and three Spanish-dominant. students. This group was functioning

at grade level and was'taught by the bilingual, professional assistant.

The groups _remained stable throughout the year except for a few changes

, based on the student's ability.

The content in Spanish Language Arts for Groups 2 and 3 was similar.

These subject areas were covered during'the 3 1/3 hours each week for

the written and reading components: Capitalization, punctuationp spelling,

grammar, oral/silent reading, phonics, and reading comprehension. The

time allocation included independent work activity as well as direct

instruction. In oral language, thirty minutes were assigned'each week

for poetry and skits to all groups. For Group 1, the SSL group,

instructional time was exactly the same; however, the content varied.

Aural-oral techniques similar to those implemented for ESL were also

utilized for the instruction of Spanish as a Second Language: pronunciation,

sentence pattern, and sentence completion drilla; vocabulary building and

controlled conversation exercises; and structured dialogues. The written

and reading compcnents included capitalization, punctuation, spelling,

grammar, and phonics.

The assessment of students' progress was completed twice a year with

a district-developed test. For Group 3 the iratructor also administered

bimonthly tests. The basic test ior Group 1 was Nuestra Fonetica y

Asi Escribimos; for Group 2 Lee y Trabaja; and for Group 3, La Cuidad,

Otros Amigos y Otras Cultures and Libro de Lectura y Actividades.

The teaching staff in this classroom supplemented instruction with a

4 5 L.
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number of aida: workbooka, exercise sheets, manipulative materials;
1

records, casetie tapeS, filmstrips, am: library books. /

/

School B. Grouping at the beginning of the school year was based

on language dominance. Later.in the year regrouping 'occurred-based on-
/

ability level.. During the first §emester there were three that

received instruction. One group,consisted.of nine English-dominant

students: The other two groups with,six students each were mi ed in,latrr

4 guage dominance. The teacher and tv7 aides were each responsible for a.

group.. furing the second semester, one groap was composed of eight

studtl-nt-s4-three-Spanish-domiaaat 1 t-dominan ti--and-three

balauced,bilingual) who were'of aveiage ability. The second group had
lo I

nine members. (two Spanish-dominant,'.01ree English-dominant; and four
/ .

balanced'bilingual).and were considered the advanced group. The bilingual

prof6 ional Pide %as in charge of the entire Spanish Language Arts program,

, since the teacher was not fluent An Spanish. Typically, ;groups were

instructed during diferent perilds in Ole day's schedule.

For example, Group 1 was ta gbt bilingually during Ole morning and

was given instruclion in spelli g and grammar (mostly oral work), in
I

addition to oral/silent reading, reading comprehension; and vocabulary

development-fur 3 3/4 hours each week. The oral language component

consisted'of poetry, storytellin , and sharing and took place at least

lonce a week for twenty minutes. ,The instructional materials for this

group were teacher-developed. Al hough, the aide did occasionally utilize

Ningun Lugar Para Jugar (Wonder Bo ks) for lesaons, the students' work
.4

was largely oral in .nature. Durin the second half of the morning,

'Group 2 received instruction primariLy in Spanish in the following content

areas: capitalization, punctuationj \spelling, gramMar, and creative

writing. The reading skills that wer covered included oral/silent
_ _

reading, phonics, reading comprehensio , and vocabillary development. Three

hours were assigned each week for the Reading component, plus fifty

minAtes each week for an oral language Program (pOetry, storytelling,

and sharing). They used Mundo Nuevo 10 \ANAYA) and Trabajo.y Aprendo

(Santillana). The third group was taught duringithe afternoon period and

was instructed primarily in English with ome Spanish. This group was

453 \
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gi In instruction in Spanish is a Second Language. For three hours each

week\Xhis involved pronunciation drills and vocabulary building exercises..

The oral component, which consisted

been previously mentioned, also was

each week. Instructional materials

Of the same content areas that have

allotted an additional. fifty;minutes .

were developed by:the aide. She had

a nuMber of.resource books at her disposal.

cipate in the Spanish Language A-r7 program. They received additional

instruction in Mathematics. There was no formal evaluation of the

stu ent s progress, other-tharrthe-language-assessment..test.whia..Was

Four students did not parti-

administered twice A year for diagnostic purposes and the aide's observe-

tion and subjective assessment of the students' work. In addition to the

instructional materials already mentioned, the bilingual professional aide

used charts, tapes, records, filmstrips, and library books, to supplement

the program.

Mathematics Instruction

School A. Three groups Nere established based on the results of a

diagnostic test that is administered twice a year. Group I consisted of,

eight slow ,students (three Spanish-dominant and five balanced bilinr al)

who were taught by the bilingual professional assistant. Group 2 which

was instructed by the educational aide had five students (two Spanish-

dominant, two English-dominant, and one balanced bilingual) who were at

grade level. The classroom teacher instructed Group 3, eighteen stndents

who are at grade level and above. In the latter group, there were eleven

balanced bilingual, five English-dominant, and twoSpanish dominant

students. Both languages were used in the instruction of all three groups;

however, more Spanish was used with Group 1 pd more English was spoken

with Group 3. The groups remained stable throughout the school year.

That is, little regrouping had occurred, blit, when it did occur, it was

determined by the students' ability.

The content for the three groups consisted of the following:

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, and measure-

ment. New mad, and a traditional method were utilized as instructional

approaches. Apdroximately 1 2/3 hours were spent each week by all groups

in direct instruction with an additional 2 1/2 hours allotted for indepen-

dent work activity.
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Besides the diagnostic test that was administered twice a year, 4,

test was administered twice a month to measure students' progress. The

following materials structured the instructional contend: Exploring

Elementary Mathematics, Modern School Mathematics, Lenres and the McCormick

Mothers Math Skills Kit. Other instruCtional materials were workbooks,

,exercise sheets, charts, educational games, flash cards, library books,

and manipulative aids. Filmstrips dealing with matheMatical concepts

were used occasionally in the classroom.

School B. --X-IdiagE6§tie-fh-Srtdment-was admnistered at- the-start o
,

the school year. As a result, students were assigned to three groups
1

based on ability level. In other words, one group consisted of advanced

and average students (six English-dominant and six balanced bilingual);

a second group of average and below-average students (three English-

dominant, two balanced bilingual, and two Spanish-dominant); and a third

group, of low achievers (four English-dominant and two balanced bilingual).

During the second semester, Group 1 was kept intact while Group 2 and'3

were combined. These groups were taught by the classroom teacher primarily

in English, although Spanish was spoken freely by students. There was

a newly formed third group during the secone'semester that was taught

by the biliugual professional aide and included low achievers from the

previous Groups 2 and 3. There were four students '(English-dominant)

in this group and they received instructiun in English. All students

were given instruction in the following content areas: addition, sub-

traction, multiplication, division, fractions, measurement, and elementary

geometry. The new math was integrated with a more traditional approach

for instruction. Each week Groups 1 and 2 were assigned 2 1/4 hours of

direct instruction with 1 1/2 hours in independent work. Group 3 spent

the entire period (3 3/4 hours) in direct instruction. The classroom

teacher and aide worked with a number of instructional textbooks:

Individualized Math Kit (AcCormick Mothers Publishing Co,), Duplication

Masters (Milliken, Merrill, Addison-Wesley), Meters Titers, and Grams

and Matematicas Modernas (Cultural). Besides the basi.: textbook and

workbook, other rupplementary materials included exercise sheets, educa-

tional games, manipulative aids, tapes,,records, and library hooks. The

students' achievement was assessed each week with the administration of a

teacher-developed test. No other instrument was used for evaluation.
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Cultural Component

School A. Hispanic culture, dealing specifically with the Caribbean,

Central American, and South American communities, was integrated with

the teaching of Social Studies. This took place twiCe a week for'a total

of 1 3/4 hours.

The teacher tapped community resources since parents providedothe

class with recipes, folk cOstumes, ett. The school/community resource

teacher also instructed the Students on the music and dances typical of

Many South. Americol r..ountries, The instructional content also included

cooking, geography, and.material about special holiday festivities. English

and Spanish were utilized for the instruction of the cultural component.

SChool B- There were units developed for the,instruction of

Hispanic culture as part of the regular-Social Studies program. This was

taught to the entire class. Both languages were used, since .the bIlingual,

professional aide was involved in the teaching of these cultural units;

however, instruction.was primarily in English. Certain-actiVities or

themes Were incorporated into these units; Art, cuoking, games, Geography,

History, holidays, Music, and famous personalities. ApProximately 1 1/2

hours a week were devoted to Social Studies.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 4

Major Features
0

All students are tested for language dominance in
C.

English and Spanish.

Inst,tion is given in small groups in all areas.

Two paraprofessionals assist the classroom teacher,

each responsible for one group in each of the major

subject areas.

The teaching staff is bilingual Hispanic.

The ESL/SSL components are highly structured.
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There is dontinuous assessment of the students'

progress.

Once a month, a whole.day.is devoted to a particular

cultural event, such as Pan American Day or Columbus

, Day; for that day, allinstruction revolves around this

cultural theme--English, Spanish, Mathematics, Social

Studies, etc. Instruction.is in Spanish, if appropriate.

English Language Insfruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

Twenty-seven.students were assigned to four groups based. on their

performance on ihe language assessment test and reading fevel. In Group 1.

six Spanish-dominant.students who'were performing below grade level

received instruction in Spanish Distar from the educational aide. Group 2

consisting of eight average students Ctwo Spanish-dominant,.four English-

dominant, and two balanced bilingual) was taught by the'bilingual profes-
'

siOnaf assistant. These students were working on Distar 2
1
-2

2
. Six students

(four"English-dominant and two balanced bilingual) in Group 3-received
1

instruction in Distar 3.-3
2

, and, seven students (six English-dominant,
r.

and one balanced bilingual) were performing'at grade level (4
'1
-4

2
) wIt%,

a basal textbook. The.latter two groups were taught by the classroom

teacher. Groups remained,fairly stable throughout the school year.

Students,were rarely regrouped, but if a student was changed it was

determined basically on the student'a need. Instruction for this com-

ponent was conducted in English. .Teacher arid aides did-allow the use

of Spanish during the period.

The instructional content for all students included capitalization,

punctuation, grammar, and creative writing. Groups 2, 3, and 4 were'

each allotted 1 1P hours of direct instruction while Group was assigned

2 1/2 hours. For independent work in these areas; Iltoups'2,i3, and 4

were allowed 3 1/4 hours with Grcup 1 receivin;71 about two hourso,each

week. Spelling .nd pennansi wer r! taught to the entire class for 1 1/2

hours 'each week. The Reading cOmpment, which included oral/silent

4 7; 7
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reading, phonics,choral reading, and reading comprehension, was taught

for 2 1/2 hoUrs'each week to Group 1 and 2. *Group 3 received 3 1/4

hours of instructional time and Group 4, 1 3/4 hours. Independent wcrk.

activity .for each group was distributed differently: Groups 1 and 2,.

'2 1/2 hours, Group.3, 1 374 hours, and Group 4, 3 1/4 hours,
.

..Besides the Stanford Achievement Test and an informal diagncstic

test which>was used at the beginning of the school year for grouping

students,..the.classroom teacher also devised other evaluation lns..ruments:
9

a weekly spelling test and a weekly Language Arts tests,. The tPaching per-
.

sonnel used the following textbooks,;for instruction: Distar L9age

Arts T, II, III, More TiMes and Places (Scott Foresman), Distal Inading

II, -III,. SRA, Bernell Loft, and Phonics Book E. Workbooks, exercise

Sheets, and library books were also utilized in the instruction o4: thIF.

componlit.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

Based oa the results of the district-developed language :laminence

instrument, students were assigned to.threevgroups. Group 1 war composed.

of nine English-dominant students who were 'given SSL inctrl,..clipn by the

educational aide. Content for the oral language component d.if Spanish

as a Second Language consisted of pronunciation, sentence pattern, and__
sentence completion drills; and Vocabulary building exercises. The,Reading

component involved oral reading, phcnics, an3 reading comprehension.

Student textbooks were Mira y Lee (Santillana) and Mi Primera

; Fonetica. Instruction was given twice a week for 1 2/3 hours and indepen-

dent work for twenty minutes. The classroom teacher taught beginning

Reading to Group 2 (four SpaW.sh-dominant students, five Fnglish-dominant

students, and one balanced bilingual student). 'Skills in capitalization,

punctuation, spelling, and grammar were taught. Choral reading, oral

reading, phonics, and reading comprehension comprised the Reading component.

Students in Group 3 (four Spanish-dominant and four balanced bilingual)

were given instruction by the bilingual professional aide in the same

content area as Group 2 and for the same time period. Two textbooks

were used with both groups: Nuestra Lengua - Tercer Curso (ANAYA) and

Mundo Nuevo 11 (ANAYA). Other classroom materials which were utilized

453
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included educational games, tapes, films, and library.books: Instruction

was in both.languages for Group 1 and-primarily in Spanish for Groups 2

and 3. Other than the district test, which diagnosed students' language

skills in Spanish, there was no formal means of e-aauation in this

classroom.

Mathematics Instruction

Three groups were giniLnstruction in both languages 11,7 the teacher,

the educational aide,,and the bilingual professional assistant. These

.groups were efmined at the start of the school year by use of a

diagnosOetest. The low group, which wa's taught by .the educe.ional aide,

congisted of four Spanish-dominant students. The bilingual professional

aide taught tbe-sverage-ability group (two Spanish7dominant, four English-

dominant, two balanced bilingual students). The top group waainstructed.

by the classroom teacher. There were fifteen students (two Spanish-

dominant, ten English-dorninant and three balanced'bilingual). All groups

were evaluated bimonthly for regrouping; however, not more that five

students had Changed groups since the start-of the school year at the

time of this interview.

The content of instruction varied.fot each group. The low.group

had been given instruction In addition and subtraction; the average group,

addition, rubtraction and 'multiplication; 'and the high group, addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, and measurement. .The.

instructional approaches combined the new math and traditional Mathematics'

techniques. Instructional time for the average and high ability groups

approximated 4.1/4 hours each week with 1 1/4 hours assigned for inde-

pendent work activity. The low group spent the entire period or about

5 3/4 hours each week under the educational aide's direction'. Weekly

tests were administered for the purpose of assessing students' progress.

Instructional materials differed among the groups. The basic textbook

rot the low group was Matematicas Modernas (Publicaciones Cultural)

'while Elementary Mathematics (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich) was used with

th ! other two groups.. Other instructional aids included workbooks,

exercise sheets, manipulative aids, and.arts and crafts supplies.

4 5
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Cultural Component

Cultural unita were presented as part of fhe Social Studies

curriculum., Typically, these units focuSed on special.holidaYs, uch as

Columbus Day, Puerto Rican Discovery Day, Pan American Day, etc., which-

occurred at least once a month during the school year. It was also

customaty that the entire_day's schedule.revolve around the special

theme. But during this period the classroom teacher involved the entire

class in an activity such as cooking, music, or lesions on History,

Geography; and famous persons.

Parent and Community Involvement

Parent participation was high for the third-grade classroom in

School A. On field trips that had taken gace on a monthly basis, two

or three parents had joined the class. Parent-teacher conferences had

occurred three times during the yeat. The classroom teacher had conferred

th at least thirty parmts. One parent had met weekly with the teacher.

on, special programs had attracted many of the parents. The

sponsored three programs: a cooking demonstration, a food

oms program, and a January Program. Fifty parents had attended

In addit

class h

Lad cus

special activities, besides the annual open house, which fifteen

parento observed. The PTA also held monthly meetings at the school. The

cla;sroom teacher mentioned that fifteen parents were members but did

.not know specifically how many parents attended.

In the third-grade classroom at School B, there had been only twelve

parent-teacher confeiences during the year. She knew of only two to

four parents who aftended monthly meetings of the Bilingual Advisory

_Council and the Parent Association. There were forthcoming activities

such as the Pan American Week festivities and a possible lnncheon

that the teacher hoped mould bring more parents to the school.

The fourth-grade'teacher had twenty-six parent-teacher conferences

since the beginning of the school year. Three of these had occurred

through home visits made by the teacher. Although the parents had not"

-attended any of the class parties that had been given, they had donated

food items. In addition, one parent had been 'attending weekly workshops

in ESL; and three parents attended monthly meetings of the PTA.
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PROJECT 30

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context.and Target Population

A bilingual education.project was started in the District in 1970,

but Title VII funding did not.commence until 1971. . There have.been many
,

changes in the structure of the bilingual prOject since it began. Origin-

ally, seven eletentary sc:hools were included; then the number dropped to

five; later the junior high ihd high schoOls were added. Meanwhile, the

school district organization was in-transition from a kindergarten through

grade 6, grades 7 and 8,.and grades-9 through.12 structure toothe present

kindergarten through grade 4, grades 5 through 8, and grades 9 through 12

arrangement. .

The Iiistrict is Iodated in a city with a population of 34,000. Situ-

ated in a metroPolitan area, the city is made up of several middle-class

residential neighborhoods separated by agricultural fields, commercial

greenhouses, large industrial plants, and warehouses. There are six

public elementary schools in the District, two middle schools, and one

high school.

There are four elementary schools, two middle schools, and a high

school participating in Project 30. One of the elementary schools is a

private parochial school. Thirty-nine classrooms from kindergarten through

grade 10 and about 1,090 students are involved. Participation in the

bilingual classrooms is on a voluntary basis.

Much of the Spanish-speaking population (about 12% of.the total school

population in the city) is-concentrated in older neighnrhoods; but, since

the District has an integration policy implemented by busing, no one ele-,

mentary school has an unusually large'Spanish-speaking enrollment. The

schools with bilingual classrooms have about 50% to 65% non-Fispanic whites,

30% to 40% students of Mexican descent, and a small percentage of Central

and South Americans, Asians, Native Americans, and blacks.

The schools in which the bilingual classrooms operate--no school is
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entirely bilingual--are mainly English speaking, with about 70% to 75% of

the .parents-being English monolingual, another 20% to 25% English/Spanish

bilingual, and about 4% Spanish monolingual. However, the bilingual

classroOms within these schools have a much latger percentage of.students

fsrom Hispanic backgroundscand of bilingUal students than do the schools

'ts a whole.

Most wage-earning parents in Project 30 schools are semiskilled

workers, skillea workers, or.office workers. InComes are.in the $6,000

to $10,000 range, although busing brings in students from diverse incorae

backgrounds to every school. Students of higher socioeconomic statussare

bused into the lower-income areas.

The turnover. of the student population A about 15% to 20% each year.
_

Goals and/or Objectives

>

The project's stated, goals'are to develop students' individual paten-

tial and eo create bilingual/bicultuial citizens through an educational

program emphasizing independent learning and individualized teaching. The

project hopes to develop the capability to offer instruction in any subject

in Spanish as well as English=in kindergarten through grade 12. Both
.

English and Spanlsh'monolinguals are tu be taught a. second language so

that all will either develop ot maintain fluency in both languages. The

program aims to have instructiorial language. use individualized and person-
.

alized, but at the same.iime it.expects teachers to use Spanish half the

time in Classroom management. e
%

Project Staff

The full-timebilingual staff consists of the thirty-nine teachers'

(paid by the lacal school district) and fifty-five pa7-...:-time aides, some

of whom are paidby the state bilingual funds and some by Title VII. All

the .bilingual'classroom teachers have an aide lit the room all day, usually

one person in the morning and 1,,&ner in thet,afternoon. (This arrangement

is in the interest.of economy since 'tiring two part-time aides is consid-

erably cheaper than hiring one full-Ume aide.) Title VII also employs

two full-time media center specialists who work with students and teachers

at the media centers at Schools A and B. One full-time and one part-time

30-2
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translator are also employed by the Title VII project. They translate a

few curriculum materials and all communications between schools and parents.

There have been two Project Directors in five years under Title VII,

and the present Director has served for three years. He is also the

District Director of Instructional Services. Four professional consultants

have been hired during 1975-76 by the project for inservice workshops and

seminars.

There are-ten bilingual/bicultural school/community liaisons who were

originally hired through Title VII. These same people are now paid with

ESA funds and work with parenta of all the children including those in

the Title VII project.

The Project Director, the media center specialists, bdenty-two of the

teachers, and fifty-three aides are of HispaniC descent and are bilingual.

All the rest of the teachers are white non-Hispanics who are, however,

bilingual. The other two part-time aides are English-dominant white non-

Hispanics.

\

The information on the following chart was obtained from questionnaires

\submitted ty the classroom teachers and their aides whose students were

'included4 the Impact Study.
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TEACHING STAE7 CHARACTERISTICS.'
Teachers _Aides

Total eumber of-teachers/aides in Impact Study '5 9 part-time'_.
.

Total number-of questiOnnaires received 5 5. "

Pdghest earned college degree:

No degree

' Degree or diplona based,on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or B.S.

Teaching credential only_
'

M.A. or higher

No response

Type of state tiaching credential held:

Non-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or.
emergency

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural tea*ching credential

No respo....%a

Years of full-time teaching 'experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3years

4 years.

5-9 years

10-19 years

20-29 years

30 or more years

No response

4 .4i
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."

Years of teaching in a bilingual zrogram':.
. .

.Less than.l'year

.4. year(
/

2 years

3 years

&years

5 years
0

More. than 5years

.No response

Teachers : Aides
:

1

s.

Amount of college trafning specifienlly devoted to

bilingual-biculibral edueation:

'1-5 -quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

6-15 quarter unfts (4-10 seMester hours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)

More than 30 qnarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.

No college Lraining in bilingual-bicultural
;

No response

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

'education:

1 4ny or less

2-L) days

15-,30 days

More.than 30 days.

None

Ao response
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Bources of Pro'ect Fundid

The following fundg were specifically designated for,and administered

.by the bilingual project:

Title VII $175,000

Other Federal/ and State 58,000

Other -u-

TOTAL $233,000

Per puril $214.00

In addition to the above,

bilingual.project schools:

School A

the/ following funds were designated for

Federal and State $ 49,076

Other -0-

TOTAL $ 49,076

Per pupil $ 93.30

Total per pupikadditional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants $307.44

School B

Federal and State $ 15,600

Other -0-

TOTAL $ 15,600

Per pupil $ 11.55

TOTAL $225.69

The federal and state funds received by the intensiVe sample schools

were from Federal Titles I and II and from'the state programs fol dis-

advantaged children and for remedial reading instruction.

00.2.r Support

ProjeCt 30 is administered in clOse cooperation with the District.

Tn fact, the Project Director is also the District Director of Instructional

,30
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\

\

'Services and Special Projects. The curricul'Irm coordination for Project 30
\

'-is planned by the tdstrict's curriculum speTlist. Media centers and
\

libraries and related materials are shared by the project and regular

classrooms.
1

I

Pie state has provided technical assitItance,and teacher training in
4-

bijingual education as well as informatiqaall guidance.

CLA$SROOM INFORMATION
N._

,Major Features of L,lassro ms Observed\

Media Centers. Each elemoutary school in the bxlingual project
\

(with che exception of the private school) has a media center,

staffed with a media specialist and equipped with Spanish and

English books; tapes, records, Storybooks with regords, and

audiovisual equipment such as cassette players, Lnguage Masters,

e Thesa.centerF are used by'teachers as, dourc s of teaching

Jmaterials and by students, who go there in Small gtoups to work

on class projects:

Staffing. Classroom teachers are "covered" by an aide for the
I

whole school day, but the project uses two or threeIpart-time

aides for each classroom, rather than one full-time aide.

Impact Study Samples

Out of a total of thirty-nine bilingual classrooMs in Proect 30,
-

twenty-one are in the target range of grades 2 through 6. Five of these

classroomd (grades 2 thrOUgh 6).were 'included in the Impact Sttidy, and
1

two of these were selected at random (one second grade and one;sixth grade)

for observation.
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. Instructional Startegies for Grade 2

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

Oral language skills such as discussing,,explaining, and sharing and

also lessons in wriVng skills appropriate to both English and.Spanish in

capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and creative writing are taught

bilingually, about 70% in English and 30% in Spanish, to the whole class

at once. At other times, the English-dominant group (twenty-six of the.
\

hirty-ene students in the class), is instructed only.in.English, while

the five bilingual and Spanish-dominant students study Spanish Language.

'Arts. The English group is subdivided in_to three ability groups for spel-

.1ing. Total time devoted to oral and written language is about ten hours

per week. The teacher and one of the English-dominant aides teach English

Language Arts.

Students are placed in five ability groups'for Reading, but they work

on individual contracts within these groups. Three of the Reading groups, .

come to school early for Reading and are dismissed early, while the other

two groups remain for Reading at the.end of the school day. This means

that only half of the students are present during Reading periods, and the

aide and teacher need to divide their time between two or three small

groups. 'All the ability groups (wl-ich were somewhere between,first- and

second-grade level in mid-year) study phonics'and comprehension an0 use

the library/media center; the highest ability group also does plays and

puppet skits. The principal Reading textbook is Bank Street (Macmillan,Co.

and the SRA Reading kits are also used.

English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Thf- Spanish-dominant students participate in the whole-class bilingual

Irrg n.rindg diarucsed above. They have not begun to read in'
ttni,

EnglisE. as the proj.ect's curriculum plan suggests that Spanish-dominant

studens concentrate on oral language in the seconu language' until grade

fhree. Their oral and aural language instruction includes pronunciation

drill, discussions on set topics, and vocabulary games such as "Simon Says."

The s-Aideats are encouraged to speak English except when Spanish is abso-

lutely necessary.

4JS
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Spanish Language Instruction for.Native-Spanish Speakers

The wholeclass language instruction discussed above includes, for''

,about 30% of. the time, sharit,g and games in Spanish. There is about'one

._hoUr a day total time spent in oral SPanish, including all sharing and

.discussing. One of the three part-time classroom..aides is a Hispanic bilin-

gual, and he and the teacherwork with the Spanish-dOminant students for

Language Arta..

SpaniSh Reading is.taught.only to the five Spanish-doMinant bilingual.

students. The,bilingual aide takes primary resPonsibility for teaching
0

Spanish Reading since this is taught during the same time period as English '

Reading (one hour a day).. Four students work together ax_approximately

first-grade level on phonics and comprehension andread library books in

SpaniSh: The other Spanish-dominant student is at pre-read:Lng level and

receives individualized Reading instruction,,

The students also work on language skills such as spelling, grammar,

choral reading; sharing, games, ana listening to story records during their '

Spanish reading period. ThoSe students working at first-grade level haw.

also done,some writing in Spanish.

Textbooks used are from Ole Senda Series (Santillana, Madrid, Spain),

with accompanying workbooks; Lenguaje Primer Curso (A. Mendez, Garcia; LASF,

Spain), and Quiero. Leer 10, Beginning, (Calvo y Aguilara, Spain).

Spanish Language InStruction for Native-English Speakers

Spanish as a Second Language (SSL) is.taught as part of the bilingual.

.
Language Arts period and at different odd moments during the day when the

teacher may take a few minutes to play a game, do an informal drill on

counting, or .ask about time of day or dates in Spanish and Englisht The

main mpahsis in SSL is on vocabulary building dnd aural 1.:omprehension.
-

Pronunciation is practiced but not drilled formally.
0

Reading is not taught in.Spanish to second-graderS who are English

dominant, and* textbook is Used for the SSL lessons.

4GJ
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Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics concepts are introduced'by the teacher to the class as a

whole .(approximately two houts instru'ction time per week), and then the

class breaks into three ability groups. The students 'may be regrouped as

often as monthly, depending on need.,,One group is working at grade level,

and the other two groups are of about equal medium-low ability. Ali haye

studied addition and subtraction facts As'well as measurement and geometric

shapes-And some new math concepts.. The students spend three hours a week

working in these,groups. Two aides (one bilingual and one E-, .LEh-dominant)

help the teacher give individualized instruction during this peri id.

The schonl employs a Mathematics resource teacher who works wth five

students from this class for anothe;: hour daily. This resource

also gives occasional special presentations and lessons in the clo3soom.

One such'lesson on money valve and making change was observed. The retiource

teacher spoke only English, but the classroom teacher and -31e aide traus-

Jated the lesson for Spanish.speakers, and the English-dominant aide circu-

lated giving individual help.

Both English and Spanish are spoken freely duting all Mathematics

instruction. The principal Mathematics textbook is Modern School Mathe-

matics (Hodghton Mifflin). A variety of games, puzzlits. charts, and mani0u-
s

latiVes are also used.

Cultural Component

, Cultural heritage is taught by meap-; c. class_p,:ojects,and presenta-
.

tions. No special effort is made to include units on Spanish or Mexican

culture, and this year's units have included Native American cuiture, the

United.States Bicentennial, arid black AffieFican heritage4. These.Social

Studies units are not done regularly every week bue as special nrojects,for

_-_L T--4--

.sthool's media center heavily, working there in small groups for about nwo

hours daily during the course of their project.

Spanish/Mexian cultural heritage is brought out.continually during

every day's schoolwork--whenever a student wants to make a contribution
1.

about his culture to .class discussion, even during Mathematics and Science

:lessons.

30-10
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Instructional Strategies for Grade 6

Special Major Feature for This Classroom

This classroom is lOcated in a middle school (grades 5 through 8) and

has a deity schedule soMewhere between those of the elementary school sys-

tems with one teacher per classroom and the.high school systems with dif-

ferent teachers for each subject: Here'the classroom teacher teaches

Social.Studias, Mathematics, and some Reading groups; the students go to

other classroom.teachers for Science, Spanisfi, Art, Music, Physical Educa-

tion, English as a Second Language, and Reading (two groups)..

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

The class is divided into three groups for English Language Art:s. The

Spanish-dominant students form one group and will be discussed below under

the next subheading. There is another group of three students who are

working below grade,level with a classroom aide. ' The remainder of the

class is taught as a large group by the classroom teacher. They wor% on

written skills sUch as capitalization, grammar,:punctuation, and creative

writing.'' 'Five flours a week are devoted to Language Arts; most of I.:. on

written work. There is no assigned time for oral.Language'Arts: Spellip

, is taught to all but the Spanish-dominant studenLa in ad Lot groups formed ."

acgording to current need. The textbook is Patterns of Language.(Lit,...on

Educational Publishers).

For Reading, the student's divide into five groups determined by.

-tandardized Raading test'scores from the previous spring. Three of the:A ,

groups are eaughte,by the homeroom teacher and ,her aides. he students of

middle ability go to another Classroom teacher for Reading, apparently ,

purely for administrative reasons...A group of eleven students, all either

ringsremm reacher. who is-r

also a remedial Reading specialist. This group will be discussed4below
4

under "English Language Instruction for the Native-Spanish Students." -

Students are rearly, if ever, regrouped.

'The three groups who remain with the homeroom teacher for Reading'

study phonics (that is, oral reading and prondnclation) and reading

30-11
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comprehension. They work alone about. three hours a week and with an

instructor for two hoUrs. Students from other classrooms-join students of

like ability levelsin this classroom for Reading. The textbooks are Open

Highways (Scott Foresmari);. Seve: Seas, textbook and workbook', (Harper ,15' Row );

and the Think and DO Book.

*.-r

k

,

--English language Ins ruction for Native-Spaniah'Speakers

The Spanish-dominaht students go to another teacher for English as a

.Second, Language (ESL) instruction for five hours a week. They are all ih

a se.:ond-year ESL class, using the Lado.Series, an audio-lingual approach

to secOnd-language learning. This-involves drills ln *phonics, grammatical

structure, sentence patterns, and sentence completion, as well as memorizing

dialogues and improvising dialogues on specific topics. I. class'Is

taught entirely in English, and the use of Spanish is not allowed in the

cla,sroom, although the ESL teacher is bilingual and bicultural.

The students in this ESL class, along with six bilingual students from

the homeroom class, go to yet another teacher for English Reading instruction:,

Here they are joined by students from other classes and are.divided into

five groups based on language ability. The groups read from second-

through mid-third-grade level. They spend one houra day with this teacher

a.id her aide. The highest Reading group in this class uses the Level 3.5

textbook from the Open.Highways series (Scotr Foresman). The 'other four

groups workin the Palo Alto series_(Harcourt Brace) at appropriate grade

level. They also use Liddler, Reading for Concepts.

Spanish Language Instruction for.Ntiver-Spanish Speakers

All the students in this class go to anothet classroom teacher for

Spanish for one period a day On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday and Science

on Thursday and Friday. They aredivided into four working groups on the

baais of language-ability. Students are regrouped monthly. All of the

Spanish-domita.:,I and four of the bilingual students are in the highest

ability group. These students are reading in Spanish at approximately

fifth- or sixth-grade level. The next highest group, about third- or

fourth-grade level, is made up of bilingual students.

4
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Loth of. these groups.spend an hour a week on creative and ex?c,sitory

writing and assodiated skills such as-capitalization,rpunctuatio,.. spelling,

and grammar. Another hour is spent o- oral Spanish--pbetry, storytellir,

and. discussions. The third hour each week is devoted to Reading, mainly -

concentrating on,comprehension skills.' The groups are taught entirely in

Spanish......__The_main_textbooks are from the Senda Series (Santillana, Madrid,

Spain).

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

The other two groups in the Spanish class discus'sed above consist of .

the English-dominant students in the class. Both groups concentrate on

oral and listening skills, spending two to 2 1/2 hours,per week-on pronunci-

ation practice, sentence pattern drills, sentence completion, and other

vocabulary building. Both groups spend about half an hour a week on begin-

ning writing skills, the more advanced students doing some spelling and

orfgihal writing. One group works on oral pre-reading phonics; the other

reads and works on phonics and comprehension. The team teacher works with

this latter group, and the aidA usually instructs the nonreading group in

andtfier classrcom.

It is notable that all of the students in the beginning level SSL group

have been participating 4n the project for from two to four years. This

seems to indicate that although Spanish instruction is offered, there is

no strong pressure for the English-dominant students to learn the languae

rapidly.

Mathematics Instruction

The class is divided into to groups of almost equal size for Mathematics

instruction. One group is Working at grade level, receiving instruction

.-1 T.,^virina 4 nAanan-
4--

dently for two hours. They concentrate on multiIlication, divisiOn, and

fractions and cover percents and measurements during the 1975-76 school

year.

The.second group's.instruction is individualized with about half an

'hour's instruction a week from the aide. Sometimes these students are

grouped by need,for a lesson, but usually (4 1/2 hours a week). they follow

30-13
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an individualized course, some working on addition and subtraction, others

in multiplication or division.

The language for-Mathematics instruction is principally English, but

instructions are translated for the Spanish-dominant students: The groups

were determined on the basis.of class work, class tests, and teacher judg-

ment, and students have rarely been regrouped after the first three.months

of school.

\

The Mathematics textbook and workbook are Modern School Mathematics

(Houghton Mifflin). .

Cultural Component

The Social Studies period, one hour each day, is,devoted to the study

cf Latin America and Mexico as part of.the regular District sixeh,-grade

curriculum.- Three days a week the entire class participates in whole-

, class instruction by the teacher. Two days a week the five Spanish-dominant

students work on their English spelling lessons during the Social Studies

period. The language of instruction is usutlly English, although Spanish

may be spoken by the students if they wish.

The Social Studies textbook is Voices of Latin Cultures and Ancient ..

Civilizations (California State).
-

Social.Studies units have included Geography, History, biography.

holidays, disCussiona of modern culture, as well. as Music, games,, and 4rt.

Latin American and Mexican folk-dancing is taulht after school for two

houxs each week and anyone may participate.

Parent and Community TnVolvement

-The project attempts to keep in touch with parents by means of a

-District bilingual newsletter and through newspaper and,television presenta-

tions. Groups from the bilingual classes have also perfOrmed at local

events such as the County Fair. The District sends out a bilingual parent

questionnaire about once a month asking for opinions in areas such as the
A

bilingual project, curriculum, educatlonal objectives, and role of parents;

the responses to these questionnaires are communicated to the bilingual

project personnel'when relevant.-

4,-
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One of the two classrooms observed by AIR staff reported consiaerable

involvement of 'parents who serve as academic classroom volunteers, help

with field trifs and parties, and attend parent-teacher conferences. The

'other classroom-(a sixth-grade middle school class) reported almost no

parent participation. Although some parents 'had helperfi,mith.parties, very

few parents had been contacted by the teacher for parent-teacher conferences-,

which were held on an "as needed" basis.

.:.
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P R O'J E C 7 31

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target PopUlation

Project 31 befian in 1970 and serves 1,457 students in forty-one

elementary level classrooms located In eigh elementary schools and

forty-three students in two high schoo? classrooms located at separate

schools. During the 1975-76 gchool year, seven fourth-grade classrooms

and five fifth-grade classrooms in this project were funded under ESEA

Title VII.

At the Title VLI schools visited, from 17% to 30% of the studenti

were of Hispanic descent while the remainder could be clasmifid as white

non-Hispanic. The majority of the heads of household were farm laborers
.

and semiskilled workers who lived in single-unit houset 'on small lots and

earned an average Snnual income of $8,000. In this rural community,

where the population relies heavily on farmwork for its livelihood and

periodically experiences influxes Of migrants, the school reported annual

student-body turnovers of from 30% to.35%.

Goals and/or Objectives

Project 31 serves as a resource center for schools in three counties.

Center staff.provide such services at inservice training, materials

review, and resOurce teacher help for project schools. In addition, the

project hires and trains aides for most project classrooms. Project

goals include the following:

Protection of cultural and linguistic diversity
:

t.MMI.41MVQ anA

Provision of accurate language models for project students

The development of maintenance or transfer-type bilingual

education programs according to the needs and desires of

participating schools and districts

4 7
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ProjectStaff

During the:1975-76 school year,- the classroom staff for the project

consisted of forty-two teachers and forty-two aides. There were

seventeen Hispanic, two Asian, and twenty-three white non-Hispanic

teachers. One-half of the teachers wete bilingual, and twenty-two of

the teachers had been with the project for three-or more years. All

pro.ject aides were Hispanic; thirty-nine were bilingual; ard, in 1976,

twenty-five had been.with the project for three or more years.
/

During the 1975:76 school-year, twenty-five of the project's certi-

fied teachers were working toward a 'master's degree.with a specialist

credential in bilingual/bicultural.education, and twenty-five of the

project aides were attending a local city college.to receiVe:an A.A.,

degree or a bilingual teaching ;i.ssistant peLmit-.

Project staff members working in the central office include a

bilingual cultural anthropologist who has'been with the project for two

years; a non-instructional da-s17§Ednt who Collects and-analyzes-evaluation

data; a full-time, bilingual, Hispanic personnel coordinator; and a

full-time, bilingual,Ilispanic project director who has been with the-

project since 1970.

The information on the fiAlOWing chart was obtained from question-

naires submitted to the classroom teachers and their aides whoae students

were included in the Impact Study.

31-2 .
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total number Of teacherS/aides in Impact Study

Total number of questionnaires received

Highest earned college degree:

No.degree

Degree or diploma based on_less than 4 years of'work

Teaching credential only

.M.A. or higher

No response

Type of state t!eaching credential held:

Non-credentiAled

Temporary, provisional, partial-fblfillment, or-
emergency

Regular credential

Bilingual-biculturellteaching credential

No responsel

Years of full2time teaching experience:

Less than 1 Year

I year.

2 years

3 years

4 years

5-9 years

10-19 years

20-29 years

30 or more vlears

No response

4
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,

Teachers Aidea

Xpars of teaching in a bilingual_program:

Aeas.than 1 year 2.

11 year

2'yeats

3.years
. _ . .

4 years

57ears

.:MOreA,han 5 year's

:No response

Amctunt of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1=5 quarter units (1-3 semeseer hours)

p6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester-hours)

More than,30 quarter units (nore than 20 semesier hrs.)

No collek:e Lraining in hilingual=biculcural
0

No response -
"

1

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to.bilirigual-bicuitural

eoucation:

1 day or less
/ .

2-45 days

15t30 days

More than 30 days

None

NO responge

\/1

a
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Sources of Project' Funds

0

The following funds were specifically designated for and administered,

by the bilingual project:

Title VII

Other Federal and State

Other

TOTAL

$396,000

246,000

-0-

'642,O00

6 Per pupil $428

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for,

bilingual project schools:

School A

Federal and State $27,300

Other -0-

TOTAL $27,300

Per pupil $60 .

,

Totaa per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants $488

School B

Federal and State $53,233

Other

TOTAL $52,233

Per pUpil $114

Total per riupil additional funds
for bilingual prOject partici-
jiants

-

$542

At both school distritts.visited, the average annual -per pupil cost

was about 030 not including the supplementary state and federal funds

listed above.

480
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CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Impact Study Samples

Information inciude0 here is based on interliiews with project staff

and observers in one of the project's seven fourth-grade classrooms and

one f its.fifth-grade classrooms.

'Instrnctional Strategies for Grade 4

Major Feature's

This class meets in an open-classroom setting. Pioject students

are therefore aware of and oftenwinvolved in activities taking -

place in other classrooms in the building.

Instruction in this classroom is highly individualized. One-

half of the students arrive an hour early each day; the other

half stajrs an hour later so that the teacher can individualize

her Language Artsand Reading program. Help from a full-time

aide,.a Reading specialist, a Mathematics teacher in theinstruc-

tional media center, a Title VII resource teacher, and high

school tutors as well as a system of contract leatning for

Reading, Mathematics, and spelling instructial allow students

to work at their own pace. .
"4.

Since the classroom teacher is a monolingual English speaker, the

classroom aide is responsible for all Spanish language instruction.

English Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers

The teacher has used informal observation techniques to divide the:

students into four Reading groups of varying ability levels.. All groups

spend about 5 1/2 hours a week on Reading-related skills using Harper &

Row, Macmillan, -and Open Highway series readel.. If a student is not

ready for the next books in any given series, the teacher transfers him

across series to a book of appropriate difficulty. The highest-ability group

4 0 1
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works independently during most of the week and.receives no phonics
,

instruction. The other three,groups spend about half their time in

teacher- or aide-led activities which include -phonic's instiuction. Fox
"

an additional.fifteen,minutes each day, all students practice sustained:

silent reading. At this time the,teacher and aide alsc read to set an

example for the students.

During'Writing And grammar Lessons, students are divided Into two

groups.accordidg to their writing abllity. For about three hours each

week, students in these groups wciTic in the# Keys to Good Language work-
.

,books, memorize piinctuation rules and verb forms, and.write nongtaded,

creative compositions inspired by such stories as Alexander and the

Terrible, Horrible, No GO6d, Very Bad Day..

Ali students spend an additional five hours a week working on spelling-

activities ui'ing the state-adoptedKottmeyer speller or a loCally developed
-cr

OperAtion Spell Out. Students usirig Operation Spell'Out are pretestedi

'provided-with a list of spelling words at their level, instructed to use

these words in sentences or to write them-using tactile materialb,_and then .

posttested.

During all English Reading and-Language Arts instruction, students

may use Spanish as needed. Hewever, the cfassroom teacher is a monolinlgual

English speaker.

Spanish Language Inscruction fol. Native-Spanish Speakers

The aide has used informal observations techni,Aues io form three

04anish-language Reading...groups. All but/two of the ten students in these,

groups speak Spanish at home- Students in the highest-:ability group spend

about 2 1/4 hburs a week on Reading comprehension and,3 1/2 hours a week

on grammar,:fiction, and nonfiction writing actiyities in Spanish: The

medium- and low-ability.groups spend about two hours a week on Reading,

comprehension, auciphonics activities and about 3 1/2 hours a week on

grammar and nonfiction writing.

The c.lassroom aide provides all Spanish language instruction. Typical,

°activities include listening tb students read aloud from Santillana series \

. 31-7
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readers, supervising student work in Santeillana serfes workbooks, and

dictating.new vocabulary wordt: During this time; students speak only

'Spanish unless EngliSh is absdlutely necessary.
.

Spenish Language Insttuction for Native-EngIish Speakers

About. half the class meetg as a Second-language,group and spends

about 2 1/2 hours a Week working with the classroom aide and with high

school tutors on oral.games andArills. Students may match Spanish-language

word cards with picture cards, work out simpla riddles read to theriliby the

aide, cir review Spanish beginning sounds using flsh cards and the.glackv.
a

board. Spanish languagd insiruction for native-EnIiph speakers is con-

ducted in Spanish unless the children need English to express an important
A

idea.

Mathematics Instruction

At this school, Mathematics instructpn revolve§ around the new-'matb

approach presented in Pentagram series materials. Each student is pre-

tested by a Mathematics.resource te'dcher and then contracts with this

teacher to perform tasks in addition, subtraction, multiplitatiun,,

, division, or.fractions. Once:these-tasks are completed, the student takes

a "ttest and meves on to a more_advanced lesson.

During the six hours a week thal students spend on Mathematics%

instruction, they may go to the Mathematics resource teacher; the class-

room teacher, or the classroom aide for help. Mathematics instruction is

conducted in English only.

Cultural Component

1

Students spend about thirty minutes a week on cultural awareness

activities. In Ihe past,.they have participated in a Cince deHMayo Fiesta,

have been exposed to cultural awareness activities distributed by project

resource personnel, and have suns sonss with the Spanish-speaking clasprooni

aide. Thistyear the students prepared a recitation on the sig-.4ificance of

Cinco de Mayo', made boleros, studied vocabulary-expanding lessons on

Benito.Juarez and on the origin of the poinsetti.a as a Christmas symbol,

and learned Christmas songs such as "Single'Bells" in Spanish...
_4
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Instructional Strategies for Grade 5

N.

Major Features

The atmosphere in this classroom is very relaxed. Students

chat freely with the teacher,.the aide, and with each other

,.during independent sfudy time and at'instructional breaks.

.

There. are,no.separate English.as a SeConyi*Language acti'vities

since,students in this fifth-grade class are all able to

funCtiOh in English. 9

Non-Tigle VII, sixeh-grade students in this class follow the

same instructional program as the Title VII, fifth-grade

students observed.for this description.
4

English Language Instruction for Native-Englishalld Native-Spanish Speakers

According to their scores on standardized tests, the students,have

been divided by their teacher into high-, medium-,'and low-ability. Reading .

tt:

groups. All groups spend about five hours a week with the Leacher and'or

the-aide working on phonics, Reading comprehensiot, and library skills.

During this time, students use school library books, mAlmographed work- ,

sheets, and appropriate readers from Scoet Foresman's Open Eighways series.
'

Students read aloud from their books, aliswer comprehension queStions in,

accOmpanying workbooks, and visit the public library every two weeks for
a

mini-lessons on library skills. ;

Fou: students in the lowest groups are reading two years bflow grade

level. They, therefore,, Spend thefr Reading periods in the school media

center working with REACH programmed.materials. The media center teachgt
IP'
keeps track of their progress;.assigns them to activities in cassettes,

books, or worksheets; and works with the students on a one-to-one basis

when necessary.

For an additional two hours a week, all students work independently

on creative writing projects "Where they eXPand on topics such as

"I am . . .," "My favorite .t4. . " or "I am good at . . ."

k"

- J
4 ci
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For about 1 1/2 hours a week, students also participate-in sharing,

and role-playing activities in English. Each Monday morning there is time

. to discuss any odventureft; the students had over the Weekend. This could

* include a movie"they saw? an automobile accident they witnessed, or a book
c.

they read. Students also do frequent role-playing activities in English.

As a combination Mathematics and Health insteuction'activity the students

pretended,they were to purchase meals for ahaalthy evening Meal-with a

limited amount of money. A sucbessful Social. Studies project had students

researching and then role-playing in English ....he life of a-former president.

During English language instruction, Spanisl: is used if absolutely

necessary.

' 0)

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English and Native-Spanisly Speakers'

All studenti-.in this claps are reading in Spanish and have been placed

in groups #ccording to their Spanish-language ReadIng ability. Students

work about one hour a week win the classroom aide.and about two hours a

week independently. Typical activities includereading.from appropriate.

levef Santillana materials, ansWering comprehension questions in-Santillana

workbooks, and using locally prepared vocabulary and phonics worksheets.

For fun, students play Simon Says in Spanish; join in games-of Loteria,
te-7

and try their hand at catd and dice games in Spanish. ,-
-

b '
Thirteen of the most advanced student's perforth fiction and nonfiction

writing talks in Spanish. Composition topics include.the completion of

such unfinished phraSes a "Yo'soy . . .," and "Yo puedo . . . ." In the

media center, these stuaents may choose to,,,use Spanish-language cassettes
0

and filmstrips of fairy tales sugh as "Los Ties Cantantes" or "Caperucita

Roja.".
.

While the advanced students ate writiug or working in the media center,

the rest of the cLss works on oral language'aceivities. They might de-
.8

C

scribe an adventure'they.had over the weekend, repeat pattern response

4rills, or discuss pictures brought in.by-the teacher.

A
A

, During Spanish Reading and Language Arts activities:English is used

as needed.

31-10
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MatheMatics Iristruction

Students have been divided into two level groups for Mathematics

instruction. They spend about 2 1/2 hours a week in these groups and an

additional 2 1/2 hours a week working independently on addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division, and measurement problems. The teacher presents

.new and reviewvproblems to the--students by writing them on the'board 'or

by borrowing ditto masters from various Mathematics textbooks including

Modern School Mathematics Structure and Use, the Sullivan series, and

. older state-adopted textbooks available in limited numbers at

'the school. Students play card and dice games to drill addition and
0

subtraction and learn about shapes and measurement by coloring designs

mdde with line segments. Plathematics instruction is conducted primarily

-in English.

Culturar Component

As part of their Social Studies program, students rotate between four
-

teachers for five-week units on topics such as Research Skills, Alaska,

,Hawaii, Map Skills, and Mexico. Consequently, for about five weeks, out of

the year, students in this class spend forty minutes a day learning about

the physical and political maps of Mexico Sand other countries. Additional

cultural awareness activities include occasional visits by parents to make
0

tortillas, tostadas, and burritos; and discussions of costumes and holidays .*

in various regions of Mexico.

e
Parent and Community Involvement

The major contact with parents occurs during grade-reporting periods.

One teacher who was interviewed contacts all parents twice a year. The

other teacher contacts all parents0once a year, except when special problems

necessitate more frequent calls or visits. Both teachers indicate that

from three to five parents a year.help with classroom parties.

2
4 ("1
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PROJECT 32

PROJECT INFORMATION ,1

Project Context and Target Population

/
/

/
Project 32-1oegan in 1972. There are ninety-three Schdols in te

District. Twenty-six of these schools are. in the project and serve/approxi-
, _ /1

mately 4,225 students in pre-kindergarten'throUgh grade 12.

There are several, major concentrations of Spanish speaking people in

the large metropolitan city where the project operates. The t o largest

Hispanic groups, Puerto Rican and Mexican-American,/aNe appro imately

equal in number. There are more Mexican-Americans in this 7ity tlan

in any other city outside the Southwest and more Pnerta Ricans than in

any other city except New York. Accordingfto data available from the

. municipal library in the City Hall, the Spanish-Speaking Peoples study

Commission reported in 1971 that..325,000 Spanish-speaking persons resided

in the city--slightly less than 10% of the city's total population at

that time.

The largest concentration of tpanish-speaking people is in the

community areas served by School A. The population of these particular

areas is predomiriantly Puerto Rican. The total enrollment is 1,081 and is

coMprised of 60% Spanish-surnamed-students and 40% white 'non-:Hispanic,

black American, and Asian students. 'Those attending the school come
_

irom families with.an average family income df from.$4,000 to $6,000

and live in mixed single-unit'and multiple-unit dwellings. ikccording to

the principal interviewed, the aree ig considered to be transienE because

of housing. problems. Approximately one-third of the tota7. school popula-
.

tlon transfers within. the District during.the school year. The whi:1

non-Hispanic population that the school serves is mostly fro& -11e Appa4a-

chian states.

khool B Ts.located in a smairlex area of Spanish-speaking concentra-
.

'

tion. In 197,0 there. 1.!ere,-.0.n:this vicinity, approximately 7,000 Spanish

speaking people, moe0.y Mexiten-Ameran, representing 9% of the total

community pop:dation.

401
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The total school I.opUlation at.School B is 174 students, The ethnic

'composition of the school is 85% Mexican-American, 12% white non-

Hispanic, 1% Puerto Rican", 1% Basque, and 1% black,American. The' per-
,

centage of families in the school attendance area whd are either'biaingual

or monolingual Spanish speakers is 65%, while the remaining 35% iskmade-

up ethnically of white non=H1spanics,.15% of whom are Italian/English

bilingual.- Students attending School P4 come from famine!: with an

average income of $4,000 to $6,000 and live. in,mixed single2. or multiple-,
1

. unit dwellings including.flats and apartments over store fronts.

Acdording to the principal interviewed, efte-third of the total enrollment
4

is moblly, usually transferring to schools outside the District ai midyear.

or LIP= promotion to the next grade level.

Goals and Objectives

The bilingual project includes four components: ingtruction,

parent/community involvement, curriculum/materials development, staff

recruitment and development. The proposed goals are the following:

For students to master expression and communication skills

in _their native and second languages

'For studdnts to achieve at a..rate commensdrate with' their age,

ability, and grade level in all content subject areas
4

For srudents to develop and maintain a positive self-cuncept

and an appreciation for the languages and cultures of other

participating students

For students to be provided with a coordinated, cohesive, ,,.and

integrated learning environment through effective cooidfnation

with. the.general school programs

For all teachers and staff members at participating schools

to be inVolved with inservice training programs

For parents and other community members to be inVolved in the

further planning, implementation, and evaluation of the .

bilingual project
4
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Project Staff

The project is supported by, the services of fifty-fodr teachers,

eighty-seven classroom aides, three qommunify/schoa. liaisons, tenp
school, coordinator's,- four districtelevel'coordinators, one counselor,.

,twelve Clerks, four central Office coordinators, one project director;

and one-learning disabilities teacqr. ,Ihd entire 'staff is employed

full
e

timei and each staff member is bilingudl and of Hispanic descent.

V

The inArmation gathered from the Teacher/Teacher Aide Questionnaire,

frpm theAtensive Siudy sample shows that six teachers have bachelay'

, .degrees.and thre teachers have- master's degrees. Five teachers have
,.

regular credentials, and thtee haVe partial, provisional, or °temporary

credentials. All have taught in a regular classroom setting for more than

five' years; however, the bilingual teaching experience pf each'of the niiie
^

teachers covered lesa than four years. The ethnic representation is ,

60% Hispanic and 40% white non-Hispanic. S.J.x of the.nine teachers ate

totally bilingual. Speoific. training.In the area of biiingual/bicultural

education rangeslfrom fifteen to thirty'units at the college level. Two

of the nine teachers have had no training at all in thia field of study.

Approximately two to-fifteen days a year are spent at workshops and in-

service training sessions dedicated to bilingual,education. The two

classroom aides who responded to the questionnnaire have'no college

degree, are noncxedentialed, have had from two to four years' experience
..-

inthe.bilingual project, and see their,rolea as being interchangeable

with-that-of the teachey. They have.redeived from six to thirty units

in the area of bi&Igual/bicultural education at the college level and

attend workshops from two to fifteen days a year.

The informaion on the following chart was obtained from question-'

naires;,..submirted to the classroom teachers and their aides whose students

were included in the Impact Study.. -

4
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total number of teachers/aides in Impact Study

Total nuMber ot questionnaires received. 11 3

Teachers Aides

Highest earned collc-a degree:

No degree )

Degree-or diplama based on less than-4 years of work

B.A. or B.S. 6

TeadRing credential only 1

M.A. or 'higher

No re4onse

Type of sr.. teaching credential-held:

Non-credentia_led

a

TemporarYYprovisional, partial-fulfillment, or.
emergency

Regular credential'

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No,response

Years of full-time

Xess than 1 year

1 year

' 2 years
%

3 years..

4 years

'5-9 years

10-19 years

20-129 years

30-or more years

No response

teaching experience:

4 0.0
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Years of-teaching 'in a bilingual pragram:

Teachers. Aides--

Less than 1 year 3

.1 year 1

2 years 1 1

3 yeat'S 3 1

,

4 years 2
1

'5 years 1

More than-5 year

No response

Amount of college training specifically devoted to
,

IlilinRual-bicultural education:

(o

75 quarter units (1-3 semester.hours)
. .

15 qu6rter.units (4-10 semeiter hours)
,

6-30quarter units (11-20 semester hdurs)

1 re than 30 quarter units (more than 20 seMester

-No College. training 4,n oiiingual-biculturalo

No response

5 "

3

hrs.)

2

Amdunt of time spent 114. inservice or school district

workshops.specifically devoted to bilingual-biciatural

education:.

1

1

daysor less 2

2-15.days 5 2

15730 days 1

More than 30 days 3

None

NO response

a'

.431
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Sources of Proyect Funding

The following funds were specifically designated for and administered

by the bilingual project:

Title VII* $238,138

Other Federal.and State -0-

Other -0-

TOTAL - $238,138,

Per pupil $547.44

In addition to the aboVe, the following funds were designated for

,bilingual projbct schools:.

School A

''Federal and State $103,836

Other 180,000

TOTAL $283,836

Per pupil

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

-School B

Federal and State -0-

Other, -$48 000

TOTAL $48,000

Per pupil

$259.21

$806.65

Total per pupil additional fuiT3s
for bilingual 'project partici-
pants .$823.30

-
* This inclUdes the Title VII money:only fox the three schools

included in.the Impact Study, and the per pupid cost above is art .

average across the,three schools. Actually, School A receives
$144,138 ($480 per pupil), School B receives $51,00 0 ($638 per

pupil), and School C receivesL$43;000 ($782 per pupil).
fi-
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School C

Federal and 'State

Other

TOTAL

o Per pupil

$27 000

$27,000

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

CLASSROOM INFORMATI011

$217.74

$765.18

Major Features of Classrooms Observed

The project requires that students of various ethnic and linguistic'

backgrounds be integrated in the classroom and that, while maintaining

cultural differences, these differences can be studied and understood

within-the framework of a single,classroom setting in-which both languages

are used as a meanS of communication and instruCtion. Self-concept and

heritage are continuously reinfOrced. The methodology of the 'project .is

full-time team teaching. One Spanish-speaking and one English-speaking
1

'teacher are\assigned to.a single class and work as a team.

School A

School A also offers.a program for students with learning disabili-

ties who participate in-thp, bilingual project. It provides individualized

instruction for students in the primary grades in their dominant language

(Spanish). The students meet with the tedcher in small groups (two to

is Sour participants) and.are primarily .taught Language Arts, although they

receiVe inStruction in every content area of the curriculum. The teacher .

has the siudentS for approximately forty-five minutes daily. The balance
1 4

of the day is spent in the regular bilingual classroom. There were no

students with learning disabilities'in the two classrodMs observed. The

learning disabilities teacher is 'employed full time, ishilingual/bicul-

tural, and is specifically trained in this area,.

493
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School B 0-

Students from the community served by School B are grouped in the

instructional program according to language dominance and level of pro- '

ficiency as.determined by-achievement according to the continuoug progress

guidelines of the city's Board of Education.

Students participating in the project at this school receive instruc-
t,

tion in the Spanish resource rooms for forty-five minutes daily. The
-

two rooms are served by two bilingual/bicultural teachers and two bilingual/

bicultural classroo& aides,,all of Hispanic descent. Students receive

instruction,in Spanish Language Arts and Spanish as a Second Language

'(SSL).. Other content areas are taught and reinforced as'needed.by

individual st dents.

Impact Study Samples .

.0f the ninety-three schools in the District, Odenty-six are partici-'

pating in the Title VII project ranging from kindergarten through grade
6

12. A third-grade, a fourth-grade and a fifth-grOe classroom were

selected at random for observation.
r

The total enrollment ofihe third-grade. class iS thirty-five saidents.
.

The ethnic composition is thirteen MexicanAmerican, eight Puerto Rican,

one South Americhn, ten white non-Iiispanic, and.tWo black American

studentS. The class is team taught and.divided according to language

dominance. One of the two tegchers and the classroom aide arre bilingual,

and all ire of Hispanic descent. iThe other teacher's ability to verbalize

in Spanish is minimal.

:The total enrollment of the fOurth-grade clasS is twenty-six

students. The ethnic composition is, twenty4lexican-Atetican students

and six white non-Hispanic students. The'Core class is taught by a

'white non-Hispanic ,teacher who does not speak Spanish but does Comprehend

the language when spoken to. .There is no classroom aide in the core .

classroom. The=two teachers and the two aides in the Spanish resource

room are all bilingual gnd of Hisipanic descent.
.0

The total enrollment of, the firth-:grade class is thirty-two

students. The ethnic composition is ten Mexican,-Americans, ten Puerto
\

-Ricans, and'twelve white non-Hispanics. The team-teachers are bilingual:
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One team-teacher is Hispanic ami bilingual; the other Ys wh:te non-

Hispanic and Spanish/English/Italian trilim,ual. 'The clasroc;,I aide is

of.Puerto Rican descent and is bilingual.

Theifollowing information is based on discussions with project scr,ff.

and.on classrodhl observations,

-Instructional Strategies for Grade 3, School A

English Language Instruction for Native English Speakers

Students receive formai English as a Second Language (ESL) in.struc-

tion -from t.t.irb English-dominant team-teacher. The approach used is total

immersion. The three major components,of the ESL instructional program

are (1) oral language development, (2) language experience, and'(3) the

uge of.a basic reader from the Open Court Series (Open Court Publishing

Co.),. Emphasis is placed upon pronunciation, sentence completion, and

vocabulary expansion drills. Instruction iS approximately thirty minutes

daily.- The teacher uses listening comprehension drills,.dictation, and

audiovisual materials to supplement instruction. The use of Spanish is

allowed-only when absolutely necessary.

English'Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

The class is.grouped according to ab:lity and language dominance.

Instruction is approximately forty-five .o ninety minutes daily. Spelling

is s.separate unit of instruction and is taught for forty-five minutes

three times a,week to each group. The major components of Language Arts

are capitalization, punctuation, grammar, and fiction and non-fiction .'

writing. The tevhers spend approximately twenty-five minutes daily

on the introduction of new Languge Arts concepts and sixty-five minutes

daily on oral reading practice and comprehension. The major textbook

used is the Open Court Basic Reading Series ranging form levels 1-1 to

2-2 (five groups). The, ESL group of iline Spanish-dominant students use

the pre-primer of the series, which-develops Reading readiness and basic.

decoding skills. Open Cdurt is a'total Language Arts program emphasizing

the morphological structures of the English language,' syntax, and pho-'

nology. :The program stresses teacher dictation which'attacks grammatical
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gtructures, self-correction/editing, letter and word recogriition,rthOught

sequence, inference; mafn ideas;.written composition, and sound-symbol

relationships. The stories in the seriesfltouon upon ideas in the content

areas (Geography, Histoty Social Science, Science, etc.). There are

comprehension questions at"the end of each section which are to be answerea

in both coral and written form:

r

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers.

, Spanish Reading and Language Arts are taught as one unit-of instfuc-

tion. The class is divided'into four groups based upon language usage,

oral reading, and,comprehension abilities. Irr,.truction is approkimately

seventy-five minutes daily, taught by the Spanish-dominant teacher and

classroom aide. t'ir,he major textbooks used for Reading are 'from the Laidlaw,
,

series. For language development, the textbook used is Libro Segundo y

Tercero de Lectura (Ediciones 'Escolares, Santo DoTingo); Practice de

Ortografia - 3 (Cultural PuertorrigUena, Inc.)1 and Lecture - 3°/Cuadero
_

de Trabajo (Editorial Minerra Book, Ltd.): The curriculum covers

capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar, creative-writing,-vocabu-
_,

lary expansion, and nonfiction writing. Approximately twenty-five minUtés

daily are devoted to.seat work and/or individualized instruct:Lon based '

upon'need. Language Arts instruction is supplemented by the_workbook fnam

the Reading series at appropriate levels, instructional games developed

by the teachers, songs, poetry, and music., P

4
S,kanish Language Instruction.for Native-English Speakers

Student's receive formal Spanish as a Second Language (SSL) instruc.t
. ,

s
on from the Spanish-dominant team-teacher-for.approximately thirty

minutes daily. The major component of the SSL 'program is oral language

development. Notextbook is used: All instructional materials (gamep,.

dril1s,'-exerFigea) areteacher delieloped. Emphasfais placed upon'voca-
,.

hularylexpansion and.sentence patterns to enhanCe communichtion'skills.
,4

Mathematics Instruction

The class is divided into two groups accordihg to ability and language

dominance as determined by teacher observation and assessment. Of the

4
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thirty-five students, twenty-nine receive instruction in English using the

English version of the Spanish textbook, Matematica Para la Education.

Primr-ria (Fondo Educative Interamericano). The remaining six students

receive small-groupjnstruction in Spanish with the Spanish-dominant

teacher. The classroom aide-individualizes both groups on the basis of

-need and teacher/student request. The curriculum covers the principles of

addition, subtraction: multiplication, divisift,,fractions, measurement,

time, weight, aad the new math for the group Of twepty-nine students. The

six students whoreceive small-group instruction concentrate on"the prin-
,

ciples of addition, subtraction, and multiplication. Approximately fifteen
_

to twenty minutes a day are spent on'application. Games, manipulatives.,

charts, and oral drills are used to supplement instrud\ tion.
,

Instructional Strategies for Grade 5, School A

aglish.Language Instruction for-Native-Spanish Speakers \

English as a Second Language is taught by the English-dominant
,

am-teacher for approximately forty minntes daily and reinforced by the

classropt aide for approximately, sixty minutes daily-during the EngliSh-

Readingsegment of language Arts instruction. ,(ESL instruction takes ;

plate.while the rest of the'class, twenty-One studentS,: are receiving ELA).

Imphasis is placed upon,oral languagedevelopment; vocabulary expansion,

sound-symbol relationships, sentence structure drills (repetition, open-
&

ended, substitution),'spelling, phonics, and basic gramMaticaL concepts.

The major textbooks used are English Step by Step (Regents Publishing

'Company), LADO English Series, and-Widening Circles (HarpoUrt Brace

ioVanovich), a basic reader tO develop Reading readiness skills primarily

Working with decoding and sign vocabulary. Approximately twenty-five

.

..minutes.,daily re spent on oral reading practice and conversation and

thirty-five minutes on conversation,. The teaching approach Used includes

total immersion in English and audio-lingual activities em hasizing'

',work/thought association thronth the use of chalk murals the black-

board and magazine pictures for storytelling.

497
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English Ilguage Instruction for Native-English Speakers

English Language.Arts and Reading are taught as one unit of instruc-

tion. The major textbooks used are the Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Reading..
v.

series and workbooks at, appropriate level's and.Spell Correctly, Levels

3 And 4. ELA and Reading.are team taught, and instruction is individu- N.
alized bY the classroom aide on the basis.on need. Students are grouped

according to ability by teacher observation, assessment, and an over:-
.

view of scores fromthe spring Iowa Achievement Test, ELA/Reading is

team Caught for approximately.ninety to 120 minUtes. daily. In the

area of Language,Arts, eiThasis is placed .upoif-capitalization, punctua-
.

tic/ft, grammar,' creative wfiting, nonfiction, storytelling, choral

reading and.sharilig,which are reinforced during Reading development.

ApprOximately twenty minutes daily are spent on spelling and vdcabulary

review and expansion; forty minutes on the'presentation of Language Arts

.concepts relating,direttly to the reading; -and thirty to sixty minuteg

daily on oral reading practice, development of comprehension skills, and

supervised seat work.

Spanish Language InstructiOn for Native-English Speakers.

'Of the thirty-two 'English-dominant students, eleven receive SSL

instruction from the Spanish-dominant bilingual team-teacher for forty

minutes daily. Emphasis is placed upon oral,langdage communication skills,

vocabulary expansion, language structures, oral reading, And conversation,

which are reinfotted by teacher-developed games, drills, and exercises

geared to second-language learning. -These students receive SSL instrUc-

tion from other-bilingual team-teachef during the same.time period.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Sp'eakers

StUdents.are grouped according to ahilitY,för Spanish Language Arts

(SLA) and Reading,'which are taught as.one unit of instruction for sixty

minutes daily. Such instruation is given by one of the bilingual team-
.-

. .

teachers and the classroom aide. The major Reading textbooks from the

Laidlaw serieg and workbooks at appropriate levels are used to develop

written comprehenSion skills and-to:reinforce as well as to introduce

grammatical concepts. Graded Exercises in Spanish is used as supplemen-

32-12
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tary material for Language Arts. Emphasis is placed upon capitalization,

/jpunctuation, spelling, grammar, pronunciation, prose, poetry, sharing,

the Ldevelo'pment of oral and silent Reading skills, phonics-, and comr .

prehension._ Approximately fifteen minute, are spent daily on presenting:

new Language Arts concepts, ten minutes on reviewing ma'terial, fifteen

to twenty minutes on oral reading with each of the two grdups,'and

fifteen to twenty on comprehension exercises.

<.

.Mathematics Instruction

a
Students are grouped according to language proficiency, and instruc-

tion is individualized within each group according to ability. Of the'

thirty-,two students, eleven receiVe Mathematics instruction in Spanish,

and tlenty-two receive ins-truction in English. The major instructional

materials are teacher-developed-exercises, drills, games., indiVidualized

.Mathematics kits; and the blackboard. The major textbook.used is

Mathematics for Primary'Education,'Level 5, (FondoEdUcativo.Inter-
,

americana),'both the Spanish.and English versibns. The curriculum:is-

based on -the objeCtives for the fifth grade as.set-forth by the citY's

-Board Of Education. The topics'covered are addition,-subtraction,

multiplicat!on, diviSion, fractions, measUrement, time/weighti-geometry,

algebra, and the new math. Approximately ten minutes daily are spent on,

reviewing_homework, twenty minutes on the presentation/introduction of

concepts, and thirty minutes on application. At the tiMe of observation,

it was noted that each group member patticipated equallyr For laritten

exercises, the teachers have set up teama for peertutoring withimeach.

of the groups.

Cultural Component for Graded 3 and 5, School A

,These teamtaught classrooms reflect and promote.both IUsanic

.Ruerto Rican and Mexican-4mericanrand North American,culturp-at all

leVels_in the curriculum.. The value of bilingualism is reinforced.and

nurtured. Studenti)rojects and academic-works in both languages are

diaplayed in the classroom and used as learning tools." Time is spent

daily on Social Studies concepts as they relate to students'immediate

needs and interests. An effort is made to develop cultural awareness

4 99
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as it relates to interpersonal relationS14s-and-the-transmissión-of

cultve within the.communityosetting. The objective of the Social.:,Studies

curriculumis to foster a poSitive self-concept in one's culture arid

language, as well as to gain an accurate understanding and appreciation

of other cultures. One forty-five to'sixty-minute period:is spent

weekly on a unit specifically devoted to Hispanic culture through the

media of' Art, multimedia materials, folklore, Student oral reports,

, guest speakers; and/or teacher-directed lectures. Student participation

is encouraged. The remaining 2 3/4hours weekly are spent Cn Social

Studies focusing upon other cultures around the world as well as on

ethnic groups living in the United States.

=Instructional Strategies for Grade 4.(School B)

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers-

The class of twenty-six students is not srouped:,for Language Arts

instruction;'however, the teacher individualizes instruction for the-
.

students who-are in need of intensiVe English as a Secor Language (ESL)

instruction. Emphasis is placed npon phonics, sound-symbol relationships;

sentence pattern, grammatical structures, word'nsage/definition, punctu-

ation, 4nd capitalilation. (The same curriculum is Used for.the three

studen s-receiving ESL, b:ut the teaching strategy applies to second-

.lan age learning. 'Instead,of written exercises, efforts are concentrated\4
in-developing oral language abilities and Reading readiness skills,)

Approximately.forty minutes are spent on Language Arts concepts three

times.a week. Spelling is'taught twice weekly for .forty minutes using

Spell Correctly, Levels 3, 4, and 5 (Silver Burdett) as thejmsic text-
.,

'N book. There is no textbook used for general ELec instruction. Games;
. N

N'exercises,drills, and exercise sheets' ere teache.rdeveloped.

The class '. of twenty-six students is grouped for Reading.instruction

based up6n teacher observation, assessment, and.the Iowa Achievement Test,

pretest anctposttest. Ten students participate inAthe Reading program

with another classroom teacher. These students are at.the third-grade

level. Fourteen of the students receive such instrUction from the home,

room teacher an4.1 are at fourth-grade level. The two students who receive

500.
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ESL instruction are nonreaders in English and are receiving Spanish Reading

and Language Arts twite-daily.--The-major-textbooks_used are from the
d

Harper & Row series at approkiate leVels with workbooks tp, supplement'
°

instruction by reinforcing Language Arts concepts and developing compre-

' hension skills. Emphasis in Reading is placed-upon word Attack, compre-

hension, phonics, study skills, and an appreciation of general fiction,

nonfiction, poetry, and prose. Approximately twenty-five minutes daily

are spent on oral reading practice and fifteen to twenty-minutes,on

comprehension. The one Student who is receiving instruction from the ,

claSsroom teaCher is also receiving twenty extra minuteaily for

enrichment as he is far above his grade level in Reading. Emphasis for

'this student.is placed upon written composition, characterization,,theme,

interpretation ro4 ideas, and comprehension.Of facts.

- Spanish L Instruction for Native-English Speakers

Englisdominaht students are grouped together for Spanish as a

Second Language instruttion for forty renut;.,..s daily in one of the tWo

Spanisb resource rooms viith a Spanishdominant teacher and aide.

Emphasis is placed.upon oral'language cOmmunication skills through the

use of poetry, prose, music, and vpcabulary expanSion exercisesi and

upon Reading readiness through picture association, sentence pattern,

repetition, sUbstitutiOn, completion drills,:and word,games... The

teacher has developed games, drills, and exercises geared Lo second-language

learning, Approximately fifteen to twenty-five minutes daily are spent

on conversation (language usage, vocabulary, self-expressio6); ten.to fif-

teen.minutes on oral reading practice/comprehension; and five to ten min-

utes daily on seat work. The major textbooks used are Preparandoles Para

Leer (Houghton,Mifflin Co.) and Mi Primer Larouse en Colores (Ediciones

Larousse). Students are not grouped as a whole class for such instruction.

$ix of the thirty-two students,from the core classroom receive SSL.

Spanish Language tnstruction lor Native-Spaniai Speakers

Spanish-dominant students, at different grade and proficien.E.y levels,

receive Spanish instruction in the resource room for forty minutes daily

frot a Spanish-dominant bilingual.teacher and,classroom aide. Tbe
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major textboOk used for Reading is Seiida, Levels I, II, IV, V (Santillana

Publishirng Company), with accompanying workbooks at appropriate levels. for

Language Arts concepts concentrating on all aspects. of grammar and'usage.

Eleven.students from-the-Classroom,observed receive such instruction.
_

ApproxiMately twenty-five minutes daily.are speAt

. comprehension practice, and fifteen minutes are -spent on Language Arts

concepts and written Composition practice supervised y the classroom

teacher and/or aide. Emphasis is placed Upon capitalization, punctuation,

spelling,-poeiry, prose, thought sequence, recollection of facts, main,

..videas/theme, vocabulary expansion, intonation, and pronunciation.

Students are -grouped within:the resource room according to ability ,as

determined by-teacher observation and assessment.

Mathematics Instruction

The homeroom teacher has divided the class into two ability,groups.

The entire class.is taught in English. The two students receiving
-

intensive ESL instruction_receive reinforcement'in SOanish.in the

resource room three times weekly. The Mathematics curricuruimis

based upon the local Board of.Education 1V.delines. Approximately forty

minutes wiekly are spent presenting new concepts; 120-140 minutes weekly

are spent on seat work and individualized instruction concentrating

on Mathematas application. Tqpics covered include the basic principles

of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, time,

weight, meaSurement, and geometry. The major textbook used is Modern

Mathematics Through Discovery - 5 (Silver Burdett). Those two students

who have not reached grade level proficiency in English use the Spanish

version. Students are regrouped on the basis of teacher observation

and assessment of readiness and progress. Both groups are taught the

same material; however, one group works more independently at,a AVM,

rapid pace geared spEcifically to individdal needs. ,

4

.CultUral CompOnent

.Tor thirty minutes daily SOCial Studies is taught by the homeroom

teacher who'is not directly involved with the bilingual project. The

regular Social Studies curriculuM used try this teacher'does not include

5 0 2
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a specific amount of time to be deVoted to HisRanit culture. The Curricu-

lum used is based on city-wide grade level objectives.
. ,, .

Students receivinOpanish as econd
\
Language or Spanish Language

Arts n'the resource rooMs.spend tilt& on class discussions related to
.

liter Aire selectionson Hispanio culture as part of the daily curriculum.
,

_ Historical events and famous .people and fiblidays are discussed at-,

. t.
, .

apprOpriate tirnes.-
-__

The time spent in the-resource room daily is limited;
.

.hence, cultural heritage is mostIY-highlighted_through the Reading:

series used and supplementary materials available in the classroom.

Parent and Community InvolveMent

All parents of students confer at least twice yearly-with the Class77

room teacher and aide in a forMal meeting.at the school. various

e times'during the ear, teachers visit with parents in their homes to

discuss special Rroblems and/or the students' progress. Approximately

"50% of the project parents attend project- and district-sponsored

functions, such as open houses, classroom parties; and'field trips three

tcle five times yearly. .

3
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PROJEC'T 33

PROJECT.INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Topulation

Project '33 began in 1970. Ihe District is,located in a large

metropolitan aly,with'a variety of ethnic, linguistic; and socioeconomic'

group's. ,In the District's elementary and jbnior high'schoolk, 'there are

ove.r.6,695 Hispanic (Puerto Rican, Dominican, eentral American, South

Amacican* and Haitian) students. of these, 2,985 are of litited English-
.

speaking ability, according to_theresults of the city's Language Ability
:

BatterY. Within the central Ortion.of this dis'trict, the contentration

of-Puerto Rican and other Hispanic-gurnamed ptudents'in each school

ranges from 32% to 75% of the total population. In ad-dition, a large

number of French-speaking Haitian families are moving into the area of

the city served by the District resulting in,an increased enrollment

of French-speaking students.

Many of the non-English-speaking students who enroll in the public

schools have'been provided with bilingual education through the Axisting

bilingual project., which serves students in kindergarten through grade 4.

Additionally, the project is designed to provide bilingual instruction
:

for 515 non-English-speaking students in the fiith-iand sixth-grade'

, levels in ten schools. The District is committed to' providinp bilingual

education on all other grade levels. There are twenty-three schools in

the:District, sixteen of which operate as bilingual project schools.

There are 4,363 Spanish- and Franch-speaking tudents enrolled At the

ten schools operating under Title VII funds.

Coals and Objectives

The proposed goals for the alstrict's bilingual project ate (I) to

imaintain the normal progreasion in the academic achievement of bilingual

'
students tkrough instruction in their native language while they,,are
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learning English;.(2) to prdduce a heightened. awareness of cultural

.heritage and its influence on the daily:life of Students in the District

as well as of the cultural environinent in which they are now living; (3)

to provide for staff training in biflingual education; (4) to develop a.

totally bilingual curriculum; and (5) to provide an outreach program for
0

parental and community involvement within the bilingual program.

Project Staff,

staftefar the current projeet includes twelve teachers,

the-Project Director,.two curriculum trainers, one community coordinator, ,

And one teacher-tAainer.

OThe.Information fie.following chart was,obtained from question-

naires.submitted.to the claaswom teachers and their aides.whose students

were included in the Impact Study.

a

tr,
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS ...
., Teachers . Aides.

,.,Total number of teachers/aldes in Impact Saudy ,5 ?

,, .Tota/*Mber of questionnaires received a 5 2 . '-

:t
Highest,earned college degree:

No.degree

Degree or diploma basedan less than 4 years of work

B.4. or B.S.'

Teaching credential only 4

M.A. ar higher

No response

Type of state teaching credenta1 held:

Non-Credentialed
q

Temporary, provisional; Rartial-fulfillment, or
. emergency

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No response

Years of full-time teachingtexperience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5-9 years

10-19 years

20-29 years

30 or more years

NO response

506
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Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

0.1

Teachers

.

Aides

Less,than ear

1 year

years

3 .years

4 years -

5years.

More than 5 years.
-..

No response

1

1 1 ,

1

0

Amount of collete training specifically devoted to
0

-bilingual-bicultural education: !

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours).

6-15 lyarter units (4-10 sem-ester hours) 3 '1. -

16-30 quafter units (11720 semester hours)

Mbre than:30 quarter units (moicatban 20 semester hrs.)

No çoUec troining in bilingual-bicultural ,,
No resensé

Amount Of time.snent'in inservice or school district

workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

educatinn:

1. day.or less

2.15 days' .

15-30 days

More than 30-days

None

No. response..

50`i
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, The following funds'were

the bilingual.,ptvlject:

Projee*-Funding

speciftcaLly designated

1.-!-1e VII $309,545

,Ailer Federal and State -0-

Odier -0-'

$309,545

f. per puPil

for and administered

4
$1,049.30

-)

In addition to *the above, the following funds'were-designated for

bilingual project schools:

'School A

Federal and State . $ 70,506.

.0ther -0-

TOTA, $ 70,560

Ter pupil 107.14

Total per pupil additional fupds
for bilingual projectpartici-
pants $1,156.44 .

School B

Federal and State .$154,000'

Other -07

TOTAL. $154,000

o Per pupil

Total per pupil additiona-1 funds
far bilingual project partici-
pants

503
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'School C

Federal-and State $61,000

-Other 70-

TOTAL $61,000

Per,pupil r 136.16

Total per pupil. additional funaS
for bilingual project partici-
pants $1,185.46

School D

Federal and State. $160,500

)t Other

$160,500

School A

°TOTAL'

Perspupil

o
. .

Total pex pupi/ additional'funda
Eor bilingual project partici-7

.$ 222,91

pants
. $1,272.21

CLASSROOM INFORMATION'

'Major Features.of Classrooms Observed

1 16

The teacher developed games, audiovisual materials, and manipula-

tive objects for students to use individually in learning mathe-

matical concepts, Students spent.the majority of their time during

the Mathematics period at problem-solving using these materials. -'

This entire class was taught in both Spanish and English. The

teacher would first present lessons in English and then imiriediately

reinforce the material in Spanish. The students had a choice as

to which language they would respond in.-

33-5
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,Schbol-13

This teacher purchased materials for a resource/supplementary

. materials library-in'the classroom.. The students can chebk out

materials daily'for'use in the classroom only. Matetials available

in the classroom library are bilingual and pertain to content area

subjects being.taught as part of the cdtriCulum.
_

Schobl C
.0

_

This class is team taught. Teachers suggested classroom prbjects

in creative writing fot.the studentsas part of the Spanish and

English language curriculum. At the time of this. obse -vation,

students"were involved in-writing boOks', which included short

stories, poems, and art work on topics related to cheir personal

, interests. -All the materials written were bilingual. Students

were also being taught how to bind the books. In addition to

exercising and developing appropriate writing skills, students

were encouraged to share their projects with their peers to

further develop their oral language abilities and to creae& ae
sense of pride in their achievements.

School D

,

"'There- is-no. formal English as-a Second Language component at this

School. The approach used ia direct translation from Spanish to
_ -

English. Emphasis is placed upon..the development of oral language

skills.

Impact Study Sample

The folloving information is based on di'scussions with project staff

and oh classroom observations in four of the project's ten targeted schobls

at the fifrh-grade level.

510
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Instructional Strategies for oracle 5, School A. ,

The total enrollment'of the fifth grade is.nineteen-Studenta. The

-Class is composed-ethnically of fiveThominican Students,,ten Pherto Rican

stUdents, and four South American students. The teacher, and aide are

both bilingual and of Hispanic.descent. The entire class is Made,up dt

'native-Spanish speakers.

En lish Lan ua
,

e Instruction for Native-S anish S eak ra

A-pproximately forty-five to ninety.minutes are spent.weekly on English

as a Second,Language (ESL) instructi6n. The major textbook series used is-

Learning English as.a Second Language--Aprendiendo Ingles Como Segundo

an Oceana.series. The major areas of concentration:ate.pronun--

-ciation, sentence Pattern 'drills, sentence cdmpletion drills-, and vocabu-

larTexpansion... The sev,eil participating students' meet with another

classroom teaCher 'for ESL instructidn during the regular English Language

Arts period once or mice weekly. Three times,weekly, they are grouped

together during
.

the regular EnglistO.anguage Arts period with the class-

room aide for English language usage, pronunciation, vocabularY,expansion .

drills, phonics, syntax, and:basic grammar.

English Language Instruction for Native-English 5peakers'
-

TwelVe students receive Languae Arts instruction for three forty-

five-minnte periods a week. Cbntent areas incluae capitalization, punc-

tuation, spelling, grammar, and creative writing. Twice weekly, time is

spent on oral language development activities such as-.sharing experiences -

through conversations and storytelling in English. To-increase oral

proficienckl creative dramatics and role-playing are employed.
.

Students.are grouped according to language proficiency and ability
er;

-

for Reading. There are five groups. The majontextbooks used,are from

the Bank Street Redding Series, ranging from level's 3-2 to 1-1, °Approxi-

mately forty-five minutes daily are Spent on Reading with'the classroom

teacher and,aide. Time is spent on developing oral reading skills,

phonics, and comprehension skills. Teachers utilize the Board of Education

5 1
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Gurriculum Guide, the Language Arts handbook, textboOkS, workb.deik'S, and

teacher-develciped supplementary taterialN

Spanish Language Instrudtion for Native-Spanish Speakers

StUdents are grouped for Spanish as-a Second Language (SLA) and

Reading according to ability and proficiency (or.-::14ritten command of the

Spanish 'language). The major textbooks used are from the Laidlaw series

Yranging, from level 1 to 3-2. tapitalization,.spelling, grammar, and

creative writing are emphasized daily within each of the groups. Time,is

spent on developing oral language skills (communication), oral reading,

skills, silent_reading skills, and comprehension skills-. The.two lower

groups are taught.by the aide, while the mostadvanced group is taught by

.the teacher. SLA'instruction is approximately ninety minutes dailY which

includes twenty minutes of seaC Work, and forty-five minutes Of oral'work.

Workbooks and.teacher-made materials Supplement SLA instruction and

Approxidately twenty-jive minutes is spent on reading comprehension.

Mathematics Instruction

StUdents are nqt grouped for Mathematics instruction; however,

instruction is individualized according to special needs. The District's

° Curriculum Guide for.grades 3 and 4 is used as' a guide. Five forty-five

qinute periods a week aredevoted to Mathematics instruction; two are

spent on concepts and three on applications. Content area's covered. are-.

Addition, sUbtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, percentages,

measurement, time/weight, and basic principles of geometry and algebra.

Matbematics instruction is supplemented with.supplies.and manipulative

objects. The 'major textbboks used are Modern Mathematics, Level's 3 and 5,

Eleiaentary Math/Two by Two,' and Growth in Arithmetic, Grade 4. All.lesson

plans other than lectures are geared to the individual needs of .t.he average

student in the class, who is at the third-grade ievel in Mathematics.
.

.

5 '
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anstructional StrategieS for Grade 5, School B

the total enrollment-of the fifth-grade class iS.twenty-eight students.

.The-ethnic distribution-of students includes fifteen Dominicans,eleven

Puerto Ricans, and two .South Americans. The teacher and classroom aide

. ere bilingual And of Hispanic descent.

English Language InstructiOn for Native-Spanist). Speakers

_

Intensive ESCinstructionAs given to a group of six students for

forty-five minutes daily with another classroom teacher at the same graite
,

level. These students are Spanish monolinguals enrolled in the program-

. since November-1976. Emphasis is placed on phonics, pronunciation;

vocabulary expension,.syntax-, and. phonology.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

Instruction in English Language Arts is given to twenty-two students

for fortyfive minutes twice weekly by the 'Classroom teacher. The major.

textbooks used are Reading,Thinking Skills Series, (Continental,Press),

Hayes Language Drills and Tests, Let's Write, and Phonics, (Hayes School

Publishing Co., inC.).- the teacher uses rexographs and-games-to. supplement-

such instruction. Written;and.orai'skills such as capitalization, punctua-
_

tioni spelling, grammar, choral reacting, sharing, and poetry are emphasized.

For Reading,_the clasg is grouped according to abilityand language ,

proficiency: The major:textbooks used are from the HoUghton.Mifflin Raad-

ing Series (Rainbows, Kaleidoscope,Images, and Panorama) ranging from

levels preprimerthrough 5; and workbooks at appropriate levels. Approxi-

mately twenty minutes are spent on presenting background infoimation about

the Reading material,_twenty.minutes on oral reading practice (with the

teacher, classroom aide, and another classroom aide from the ESL class),

twentY minutes on seat work usingsthe workbooks and teac:ler-made t:aterials,

and approximately thirty mihutes-on reviewing,the,Language Arts concepts

used in the Reading material. Instruction is individualized according to
.1 '

need. The classroom aide works with the six students who are receiving

intensive ESL instruction. These students are using a preprimer-to primer

33-10
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. .

level.textboOk and,are in the prd'Oess of developing basic decoding skills

and sight vocabulary.' Emphasis.is placed upon phonics and pronunciation..

Instructionis totally indiyidualiZed by the classroom aide.and includes

appropriate lesson plena to Meet the:needs ?f each of the,six students'

involved:- (The task. of the 14tle VII classrooM aides is to give small-

groUp,-emedial and individualized instruction.)
P

SpanistyLanguage Instruction for Native-S anish S eakers

: The .ciass is not groUped fOr Spanish. Laguage Arts instruction. The

major textbook used isLengua Espanola, Niveles 4 and 5, by Doctora Delia

.
Diaz.de Villa,,Cultural Centro Americana,..SA. The language textbook

focuses on grammatical structUrea; language usage comparisons.between-

English and Spanish, syntax and.phOnology4 capitalization, and punctuation.

.Approximately twenty minutes are spent on the actual presentation-of Lan-

guage Arts concepts and twenty-five minutes on individualized seat work
- r

supervised by the classroom teacher and aide.

- For Spanish Reading the clasa is grouped according fo ability. The

main teXtbooks used for both groups-are Dos AMigoa and Otrai Cultures,

Laidlaw:Series. In addition, appropriate workbooks are Used. The major

\

focus is on pronunciation, phOnics, and the deyelopment of coMprehension-

skills. Approximately fifteen to twenty minutes ate spent with each group

on oral reading practice with the classroom teacher and aide.; and ten
,

tiinutes are spent.daily on-fact retention, thought sequence, 'characterize-

tion, theme,'inference, and main ideas.. The ieMaining fifteen minutes

are spent on seat work and individualized instruction whidh focuses On

Language Arts concepts Used in the Reading material and written comptehen-

sion exercises relating to the material read.

Mathematics Instruction

Students are grouped according to Mathematics ability based.on a

teacher-developed diagnostic eest extracted ftom the fourth-grade Mettle--

matics curriculum. The major textbooks uSed are Exploring Mathematics,
,

Level 4 (Webster Publishing,Co.) and Essentials of Arithietic (Laidlaw

Series). The SPanisti translation is used as supplemental. material. The,

-class is team taught by other teachers at the same gradd'level, with
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twelve students remaining with the classroom teacher. at this time. Mathe-

matics is taught bilingually for forty-five minutes daily. The type of

j bilingual approach 'Med is'!"concurrent", whiCh means that the concept is

...delivered in one language first and restated in.the_other languaie.

Apptdximately thirty minutes are spent on concepts and fifteen minuteg

on application in each'of thethree groUps. The,to-- pics covered are

addition,'subtraction, multiplication, division; percentages,. time/Weight,

net,/ math, and word problems for the more.advanced grouP. The ,classroom_ _

aide works. with four students On an individual basis, gearing lesson plans-

to their needg. She-spends aPprOximately tento fifteen minutes with each

ofthe students, who are at the first-grade level,..having bad no previous
.

Mathematics instruction. Time_is 'spent On numbet-identification'and

Counting,:using practical application relating numbers to already estab-.

lished vocabulary. The abacus is used to supplement such instruction.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 5, -School C

The total enrollment of this class is thirty-two students. It is

composed of twenty-eight Puerto Rican, two Dominican, and two South

American students. The teacher is bilingual and of Hispanic descent.

There is no classroom aide.

English Language Instruction for Native Spanish Speakers

StUdents receive 'English as a,Second LangUage instruction for-forty7

five minUtes daily. The two monolingual Spanish speakers'receive intensive_

instruction with the classroom teacher. Emphaaig is placed upon pronun-
,

.ciation, sentence pattern drills, sentence completion-drills, and..vocabu-

lary expansion':

English Language Instruction for Native English'Speakers

The class is grouped-according to ability and language proficiency.

Instruction, which is closely integrated with the Reading program, is

.for ninety minutes daily. Capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and

grammar are emphasized daily for approximately thirty minutes,with each

group.. 'Appmximately twenty-five td forty studentsreceive English Lan-

guage Arts.and Reading instructiOn from the classromteacher, and seven ,

33-12
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students go.to the remedial Reading resource room and.receive instruction

from a teaCher and aide who specialize in remedial Reading and. Mathe-
.

matics. Seven.to twenty-five students are nenreaders, two-of whom are

receiving ESL instruction and are Working on basic decoding;skills and the

development of oral language abilities. 'The classroom teacher uses

Days and Deeds, Level 4, from the Laidlaw Series as the major Reading..

textbook-. The nonreadera and-ESL students are using .teacher-made materials

and audiovisuals in the remedial resource room. Time in Reading is spent

on oral language ,practice and comprehension.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Spanish Language- Arts and Reading is.taught in the Spanish resource

room by a bilingual .teacher. From this class-three different...groups.,
=.)

have been formed. Language Arts'concepts are reinlorced in the classroom

With the regular teacher for fifteen to.thirty..minutes daily At different

times,.for the students who have not gone.to the resource room.. Each group

,receives instruction in the.resource room with other.students at the
4

same Reading level. .The Language Arta curriculum includes capitalization,

punctuation, spelling, grammar, poetry;-storytelling,4and sharing and is,

integrated with the-Reading aegment. The major textbooks usecrinthe

resource rdom are from the Laidlaw and Santilland,series at appropriate

levels, Nuestra Lengua/Fichas de Ensenanza (Edicionea Anaya,.Spain). and

Mi Primera Fonetica/ A.Phohics Woctkbook. for. Native Spanish Speakers

(National Textbook Company). EmPhasis'is placed* on oralIanguage deve1Op-

ment (syntax, phonology,.etc.)-, oral reading practice., comprehension; and,

Spanish-language uaage (grammar).

Instru:Aional Strategies for Grade 5, School D

---
The.totalclass enrollMent is-thirty students. 'It,is composed of:

three Dominicans, twentyrsix Puerto Ricana, and one black. The'elass i.

team taught. -The teachers and aide.are all bilingual. and of Higpanic

descent.
<

,;

a
e".
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English Languase Instruction for Native-English Speakers

For Reading, the students.are grouped ,according to language profiCiency

:and ability, as determined by teacher observation and,aSsessment. , The

, major textbooka used are from,the,HaTcourt Brace Seriea:- Much Majesty .-

aná First Splendor. For_the_ten_less-Troficient English speakers, a

phonica.and skills handbook (adaptation of Lado.English series and
.

Ventures, Harcourt Brace) is used to .supplement inS7truction. :Emphasis.
is placed upon word games, language usage and structure, wdrd recognition

drflls, dictionary practice, and the interpretation and sequencing of

ideas...to strengthen oral and written skills in Reading. The group,of'

twentystudents, who are more pyoficient in English, is Involved in more

aAtract, Creative tasks. The teacher emphasizes oral readirig development-

and practice, comprehension, and the written self-expression by.using

student-developed books (bilingual), teaCher-develoBed short stories on

the board.or on dittos, newspaper and magazine articles, vocabulary .

eicpansion drills, spelling exercises, and the Reading textbook and workbook.

The,development of oral language abilities is emphasized through
P

pronunciation, sentence pattern, grammatical structure; sentence ComOle- _-

tion, and vocabulary expansion drills. Concentration on English .Language

Arts concepts in spelling, grammar, and punctuatir-are included in class

discussions, independent seat work, and Reading.

Spanish Language Instruction for NatiVe-Spanish Speakers

Instructionlor Spanish Language Arts and'Reading is approximately

sixty, to aeventyfive minutes daily. Based on teadher observation and

assessment, students are grouped'according to ability. The.major text-
.

books and workbooks used-are,from the Laidlaw series (Nuestro Mundo'

'MaraVilloso and Aventuras Maravillosas).. Teacher-prepared and locally

deyelbped-materials,supplement Spanish Language-Arts instruction. The

major focus of the Language Arts and Reading program is on developing

oral.rqading and comprehension skills. Emphasis is.placed on capitaliza7

tion, punctuation, Spelling; grammar, creative writing-, Voetry,.,and

phonics. 'The teachers'..spent approximately twenty-five minutes daily

on oral reading questionS (interpretation and seqUencing of ideas;

33-14-
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reconciliation.of facts), and twenty-five minutes on Language Arts con:-

cepts used'in the Reading material. Subject matEer is usually delivered

by the teacher to the entire class in lecture form and is followed by

seat work supervised by the group teacher and aide on an individualized
I

basis.

Mathematics Instruction

The class is divided into two groups-based on ability; however,
-

within each group instruction is individualized most of the time. The

approach used-is.bilingual. Approximately one hour weekly is spent on

° heTa concepts and group board work, ten minutes daily on review, and

.thirty-five.minutes daily on application.. The curriculum is based on

district guidelines for fifth grades, ,The course oontent includes thp

'principles of addition, subtraction,'Inultipl.!cation, division, new math,._

measurement, and geometry.

Cultural Componen,t

Theguidelines for the cultural component in bac) districts are the

same foF each of the four schools observed. The content areas covered.

are Art, History, Geography, flolidays, Music, fables/legends,, and famous

people but are.adapted according to each.grade level. TeacheiS Use

the Board of Education Social Studies Curriculum Bulletin for regular

Social Studies.instruction, which,takes place ap proximately 05. minutes

weeklY. The Social Studies'material is presented using English as the

language Of instruction. In addition, La Ensenanzd de, Estudio',.Sociales

en el Quinto Grado is used_for instruction inTcUltUre and Cultural heritage.

he culture/heritage. Curriculum guide was developed by the-bilingual

.program coordinator and'curriculum specialist of'two districts. The

language of instruction tor heritage.lis Spanish.

Approximately. ninety Minutes weekly are spent on 'culture. The

curriculum is,geared to the''multiethnic-composition of the.classes 4hich

for the most,includes Puerto Ricans, Dominicans, Cubans, and a small

percentage of Mexican-Amerfcans. To supplement instruction in culture/
.

heritage, students do a lot of experience sharing and take Class trips

t.
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Which.focus on the particular 'culture hping discussed. .Lesson plans,

textbooks, Spanish:Reading, and discussion groups emphasizerhe Hispanic

and non-Hispanic'.cultures. Reading and discussion groups focus,,.,upon

Hthe unique cultural aspects of both groups. The approach used to

teacb cultural heritage emerges at each grade level as students' neeas

and interestS are deyelqped.

Varent'and Community Involvement

ApproXimately /0; of the parents.corifer at least once a year with the,

classroom teacher in ,...ither a 'formal or informa,l'setting in their hoines

to discuss i'he academic progress of their child. About .1/3 Of the

parents attend project- and district-sponsdred furictions, such 'as open
4

houses or class parties.
. Many parents parLcipate,by sending food With

a
their'children'for these lunctions. The District Bilingual Office holds

meetings to discuss the-bilingual,prOject at various times throughout

the year and 'addresses questions', suggestions, and comments. -The Bilin-
.

.gual Program also involves some of the parents on the Bilingual Parent

Advisory Board, which charts the directiOn of the program in the ten

targeted schools and evaluates its activities.

51:)
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PROJE.CT 34

PROJECT INFORMATION

Project Context and Target Population

4

The project.operates in all five schools in the District. There are

.forty-two bilingual cla.,;rooms- (kindergarten through .6rade 5) with a total

_enrollment of'1,200 ;tti.....nts. In the first year of funding, 1972, the

project.operated in t ree schgzls with a total of nine classrooma, in

kindergarten through g ade 2. Each year one rilore grade leVel was added

in each of the three sc ols. In 1975-76, two schools were added to the

'project bringing it to its current status.

Social end'economic factors in the target population tontribute to the

implementation of a bilingual project. The District as a whole is 90%

Mexican-American, 3% black, and 7% white non-Hispanic. The majority of the

schools are 90% to 100% Mexfcan-American. It is estimated that 70% of the

families are migrant farm workers: The families of the students in all

five schools have about the same amount of mobility.

The community in which the project operates is in a rural farming area.

Most of the families live in single units on small lols. The nearest large

city is twenty-five miles awayog While the dominant occupation of.the

families served by the achooltis farm labdr, a few semiskilled workers

commute to the city to work in whatever jobs are available. The average

gross annual income of the families is $2,000 to $3,000.

Instruction in kindergarten is in the student's dominant language.

All teachers are bilingual and have bilingual aides. English oral language

development is started.in kindergarten. In the,first. grade, instruction 1.E;

70% in Spanish,and 30%-in English.. Reading is in Spanish with Engli0

Reading introduced in the latter part Of the school year. The students
4

read in Spanish and English in the second grade. Instruction in the'other

subject areas is mainly in Spanish. it is expected that by.the time the

.student enters the third grade, he/she will be able to function in a completely -

bilingual setting. Instruction is 50% in Spanish and 50% in English.

.
This balance in.maintained from this point on.

34-1
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Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies ate taught in both English

and Spanish.' Sometimes a pattern of'alternate'languages on ilternate days.

is used. Lessons are not translated or repeated, but concepts are

)carried on from day to day, switching language's.
. F--

Spanish as a Second Language is offered for the very few English-
,

dominant students.

Goals and Objectives

The primary goal of the bilingual program is to provide the target

population with an educational program that will produce improvement in
. .

academic achievement and to develop within each participant pride in his/.

her native culture and a positive self-image. By allowing students to.

'communicate Ireely in their dominant language while at school, the follow-

ing project objectives are expected to be achieved:

To enable a student to learn the basic educational

concepts in his/her dominant language

To simultaneouSly teach a student a second language

To.insure the student's positive self-concept'through

emphasis on his/her cultural heritage

To make ic possible for the 'student to maintain.his/her

native language
r

Project Staff

The total number of itaff on the bilingual project is eighty-five.

There are forty-two full-time classromi\teachers, forty-two full-time

teacher aides, and one project director. All are Hispanic, and English/

Spanish bilingual. Additional classroom support personnel (i.e.,,consul-

tants, specialists, etc.) are district personnel whose services are

available to the bilingual classrooms.

The information on the following chart was obtained from questionnaires

submitted to the classroom teachers and their aides whose students were
0

included in the Impact Study.

r
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TEACHING_STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

.Total nuMber of 'teachers/aides'in Impact Study

,
Total numbet of questionnaires received-

Highest earned college degree:

,No degree

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or B,S.

Teaching credential only'.

M.A. or higher

No response

Type of state teaching'credential.held: N

Non-credentialed

Teachers. Aides

4

. 4 3

4

3

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency

Regular credential 2: .

Bilingualbicultural teaching credential 1

No response 1 1

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years
3

3 years 1

4 years

5-9 years

10-19 years 1

20-29 years 1

30 or more years

No response, 1

522
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,Yearg of teaching in a bilingual program:

Less than.1.1rear 1 1,

1 year 1

2years 1 2

3. years 1

4 years

5 Years

More than 5 years

No response

Teachers Aides

Ambunt of college training.specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3.stmester hours)._

6-15 quarter units ,(4710 semester hours).

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)

More than 30 quarter Units (more'than 20 semester hrS.)

No college. training in bilingual-bicultural'

No response

2

1

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

workghops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less 1

2-15 days
2 2

15-30 days
1 1

More than 30 days

None

No response



Sources of Project Funding

.-.The following funds were specifically designated for and administered

by the bilingual project:

Title., VII $172,000

Other 'Federal and State -0-

Other (Private FoUiidation) -0-

TOTAL $172,000

Per pUpil $143

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for

bilingual project schools:

SchoolA'

Federal and State $22,532

Other -0-

TOTAL $22,532

Per pupil $80

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

School B

Federal and State $132,000

Other -0-

TOTAL $132,000

$223

Per Pupil $188

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants $331

Ab approximate breakdown of funds from the various funding agencies

are as follows: 60% from Title VII, 30% from Title I,. and 10% from state

and district funding. The district average per pupil cost is $600.



CLASSROOM tNFORMATION,

Impact Study-Samples'

InCluded in the Impact Study were eight claSsrooms, with.one bilingual'

and one comparison class in each grade level 2 through. 5. Onetof the five

second grades.in the project was included, in the intensive study for

classroom observation. .Che of five third-grade classes in.the project was

also,included in the intensive sample. .The followin& classroom descrip-
1,

tions were obtained throtigh teacher interviews and 'classroom observations..

Instructional Strategies for Grade

Major Features .

The.bilingual class obserVed has an enrollment .of thirty students,

all of Mexican background. The classroom teacher is Hispanic and English/

Spanish bilingual:. One Hispanic, bilingual aide is assigned to this class

on a full-time basis. Eleven students in this class also ',receive remedial

Reading instruction with,two other-teachers, One remedial Reading teadher

is white non-Hispanic and English mcnolingual; the other is Hispanic and

bilingual.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

There are no native-Engiish speakers in this class.

English Language Instruction for Native-S anish S eakers

A total'of eight hours per week are spent in English Language Arts

(ELA). Activities in ELA correspond to those in Spanish Language Arts

(SLA) with the exception of remedial Reading. Four hours are specifically

spent in Reading with an additional 3 1/2 hours per week for those students

in remedial Reading.

There is no grouping for written and oral work which includes Ehglish

grammar and mechanics, spelling, creative writing, plays, poetry, choral



.;

reading, and storytelling. Instruction in these areas is dire-ate& to the
. ,

entire class with frequent assignments for independent desk work.. The

teacher and..aide circulate through the class providint individual instruc-

tion'when needed,by thestudents: The following texts are used for '

'written and oral work: Basic Goals in Spelling; Listening, Reading,

'Talking, nd Writing-Experiences in.Language; and Writing Our Language.

The class is divided into four groups for Reading. Nine students are

in the high/medium group. The other three groups are considered low and

also receive remedial Reading-instruction. Students are assigned.to a

,group based on the previous year's achievement and the'teacher's assesement

of the student'S performance with pecond7grade level English material

Each group receives instruction, in phonicS and .reading comprehension

ift addition to oral reading. 'Both the teachev.and, the aide work with each

group but not.ai the same time. Usually the teacher provides 'Reading .and'

phonits instruction, and the aide works with'the group for,reading

comprehension exercises. While one group, works with the teacher and another

group works with the aide; the other two groups,are assigned independent

work. The All By.Myself (Southwest EDL.Reading.Series) is used-for

English reading.

Eleven of .the nineteen students in the low'groups also receive

remedial Reading instruction on a daily basis. These students and the

students in the regular second-grade class observed work with the same

remedial Reading teachers. Instructional strategies and materials are the

same as those previously described for the regular second-grade class.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Spanish Language Arts instruction and content, including the grouping

used for Reading, are the same as for English Language Arts. The main

difference is that there is no Spanish remedial Reading. The time frames

and the instructional strategies are the same. The BOLAR (Bilingual,Oral

Language Arts and Reading) Series is used for Reading, writing, and oral

work. 'Spanish Language Arts is reinforced during the cultural component

period. During this period the students' SLA skills are further developed

.through use in the various activities.

5 2G
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Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics instruction,is in Spanish and English. Approximately.

forty-five, minutes are spent on Mathematics each day. Tento fifteen

minutes are 'Used. in assigned Work or teacher instruction. During the

remaining thirty minutes, the teacher andthe aide provide individual

.personalized instruction. The new math system is.used inthis class.

Addition, subtraction, and introduction to fractions and geometry are

included in the course content. Modern School Mathematic's and Matematica

para la Education Primaiia-Libro. 2 (Addison-Wesley). are the textbooks

used. Teacher-produced exercise sheets and charts arealso'used. Other

instructional-materials include flash cards and game..

Cultural Component
4

The cultural component is, taught as a separate unit. This class Is

taught by both the teacher and the aide three times each week tor forty-

five,minutes. Students learn about holidays, famous people, history,

geography, art, music, games, and legends of the Mexican and other

Hispanic cultures. Frequently they read and/or write about what they are

studying. Oral expression is accomplished-through storytelling, sharing,

and participation in games and songs. Besides the use of audiovisual

equipment (i.e., slides, filmstrips, movies, and records), the BOLAR Series

is used along with learning materials developed'and,produced by the teachers

and teacher aides.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 3

Major Features

The-third-grade bilingual class observed has a total enrollment of

twenty students. All the students are of Mexican ethnic background.

Eleven students are Spanish/English bilingual and nine are Spanish

dominant. The teacher and the teacher's aide are both Hispanic and

bilingual. The aide works full time in this class with 80% of her time

spent in'providing-instruction: The other 20% of her time is divided

equally betwee monitoring students and doing clerical work,

.1
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The instructional strategy is to alternate the language of instruc..-:

tion 'each week. One week English Language Arts is taught and all instruc7

tion for.Mathematics, Science, CultUre, and Social-Studies is in English.

The following week Spanish Language Arts is taught, and'all instruction in

the other subjects is ,in Spanish. No lesson is repeated; only the language

used changes from week to week.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

'There are no native-English speakers in this class.

English Language-Instruction for Native-Spanish .Speakers

A total of seven hours (evtry two weekt)'are spent in English Language

Arts,. Approximately 3 l/2_hours are spent in written and,oral. work. The

Other.3-11.2 hours are specifically Used for English Reading.

: There is no permanent grouping for written,and oral wOrk which

includes English grammar and mechanics, spelling,.creatiVe writing, plays,

poetry, :choral reading, and storytelling. Instruction in thest areas'is

directed to the entire class with fre4uent assignments foroAndependent work.

During this time, the teacher and aide provide individual instruction.

When,feasille, students will be grouped According to tasks rather than

ability.

Permanent grouping occurs for Reading. There are four grouPs: one

high, one medium, and two'ldwgroups. :Students are assIgned to a group

based oe the teacher's observation of,the student's performance on third-

grade.level Reading material during the'first few weeks of school. .

.Each.grdup receives instruction in phonics and reading.cOMPreheilsidn

in addition.to oral. reading. Both,the teachers and the aide wo,ik'with.

ach grcUp but not at"the 'same time.. Usually the teacher provides,Reading

-and phonics instruction. The aide works with the students for Reading

and cothprehension and phonics exercises. Sometimes the aide works with

each.group for additional oral reading. Independent silent reading and/or

.written exercises Are assigned during the Reading period to -allow the

teacher end Aide to work with each grbup separately.

528
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The main textbooks used are the Keys to Reading series (Economy

Company), and the Spelling and English Program series (Laidlaw). The

tutorette System (Audiotronics) is used for listening comprehension. It .

includes cassettes, ear phones, and worksheets. VarioUs'charts, gaMes,.

puzzles, flash cards, and exetcise sheets are used for additional instruc-
t

tional material.

,Spanish Language-Instructionfor4Native-Spanish SpeakerS
.1

Seven hoUrs (every two week's) are spent in Spanish_Language Arts:

With the exception.of tfle language uSed, activities and instructional

strategieS in-StA correspond to those in Engligh Language Arts. Grouping
--

for Spanfsh Readitig is the same as for English:Reading; however, there are

fewer,students in the'low group since there is better.comprehension of

.r:4.

Spanish.

\

Textbooks and instructional material for SLA include the Lengua Espanola

series, 11 Nuevo Sembrador series, Texto de Unidades e Idacticas, Diploma- .

Primer Curso, and the Tutore-te Systemvith Spanish tapes. As in English

- Language Arts, various charts, games,.puzzles, flash cards, and exercise

sheets are used ?or additional instruAional,material in SLA.

S'panish Language Instruction for gative-gnglish Speakers

There are no dative-English speakers in this class.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics instruction is in English and Spanish.according to the

plan as discussed in the' Major Features section. Approximately forty-five

minutes are spent on Mathematics'each day. The first ten or, fifteen

minutes pf class time are spent in assigning Work or teacher instruction.

During the remaining thirty minutes, the teacher and the aide provide

instruction for each student as needed.

Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, lractions, measure-

ment, and geometry are included in the course content. The students are

also exposed to the new math system. Matematica pira la EducaciOn

5 .r.;
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Primaria - Libro 3 (Fondo Educativo Interamericano, S.A.) .and.Investi-

gating School Mathematics are the main textbooks.used. Additional instructional

materials, in English and in Spanish, include flashocards, charts, and

. exercise sheets.

Cultural Component

The cultural component is combined With Social Studies. . Instriktion

. is,in-English and Spanish according to the plan discussed in the Major

Featur'es section. While the course content is regular for this grade level,

- Mexican and other HiSpaniC cultures are emphasized. Students learn about

holidays, famous people, History, Geography, Art, Music, games, and legends

as th,ey relate to the Hispanic culture.

Both the teacher and the aide have developed and produced instructional

material for the cultural component. These include.charts, displays, and

exercise sheets. The Spanish Language Arts textbooks are also used for the

\ cultural component.

Parent and Community Involvement L.

Being located in a small community, the schools are a focal point with

much parental input in the decision-making process in school affairs.

Parental contact is maintained through the teachers and principals. The

district policy is to maintain open and dtrect communication with parents.

Parents are encouraged to attend and to participate in the Parent Teacher

Association and school board meetings. Most parental and coMmunity input

concerning all matters is at this level. Direct parental involvement in

the classroom usually.is at open houses, parent conferences, and special

class actiiiities such as parties and field trips.

5 a
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PROJECT. 35

-PROJLCT INFORMATION

I
Project Context and Target Population-,

Project 35 began in 1972. The District is located in a small rural

town with a population of 5,000 to 6,000 inhabitants. Tbe town is situated

thirty miles-from a lage city and apProximately eight miles trom a large
_

.university.

The District is composed of five.different schools serving a total

enrollment of approximately 1,692 students. TheSe five schools include

School,A, which is basically a kindergarten Schc>10; School B, which serves

'grades, 1 through.5'; School C, an elementary shol; School D, a junior' high)

-school serving grades 6 through 8; and School F, the high school.

Project 35 serves two elementary schools and the local junior high

school where the sixth grade is located. Combined, there is a total of .

thirteen equivalency classrOoMs serving a total of 290 students.' 'The term

"equivalency classrooms" is used here for designating oven ungraded class-

rooms.' There exist no. identifiable classrooms per se. An open classroom

with a team-teaching approach is employed, and student schedules vary by

section for kindergarten through grade 6.

The District has operated a bilingual program under Title VII for the

past four years (1972-76). It has also initiated its own locally funded

bilingual-bicultural program in the.1971-72 school year. The-District's

only-Other elementary school, which has an enrollment of approximately 105

(half of whom are non-English-dominant students), started a bilingual/. .

bicultural program for kindergarten through grade 2 in'the 1975-76 school

year. The expenses for this program were paid from locai funds.

The AIR study sample consisted of bilingual classrooms from grades 2

through 6. These are located at School B with the exception of the sixth

grade which is housed at the adjacent junior high school, School D.

5 1
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FrIn.50% to. 74% of the county population is of.limied Englisb-speaking
.

abiaitY., ApproximaiTIV70% of the'studenta in the elementary school (School

B) chosen for the,AIR study sample are of Mexican descent, and about 30% as.

of White nft-Hispanic descent. Figures quoted in the projectpr4fosal state:

that approximately 52%.?1 the students within the-District.came from families
_.

"whose dominant language isnot EnglIsh (57% at SchOol 8). Accordirg.to the

principal; only about`20% of the,school's 70% Mexican-American pupil popula-

tion tome from families who are Spanish monolingual; the Teat possess varying

degrees. of.bilingualism.

The wage-earners in the'District are mostly semiskilled and unskilled

workers. Most of the semiskilled workers who live in the town hold jobs

in the nearby large city or the university:town...The town offers jobs

mostly in-construction work and at a,chemical plant that manufactures

plastics, where moat of the town's Mexican-AMerican community is *employed.

The average gross annual income.ranges from.approximately $8,000 to

$12,000.

At-School'8, slightly more than half of the school student population

considered.to 'come frott(UW-income feud es. Of that total, app,uxi-

kground and 8% are of Englishmately 92% are of non-EngUall-,domiciarit

dominant background. The families who live in the project school atten-

dance areas are faiellf settled wi-th about a 10% mobility rate in and out

of school.

Standardized tests such as the picsorial.Test of Bilingualism and

Language Dominance (Nelson, Fellnefr, Norrell) and locally developed tests

and inventories as-well as-teacher bservation are used ln assessing and

identifying students in need of the,servicea offered by the bilingual

project. Students can be matriculated in the prograi upon written

.permission or'request. Stbdents who are of. English-dominant background

may also enter the program upon parental.request. However, students who

show a need receive preferential placement.
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Goals and/or Objectives

.-The Alingual project.lists several principal compment go4s,

objectives, and measurable objectives for eaob grgde level from kinderiarten

through grade 6. The.project itself has a set of ghort-termiobjectives

nd long-range objeciipes in four different areas. -The long-range

objectives include the fo,llowing':'

Instructional Component

To establish both Spanish.and English as media for fnstruc-

tiOn

To assist the studeni of limited English,speaking ability to

keep pace with other students

.

To develop a positive sel concept in the student through

t'
.
a culturally relevant cuiiiculum '(..

Staff Development Component

To develop teacher awareness of the need for bilingual

eZucation thereby changing the attitude that ,English should

be the only medium of instruction

To develop a team of professionals capable of teaching in

,both English ,and Spanish through collegiate training leading

toward a master!s degree in bili-nsual/bicultural education

To develop A group of paraprofessionals who with college

ttaining can return tq the District with a bachellor's

degree and bilingual/bicultural 'certification/

Parent and Community Involvement Component

To make the parents and community aware,of the existence of

bilingual education programs

To involve or incorporate the parents into the learning

kocess of the sludent

Materials Acquisition Component

To acquire and develop materials needed in Order to

accomplish established objectives

5 B
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Pro'ject Staff

-

.The project staff for spc _it program considerations involves a
6

total of tWeiVe teachers and six aides (one for;:each section). Of.the

twelve teachprs, nine 'are of Hispanic descent, and three are of-white

non-Hispanic descent while all six aides are bilingual Hispanics. The

aides are funded directly b t.17e VII while the teachers are funded

by the state. However, the sLate does not fund the tea-tilers lor time

spent on inservice training for eduCation or fund substitutes for such

, events. Title-VII, then, provides funding for designated teacher inservice

attivities. The follming table shows the way in which these twelve
'

teacher-teams are distributed by grade for specifit program instruttion.

Grade

Table 1.

TEACHER-TEAM DISTRIBUTION

Teachers

1 bilingual, 1 monolingual English

1 2 bilinguals

2 2 bilinguals

3 1 bilingual, 1 monolinival English

4 1 bilingual, 1 monolingual English

5* 1 bilingual

6* 1 bilingual

* No team is used here as far as bilingual instruction is
concerned.

The information on the following chart was obtained from questionnaires

s'submitted to the.classrooM teachers and their aides-whose students were

included in the Impact Study.



;-.

TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

'Total auMber of teachers/aides in Impact Study

Total rumber of questionnaires recAved

HIghest earned eollegejitgret:

No degree

Degree,or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A: or B.S.

Ti.aching credential only

M.A. er higher

No reiponse

Type of strrr teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed

Teachers

.10
r

Aides

6

8 5

4

7

13.1
1

4

:lempOrary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency

Regular credential.

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential

No response

Years of full-tIme teaching experience:

-6

2

Less than 1 year

P 1 year. 1

2 years 1

3 years

4 years, 2

5-9 years 3

10-19 years 1

20-29 years 1

-30 or more years

No response

-
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\Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

Teacher§ Aides

Less than 1 year 1

°.11 y4r

2 ye#rs 2

3 years 1 1

4 years 2. 2

5 years 1

More than 5 years

No *espouse

Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours)

-6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-30 quarter units (11-20 semester hours)

More than 30 quarter units (more than 20 semester hrs.)

No.collegc training in bilingual-bicultural

Bo response

3

2

2 2

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

;workshops specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less \.

2-15 days 5

15-30 days \\ 1

More than 30 days \\
1

None

No response N1
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In addition to the teachers who work on the, bilingual project, there

are a number of other teachers and aides with whom the students work. *The

total number of staff each student is exposed to is contingent upon that

student's grouping schedule. For instance, in the third grade, four groups

from the bilingual sections may be assigned to either of their _bilingual

team teachers for English Reading, and the rest of the bilingual students

are distributed between two other third-grade teachers. All studehts work

daily with an Art teacher, a Music teacher, and a Physical Education

teacher in addition to Title I aides. The District also provides two

learning disabilities teachers (both white non-Hispanic) and three remedial

Reading teachers (two Hispanic and one white non-Hispanic) who are available

by need to partiOpants in the bilingual project. School B's library

and media center are run by a full-time Title I aide under the supervision

of the high school librarian. (The high school and junior high are on the

same school grounds:)

Sources of Project Funding.

The following funds were specifically designated for and administered

by, the bilingual project:

Title VII $84,680

Other Federal and State -0-

Other -0-

TOTAL $84,680

Per pupil' $292.00

In addition-to the above, the following funds were designated for

bilingual-Project schools:

School B

Federal and State*

Other*

TOTAL*

Per pupil

Total per-pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants

$48,28:-

$340.28

* The total school district Title I grant is $105,000, of which $14,000
is allocated to the schools in the bilingual education project. Since

the e are 290 students involved in bilingual education here, this comes
to $ 8.28 from.Title I per pupil.
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Other project staff directly funded by Title VII include the Project

Director, one school/community liaison, and one full-time secretary. Part-

time contributions are made from an.evaluator, a bookkeeper, and various

professional consultants.

CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Major Features of Classrooms ObServed

School B (grades 1 through 5)-and School A (kindergarten) op4rate

under an open-classrooM, team-teaching system and plan to. incorporate a

nongraded approach in the near, future. The sixth trade operates under
. .

junior high school departmentalized system. The main overall objective

Of the entire program is to provide bilingualaducation for all students

without actually having to separate them for any substantial length of

time: The .project provides for heterogeneous grouping representing. both\

language-dominance and ethnic backgroundA. Students in the bilingual

project are in mixed homerooms and come together as a "bilingual class"

for instruction relevant to their designated bilingual program by grade

level.

Each grade level at School B is divided intorwo sections (AB and'CD)'

according to ability. The AB seCtions range from high/enrichment to

average/high abilities, and the CD sections range from average to lOw/remedial

abilities. The open classroom area is approximately five years old,

bright and colorfully decOrated and in excellent physical condition. A

goal of the district,teaching staff is to instill in the students a

.sense of pride and responsibility for their school. The:school furnish-
,:

ings, supplies, and wall-to-wall carpeting were in'excellent and clean

condition. \

The project treats bilingual education not only as a necessity but as

an educational enrichment as well.. When either the Spanish-dominant or

the English-dominant student attains proficiency in the designated

second language, he/she remains in the project. The sixth-graders

receive most of their daily instruction in English but come together

for Spanish Language Arts with the bilingual teacher.

.5
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Most bilingual sections are assigned to teams of two teachers. An

attempt is madg to compose each team of one bilingual and one English

monolingual teacher. The first and Second grades use teaxns of three teachers\
\

because of the greater nutber of program participants in these grades.

Art, Music, and Physical Education are taught to all students on a

daily basis by special teachers. Alliteachers at each grade leveIshare

the responsibility for teaching English Reading. For example, the entire

fourth-grade class is ability-grouped into eight different small sections
. ,

regardless pf whether the students are participants in the bilingual

project. There are four fourth-grade teachers (bilingual team and non-

bilingual team),-and therefore eaCh teacher is assigned two English

Reading groups..

The AB and CD.sections at School B are further divided into two

sections each (AB
1,

AB
2'

CD
l'

CD
2'

) which.dre instructed alternately by
-

the bilingual teacher and the English Monolingual teaM teacher.' "These

four sections are further subdivided into smaller groups between each,

teacher 'and whatever paraprofessional (aide, Student, teacher,' or junior

college assistant) is assigned to that particular teacher. . The elementary

program has been recentlY selected by the State Education Agency as a:

demonstration school for. outstanding practices in individualizing instruc-

tion. Many other school'districts are viSiting the project classrooms,

and .some pIan to implement similar projects neXt year.

Another itportant aspect of.the project is the. close relationshiP it

maintains with the nearby university in the area of,staff development.' The

university is one of the first tO offer a bilingual teacher-training-

program in the. state. It presently Offers-programs in.the area of bilingual/
-

bicultural education leading toward bachelor through doctoral degrees..

-There are presently fifteen kofessionals in .the Districtt enrolled in

courses leading toward,a master's degree in Bilingual/Bicultural Education.

and nine paraprofessionals enrolled in courses.leading" toward a bachelor

of science degree and bilingual/bicultural certification.--The School B
,

principal, along with other English-monolingual staff were currently

enrolled in Spanish courses at the time of visitation. -It IS anticipated

that af least 50% of the elementary school staff in the future will be

bilingual.
539
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Adjacent to the teachers' lunchroom, there is. a .teachers' workroom'

equipped with a large resource library which is utilized forteam

meetings and planning periods. The enrichnent courses (i.e.-music,

.art, physical education) are planned and taught.by specialists. .It was

indicated that a large number of-students at School B play a musical

. instrument'of some sort (including the guitar) and that all 'students are .

taught to read music.

Impact Study Samples

-TBecause none of these classrooms is wholly bilingual, a random

selection of students participating in the program was made. These

students were pulled from different bilingual sections af each grade

level and tested in separate classrooms. Since.the number.of participants,

varied greatly among.grades 2 through 6, it was decided to sample a

number rgpresentative of.an average class size per level.. Consequently,

it was decided to test one-third of the second-graders, one-half ofthe

third-7, fourth-, and fifth-graders, arid all of the sixth-graders. Accor-

dingly, twenty-six out of fifty-nine second graders, twenty-one out

forty-twothird-graders, twenty-three out of forty-four fourth-graders,

seventeen oyt of thirty-qwo fifth-graders, and nineteen out.of nineteen 4

sixth-gratlers were randomly selected for AIR testing purposes.

The.students tested in grades three and four, were further randomly

selected for intensive study purposes. The.following is a, deseription of

the educational program these two groups receive.

a

Instructional Strategies for Grade 3

English Langpage Instruction for:Native-English and Native-Spanish Speakers,

:The entire'third grade is hroken up into eight different Repding

groups.(AB1 through AB4, and CD'1Tthrough CD4) according to ability. The

four third-grade teachers are each responsible for teaching two English :

\

NTri

A
- Reading groups dailY. Each group. eets for one hour daily, and all groUpS

,Or
use the Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Reading Series, Levels 4 to 8. The crité-

ria for designating the grouping pattern are derived from the basal. sten-
_

dardized test results and from teacher-observation. However, the AB/CD

5 0
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sections are already -ability-grouped on a larger. sc ale. The.eight Reading
.

.

groups range from high to low/remedial abilities.'°

. .
,

Outof those.stUdents randomly selected for testing in part of, the

projeet,the.hiiihgual-teacher-haS six students injler high-ability group.

(eleven in the acta1 train) and four students in her low-ability group
4

(eleven in the actual .group also)': Her English monolingual team teacher

instructs two of.the students tested in an'average-ability group and three

in the low-remedial group.. There ate also six otherstudents that were

tested in the remaining,three average/low groups which are taught by the

other English,monolingual teachers.
\

.Phonics and other.specific ReaUing skills are taUght in the Reading
\

groups while library skillS are taught to the entire class once a week.
_

(thirty minutes) during the Mathematics drill period. Out of each hour

devoted to Reading, each group Spends approximately twenty minutes on

direct instruction And.about forty minutes on independent work assignments.

Groups can be.rearranged within their prospective AB/CD sections'upon unit
1

test results VSed on dbility and need.

Aside from the Englieh.Reading period, the studentS teceive EnglisIL

Language Arts instruction toice a week for thirty minutes' from the English

monolingual team teacher in addition to thirty,minutes of,spelling instruc-

tion every other day (five times every two weeks). Dgring. the Language Arts

period, the team teacher covers the skills of punctuation,. spelling,

grammar, and creative writing. Spelling is'taught as.a separate class by

the same teacher. With English Language Arts and spelling:combined, the

'students spend approximately an hour weekly on independent study and another

hour in direct instruction time. One student with learning 'disabilities

receives individualized instruction in these areas. Instruction i given

in groups (AB/CD). Each section-comprises a class of. about twenty-one

pupils. The textbooks used an:: Power to'Spell 3 (Houghton Mifflin Co.) and

-Adventures in English.(Laidlaw)..

SOanisll Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and NativeLEnglish Speakers

Spanish Reading Is-taught-bY'the-BilinguaI team-teacher allid the.
t

'bilingual aide for thirty minutes every other day for each AB/CD section.

While the English monolingual teacher teaches one section spelling, the

541
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bilingual teaCher teaches the other section Spanish Reading, They alternate

sections every other day. When in Spanish Reeaing, the aide-and the

teacher subdivide each section into two smaller groups, a bilingual group

Sand an .English-dOminant.group. They also alternate the subgroups for

instructional purposes. In the bilingual sections, the Spanish readers it

Section AB were using the textbOok,-Libro Segundo.de Lectura Escuela

Nueva) and L.ua Espafiola 2 (EDIME): The.Spanish readers in section 'CD

were using Libro Primero de lecture and Lengua Espafiola 2.

The English-dominant subgroups -wiihin each section receive Spanish as

a Second Language (SSL) instruction during the Spanish Reading'geriod and

.additional vocabulary drills, exercises, and audiovisual instruction

through a bilingual or direct7translation approach.

The studenis in each section receive approximately twenty minutes of

'Anstruction each time they meet and.work independently for about ten

minutes. The skills of punctuation, spelling, and grammar are incorpOrated

into the above time allocation within the.Reading lesson.

Mathematics Instruction

The bilingual component in the third grade is broken up into four"

different Mathematics groups. The bilingual teacher and aide are responsible.
. .

for instructing two thirty-minute sections daily, and the monolingual team:"

teacher instructs the remaining tWo groups'. Essentially, Section AB is

broken up into AB1 and AB2,'...Sectidn CD is also broken up into CD1 and

CD
2'

Out of the students tested, there are seven in the. high-abilitT

(AB ) group, two in medium/high-ability (AB
2
) ,17oup, six in the average-

1

ability (CD1) group, and six in the low-ability. (CD2).group. 05Atudent

with learning disabilities receives individualized-instruction with the

low-ability.group-by the English monolingual teecher. :During the Mathe7

matics class, the concepts and skills ofadditiOn, subtraction, multipli-

Cation,' division, ratios, and measurements are taught by using modern

mathematical concPepts.and the textbook Modern Mathemetics.(Silver Burdett).

The.students can change groups within their section depending upon ebility

and;need on a unit basis.

In addition to the regular Mathematics nless, where concept learning

is stressed, each group receives thirty minutes of' Mathematics drill

practice four times a week. Mathematical games and drill exercises are

35-12
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used in this class to reinforce the concepts learned in the regular

-Mathematics class. The bilingual Students receive the Mathematics drill .

class in Spanish two of the four times.weekly from the bilingual teacher

and aide.' With the Mathematics class and Mathematics drill combined, the

.Students receive approximately two hours of Mathematics independent work

and about 2. 1/2 hours of direct instruction weekly.

Cultural Component

Spanish culture is taught by the bilingual teacher and aide to,one

.section while the team teacher teaches_English Language Arts to the other.

They alternate,sections.every other'day. Thus, each.section receives the

above class twice a week. One day each week. (Friday) is spent'in a

combined audiovisual activity. -The bilingual teacher covers everything

from art.and-cooking to famous pee-Pie within the cultural component. At

.times, she subdivides the sections according.to language dominance. On

these occasions, the aide instructs the English-dominant students in

another.room, and the bilinguals remain with the teaChar for a Spanish-.

lahguage cultural experience. Each section receives thirty minutes of

Spanish culture Mice a week.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 4

Enr,lish Language Instruction for Native-English and Naiive-Spanish Speakers

Tne entire.fourth grade.at School B is also brokenow intoeight

.Reading groups, regardless of whether the students.are'in the bilingual

project,-ranging from,a high/enrichtent level to a third-grade remedial

level. The four fourth-grade teachers are each responsible for teaching

two sections of English Reading instruction on a daily,basis. Each group

z7. meets for sixty minutes four times a wetk (four hours), and:for one hour

of library work also on a weekly bagis. fince the.students were randomly,

Selected from heterogeneous homerooms for testing, the twenty-three

fourth-graders inéluded in. the Impact Study come froM seven different

Reading groups.

Four groups are of high Reading ability (one of which is considered

an enrichment group). All four high-ability groups were reading at

some point in Kaleidoscope (Houghton-Mifflin Co.) at the time of visitation.
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The main.differences among'the.high-ability groups are variations in

reading speed.

-Aside-from the high-ability groups; there iS an average, a low (3.2)

level, a fourth.-grade remedial,. and a third-grade remedial group. There

are two students in the 3.2 level, two in the feurth-grade remedial, and

one in the third-grade remedial section that were selected for AIR

testing.. At the time of visitation, the 3.2 level waScurrently reading

the book Fiesta (MaGinnitie to.) and the third-grade remedial ,group was

reading the first part of Seeking Adventure.

Most groups spend an average of twenty-five minutes on direct

Reading instruction and about thirty-five minutes on.independent seat

work that is directly related,to -their.Readingassignment. Ail average

teacher's Reading section consists of approximately ten-stndents., The

fourth-grade bilingual teacher teaches a high-ability Reading goup which

consists of thirteen pupils. She also teaches a low-ability group which_

consist6 of eight pupils. In these two TarticUlar groups, a Title VII

-bilingual aide is present, and thus these grouPs are further subdivided

into smaller groups. While some are reading with the teacherothers are

involved with seat Work. The.English monolingual team teacher is respon-
,

sible for teaching-one high-ability group and thethird-grade.remedial,

fourth-grade. section. This teacher usually :yeceives extra help, though ,

not constantly throughout the year, from either a juniorcollege aasistant

.or a student teacher. Therefore, she also is able,to individualize and

divide her groups when neCessary'for instruction. The'remaining two

fourth7grade teachers generally teach-alone; however, they subdivide their \

sections into.smaller units when necessary for instructional purposes.

Instruction'within these Reading groups is given-as though-they

were an Sentire class, but the groups are broken up into even smaller units
.

when necessary.

English Language Arts is taught separately from the Reading period to

the fourth-grade bilingual participants (AB and CD) by the English mono-
, .

lingualteam teacher. While she.is workini with one section, the bilingual

teacher teaches Spanish Language Arts to the other section.
, They

alternate groups every other day. Thus, each AB/CD group receives

5 4
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English Language Arts five times every two weeks. Each period is approxi-
,

mately thirty-five to forty minutes long. Each bilingual AWCD section

consists of approximatLly twenty-one students.

The teacher uses the books Exploring in English (Laidlaw), Our

Language Today (American Book'Co.), and Power to Spell 4 (Houghton-Mifflin

Co.) in teaching English Language Arts. The skills covered inelude capi

talization, punctuation, spelling, grammar, creative writing, and non-

writing. She employs a combination of teaching method's which

include entire-claas instruction,,individualized instruction, and grouping

by need. Often she splic- the section's into small groups and alternates

teaching with the student.-teacher.
.

Each week for at least ten-minutes, the students must write aLbook

report and then sha
r
e it with the class. Drama and poetry skills are

taught only within the Reading groups..Llhe criteria for designating the

grouping arrangemen't are based upon the previous year's arrangement with

__modifications made on the basis of teacher observations and scores on the

.9ates-MacGinitie Reading Test. .Students rarelY regroup during the school

year:

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish and Native-English

Speakers

As mentioned in the above section, the bilingual teacher teaches

Spanish Language ArtS while the ,eam teacher instructs English Language

Arts in the adjacent learning station. The AB group (twenty-one students)

and the CD group (twenty-twaLstudents), are instructed alternately and

therefore receive thirty-five minutes of Spanish Language.Arts every

other day. During.the class period, each group is diyided into two .

sections according to language.dominance and Spanish Reading ability.

All instruction is given through a small-group approach with the exception

of.library work which is done on an individual basis. -Group AB is. broken
0

up into ABLand AB2 sections., AB1 consists of thirteen bilinguaL students

_who are of.high.Spanish Reading ability. AB-* consists of eight high-

ability students who are predominantly English dominant. . They receiye

an SSL program while.AB
1
receives a Spanish Language Arts program. The

bilingual teacher and the Title VII aide alternate these two sections

for instructional purposes.
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The CD group is ,brolcen up into CD1 and CD9 sections. CD1 consists of

eleven Hispanic high-ability Spanish readets (they.are cons.Idered .tO be

average-ability English readers). Section CD2 conaists of eleven

Hispanic students who are of low Spanish Reading ability.

Each group spends approximately forty-five minutes a week in a combi-
..

hation of Reading instruction and reading independent seatwork. An average

of twenty minutes weekly is devoted to the development of Spanish oral

language arts covering the skills of drama, skits (puppetry), storytelling,

choral reading, .and sharing.

Written Language Arts is covered for approximately forty-five minutes.

weekly by each group: About twenty minutes are spent on group instruction

by the teacher and about fwenty-five minutes on,independent seat work on

A' weekly hasis.- The areas covered in Spanish Language Arts include

capitalization, punctuation, spelling, grammar, and treative writing. The

amount of independent time spent on their language workbook overlaps

with the indepenftit study time indicated in Spanish Reading.

The top Spanish Reading groups (AB
1

aRd CD
1
) were using'the textbook

,

Libro De Lectu.ra,(La Escuela Nueva) and were almost finished -r-th Del

Campo al Pueblo (Laidlaw) at the time of visitation. The lower Spanish

abiOty groups (AB
2

and CD
2
) were reading the textbbok; Nuestros Amigos

(Laidlaw) and using Diccionario Del.Lenguaje Usual (Santillana) At the

time of visitation. All sections were using the workbook.Lengua

Espanola 3 (EDIME, Spain).

The students within each .section of AB or CD have the opportunity to

regroup within their main group at the.end of each six weeks according

to ability and need based on unit test and teacher observation:

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics.is taught on an individUalized-cOntract -System with group-

ing according to need by the two team.teachers. Each AB/CD section meets

/for approximately forty minutes daily (five times a week), 7,ach section. is.

further divided for instruction (by the teaching team) r, smaller groups

within each section depending on.mastery levels. The students can move be-

tween the two groups within each section depending on their specific skill

needs. The bilingual team teacher is assisted by the bilingual aide,
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and the monolingual team teacher is often assisted by a junior colleBe

assistant or student teacher. During the forty minute Matflematics class,

approximately thirty minutes are spent on independent work, and about

ten minutes, are spent on direct instruction.

(J,

The students regroup at least bimonthly within their respective AB/
A

CD sections depending upon their mastery level. The teachers alteraate

groups informally every few weeks-. The language used foi instruction in

the groups taught by the English monolingual teachet is English"while both
- .

languages are allowed and used freely in the groups taught by the bilingual

teacher:

The basic skills covered include addition, subtraction, multiplication,

'and dividison. The basic textbook used is Exploring Elementary Mathematics

(Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc.)

Cultural Component

Hispanic culture is taught as a series of special 5ocial SludieS units.

During one summer, a.gtoup of bilingual teachers.developed a Hispanic

cultural curripulum which is made available to'all teachers. When the

cultural component is taught as a unit, the bilingual team teacher

_emphasiies Mexican culture, while the English monolingual teacher empha7

sizes the geographical and historical aspects. Each teacher spends thirty

minutes with. each section and then alternates groups. Thus, each AH/CD

section receives one hour of cultural studies a week.

Parent an'd Community Involvement

During the 1975-76 school year, the bilingual project kept the

parents and community informed of proj'ect functions and activities by means

of newspaper, radio, and project'and Advisory Committee newsletters.

Much of.the parent involvement in the project is realized through, the

Bilingual Parent Advisory Committee. Free baby-sittingt and refreshments
. .

are provided at these bimonthly meetings. Out of the third- and fourth--*

grade bilingual sections observed the intensive sample, the teachers

.
estimated that from 30% to 40% of the parents in their bilingual sections

attend regularly. OnCe a month; each bilingual grade level takes turns

5.4 7
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putting on a performance for the parents,--Tsually, 90% of that section's

parents come if their.child is involved. The mothers from the Bilingual

Parent Advisdry Committee visit the bilingual sections now and.then, and at.

least 75% of the parents whose.children participate in the projett come to

the annual open house.. Most of the parents in the bilingual sectionb win

come to have a conference,with the teachers if specifically asked to come.

Generally, this is done if a specific problem arises. Several others

come of their own accord to discuss matters of concern with the teachers.

Aside from individual conferences,..the teachers gee many of the parents

An average-di-eight-different-parents-are-asked-t.0.-----

participate by helping to organize and provide food for class parties by

grade level throughout the year. Also, every Friday morning, .each grade

level takes turns putting on a performance (play, skit, etc.) for the

/ entire elementary program, and parents are welcgme to attend.

According to the teacher interviewed, 40% of the parents of third-

grade project students are invglved in the monthly Bilingual Parent Advisory

Committee. At least forx parents participate in field trip activities each

semester, and eight parents help organize and supervise class parties on a

)iearly basisy The teacher had formally met with at least five parents

for specific student conferenCes at the time of visitation; however, she

informally sees many others at the Bilingual PTA and other school functions.

At least 75% come to the annual school open house.

Parent involvement for the fourth-grade classroom is mostly realized

through active participation in the Bilingual Parent Advisory Committee.

According to the bilingual teacher, from tr;7enty to thirty parents in the

combined AB/CD section participate in the monthly meetings. At the time

of visitatidn, the bilingual teacher had met with at least ten different

parents for specific student conferenCes.but had met the reit informally

at either the Bilingual PTA or at the annual school open house, (75% usually

attend). At least eight different parents are asked to 'participate

throughout the year in organizing clars parties, and at least six parents

will come about five times a year for special lectures and demonstrations.

The teacher indicates that there is a very good parent turnout for evening

performances and programs such as the Christmas production.

d
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PROJECT 3h
M../

PROJEcT INFORMATION

Project Context and Ta7g,et Pepu',.ation

. /

/
Project 36 is located' in a rural city approximately fifty miles from

a.large metropolitan city and has a population of about 13000. Approxi-

mately 3,300 students-attend.pUblic Schools, and approXimaftely 800 attend
./

private-selools4;--The-Districtts- ublic-schools-include-four-elementary

schools, one junior high school, and one high school. Approximately 10%

-distritt-etitOlIMeWTS-61-HrapE-descent while 8%

population is, of Hispanic baclCground. The Spanish-

in the city/ has increased by 81% since 1969.

schools aid one junior high (where the sixth .grade is

ogram. The Spanish-surnamed enrollment is

mentary school and 19% at the other. The

of.the-tOtaI-school

of the city's total

surnamed population

Two elementary

located) participate in the p

estimated to be 21% at one el

junior high school Spanlsh-st4rnained population is estimated to be 8%.

Most of the_famili.2s served by the two elementary schools are employed

in semiskilled work, preoominkantly factory production (especially garment
1

industries). These families \lave an average annual income of approximately

$7,000 to $8,000. However, m ny families have unemployed parents and have

annual incomes of approximatel $4,000 to $6,000 including Social Service

benefits. The mobility rate is about 10%.

i

There were 252 pupils in th three schools participating in the

bilingual project during the 1975,76 school year. One elementary school

consists primarily of self-containfd classrooms!with some team-teaching

while the other operates under a t am-teaching,Jnon-graded approach. The

Project Director indicated that eve after the
i

students gain proficiency. .

\ ..

in both languagee they remain in the program.\The school year 1972-73 marked the impleMentation of a Title VII,

nOn-graded, Early Childhood bilingual Programi(kindergarten through grade
i

3) in two elementary schools. However an English as a Second Language

(ESL) program was established at.one o. the elementary schools as early as

the 1969-70 school, year, and in the fol owing year a preliminary non-graded
,
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e ly childhood bilingual approach was initiated in one kindergarten,

with local and Title I funds. In the. 1971-72 school year, the program

wag expanded to include one.hundred students and was funded by a combination

of Title I and local tax levy funds.

Goals and Objectives

The bilingual project has various five-year goals in the areas of.

instruction, staff development, parent/community Involvement, and curric-

ulum development. , However, the following are the overall long-term goals:

After being in the kojert for f4v e7:year-e77b0:th-HEng1ish=and______

Spanish-dominant students will acquire functional bilingualism

as a result of second-language instruction and continued develop-

ment of the mother tongue.

Students in the project will show an increase in cultural

awareness and knowledge Of biculturalism by participating in

community- and classroom-sponsored cultural activities.

Community participation will,be instrumental in the planning,

implementation, and evaluation of the current program to ensure

relevancy to the community through the formation of a Bilingual

Advisory Board.

Parents will demonstrate their interest and support of the

bilingual project by their participation in classroom activities

and other project activities.

The project will develop a bilingual, bicultural curriculum

which meets the criteria prescribed by the state and the city's

Board of Education.

The project will provide curriculum and instruction for the

Spanish-speaking students so that they will progress in their

school work at a rate commensurate with that of, the English-

speaking students of comparable ability.

The District will broaden the project each year, extending it

upward into

of students

Lhe junior high school so that a greater percentage

from non-English-speaking environments will graouate

from high school. r ti
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Project Staff

The.prOject consists ofthe full-time Project Director and a secretary.

Two full-tim curriculum specialists and two full-time floating teachers

are funded through Title VII. They are ail bilingual Hispanics with the

exception of one floating teacher and one curriculum specialist. Besides

these, Title VII also funds eight bilingual Hispanic teacher aides who

are considered to be part-time employees although they work thirty hours

.a week. Additional part-time staff funded by Title VII include two

continuing education teachers, one project evaluator, one community/school

--.7-----111-aison.;- and-two professional_ consultants.- All are bilingual Hispanics

with the exception of the project evaluator and one consultant who are

English-dominant white non-Hispanics. Also participating in the 1975-76

project were four practicum students from a nearby college and a university.

There is also a part-time, Spanish-dominant volunteer who works regularly

in the resource center.

There are nine full-time teachers, four of whom are non-Hispanic,'

participating in the project. They are.paid by 16cal district funds.

Bsides the staff already mentioned, the students participating in the,

bilingual project may'also be instructed by four other teacher aides

(funded by Title I), three remedial Reading teachers, and one ESL teacher

at the junior high school. Title I Unds are also used for the instruction

of English remedial Reading and English as a Second. Language (ESL). The

school district provides a full-time English dominant, non-Hispanic psy-

chologist who is available to all students.

The information of the following chart was obtained from questionnaires

submitted to the classroom teachers and their aides whose students were

included in the Impact Study.
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-TEACHING STAFi CHARACTERISTICS

'Total number of teacherslaides in Impact Study

--Tot41 number-6f quesf166haires received

e

Highest earned college degree:

No degree

Degree or diploma.based on less than 4 yaars of work

B.A. or B.S.

Teaching credential only

N.A. Or higher

No response.

Type of stnrr teaching credential held:

Teachers Aides

'6 5

6

Non-credentialed

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency 2

Regular credential

Bilingual-bicultural teaching credential 1 ,

No response

'Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years 2

4 years 3

5-9. years 1-,

0

10-19 years

20-29 years

30 or more years

No response

t)
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..

Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

Teachers Aides

Less thani. year .2

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

More than 5 years
.

No.-xesponse---

Amount of college training specifically.devote& to

bilingual-bicultural etucation:

1-5 quarter units (1-3 semester hours) 1

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours) 2

16-30 quarter units,(11-20 semester hours).
,1

More than 30 quarter units (more dian 20 semester hrs.) 2

No collegc training in bilingual-bicultuLal

No .e!.sponse

Amount of time spent in inservice or school district

morkshops'specifically devoted to bilingual-bicultural

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than 30 days

No response

J o
o
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Sources.of Project Funding

The folloWing funds were Specifically designated for and administere

by.the bilingual project:

Title VII $187,913

Other Federal and State 17,158

Other -0-

TOTAL $205 071

Per pupil $813.78

In addition to the above, the following funds were designated for

bilingual project schools:

Federal and State $182,755

Other -0-

TOTAL' $182,755

7er pupil

,Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project paitici-

,pants

CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Impact Study Samples

$57.11

$870.89

Out of 1 1/2 classroom equivalency second gradet in the project, one

claSsroom equivalency was randomly selected for the AIk Impact Study and.
. ,

further selected for detailed observation in the intensive sample'.

Instructional Strategies for Grade 2

,

Major Features

The classrooms seected 'were combination first and second grades.

Only the students in the second-grade equivalency were tested and observed.

They consisted of seventeen studentA coming from two different homerooms

of which bOth are first- and aecond-grade combination classroom's. One'

homeroom consist of nine students of whom six are Hispanic and three are

non-Hispanic. The second hotleroom consists of eight students of whom six

are Hispanic and two are non-Hispanic. Both teachers alternate oroups of
. .
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students with the same SOanish Language Arts teacher concurrently. Thus,

, the students in the setOnd-giade equivalency come together at certain times

of the day.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

Of the students'xested, nine receive English Language Arts instruction.

They are divided into three groups and receive instruction ftom theit
-*v.- "tr.,4

respective Englishdominant homeroom teachers." Two of the students tested'

are in Reading Group A which was reading at the 3.1 leyel in the book,

Widening Circles (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich) at the time of observation.

-Group B consists of one student reading.at the first-grade level in Lhe book;

Uptown, Downtown, from the Bank Street series. These two groups are taught

by. both entire-class and small-Lgroup methods. Yunctuation spelling,'

grammar, written mechanics, storytelling, and library work are taught by

,an entire-class method While.phonics and Reading Comprehension is taught

in sMall groups. Appioximately one hour of written Language Arts,instruction

is given on a weekly basis, 'and about two hours are Spent wtekly on.inde-

-pendent written Language. Atts.work.

Poetry is taught within the Reoding groups, an& storytelling is

taught on an entire-class basis f_a the realm of oral Language Arts.

Approximately 1-A1f an hout is spent weekly on these subjects.

The Reading groups receive direct Reading instruction five days a

week for about 'twenty-five minutes daily. Approximately sixty to ninety'

minutes are also spent daily on independent Reading seat work. The groups

are rarely reassigned, and the criteria for designating the grouping arrange-

ments are based upon the previoUs year's level and teacher observation.

The_last.English Reading group, Group C, is taught by-another-homeroom

teacher and consists of six students. Three of the students are English

monolirguals and three'are bilingual. Written Language Arts consists of

spellihg, grammar, mechanics, and creative and non-fictional writing.

Oral Lang-Rge Arts consists of dramatic arts, poetry, storytelling, and

sharing skills. Reading consists of phonics and Reading comprehension

skills. All instruction in the above areas is given'in small groups. The

amount of title spent on written and oral Language Arts instruction and

'NJ' '
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-independent study is the Same as that spent by.Groups A and B. Approxi-

mately 1. 1/2 hours are spent weekly on the oial Language Arts skills, and

approximately .2 1/2 hours are.spent in direct Reading instruction as well

as another 2 1/2 hours in reading independent seat work. The group waS

reading.the textbook, World of Surprises (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich), at

the time of visitation. The criteria for grouping are the same as 'those

used for Groups A and B.

English Language Instruction'for Native-Spanish Speakers

Of the students tested, eight.native-Spanish speakers receive English

as a Second Language instruction from their homeroom teachers. One teacher

has a group of three students at the second-grade level and one student

from the first-grade level.. The second'tea6her has a group of five students.

The use of Spanish is allowed only when necessary during ESL Instruction,

and a total-immersion-in-English 'approach is used most of the time. Basic

drills on pronunciation, senterce pattern, and sentence compl'ation were

used, and emphasis. was placed on vocabulary building. Conversation and

dialogue techniques are also often used. Second-language instruction is

given daily for half an hour.

Spaaish'Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Of the students tested, nine receive Spanish Language Arts instruc-

tion for 1 1/2 hours on a daily basis. Instruction is given by t special

Spanish Language Arts teacher who'is bilingualbut not of Hispanic descent
b

and by the bilingual Hispanic aides from both homerooms tested. There are

six groups in the "Spanish room" at one time. The groups rotate between

teachers and aides and come and go at different times during the morning.

While Spanish Language Arts is taught, the remaining English-dominant

students are in English Language Arts classrooms. The skills covered

in Spanish wxitten,Language Arts are punctuation, spelling, grammar,

creative writing, and written mechanics. Instruction is given within

. the small groups. Oral Spanish Langrage Arts covers the areas of story-

telling and sharing. Approximately ten minutes are devoted to SLA on

a weekly basis using an entire-class approach. Reading vers 'the skills

of phonics, Reading comprehension, and library work and i aught within
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It

the small groups. The criteria for grouping are not based on ability

since the grouping arrangement depends on the homeroom schedule. Thus, the

groups neyei change throughout the year.

Of the students tested, six student's come from one homeroom and three
,

from the second homeroom. lLrzh groups were using the textbooks La Ciudad

and Libro de Actividades (Santillana) at the time of:observation. Each-

approiimately.1 1/4 linure a week Of direct written Language

Arts instruction and spende.an equal amount of time on independent study.

Reading instr'uction is received by each group for about twenty Minutes'

daily. Forty minutes daily are spent on:independent Reading tasks within

the groups with direct or indirect supervision from the bilingual aides.

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

Of the group tested, six students receive Spanish as a Second Language

instruction for half an hour daily. Four students receive Spanish-as a

Second Language (SSL) from the special Spanish Language Arts teacher. These

students are of Hispanidffitscent but are English dominant. The other two

students are English monolingual non-Hispanics and receive SSL instruction

from another bilingual, non-Hispanic teacher. The use of English is allowed

only when necessary, and in the Hispanic group a total-immersion-in-Spanish

approach is used. iIn thip group, the wain emphasis is on conversational

and open-discussion skills. Vocabulary building is always emphasized

and drill techniques are often used. The second group, all non-Hispanics,

spends the majority of the time in introductory-oral Spanish-skills.

Mathematics-Instruction

All students who are at the second-grade eqUivalency level in Mathe-

matics come together for Mathematics instruction with one of the homeroom

teachers. Instruction is by an entire-class method with some grouping by

need according to skill levels. The class consists of seventeen students

with second-grade equivalency in Mathematics. A new math approach is used,

and ehe textbook ie from Addison-Wesley. Approximately forty-five minutes

are devoted to Mathematics daily. Of that time, approximately twenty

minutes are spent on direct instruction, and the remaining twenty-five

minutes are spent on independent seat work assignments. The language used

557
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for instruction is English with some Spanish when -necessary. The groups

are arranged by need and change accordingly.

Cultural Component

A cultural component is not taught as a separate class, but rather

is incorporated informally,into either the Social Studies or Spanish.

curriculum. The subjects covered include Art, cooking; fablLs, games,

Geography, History, holidays, music, and famous people. Both Spanisci and

English are used, and homeroom teachers, aides, and the Spanish Language

Arts teacher particiiate. the amount ofutime devoted to.Hispanic culture

topics is flexible and variable, :

Parent and Community Involvement

.

During the 1975-76 sdhool year, the prbject made use of neWspaper,

radio, filmstrips,-and newsletter media to Tublirciie the program. Slide

and lecture-presentations were given at Meetings with varioug local organi-
.

zations. The parents are involved wiLl school cultural functions,,suCh as

Puerto-Rican Discovery Day and school plays, and participate.in activlties

of the bilingual proiect's advlsory-hoaid. 'The .board consists of project

students' parents who function as advicers. According to the.teachers

interviewed, at least half the parents in the bilintual pioject can be

expected to come to the school either informallj or formally during the

year. s .

. . .

t
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PROJECT. 37

PROJECT'NFORMATION

Projedt Context lnd Target Population

Project 37 was initiated in 1971 in, grades 1 through 6. It is
. -

operating.in one of the twenty elementary schools in the District.

Bilingual instruction is Offered in twenty-one classrooms to a total.of
0

*0 students. Approximately 60% ofIthesiudents are of Hispanic origin:

45% are Puerto Rican; 5%, Cuban; 5%, Domini6an; and 5%,-Central American.

The reMaining 40% of the students are blacks.

The project is located in a large metropolitan area which is multi-
:

ethnic. The families'who are directly served by the school live in large

tenement buildings. The majority of parents ari e. either semiskilled or.

unskilled laborers'whose average annual income ranges from $4,000 to $6,000.

'\ About 55% of these families are Spanish monolingual, 30% are Inglish mono-

lingual,Aand 15% are bilingual.

Goals and/or Objectives

The goals And objectives o£ this project include the following:

To maintain and strengthen native-language,skills both

in English and Spanish

IV To improve and expand Second-language skills

To recruit and train bilingual teaching staff including

aides and volunteers

To develop and expand curriculum and resource mdterials

To provide parents and the adult community with the oppor-

tunity to develop thetr first- and second-language skills

To provide the adult community with the opportunity to

strengthen and improve the interrelationship between the

blacks and Hispanics in the community

559
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PrOject Staff

The pro ect staff includes a bilingual project director, a project

an assistant coordinator, .five curriculum and materials

specialists who are also project'teachera, two professional-part-time con-
.

sultants, and four volunteers. There are twenty-one fill-time bilingual

teachers and eleven paraprofessional aides who are all bilingual./
.. .

The information on the following chart was obtained from questionnaires

-submitted to.the classroom teachers and their aides'whose Students were

included in the Impact Study.

5 0
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TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Total number Of teaChers/aides in Impact Study

Total number of-questionnaires received

Highest earned college degree:

fiegree.

Degree or diploma based on less than 4 years of work

B.A. or B.S.

-.Teaching credential only

M.A. or higher

No responge

Type of statc: teaching credential held:

Non-credentialed:

Temporary, provisional, partial-fulfillment, or
emergency,

Teachers

-9

7

Regular credential 5

BilinguAl-bicultural teaching credential 3

No response

Years of full-time teaching experience:

Less than l'year

1 year.

2 years

3 years

4 years

5-9 years

10-19 years

20-29 years

30 or more yeaLs

No response

561
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Years of teaching in a bilingual program:

Less than 1 year

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

More than 5 years

No response,

Teachers Aides

4

'Amount of college training specifically devoted to

bilingual-bicultural education:

1-5 quartet units (1-3 semester hours) 1

6-15 quarter units (4-10 semester hours)

16-.1 quarter units (11-20 semeSter hours)

More than 30 quarter units .(more,than 20 semester hrs.) 5

No college training in bilingual-bicultural

,No response .

1

Amount.of time spent in ingervicc or school district

worksho s s ecificall devoted to bilin ual-bicultural'

education:

1 day or less

2-15 days

15-30 days

More than 30 days

None

au Lc*puube
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Sources of Project Funding ,

The following funds were specifica)ly.de,ignued for and administered

by bilingual project:.

Title VTI $290,0001

Other Federal and State

Other -0-

TOTAL $290,000

Per pupil ! $414.29

In additio., to the above, the following funds were designated fok

bilingu p. project schocls: 4

.1chool A

Federal and State $67,500

Othr -0-

TOTAL zci7,_)00

er pupil $96.43

Total per pupil additional funds
for bilingual project partici-
pants $510.72

The federal aid at School A came from Title 1; the state aid

included funds for special education and text)oLks.

CLASSROOM INFORMATION

Major Features of Classrooms Observed

Students are tracked acCording to language dominance anld by ability.
i

1

brmcnpr,ii hf1irv prom). the chronological age of the

students may vary from one to three years.

The content areas of Reading, Mathematics, and Language Arts are

semi-departmentalized.

Each student in a given homeroom has his/her own schedule for the

content,area and during the day-may be instructed by three other

teachers and/or aides.

5 6 3
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This school is a open school.

Instruction is given in six large rooms which kun the length of

a converted factory.

Approximately 125 students ranging from kindergarten through sixth

grade are in each' component.

Impact Study Samples

Initially five classes from second through sixth grades were randomly

selected to participate in AIR testing. However, when it was found that -

students were tracked according to language dominance, and by ability in

a highly atratified manner, nine classes were then tested to obtain a more

representative sample. Similarly, matched English- and Spanish-dominant

componerts were,chosen for observation on the basis of language dominance..

and ability to provide an accurate picture of the Way in wh-Lch the school

is structured for the purpose oi instruction. Therefore, two utigraded

third-, fourth-, and fifth-grade classes and two ungraded fourth-, fifth-,

and sixth-grade classes were chosen.

Major Features

There are twenty-seven students enrolled in this Spanish-dominant

homeroom: nineteen Puerto Ritans, two Dominicans, two Central

Americans; and four South Americans.

There are no native-English speakers in this class.

The classroom teacher is a bilingual of Pispanic ethnicity.

She teaches Sp'anish Reading', Spanish as a Secoy.d Language, Mathe-
,

matics, Science, and Social Studies.

geiSe
,She ha, a part-time student-teacher assisting four days a week.

A team-teacher teaches Science forty-five minutes weekly.

Nine other teachers teach in the content areas of Reading, lqathe-

matics, and English as a Second Language.

Five aides, other than the aforementioned', also instruct some of

these students.

561
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Spanish Language Instiuction for Native-Spanish SpeakeeS

Spanish Reading-is taught forty-five minutes daily. There are two

,ability groupings within this class. The twenty-seven students in the,top

group are reading at grade level and are instructed .by .the teacher. The

slower group, reading at second-grade, eight-month level is instructed by

the aide. Bpth groups of students are using the appropriate textbooks in the

Santillana Se"ries. Oral reading, as well as work in-reading comprehension,

is done within the groups. Students do their written work in workbooks

which come with the series. The advanced group also must write bcok

reports and do creative writing. Oral work includes playr., poetry, and

storytelling. Theoteacher often gives her students dictations to check on

their spelling and punctuation. There is a library in the room that

students use for reading enrichment. '1Alithin the-larger group, whole-'

group instruction is'generally given with some individualization,accordiag

to need.

EngliSh Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

The English as a Second Language class was not observed becauie all

the students went to four different teachers for instruction. Since

students are grouped by ability, each goes to an ESL class which is appro-

priate'for his/Her level of competence.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics is taught forty-five minutes daily to seventeen students,

seven of whom are instructed by the classroom aide because they-are some-

what sloWer and need special attention. The,advanced group works ulth the

classroom teacher. The textbook used by both groups is entitled Mate-

nuhlishpd.hv Aresor Editorial in Mexico. The students

are required to keep a notebook with their Mathematics.assignments. They

are studrAng addition, subtraction, multiplication, diVision. fractions,

measurement, and some geometry:' They also are learning the new.math. The

teacher ses locally developed flash cards, games, and charts as instruc-

'tional aids as well as commercially produced exercise sheets. The language
. -

of instruction is Spanish.

5 65
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Cultural Component

Social Studies is taught twice a week for a total of ninety minutes.

.The students enrolled in the homeroom receive instructión in Spanish.from

bOth the classroom.teacher. and the aide. Two books are used as the basis

'for the course, Resions and Social Needs (Laidlaw) and La Vida de Hombre

(Anaya). The latter is a fifth-grade textbook that the teacher adapts to

the level of the students. The teacher, alo uses the newspapers Hoy Dia,

El Sol, and 2,Que Tal? as reading material for the course. Studacts study

geography, history, holidays, and famOus people and learn songs legends.

Instruceiona1trategies for the Combined Grades 3, 4, and 5 English-

Dominant Bilingual Classroom

Major Features ,

There are thirty-one students enrolled in this homeroom' twenty-

five Puerto Ricans, five black non-Hispanics, and one Dominican.

The classroom teacher is bilingual of Hispanic ethnicity.

A bilingual'aide works with this teacher 1 1/2 hours daily.

The classroom teacher teaches English Reading, Sranish Language

Arts, Mathematics, Social Studies, and Science.

He team-teaches Science with another-full-time teacher forty-

five minutes weekly.

English Language Instruction for Native-English and Naeive-Spanish Speakers

English Reading instruction is given forty-five minutes daily 1..)

twenty-four students by the'teacher and aide. Three strategies are used
yi\

for instruction including whole-group instruction ih the areas of capi-

Laii4aLiu11,
nnra (a.,3ph

a

week students are grouped for Reading.. There are two groups of twelve

students each, both of which are.taught by the aide and the teacher.

StUdents.do oral reading in the Bank Street Readers and.answer comprehen7

sion questions. They also work on phonics. Students also do independent

work,using the New Practice Readers published by McGraw-Hill. This'

programmed series has reading passages, comprehension questions, vocabu-

lary lists, and a student self-check list.
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1;panish Language Instruction'for Native-Spanish and Native-English

Speakers

Spanish instruction is given daily for forty-five minutes by the

'classroom:teacher. Five of his homeroom students, in,addition to nideteen .

other students from different.homerooms, take this class:. Students are

instructed'as an entire group mith individualization when necessary; The

Students use.a grammar boOk and accompanying workbook entitled Lenala
P

Espanola published by'Cultural-Puerto Riquena, Inc. The teachef also b'ases

his grammaraessons on two other textbooks: Lengua Espanola by Almendos

Alvera, Publicaciones Culture, S.A. printed in Guatemala; and Gramiltica

Espanola by Vega, siuklished by Argentia in Ecuador. In addition the

.
students must write compositions and short book-reports' based on books

. .

they can obtain fror the clasS library. he teacher also has the.

.students use a tape recorder in class to improve their oral skills. EVery

two weeks he has the students.work on Spanish crossword puzzles, and, to

make the grammar lessons more interesting, he has the students learn

tongue tWisters which contain the rules be wishes them to learn. The

language of4,nstruction in this class is Span4sh.

Mathematics Instruction

MathematicS is taught to seventeen students, fortyfive minutes reach

k.
day. The lah-guagesOf'instruction are English (75%) and Spanish (25%).

The latter is.used more to clari.fy certain points that students}may not

comprehend in English. The class is taught as an entire group by the

cladsraom teacher. The textbook the students are using is entitled

Investigating Sehool Mathematics (Addison-Wesley). Students are learning

addition, subtrction, multiplication, beginning division, and measurement.
4

They are also learning the'new math. The students do their computations
,

on commercial ana locaiiy InuuuLeu r. .

Cultural Copponent
- .

Social Studies is taught twice each week for fofty-five minutes a

The, class is a regular part of Oe school,curviculum. The students
0

.StUdy GeOgraphy, History, famous people, and itt,..According to the class-
_

room teacher, this course is taught bilingually.

37-9
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Instructional Strateies for the Cambined Grades-4, 5, and 6

Spanish-Dominant BiIingual'Classroom

it

Major Features

The Spanish-dominant biiingual'Class' has an enrollment of thirty

students including twenty-two Puerto Ricans and eight Dominicans.

The teacher is bilingual and giVes instruction to those.placed in

,,his classes in Spanish Reading, Spanish as a Second Language (SSL),'

't:lath&matics, Science, and Social Studies.

- There are seven other teachers who instruct students enrolled in,

this homeroom in the aforementioned content areas with t.a excep-

tion of English as a Second Language (ESL).

Spanish Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

Spanish Reading instruction is given forty-fl* minutes daily to

twenty-eight,students. The.c1assroom teacher is assisted bx, two para-

professional aides. There are three ability goupings within this clasa.

The eighteen students in the tOp group are instructed by the teacher. 'Each

of the aides Work's'with_six Students, and one grOup is slower than the'
.

---- _

other. Students are reading,in the textbooks Nuestro Mundo Maravilloso-

and Senda; published in the Santillana series. Students read orally and,
7

, silently, answer Reading comprehension questions, and use workbooks to

,improve their writing skills. Written work include& capitalization,

punctuation, spelling, and creative wTiting. Oral work includes plays.

poetry, choral reading, and discussion. .Often the teacher will-read

stories.aloud to the students.

In the top group, students do assignments'from the blackboard, and

read a Spanish-janguage newspaper as supplementary material. Students

spend-mucti more tire doing independent woik in this group and receive
,

individualized instructlon when necessary.

.-The,lowest group needs themost individualized attention and spends

much time with the aide'practicing oral reading and intonation,- wIth

special'emphasis in deVeldping their written'skills.

5 6 8
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English Language Instruction for Native-Spanish Speakers

The students in this class receive forty-five minutes of ESL

. -instruction daily from two other classroom teachers.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics is taught by the homeroom teacher in conjunction with an

aide,forty-five minutes daily. There are twenty-one students in this class,

and there are two ability groupings. The top group of sixteen stddeats is

instructed by thelteacher, and the lower group of ,five by the aide. The

textbook used is Aritmetica, Level 4. Students are studying addition,

suberaction:' multiplication, division, fractions measurement, and

geometry. They are learning concepts related to the new math in addition

'to traditional Mathematics. This class is instructed in English and

Spanish with Snanish being used More frequently than English since ail

the students are Spanish7dominant bilinguals. Students use worksheets

as well as workbooks for written exercises. Group instruction is given

when new material is introduced, and students spend miich time on indepen-

dent work. The teacl,r also individualizes instruction whenever necessary.

Cultural Component

Social Studies is taught forty-five Minutes daily to the homeroom

students. The course is a regular part of the bilingual/bicultural

, pro-gram. There are three ability groupings and.the classroom teacher

instructs eighteen pupils. Two aides work with six students each-. The

tex:-book used for the course is entitled El. Mundo y Mi Isla (The World

and My Island). Once a week students see films related to Social Studies.

As part of the curriculum they study History, Geography, famous people,

legends, and holidays'. The classroom teacher spends thirty minutes weekly

on tolklore ana Spanish games.
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Instructional Strategies for the Combined Grades 4, 5, and 6

English Dominant Bilingual Classroom

Major Features

The English-dominant bilingual component has an nrollment_of____I-

thirty students: twelve Puerto Ricans, fifteen black

non-Hispanics, and one student.eaCh of Central American, South

-American, and Mexican ethnicity..

The homeroom teacher is bilingual and.teaches English Reading,

SL, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies.

Many'of the students.enrolled in his.class are receiving instruc-
,

tion from at
"

least two other teacheredn the area of either Reading,

Language, or Mathematics. The total'number of other teachers

giving instruction to students-in this class is sixteen.

Four aides instruct several of these students throughout the day.

The English-dominant students receive SSL instruction from other

teachers.

English Language Instruction for Native-English Speakers

.Englik, language instruction is given fifty minutes each day to the

twenty-two stUdents.who !lave been. placed.in this claes. The students 'are

reading on the fifth-grade level or above, and the class is instructed as_
z.,

an.entire group two days each week.. During group Reading instfuction, the

students use caKds from the Reach Kit. The teacher presents new

vocabulahr words to the class and then has the students read silently from

° these cards. After students have read the stories or passages, they dis-

cuss them as a eroun.- The followine day. students must coMnlete Readine

comprehens- ion.questions and do follow-up grammatical exercises. During

the.other classes, students do independent work using the SRA.Reading lab

cards, and alSo the SpeCific Skills series, which are both. programmed,

instructional materials; -For-Reading-enrichment, they use textbooks from

from the classroom library. Students also spen4 time learning grammar,

and writing compoSitions based on pictures the teacher shows them or on
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experiences.they have outside the,class. Theteacher.aIsO'had students

listen to recoeds to improve their listening skills. Every-two weeks, one

.Period is spent on. literature during which time students study fableS,

legends, and music. The classrooi teacher alSo gives the students indivi-

dualized work sheets Whilh must be completed and turned every eight

weeks fdt-teacher comments and assessment.

English Language Instruction foor Nativg-Spanish Speakers

, There are twenty students receiving ESL instruction from this teacher

forty-five minutes each day. . Of these-students, five are also enrolled in

the homeroom. The remaining homeroom students receive either ESL or SSL

instruction from seven other classroom teachers. English is used almost

exclusively in this class, and Spanish is just xsed for clarification.

Since most of the students are on the intermediate level, much stress-is

given to Reading and writing. Students are reading from the book entitled

English Around the World and are using a workbook called English Language

and Patterns. The teacher also uses records such as the Littlest Outlaw

as the basis for'listening comprehendion exercises and for teaching American

folklore. He also uses filmstrips without,dialogue so that the studepts

can describe the story. Often, discussions are held based on current

events or on themes of interest to .the students. All students-are required

to write short book reports based on either books or storie-gthey can read

in the classroom libraty. The teacher'also has the students learn songs

as, the basisfor new vocabulary and to-hoM the students' interst.

Mathematics Instruction

Mathematics instruction is given,forty-five minutes daily ,to twenty-,

Joui students. The class is taught as an entire group and,the textbook

thPy arc. usiny is entitled IiivestLaating School Math; Level 5, published

by Addison-Wesley. The students ar,, studying addition, Subtraction,

division, fraction, decimals word problets, and some geometry. They

use workbooks, exercise sheets, and the Hayes Duplicating Masters for Math,

Level:s 4-5. The'latter 'are only used, for the purl:lase of review. ,The

languages of instruction are,boLh Spanish and English. Manipulative

objects such as Algebricks and Cuisena. -e rods are also used.
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Cultural Component

/
Social Studies is'taught twice each week for a total of ninety-.

minutes. The students do not use textbooks but instead use atiases.and

magazines as materials. Students study Geography and.History, learn about

famous people, paint culturally oriented.murals, and learn songs. The

teacher spends much time on cultural awareness. His focus is oft Puerto

Rican heritage, and.the importance of Mack and Caribbean cultures. Often

he-will. use History nd Art as the 'media of instructiOn. He does, not

limit his class to the Hispanic and black cultures but tries to bring-in a

multicultural approach,. fncluding American history and international

figures such as Ghandi. He also stresSes a common Hispanic culture as

opposed to nationalism. :During the year the Students have observed Puerto

Rican Discovery Day, BlackHistory Week, and the Bicentennial. Instruction-
.

is given both'in English and in Spanish.

Parent and Commbnity Involvement

,Accordingeto the classrooM teacher of-the third- and fourth-grade

Spanish-dominant classroom, almost all of the parents of her homeroom.
. .

students have participated in the parent conferences twice this year. On

an informal basis, at least ten parents have come to school for their.

children's. birthday parties, and four parents have come with the class

op field trips.

Seventeen parents of students in the third-, fourth-, and fifth-grade

English-dOminant classroom have* comef:twice this year for conferences With

the teacher.on student per'formance.. Five parents come to the class On an

infoi"mal basis, And three parents have come for class parties.

In the fourth-,'fifth-, and sixth-grade Spanieh-dominant classrdom,

there are two scheduied parent conferences yearly, and approximately

n- k.muic a4fthr nqrpnt,a------. - _
- ,

sChool and talk with this teacher about student progress.

In the fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade English-dominant classroom,

there are two scheduled conferences each year given in the morning and

evening. The homeroom teacher has seen at least one parent of eaCh Student

this year (1975-7e). He also contacts them by phone, makag home visits,.
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or contacts them .by lettet when nqcessary. Some oE the students have a

-daily log book about their school performance which they bring home for

their parents to sign. This is done only upon parental request. There

are five field trips throughout the year, and two parents have joined the

students for these activities.

t
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